
From: CCSF Department of Emergency Management
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: DEM 24-Hour Daily Situational Awareness Report - 02-27-2020
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:39:41 AM

Report Date: 02-27-2020

24-Hour Daily Situational Awareness Report
_________

Priority Information / Current Notable Local Incidents:

-The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has confirmed 11 cases of
the recently named COVID-19 (novel coronavirus-2019) in California:

2 – San Benito County
2 – San Diego County
2 – Santa Clara County
1 – Humbolt County
1 – Los Angeles County
1 – Orange County
1 – Sacramento County
1 – Yolo County

-The Department of Homeland Security issued supplemental instructions for inbound
flights with individuals who have been in China. For more information, see:
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/02/02/dhs-issues-supplemental-instructions-inbound-
flights-individuals-who-have-been-china

-The CDC has issued travel advisories to countries affected by the virus:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html

-US Health and Human Services has declared a public health emergency. For more
information, see: https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/01/31/secretary-azar-
declares-public-health-emergency-us-2019-novel-coronavirus.html

• Additional coronavirus information: https://.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
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ncov/index.html or by calling 800-CDC- INFO | (800-232-4636) | TTY: (888) 232-6348

• CDC information for healthcare providers: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
nCoV/guidance-hcp.html 

• Information for San Francisco residents: 
https://www.sf72.org/
https://www.sfdph.org/dph/

__________

DEM Contact Information:

Watch Center Operations
Mon-Sun, 0600-2230 Hours 
- Primary (415) 260-2591
- Desk (415) 558-2738
- Email: demdutyofficer@sfgov.org

Duty Officer (After Hours)
Mon-Sun, 2230-0600 Hours 
- Current Duty Officer: Ed Trinh / 415-260-2591

Manager On Call (MOC): Bijan Karimi - 415-640-8269 - bijan.karimi@sfgov.org
Public Information Officer: Kristin Hogan - 415-518-2834 -
kristin.hogan@sfgov.org / 415-558-2712

Current EOC Status: Level 2
EOC Activation Levels:

Level  EOC Status Description  Time 

 DO / MOC  EOC Standby  Duty Officer / Manager On-Call  After-hours & Weekends 

3 EOC Open Watch Center
(Monitoring) 

0600-2230; daily 
(excluding holidays)

2 EOC Open Partial w/ 1st Response 
Elements & Support As Needed

1 EOC Open Full Activation 
(All Sections and Positions)  As Needed

___________
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Weather Summary and Forecast:

Today – Sunny, high of 72. Winds of 6 mph.

Tonight – Cloudy, low of 52. Winds of 5 mph.

Tomorrow – Cloudy, high of 68. Winds of 5 to 8 mph.

Air Quality Index (AQI):
Current: 66
Forecast: 38
www.airnow.gov

___________

Happening Today - Special Events for 02-27-2020:

Thursday (2/27/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Warriors vs. Lakers @ Chase Center, 7:30pm to 11:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Powell and Montgomery, 7:00pm to 5:00am
and Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm
___________

Happening This Week - Special Events from 02-28-2020 to 03-05-2020:

Friday (2/28/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Galantis @ Bill Graham, 8:00pm to 12:00am
-Filming Street Closure @ Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm
and Sacramento between Leidesdorff and Battery, 8:00pm to March 1, 7:00pm and
Sansome between Clay and Sutter

Saturday (2/29/2020)
-Dash and Splash Polar Plunge @ Aquatic Park, 7:00am to 3:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Front and Montgomery, 7:00am to 5:00am
-Filming activity @ 444 Stockton, 5:00pm to 5:00am

Sunday (3/1/2020)

http://www.airnow.gov/


-YMCA Chinese New Years Run @ Portsmouth Square (street closures), 7:30am to
10:30am
-Warriors vs. Wizards @ Chase Center, 5:30pm to 9:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Montgomery and Market, 3:00pm to 5:00am
-Filming activity @ 444 Stockton, 5:00pm to 5:00am

Monday (3/2/2020)
-No large events scheduled

Tuesday (3/03/2020)
-No large events scheduled

Wednesday (3/04/2020)
-Hamilton Education Program @ Fulton between Hyde and Larkin (street closures),
8:00am to 6:00pm

Thursday (3/05/2020)
-Warriors vs. Raptors @ Chase Center, 7:30pm to 11:00pm
___________

Critical Branch Updates:

CCSF Transportation Branch:
- SFMTA Muni Alert messages: https://www.sfmta.com

CCSF Infrastructure Branch:
- Nothing significant to report.

CCSF Public Safety Branch:
- Nothing significant to report.

CCSF Health and Human Services Branch:
- The San Francisco Department of Public Health continues to coordinate with partner
agencies to monitor the COVID-19 (novel coronavirus-2019) situation.

CCSF Community Branch:
- Community Branch has activated to provide COVID-19 information to city partners,
schools and the private sector.



__________

Domestic and International News:

Coronavirus Northern California: Solano County resident treated after possible 'community
exposure'

SOLANO COUNTY, Calif. (KGO) -- A new case of the novel coronavirus has been detected in Northern
California in a resident who has not traveled overseas since the outbreak began. This suggests the virus
could be spreading locally, person-to-person, the CDC said. "The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) has confirmed an infection with the virus that causes COVID-19 in California in a
person who reportedly did not have relevant travel history or exposure to another known patient with
COVID-19," the CDC said in a press release. It is unknown how the patient contracted the virus. If it was
contracted in the United States, it would be the country's first case of it spreading here, as opposed to
being exposed overseas. The patient is a resident of Solano County and is receiving medical treatment at
UC Davis Medical Center, according to the California Department of Public Health.

https://abc7news.com/health/coronavirus-solano-county-resident-treated-unknown-origin/5971289/

__________

Gunman kills 5 at Milwaukee brewery before taking own life

MILWAUKEE - An employee opened fire Wednesday at one of the nation's largest breweries in
Milwaukee, killing five fellow workers before taking his own life, police said. The assailant who attacked
the Molson Coors complex was identified as a 51-year-old Milwaukee man who died of a self-inflicted
gunshot wound, police said. "There were five individuals who went to work today, just like everybody goes
to work, and they thought they were going to go to work, finish their day and return to their families. They
didn't -- and tragically they never will," Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett said. Authorities offered no
immediate motive for the attack and did not release details about the shooter or how the shooting
unfolded. None of the victims was identified. Police said they were still contacting relatives as of early
evening. No one was wounded beyond those who were killed, authorities said.

https://www.ktvu.com/news/gunman-kills-5-at-milwaukee-brewery-before-taking-own-life

__________

Death toll rises to 32 in religious violence in India's capital

NEW DELHI (Reuters) - At least 32 people have been killed in the deadliest violence to engulf India’s
capital New Delhi for decades as a heavy deployment of security forces brought an uneasy calm on
Thursday, a police official said. The violence began over a disputed new citizenship law on Monday but
led to clashes between Muslims and Hindus in which hundreds were injured. Many suffered gunshot
wounds, while arson, looting and stone-throwing has also taken place. “The death count is now at 32,”
Delhi police spokesman Anil Mittal said, adding the “entire area is peaceful now.” At the heart of the
unrest is a citizenship law which makes it easier for non-Muslims from some neighboring Muslim-
dominated countries to gain Indian citizenship.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-india-citizenship-protests/death-toll-rises-to-32-in-religious-violence-in-indias-capital-idUSKCN20L1MJ

___________



The City & County of San Francisco (CCSF) Department of Emergency Management’s Duty Officer
Program compiles and disseminates this product in order to maintain situational awareness among public
safety partners.

CCSF Alert is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco. To change the way you
receive CCSF Alerts, contact your Department's Disaster Preparedness Coordinator.



From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Cc: Colfax, Grant (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Stier, David (DPH); Nguyen, Rita (DPH)
Subject: Re: help with language in light of new case
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 7:18:15 AM
Attachments: Outlook-snjpcvze.png

Tomas,

Thanks, but that sentence does not take into account the new patient in Solano/Sacto.

I am going to use the sentence Grant approved, which allows for more modes of transmission.

Risk for the novel coronavirus is based on travel history, contacts and exposure to the virus. 

Thanks, Rachael

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 7:59 PM
To: Kagan, Rachael (DPH) <rachael.kagan@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Bobba,
Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
<juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: help with language in light of new case
 
How about something like:

Risk of infection is based on exposure to the novel coronavirus in locations where it has spread (now 30+
countries), or by close contact to a confirmed case. 

Country count is here:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/locations-confirmed-cases.html

Confirmed 2019-nCoV Cases Globally | CDC
Links with this icon indicate that you are leaving the CDC website.. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) cannot attest to the accuracy of a non-federal website. Linking to a non-federal website
does not constitute an endorsement by CDC or any of its employees of the sponsors or the information
and products presented on the website.

www.cdc.gov

Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 

--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity, equity,
compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity and sustainable
results." (learn more http://bit.ly/phd-lead)  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not
the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information is prohibited. Notify the
sender immediately and delete all information.

From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH) <rachael.kagan@sfdph.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:58 PM
To: Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Philip,
Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
<juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: help with language in light of new case
 
Hi team,

So much happening. I’d like to draw your attention to one particular question (among many).

In terms of the xenophobia and discrimination theme, we have been saying: This virus is not about
race, ethnicity or culture. The risk of getting COVID-19 is based on travel history,
and contacts with people who are sick.
In light of the new California case having no travel history and no known contacts with travelers or people who
are sick, how would we modify our statement? I realize we don’t have all the answers right now, but the Mayor
and Carmen Chu are submitting an op-ed tomorrow about discrimination, and I am helping them update this
language. How about:

Risk for the novel coronavirus is based on travel history, contacts and exposure to the virus.
 

Is that safe to say? Note that this is not a clinical piece, but we still want to be accurate.

Thank you,

Rachael

 

 

From: CDPHPress (OPA) <CDPHPressOPA@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:39 PM
To: CDPHOPA@LISTSERV.CDPH.CA.GOV
Subject: News Release: CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of COVID-19 Community Transmission in California
 

http://bit.ly/phd-lead


 
 

 

 

 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 26, 2020
PH20-006
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov
 

CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of 
COVID-19 Community Transmission in California

SACRAMENTO – The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention today confirmed a
possible first case of person-to-person transmission of COVID-19 in California in the general
public. The individual is a resident of Solano County and is receiving medical care in Sacramento
County. The individual had no known exposure to the virus through travel or close contact with a
known infected individual.

California has a strong health care system and public health infrastructure. California has
prepared for the potential spread of diseases, such as H1N1, in the past and is prepared and
actively responding to the potential community spread of COVID-19. Contact tracing in this case
has already begun.

The health risk from novel coronavirus to the general public remains low at this time. While
COVID-19 has a high transmission rate, it has a low mortality rate. From the international data
we have, of those who have tested positive for COVID-19, approximately 80 percent do not
exhibit symptoms that would require hospitalization. There have been no confirmed deaths
related to COVID-19 in the United States to date. California is carefully assessing the situation
as it evolves.

“Keeping Californians safe and healthy is our number one priority,” said Dr. Sonia Angell,
Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Public Health Officer. “This has
been an evolving situation, which California has been monitoring and responding to since
COVID-19 cases first emerged in China last year. This is a new virus, and while we are still
learning about it, there is a lot we already know. We have been anticipating the potential for such
a case in the U.S., and given our close familial, social and business relationships with China, it is
not unexpected that the first case in the U.S. would be in California. That’s why California has
been working closely with federal and local partners, including health care providers and
hospitals, since the outbreak was first reported in China -- and we are already responding.”

As in any public health emergency, the Department of Public Health's Emergency Operations

mailto:CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov


Center has been actively coordinating response efforts across the state and preparing for
possible community transmission. California continues to prepare and respond in coordination
with federal and local partners.

This would be the first known instance of person-to-person transmission in the general public in
the United States. Previously known instances of person-to-person transmission in the United
States include one instance in Chicago, Illinois, and one in San Benito County, California. Both
cases were after close, prolonged interaction with a family member who returned from Wuhan,
China and had tested positive for COVID-19, the disease caused by novel coronavirus. As of
today, including this case, California has had 7 travel-related cases, one close contact case, and
now one community transmission.

As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Health Department reminds you there are
a number of steps you can take to protect your health and those around you:

Washing hands with soap and water.

Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.

Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of infection
with a number of different viruses.

Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with respiratory
symptoms like fever and cough.

The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information about this
patient due to patient confidentiality. For more information about novel coronavirus, please visit
the CDPH website.

www.cdph.ca.gov
 

To unsubscribe from the CDPHOPA list, click the following link:
https://listserv.cdph.ca.gov/cgi-bin/wa.exe?SUBED1=CDPHOPA&A=1

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fwww.cdph.ca.gov-252FPrograms-252FCID-252FDCDC-252FPages-252FImmunization-252FnCOV2019.aspx-26data-3D02-257C01-257CKate.Folmar-2540chhs.ca.gov-257C2875ce044e3b4f2d2f3408d7bb11f24a-257C265c2dcd2a6e43aab2e826421a8c8526-257C0-257C0-257C637183558070358894-26sdata-3DNqFDda4XcM2prMHQXuwFMuhu1PBF1TOH3QwNDe8USnk-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFAg&c=Lr0a7ed3egkbwePCNW4ROg&r=A8VAk1UqlhJEq2Og-b-nDxDHMjfghjmh7lKv268JP9I&m=ojeapVjDcY-cTpDaG0RWUZTwjpuuoBa0HVCmdE3TkMI&s=QhmKijsK3Atziln_2pyX3EKhuqkHbKNhvepQ5PNtPk8&e=
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Pages/CDPHHome.aspx
https://listserv.cdph.ca.gov/cgi-bin/wa.exe?SUBED1=CDPHOPA&A=1


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
To: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
Subject: CDC Media Statement: CDC Confirms Possible Instance of Community Spread of COVID-19 in U.S.
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 5:51:12 AM

 
Media Statement                                                                     

For Immediate Release
Wednesday, February 26, 2020

Contact: CDC Media Relations
(404) 639-3286
 

CDC Confirms Possible Instance of Community Spread of COVID-19 in U.S.
 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has confirmed an infection with the
virus that causes COVID-19 in California in a person who reportedly did not have relevant
travel history or exposure to another known patient with COVID-19.
 
At this time, the patient’s exposure is unknown.  It’s possible this could be an instance of
community spread of COVID-19, which would be the first time this has happened in the
United States. Community spread means spread of an illness for which the source of infection
is unknown. It’s also possible, however, that the patient may have been exposed to a returned
traveler who was infected.
 
This case was detected through the U.S. public health system — picked up by astute clinicians.
This brings the total number of COVID-19 cases in the United States to 15.
 
The federal government has been working closely with state, local, tribal, and territorial
partners, as well as public health partners, to respond to this public health threat.
Unprecedented, aggressive efforts have been taken to contain the spread and mitigate the
impact of this virus.
 
This is a rapidly evolving situation. CDC will continue to update the public as circumstances
warrant.  For more information about COVID-19 visit www.cdc.gov/covid19. 
 

###
 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
 

CDC works 24/7 protecting America’s health, safety and security. Whether diseases start at
home or abroad, are curable or preventable, chronic or acute, or from human activity or

deliberate attack, CDC responds to America’s most pressing health threats. CDC is

mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
http://www.cdc.gov/media
http://www.cdc.gov/covid19
http://www.hhs.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/24-7/index.html


headquartered in Atlanta and has experts located throughout the United States and the world



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
To: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
Subject: 2-26-20 CDC COVID-19 Key Points and CDC"s New COVID-19 "What"s New Weekly Update"
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 5:23:25 AM
Attachments: CDC_COVID-19_Daily Key Points__2_26_2020.pdf

 
 Dear Colleagues:
 
Attached please find the CDC COVID-19 key points for Wednesday, February 26, 2020. Feel free to share among partners and appropriate parties.

Thank you,

State Coordination Task Force

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

EPIC Extra

 

Sign-up to Receive CDC's New 
COVID-19 "What's New" Weekly Update

Dear CDC EPIC Partners and Subscribers,

We would like to share with you CDC’s new COVID-19 “What’s New” weekly E-Newsletter that is being launched this week.

We invite you to sign up to receive these weekly updates, delivered right to your inbox every Monday, so you can stay current with this rapidly
evolving situation. 

Sincerely,

CDC’s EPIC Team

Sent by BCC to PHEP Directors, SHOS, State Epis, Non-governmental Partners, STLTs, and BCHC

mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
https://t.emailupdates.cdc.gov/r/?id=h9b090e3,4b67d5b,4b68929
https://t.emailupdates.cdc.gov/r/?id=h9b090e3,4b67d5b,4b68931



CDC Daily Key Points 


Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak 


February 26, 2020 


All content updated since February 25 is shown in colored text.  


MAIN KEY POINTS  


• There is an expanding global outbreak of respiratory illness caused by a novel (new) coronavirus.  


• This virus has been named “SARS-CoV-2;” the disease it causes has been named COVID-19. 


• Due to potential for confusion with SARS-CoV, where possible, public communications 


will use “the virus that causes COVID-19.”  


• While most COVID-19 cases outside of China have been associated with travel to or from China, 


community spread is being detected in a growing number of countries. 


• Destinations with widespread or sustained community spread of COVID-19 include China, Iran, 


Italy, Japan, and South Korea. 


• Other destinations with instances of apparent community spread include Hong Kong, Singapore, 


Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam. 


• The fact that COVID-19 has caused illness, including illness resulting in death, and sustained 


person-to-person spread is concerning. These factors meet two of the criteria of a pandemic.  


• As community spread is detected in more and more countries, the world moves closer toward 


meeting the third criteria, worldwide spread of the new virus. 


• The potential public health threat posed by COVID-19 is high, both globally and to the United 


States. 


• But individual risk is dependent on exposure. 


• For the general American public, who are unlikely to be exposed to this virus at this time, the 


immediate health risk from COVID-19 is low. 


• Under current circumstances, certain people will have an increased risk of infection.  


• For example, healthcare workers caring for patients with COVID-19 and other close 


contacts of persons with COVID-19. 


• CDC has developed guidance to help in the risk assessment and management of people with 


potential exposures to COVID-19. 


• CDC expects that more cases will be reported in the United States, including person-to-person 


spread.  


• Global efforts at this time are focused concurrently on containing spread of and mitigating the 


impact of this virus. 


• The federal government is working closely with state, local, tribal, and territorial partners, as 


well as public health partners, to respond to this public health threat. 


• The public health response is aggressive and multi-layered, with the goal of detecting 


introductions of this virus in the United States and reducing the spread and the impact of this 


virus. 


• CDC is operationalizing all of its pandemic preparedness and response plans, working on 


multiple fronts to meet these goals, including specific measures to prepare communities to 


respond local transmission of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html





• Pandemic guidance developed in anticipation of an influenza pandemic is being repurposed and 


adapted for a COVID-19 pandemic. 


• Public health partners are encouraged to review their pandemic preparedness plans at this time. 


• At this time, there is no vaccine to protect against COVID-19 and no medications approved to 


treat it. 


• Nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) would be the most important response strategy. NPIs 


simultaneously help contain the spread of disease and reduce the impact of disease.  


SITUATION UPDATE 


• To date, 42 international locations (including the U.S.) have reported confirmed cases of COVID-


19, most recently Algeria, Austria, Brazil, Croatia, Switzerland. 


• CDC is reviewing and updating their travel guidance daily. 


• To date, CDC has issued: 


• Level 3 Travel Health Notices (Avoid Nonessential Travel) for China and South Korea. 


• Level 2 Travel Health Notices (Practice Enhanced Precautions) for Iran, Italy, and Japan. 


• Level 1 Travel Health Notices (Practice Usual Precautions) for Hong Kong. 


• CDC also recommends that all travelers reconsider cruise ship voyages into or within Asia at this 


time. 


• This is consistent with guidance by the U.S. State Department. 


• This is a rapidly evolving situation. CDC is constantly reviewing and updating its guidance as 


needed. 


• CDC is reporting confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United States in two categories: 


1. Cases detected through our domestic public health systems, and 


2. Cases among people who were repatriated via U.S. State Department flights from 


Wuhan, China and from the Diamond Princess cruise ship (Japan). 


• 15 cases of COVID-19 have been detected through U.S. public health surveillance. 


• Two of these cases occurred through person-to-person spread. 


• On February 26, CDC confirmed an infection with the virus that causes COVID-19 in a 


person who reportedly did not have relevant travel history or exposure to another 


COVID-19 patient. 


• It’s possible this could be an instance of community spread of COVID-19, which would 


be the first time that has happened in the United States. 


• Community spread means spread of an illness for which the source of infection is 


unknown. 


• It’s also possible, however, that the patient may have been exposed to a returned 


traveler who was infected. 


• All the remaining cases detected through the U.S. public health system were in persons 


who had travel to China. 


• 45 cases of COVID-19 have been detected among the 1,100+ people repatriated from Hubei 


Province, China and the Diamond Princess. 


• 3 people were repatriated from Wuhan. 


• 42 people were repatriated from the Diamond Princess, an increase of 2 since 


yesterday. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html

https://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/novel-coronavirus-hubei-province--china.html





• Almost all of the people from the Wuhan flights who were quarantined have finished their 14-


day quarantine period. 


• Because the passengers on the Diamond Princess were in a close setting where there was 


significant spread of COVID-19, they are considered at high-risk for infection. CDC expects to see 


additional confirmed cases of among those passengers. 


WHAT YOU CAN DO  


• While the immediate risk of this new virus to the American public is believed to be low at this 


time, everyone can do their part to help us respond to this emerging public health threat:  


• It’s currently flu and respiratory disease season and CDC recommends getting a flu 


vaccine, taking everyday preventive actions to help stop the spread of germs, and taking 


flu antivirals if prescribed.  


• If you are a healthcare provider, be on the look-out for people with who recently 


traveled from China and fever and respiratory symptoms. 


• If you are a healthcare provider caring for a COVID-19 patient or a public health 


responder, please take care of yourself and follow recommended infection control 


procedures. 


• If you have been in China or have been exposed to someone sick with COVID-19 in the 


last 14 days, you will face some limitations on your movement and activity. Please 


follow instructions during this time. Your cooperation is integral to the ongoing public 


health response to try to slow spread of this virus. If you develop COVID-19 symptoms, 


contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and your travel or 


exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who have had close contact with someone with COVID-19 who develop 


symptoms, contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and 


your exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who are ill with COVID-19, please follow CDC guidance on how to reduce the 


risk of spreading your illness to others. This guidance in on the CDC website. 


TESTING  


• CDC and FDA have developed a protocol that uses two of the three components of the original 


CDC test kit to detect the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• By the end of this week, at least 40 public health laboratories should be able to begin testing 


using existing kits in their laboratories. 


• Further, FDA and CDC have identified additional kits that will be evaluated and could be shipped 
to public health laboratories. 


• In addition, CDC has two laboratories conducting testing for the virus that causes COVID-19. CDC 


can test approximately 400 specimens per day. 


• Commercial labs are working to develop their own tests and hopefully will be available soon. 


This will allow a greater number of tests to happen close to where potential cases are. 


CDC ACTIONS 


• CDC is aggressively responding to the global outbreak of COVID-19 and preparing for the 


potential of community spread in the United States. 







• Preparing first responders, healthcare providers, and health systems: 


• Establishing visibility across healthcare systems to understand healthcare use, 


particularly surges in demand for medical care and associated resources. 


• Conducting extensive outreach to clinical and hospital professional organizations to 


ensure health system preparedness. 


• Producing more than 23 guidance documents on infection control, hospital 


preparedness assessments, personal protective equipment (PPE) supply planning, and 


clinical evaluation and management (as of February 22, 2020). 


• Working closely with healthcare facilities and providers to reinforce infection 


control principles that recognize PPE is one component of a larger set of 


practices that help to limit the spread of disease. 


• Developing a range of respirator conservation strategies, including strategies 


to make supplies last longer (such as using alternative products like reusable 


respirators) and extending the use of disposable respirators.  


• Leveraging existing telehealth tools to direct people to the right level of healthcare for 
their medical needs. 


• Working with supply chain partners to understand supply usage, what products are 
available, and when more aggressive measures may need to be taken to ensure that 
healthcare workers at highest risk have access to PPE.  


• Sharing information with stakeholders to help them recognize when to shift the 
strategies they are using. 


• Reinforcing state, territorial, and local public health readiness: 


• Assessing state and local readiness to implement community mitigation measures like 


home containment, including housing and transportation needs. 


• Coordinating with states to identify and mitigate gaps in readiness that will help reduce 


the spread of disease in the community while protecting workers, infrastructure, and 


institutions. 


• Linking public health agencies and healthcare systems to identify and mitigate stressors 


to the health system 


• Tracking stockpiles of PPE across jurisdictions. 


• Working with state and local public health to use existing Public Health Emergency 


Preparedness (PHEP) funding to support COVID-19 preparedness and response 


activities. 


• Leveraging funding mechanisms to help states accelerate preparedness activities. 


• Providing technical assistance and guidance to states to improve their ability to respond 


to the outbreak.  


• Supporting communities, businesses, and schools: 


• Creating business guidance to help the public and private sectors ensure they are able 


to operate with adaptations like telework and flexible sick leave policies, as well as how 


to respond if an employee gets sick. 


• Developing guidance for childcare programs, K-12 schools, and colleges/universities to 


help them plan and prepare for COVID-19 and respond if there is a local outbreak in 


their community. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/healthcare-supply-ppe.html#respirator-supply-strategies

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.cdc.gov/cpr/readiness/phep.htm

https://www.cdc.gov/cpr/readiness/phep.htm

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html





• Providing planning guides for COVID-19 that households, community- and faith-


based organizations, event planners of mass gatherings, and public health 


communicators can use. 


• Educating communities about nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) that 


help slow the spread of illness, like COVID-19. 


NONPHARMACEUTICAL INTERVENTIONS 


• Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs) are actions, apart from getting vaccinated and taking 


medicine, that people and communities can take to help slow the spread of illnesses like 


pandemic flu or COVID-19. 


• NPIs are also known as community mitigation strategies. 


• When a new virus spreads among people, causing illness worldwide, it is called a pandemic. 


• Because the virus is new, the human population has little or no immunity against it. This allows 


the virus to spread quickly from person to person worldwide. 


• NPIs are among the best ways of controlling a pandemic caused by a respiratory virus when 


vaccines are not yet available. 


• NPIs are grouped in three categories: 


1. personal NPIs (personal protective measures for everyday use and personal protective 


measures reserved for influenza pandemics); 


2. community NPIs (social distancing measures and school closures and dismissals); and 


3. environmental NPIs (surface cleaning measures) 


• View information about NPIs and factors to consider before implementing nonpharmaceutical 


interventions. 


 


For more information please visit the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak Page at: 


www.cdc.gov/COVID19. 



http://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/COVID19





 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Epi-X Today: Thursday, February 27, 2020
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:06:19 AM

 

Epi-X reports posted in your areas of interest in the past 24 hours. To view a specific report, click on its
URL.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Key Points: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak for February 26, 2020
This report includes CDC Daily Key Points for COVID-19 for February 26, 2020. This document is cleared
to share with your staff and partners.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80991

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~*~ Global Immunization News Report, February 26, 2020 ~*~
Today's Global Immunization News report includes polio, measles, Ebola, mumps, Yellow fever, cholera,
policy and funding, vaccine demand and safety, coronavirus, and other news for Wednesday, February
26, 2020.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80681

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
FDA Enforcement Report -- United States, February 26, 2020
This report contains Class I, II, and III recalls of food and food products, drugs, biologics, and devices.
The link to the full report is accessible through this posting or https://tinyurl.com/uoo7pfp.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80679

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Key Points: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak for February 25, 2020
This report includes CDC Daily Key Points for COVID-19 for February 25, 2020. This document is cleared
to share with your staff and partners.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80614

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 26, 2020 ~*~
This report provides special media coverage of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19).
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80957

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Media Tracking Report, February 26, 2020 ~*~
Media stories include mumps in Colorado; Legionnaires' in Florida and Pennsylvania; hepatitis A in
Florida and New York; COVID-19 in multiple countries; pertussis in North Carolina and Pennsylvania;
plague in DRC; rubella in Ireland; Lassa fever in Nigeria; Zika in Taiwan; tuberculosis in New Zealand;
and other media coverage.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80680

----------------------------- 
ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
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Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
Update your contact information: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Profile.aspx
Learn about Epi-X training opportunities: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/help/Training_Opportunities.htm
Receive this message in Text format: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Preferences.aspx#Email

mailto:EpiXHelp@cdc.gov


From: CCSF Alert
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: CCSF Situation Report - Update - COVID-19 (#18)
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 7:54:57 PM
Importance: High

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message

Situation Report - Update - COVID-19 (#18)
Department of Emergency Management
Division of Emergency Services

02-26-2020 - 19:50:40

Change Since Last Situation Report: 

Situation Update:

International data:
81,322 confirmed cases; 78,064 cases in mainland China; 2,719 deaths in mainland China; 55
deaths outside mainland China
3,258 confirmed cases outside of China across 47 countries/regions. (total includes 705 cases on
the Diamond Princess cruise ship docked at Yokohama, Japan)

National (U.S.) data:
15 total confirmed cases in the USA (does not include 42 patients repatriated from the Diamond
Princess to Travis AFB, Lockland AFB, Providence Sacred Heart-Spokane or the University of
Nebraska-Omaha or the 3 repatriated form Wuhan)

There are no confirmed cases among San Francisco residents.
The risk of COVID-19 in California remains low.

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
NOTE: Information may vary as events and reporting are rapidly evolving.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention today confirmed a possible first case of person-to-
person transmission of COVID-19 in California in the general public. The individual is a resident of Solano
County and is receiving medical care in Sacramento County. The individual had no known exposure to the
virus through travel or close contact with a known infected individual.
There are no recommendations to cancel events.
We are in flu season.  The San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) recommends that
persons with symptoms stay home from work, school and social gatherings.  Practice hand-
washing precautions.  It is not too late to get the flu vaccine. 

The City and County of San Francisco, led by the Health Department, is working on preventing the virus,
containing its spread, and reducing harm in the community. We are focused on the most vulnerable
groups, including children, people in congregate settings and the elderly. However, every sector has a role
to play to ensure community health and safety. The health care system, schools, businesses and
individuals can all do their part.

SFDEM Activities:

To support the Department of Public Health response, the Department of Emergency Management
continues expanded activation of San Francisco’s Emergency Operations Center to assist with
coordination of resources and established a Community Branch comprised of community, faith, business
and education partners. As a result, community and government partners can work together to identify and
coordinate our response to emerging issues.
Mayor Breed made an emergency declaration to strengthen the City’s preparedness and to surge

mailto:conf-5e573d735d891d52606c2e0f-5e573d717ef9692f57ecd1d5@smtpic-ne.prd1.everbridge.net
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
https://neconfirm.everbridge.net/email/5e573d735d891d52606c2e0f?instanceId=NE8&broadcastId=5e573d717ef9692f57ecd1d5&language=en-US
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgisanddata.maps.arcgis.com%2Fapps%2Fopsdashboard%2Findex.html%23%2Fbda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6&data=02%7C01%7Cdemdutyofficer%40sfgov.org%7C2740f4de3b2c4420b5ff08d7bb31dff4%7C22d5c2cfce3e443d9a7fdfcc0231f73f%7C0%7C0%7C637183695190822184&sdata=oS9umtMFQZptmEZb%2B7osQaqBGOQkp3JKzvG0hDeA8Ww%3D&reserved=0


resources and capabilities, and ensure San Francisco is as ready as possible in the event that the new
virus comes to our community. The declaration was announced by the Mayor during a press conference
on February 25, 2020.
The declaration of a local emergency will mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning,
streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and
federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in
the event that COVID-19 appears in our community.

SFDPH Activities:

SFDPH DOC expanded community outreach and mitigation efforts, working closely with the CCSF
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in anticipation of increased inquiries due to the declaration of a local
emergency.
SFDPH is focusing on providing a comprehensive picture of past and current preparation and mitigation
efforts, forward leaning departmental objectives, and the data and information being used to guide the
work.
SFDPH and the EOC are collaborating to create a process for routing briefing and other informational
requests (from media and non-media sources) to the appropriate channels.
SFDPH drafted guidelines for housing plans for confirmed COVID-19 cases, potential COVID-19 cases,
and medium risk individuals who live in congregate living situations including Single Room Occupancies
(SROs).
SFDPH completed a preparedness consultation site visit to Chinese Hospital 02/25/20 and UCSF Mission
Bay today 02/26/20.
SF Public Health Laboratory is strengthening their safety measures for lab personnel, including enhanced
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) requirements.
SF Public Health Laboratory is still awaiting delivery of CDC testing kits. CDC reported they will have a
ship date for the testing kits by the end of this week.
SFDPH is updating their COVID-19 Fact Sheet to include the most recent updates and align messaging
and information across DPH and CCSF sites.
SFDPH Public Information Office recently completed a COVID-19 prevention focused informational poster,
which will soon be displayed on BART Trains.
SFDPH CDCP information: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-  
 %20%20%20coronavirus/

Public Information:

SFDPH and the San Francisco Department of Emergency Management (DEM) continue to operate the
Joint Information Center to develop and disseminate accurate, timely, relevant and accessible public
information about COVID-19. The Joint Information Center will expand to include additional regular
members from other city agencies.
Public Information Objectives:

1. Rumor Control
2. Engagement and Outreach with the multilingual communities
3. Manage media inquiries and requests
4. Develop simplified and accessible public information education materials
5. Create a  COVID-19 communications toolkit for NGOs and community serving organizations to

increase public information and education among diverse and at risk communities

DPH and DEM have public announcement plans should a San Francisco resident contract COVID-19. The
Office of Civic Engagement and Immigrant Affairs (OCEIA) continues to translate emerging materials in all
threshold languages.
Talking points were updated to include key messages regarding the San Francisco emergency declaration
and continued emphasis on preparedness
DPH and DEM Public Information Officers (PIOs) continue to respond to media inquiries and prioritize
Chinese language media. Public messaging also highlights ongoing preparedness work for possible
COVID-19 cases in San Francisco in the future.
311 has received an increase of incoming call volume due to the emergency declaration announced
Tuesday

CDPH (California Department of Public Health):

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sfcdcp.org%2Finfectious-diseases-a-to-z%2Fcoronavirus-2019-novel-%2520%25C2%25A0%2520%25C2%25A0%2520%2520%2520coronavirus%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cdemdutyofficer%40sfgov.org%7C2740f4de3b2c4420b5ff08d7bb31dff4%7C22d5c2cfce3e443d9a7fdfcc0231f73f%7C0%7C0%7C637183695190822184&sdata=7K0Pwz%2F9DEY1oRLo%2F55ORE8NbhyjcquvbHkpez1xAEU%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sfcdcp.org%2Finfectious-diseases-a-to-z%2Fcoronavirus-2019-novel-%2520%25C2%25A0%2520%25C2%25A0%2520%2520%2520coronavirus%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cdemdutyofficer%40sfgov.org%7C2740f4de3b2c4420b5ff08d7bb31dff4%7C22d5c2cfce3e443d9a7fdfcc0231f73f%7C0%7C0%7C637183695190822184&sdata=7K0Pwz%2F9DEY1oRLo%2F55ORE8NbhyjcquvbHkpez1xAEU%3D&reserved=0


CDPH reported new cases of COVID-19 in CA in the 24 hours. Number of confirmed cases in CA: 7 travel-
related, 1 close contact case and 1 community case.
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx

CDC (U.S. Centers for Disease Control & Prevention):

CDC updated their travel advisory to include South
Korea.  https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/warning/coronavirus-south-korea
CDC reports that to date 445 people have been tested in the U.S.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html 

WHO (World Health Organization):

WHO stated that 4 new countries (Algeria, Austria, Croatia, and Switzerland) reported cases of COVID-19
in the past 24 hours. (as of 02/26/20)
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports

Resources:

Department of Public Health (SFDPH): https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-
2019-novel-coronavirus/
SFDPH’s Policy for return travelers: https://www.sfcdcp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Interim-
Guidance-on-Monitoring-and-Movement-for-San-Franciscans-and-Travel-Before-Feb-3rd-SFDPH-FINAL-
02.07.2020.pdf
SFDPH COVID-19 clinical intake form: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-
2019-novel-coronavirus/coronavirus-2019-information-for-healthcare-providers/
SFDPH General Facts: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-
%20%20%20coronavirus/
Department of Emergency Management (DEM): https://SF72.org 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC): https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
CDC Respirator Supply Strategy Guidelines: (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-
supply-strategies.html
World Health Organization (WHO): https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
For operational coordination and information sharing, visit WebEOC (https://sfvem.org) under Incident
Name: 2020-01-21 2019 Covid-19 (formerly 2020-01-21 2019-nCoV). Note - WebEOC is password
protected.

Situation Summary:

CDC is closely monitoring an outbreak of respiratory illness caused by COVID-19 that was first detected in
Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China and which continues to expand.
Chinese health officials have reported thousands of infections with COVID-19 in China, with the virus
reportedly spreading from person-to-person in many parts of that country.
Infections with COVID-19, most of them associated with travel from Wuhan, also are being reported in a
growing number of international locations, including the United States.

DEM Contact Information:
Duty Officer (415) 260-2591
Watch Center Operations (415) 558-2738; operational Mon-Sun, 0600-2200 Hours
Email: demdutyofficer@sfgov.org

THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY
CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL, THE RECIPIENT OF THIS REPORT SHOULD BE AWARE
THAT THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS NOT VERIFIED.

CCSF Alert is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco. To change the way you receive CCSF Alerts, contact your
Department's Disaster Preparedness Coordinator.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: CDC Key Points: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak for February 26, 2020
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 7:53:46 PM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

CDC Key Points: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak for February 26, 2020

This report includes CDC Daily Key Points for COVID-19 for February 26, 2020. This document is cleared
to share with your staff and partners.

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80991

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

mailto:EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80991
mailto:EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
mailto:EpiXEditor@cdc.gov


From: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
To: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: EpiX CDC Special Media Tracking Report for COVID-19_2/26/20
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:45:29 PM
Attachments: EpiX-Special Media Tracking Report_2.26.20.pdf

FYI
 
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/  
 
Thanks,
Sheilah
________________________________
Sheilah Zarate, RN, PHN, MSN
San Francisco Department of Public Health
Emergency Medical Services Agency
90 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 487-5019 desk
sheilah.zarate@sfdph.org
 
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
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Epi-X Special Media Report – COVID-19, February 26, 2020 


 


THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR REDISTRIBUTION 


 


Any copying, republication, or redistribution of the following content, which is largely 


provided by subscription-based news feeds such as GPHIN and the Associated Press, is 


expressly prohibited by U.S. and international copyright laws and by the Epi-X user 


security agreement. This report is intended to provide Epi-X users with a summary of 


relevant novel coronavirus coverage from CDC and other media sources. 


 


 


National  


• Infectious Disease  


o CALIFORNIA: 3 Coronavirus Cases Transported to Contra Costa County 


for Medical Care 


o CALIFORNIA: CDC Confirms New Coronavirus Case Of Unknown 


Origin Confirmed In Northern California 


o CALIFORNIA: OC Health Officials Declare Coronavirus Emergency; 1 


Confirmed Case Countywide - CBS Los Angeles 


o ILLINOIS: Following CDC coronavirus warning, Lightfoot urges: ‘Let’s 


not get ahead of ourselves.’ Local health officials say ‘all preventable 


steps’ being taken.  


o MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus: More New Cases Are Now 


Reported Outside China Than Inside 


o MULTIPLE STATES: How to prepare for coronavirus in the U.S. 


(Spoiler: Not sick? No need to buy any masks.) - The Washington Post 


o MULTIPLE STATES: Universities pulling students from Italy and South 


Korea as coronavirus outbreak spreads 


o WISCONSIN: Wisconsin coronavirus patient remains in isolation  


• Studies 


o Airport screening missing two-thirds of COVID-19 cases, researchers 


suggest 


o Coronavirus vaccines are far off, FDA official says, but drugs to treat 


patients could come sooner 


o Drug developed at UAB helping treat coronavirus in China  


o Mount Sinai Physicians the First in U.S. Analyzing Lung Disease in 


Coronavirus Patients from China 


 


International  







• Infectious Disease  


o BRAZIL: Brazil Confirms First Coronavirus Case In Latin America 


o CANADA: New COVID-19 case confirmed in Toronto, 5th case in 


Ontario 


o FRANCE: Coronavirus: one death in Paris, 17 cases in France. 


o GERMANY: Germany reports 8 new COVID-19 cases 


o IRAN: COVID-19 cases continue rise, Spread in the Middle East 


o ITALY: 12th person dies in northern Italy of coronavirus: official 


o MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus Now Spreading Fast in Europe 


o NORWAY: Norway detects its first case of coronavirus 


o PAKISTAN: Pakistan confirms first two cases of COVID-19 coronavirus 


o SOUTH KOREA: COVID-19: South Korea reports large 24-hour jump, 


1st case in US military member 


• Studies 


o Coronavirus far more likely than Sars to bond to human cells due to HIV-


like mutation, scientists say 


o COVID-19: ECDC updates case definition for EU surveillance 


 


 


National  


Infectious Disease 


CALIFORNIA: 3 Coronavirus Cases Transported to Contra Costa County 


for Medical Care 


 


All patients will be quarantined indefinitely while they battle the virus as county 


health officials aim to minimize the potential for exposure to the public.  


 


Contra Costa Health Services officials confirmed Tuesday that three novel 


coronavirus patients among a group of quarantined international travelers at 


Travis Air Force Base have been transferred to Contra Costa County for 


treatment.  


 


All three patients will be quarantined indefinitely while they battle the virus as 


county health officials aim to minimize the potential for exposure to the public.  


 


The patients were brought to Contra Costa County hospitals due to a lack of space 


at hospitals closer to the Air Force base in Solano County, according to local 


health officials. While the three patients have tested positive for the virus, neither 


has begun exhibiting symptoms like fever or breathing difficulties.  


 


According to Contra Costa Health Services, the cases were part of a group of 


quarantined travelers who were evacuated from the Princess Diamond cruise ship 


in Japan.  


 







The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention confirmed Tuesday that, so far, 


40 people who were aboard the ship have tested positive for COVID-19, the 


official medical name for the virus.  


 


"Our county's health care system is prepared to handle COVID-19," Contra Costa 


County Health Officer Dr. Chris Farnitano said. "We have been working with our 


hospital partners to follow safety protocols to keep patients and health care 


workers safe and minimize the risk of the virus spreading in Contra Costa."  


 


According to public health officials, practicing good hygiene is the easiest way to 


reduce the risk of contracting a virus like COVID-19. That includes washing the 


hands with soap and water, covering the mouth or nose when coughing or 


sneezing, avoiding work when sick and avoiding touching mucous membranes 


like the eyes, mouth and nose with unwashed hands.  


 


People who have traveled to the U.S. from China since Feb. 2 are also asked to 


self-quarantine for at least two weeks under the guidance of their local public 


health department. 


 


Copyright BAYCN - Bay City News 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/east-


bay/2-coronavirus-cases-transported-to-contra-costa-county-for-medical-


care/2241681/  
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CALIFORNIA: CDC Confirms New Coronavirus Case Of Unknown Origin 


Confirmed In Northern California 


 


SAN FRANCISCO (CBS SF) — An official with the Centers for Disease Control 


and Prevention on Wednesday confirmed a new case of coronavirus of unknown 


origin has been diagnosed in Northern California. 


 


This would be the first case in the state not associated with the Diamond Princess 


cruise ship or with someone who had returned to Northern California from 


visiting China.  


 


The new case would also be the first sign of the virus possibly spreading in a local 


community outside of cases that have been under quarantine. 


 


“At this time, the patient’s exposure is unknown,” a press release from the CDC 


read. “It’s possible this could be an instance of community spread of COVID-19, 


which would be the first time this has happened in the United States. Community 


spread means spread of an illness for which the source of infection is unknown. 


It’s also possible, however, that the patient may have been exposed to a returned 



https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/east-bay/2-coronavirus-cases-transported-to-contra-costa-county-for-medical-care/2241681/
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traveler who was infected.” 


 


The CDC said the case “was detected through the U.S. public health system — 


picked up by astute clinicians.” 


 


Th new case brings the total number of coronavirus cases in the United States to 


15. 


 


Officials have started tracing the contacts the new coronavirus case has had to 


determine how the person might have been infected and who else may have been 


exposed. 


 


A number of coronavirus patients have been receiving treatment under isolated 


conditions at greater Bay Area hospitals, but those patients had contracted the 


virus while on the Diamond Princess in Japan. 


 


Late Tuesday afternoon, Sonoma County health officials confirmed one case of 


coronavirus was being treated at a county hospital after being transported from 


Travis AFB Monday night. 


 


The patients, who were among the recent U.S. evacuees from the quarantined 


Diamond Princess cruise ship in Japan, were receiving care in Contra Costa due to 


a lack of space at facilities closer to the base that can properly isolate them to 


minimize the risk of spreading the virus. 


 


While the three patients have tested positive for COVID-19, they haven’t begun 


to show symptoms of the virus, such as fever and difficulty breathing. However, 


the CDC’s agreement with the Department of Defense requires any evacuee who 


tests positive to be moved from the base. 


 


“Our county’s healthcare system is prepared to handle COVID-19,” said Contra 


Costa Health Services Dr. Chris Farnitano. “We have been working with our 


hospital partners to follow safety protocols to keep patients and healthcare 


workers safe and minimize the risk of the virus spreading in Contra Costa.” 


 


The addition of the four new cases among Diamond Princess passengers 


evacuated to Travis raises the national case count to a total of 58. 


 


Earlier Tuesday, CDC officials announced that COVID-19 was edging closer to 


becoming an official pandemic. 


 


Dr. Nancy Messonnier with the CDC said it is not a matter of if, but when the 


new virus will spread in the U.S. and how many Americans will have severe 


illness. 


 


The doctor said the U.S. needs to employ new strategies to blunt impact of disease 







and slow spread after global reports of additional cases occurring without any 


known source of exposure in Italy and South Korea. 


 


However, the CDC believes the U.S. strategy currently in place has slowed the 


coronavirus entry and spread and that containment in the U.S. has been successful 


so far. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/02/26/report-new-case-coronavirus-


unknown-origin-confirmed-northern-california/  
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CALIFORNIA: OC Health Officials Declare Coronavirus Emergency; 1 


Confirmed Case Countywide - CBS Los Angeles 


 


SANTA ANA (CBSLA) – Orange County officials are expected Wednesday to 


declare a local health emergency in response to the coronavirus 


 


County Supervisors Michelle Steel and Andrew Do plan to hold a 1:30 p.m. news 


conference with local health officials in Santa Ana to discuss the declaration. 


 


The flu-like virus has now infected more than 81,000 people worldwide. 


 


This is a breaking news event. Check back for update.  


 


The original article can be found at 


https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/02/26/coronavirus-flu-virus-orange-county-


oc-health-emergency/  


 


return to top 


 
ILLINOIS: Following CDC coronavirus warning, Lightfoot urges: ‘Let’s not 


get ahead of ourselves.’ Local health officials say ‘all preventable steps’ being 


taken.  


 


Illinois health officials said Wednesday that they’re taking “all preventative steps 


available” to guard against any threat of coronavirus, following a warning by 


national experts that spread of the disease to American communities is all but 


inevitable. 


 


But Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot, who said her city is prepared to take 


“extraordinary measures” if necessary, said Wednesday the warning from the 


Centers for Disease Control and Prevention should not be a reason for people to 


be fearful. 



https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/02/26/report-new-case-coronavirus-unknown-origin-confirmed-northern-california/
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Lightfoot said Wednesday she was “very disappointed” with the CDC, which said 


people should prepare for significant disruption to their lives. 


 


“So far in Chicago, we’ve had two cases,” Lightfoot said at an event in the Austin 


neighborhood. “Now am I going to sit here and say with absolute certainty that 


we won’t have any other cases? No, I will not, but I want to make sure that people 


understand as they continue to go about their normal lives, we have extremely 


well thought-out, well-planned responses in the event that the virus appears again 


in anyone else in Chicago.” 


 


State officials also say they are prepared. 


 


“As additional cases of (coronavirus) are diagnosed in an increasing number of 


countries, the Illinois Department of Public Health is working with health care 


providers and local public health officials, the Centers for Disease Control and 


Prevention, and other state agencies to coordinate a robust response and take 


every possible step we can to prepare,” state health department Director Dr. Ngozi 


Ezike said in a statement. 


 


State health officials are conducting hospital assessments to determine available 


capacity in case more people need medical care, and the department is evaluating 


the availability of personal protective equipment like gloves, gowns, and masks 


for health care workers, the agency said. 


 


The CDC has also implemented a screening process at O’Hare International 


Airport to “proactively identify at-risk travelers” and measures to actively monitor 


those travelers as well as any suspected cases in the community, the Chicago 


Department of Public Health said in a news release. 


 


While local health experts say the current threat of contracting coronavirus 


remains low, officials at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on 


Tuesday announced that the illness ? which originated in Wuhan, China, but has 


sickened thousands globally ? will almost certainly begin spreading in U.S. 


communities. 


 


“It’s not so much a question of if this will happen anymore, but rather more a 


question of exactly when this will happen and how many people in this country 


will have severe illness.” Dr. Nancy Messonnier, director of the National Center 


for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, said in a news briefing. “We are 


asking the American public to prepare for the expectation that this might be bad.” 


 


Messonnier raised the possibility of closing schools and educating students via 


“teleschooling” in the case of a pandemic. She also suggested adults could work 


from home and communities might want to postpone or cancel mass gatherings. 


 







When asked Wednesday about what schools might do in such a scenario, 


Lightfoot said, “Let’s not get ahead of ourselves. 


 


“In the event we need to take extraordinary measures, whether it’s in schools or 


it’s in businesses, in government, we’re prepared to do that, but I don’t want to 


get ahead of ourselves and suggest to the public that there’s a reason for them to 


be fearful,” she said. 


 


Lightfoot said the city is prepared and drawing from experiences with Ebola and 


SARS. 


 


Illinois earlier this month became the first state to be able to test for the new 


coronavirus rather than sending specimens to the federal government, allowing 


for quicker results for local residents showing symptoms. Testing is conducted at 


a state public health department laboratory in Chicago. 


 


The state agency added that it’s “continuing to work on increasing capacity for 


testing to ensure rapid results.” 


 


As of Tuesday, the World Health Organization was reporting more than 81,000 


cases worldwide, including 2,918 cases in 37 countries outside China, where the 


outbreak began. South Korea, Japan, Italy and Iran have seen spikes in cases in 


recent days, igniting fear about the virus spreading worldwide. 


 


More than 2,700 people have died from the virus, which is known as COVID-19. 


 


There have been 14 confirmed cases of coronavirus in the nation, as well as 45 


cases among repatriated citizens, according to the CDC. In Illinois, there have 


been two coronavirus cases, but both patients have been treated and discharged; 


66 suspected cases in Illinois have come back negative, while an additional two 


are still pending, according to state health department statistics.  


 


An Illinois husband and wife were the first person-to-person transmission 


reported in the United States, but they were treated at a northwest suburban 


hospital and have been discharged. 


 


“Thus far, there have been only two confirmed cases in the Chicago region and 


both individuals have recovered and been released with no spread to other 


individuals,” said a Chicago health department spokesman, adding that there’s no 


need for residents to take any special precautions. 


 


State health officials urged taking “everyday preventive actions,” including 


staying home when sick, covering coughs and sneezes, frequent hand-washing, as 


well as routine cleaning of surfaces and objects that are often touched. 


 


U.S.-based airlines stopped offering flights to and from mainland China after the 







U.S. government issued a “do not travel” warning for China. Travel restrictions 


have been placed on foreigners who’ve visited China and Americans who’ve 


recently traveled to Hubei Province face mandatory two-week quarantines before 


entering the U.S. 


 


Area hospitals are also standing by in case more cases emerge in Illinois. 


 


Amita Health, which has 19 hospitals in Illinois, is continuing to follow state and 


federal guidelines for screening patients, asking questions about travel and 


symptoms. 


 


“Our infection control and prevention physicians and clinicians are working hard 


to educate themselves and staff on COVID-19 and its possible transmission,” 


Amita spokesman Tim Nelson said in a statement. 


 


Sinai Health System, which runs Mount Sinai and Holy Cross hospitals, is 


working with the Chicago Department of Public Health and has “an appropriate 


inventory of supplies,” Chief Medical Officer Dr. Russell Fiorella said in a 


statement. He said the hospitals have ample supplies of surgical masks for staff 


and visitors. The system is not allowing anyone with fevers, coughs or sore 


throats to visit its patients who stay overnight. 


 


eleventis@chicagotribune.com 


 


The original article can be found at 


http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/breaking/ct-local-coronavirus-warning-


reaction-20200226-7evarli3gjahbbp4jglfiyrgd4-story.html  
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MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus: More New Cases Are Now 


Reported Outside China Than Inside 


 


Updated at 2 p.m. ET 


 


"Yesterday, the number of new cases reported outside China exceeded the number 


of new cases in China for the first time," the head of the World Health 


Organization said Wednesday in an update on the coronavirus disease COVID-19. 


 


"Outside China, there are now 2,790 cases in 37 countries, and 44 deaths," WHO 


Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said at a briefing in Geneva.  


 


China's National Health Commission reported more than 400 new confirmed 


cases on Tuesday, with the majority of them in Wuhan, in Hubei province. Tedros 


did not specify how many new cases were reported in other countries. But he 


noted an ongoing rise of cases elsewhere. 
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The growing global tally includes spikes in South Korea (with 1,261 total cases), 


Italy (400 cases) and Iran (139 cases). Each of those countries has confirmed at 


least 10 deaths so far from COVID-19, a mark that surpasses the death toll 


reported in many Chinese provinces. 


 


In mainland China, Tedros said, only 10 new cases were reported Tuesday outside 


of Hubei province, where the virus emerged months ago. 


 


Tedros is urging the international community to have "hope, courage and 


confidence" that the new respiratory virus can be contained, citing 14 countries 


that haven't reported a new case in more than a week. 


 


Worldwide, there are currently 81,191 cases of the novel coronavirus, according 


to a dashboard created by the Johns Hopkins Whiting School of Engineering. That 


number includes 30,281 cases in which people recovered from COVID-19. 


 


But Tedros also warned that the situation could get worse, saying, "At the same 


time, all countries, whether they have cases or not, must prepare for a potential 


pandemic." 


 


That echoed Tuesday's stark warning from the Centers for Disease Control and 


Prevention to people in the United States. Dr. Nancy Messonnier of the CDC said 


Americans should prepare for the spread of the new coronavirus stateside. "It's not 


so much a question of if this will happen anymore, but more really a question of 


when it will happen — and how many people in this country will have severe 


illness," she said. 


 


The U.S. public should be ready to adapt to what could be disruptive changes, 


Messonnier said, speaking weeks after COVID-19 worries forced the CDC to 


issue its first quarantine in more than 50 years. 


 


"I had a conversation with my family over breakfast this morning," Messonnier 


said Tuesday. "And I told my children that while I didn't think that they were at 


risk right now, we, as a family, need to be preparing for significant disruption of 


our lives." 


 


The changes could range from the cancellation of public gatherings to school 


shutdowns, she said, mentioning steps that health officials are already taking in 


China, Italy, South Korea and elsewhere. 


 


New cases in Africa and South America 


 


Two countries in northern Africa have confirmed cases of the new coronavirus: 


Algeria announced its first case Wednesday, and Egypt's health ministry 


confirmed its first patient on Feb. 14. In both of those instances, the patients are 







foreign nationals.  


 


Algeria's health ministry says an Italian man who arrived in the country from 


Milan on Feb. 17 was placed under observation after showing symptoms and was 


then confirmed to have COVID-19. 


 


Brazil also confirmed its first coronavirus case Wednesday — the first confirmed 


case in Latin America. 


 


The patient is a man, 61, who lives in São Paulo and had recently returned from a 


trip to Italy, Health Minister Luis Henrique Mandetta said at a news conference 


about the case. The man is currently doing well and living at home in isolation, 


Brazil's health ministry says. The man's wife and other relatives are also being 


monitored, as are some of the passengers who shared the same plane. 


 


In addition to the confirmed case, Brazil's health ministry says the country has 20 


other suspected cases of the coronavirus – and that nearly 60 people had been 


determined not to have the virus, after being referred to doctors. 


 


In his update on the global impact of COVID-19, Tedros said the recent clusters 


of cases in Italy and Iran have already affected other countries. 


 


"There are now cases linked to Iran in Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait and Oman," he said, 


adding, "There are now cases linked to Italy in Algeria, Austria, Croatia, 


Germany, Spain and Switzerland." 


 


In Spain's Canary Islands, about 1,000 tourists are now under quarantine in a hotel 


on Tenerife after an Italian doctor staying at the hotel tested positive for the 


coronavirus. 


 


The virus is also continuing to spread to new European countries, including 


Finland. The Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare confirms the country has 


one case; the STT news agency says the patient is a woman whose case was 


traced to Milan, Italy. 


 


Preventing coronavirus from spreading 


 


To prevent the spread of viral infection, the CDC recommends taking several 


basic steps, from avoiding close contact with people who are sick to washing 


hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. 


 


The coronavirus epidemic has caused people in many countries to wear face 


masks. But the CDC says it "does not recommend that people who are well wear a 


facemask to protect themselves from respiratory diseases, including COVID-19." 


 


Instead, the health agency says, face masks should be worn by only two groups of 







people: health care providers and those who are sick and thus could spread the 


illness. It recommends that medical staff wear N95 respirators to prevent infection 


when treating patients. 


 


On a broader scale, the WHO's Tedros says every country should make it a top 


priority to protect workers who are dealing with the health crisis. And he says 


agencies should work with communities whose members are most at risk, 


"particularly the elderly and people with underlying health conditions." 


 


Not a pandemic, WHO says 


 


Despite the worrying rise of cases at the international level, Tedros again rejected 


calls Wednesday for the WHO to declare a pandemic, saying it's not an accurate 


label for a virus he still views as containable. He has also recently noted that the 


virus's fatality rate outside of Hubei province is less than 1%. 


 


The WHO declared the coronavirus outbreak a global health emergency in 


January, as cases surged in China. The organization now says it believes the 


epidemic peaked and plateaued in China between the end of January and the early 


February. 


 


Despite that apparent progress in China, there are fears that COVID-19 could 


continue to disrupt one of the world's most important economies, which has 


already been grappling with the effects of a trade war with the U.S.  


 


The rapid spread of the disease has also prompted worries that the virus could 


exact a severe economic toll elsewhere, through extended work closures, travel 


restrictions and other measures. 


 


In his closing remarks Wednesday, Tedros said international unity is crucial in 


battling the outbreak and its consequences. 


 


"We are not just fighting to contain a virus and save lives. We are also in a fight 


to contain the social and economic damage a global pandemic could do," he said. 


 


Tedros added that the WHO is working with the World Bank and the International 


Monetary Fund to come up with ways to lessen the epidemic's potential economic 


impact. 


 


"Once again, this is a time for global solidarity — political solidarity, technical 


solidarity and financial solidarity," Tedros said. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809568686/coronavirus-


more-new-cases-are-now-reported-outside-china-than-inside  
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MULTIPLE STATES: How to prepare for coronavirus in the U.S. (Spoiler: 


Not sick? No need to buy any masks.) - The Washington Post 


 


There are the exam gloves, the surgical masks, the dubious supplements and the 


deceptive disinfectants. If unchecked Internet information is any guide, there’s an 


inexhaustible list of products you should buy to prepare for the spread of 


coronavirus in the United States — which, according to U.S. health officials, now 


appears inevitable. 


 


But here’s the thing: The virus may be novel, but you really don’t need to buy 


anything new or special to brace for it. The Washington Post spoke to 


epidemiology experts, and they said the most important aspect of preparedness 


costs nothing at all — calm. 


 


As of Wednesday afternoon, 59 people had the virus in the United States, all but 


17 of them evacuees from the Diamond Princess cruise ship. But officials with the 


Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said they expect to see the number of 


cases increase as the disease spreads, while also stressing that the immediate risk 


remains low. 


 


So here’s what doctors, researchers and the CDC say you can do now — and in 


the event of a future outbreak — to prepare and protect yourself. 


 


‘Don’t panic’ 


 


Timothy Brewer is a professor of epidemiology and medicine at UCLA’s Fielding 


School of Public Health and its David Geffen School of Medicine, yet his central 


piece of advice is not exactly medical. 


 


“Don’t panic,” he said. “There’s no value in panicking or telling people to be 


afraid. Don’t let fear and emotion drive the response to this virus. That can be 


extremely difficult because it is new, and we’re still learning about it, but don’t 


allow fear of what we don’t know about the virus to overwhelm what we do 


know.” 


 


Brewer said it’s important to remember that covid-19, the disease caused by the 


novel coronavirus, is a respiratory disease, as is influenza, and while there’s not a 


vaccine for it, there are tried-and-true ways to deal with this type of illness — 


which we will cover here. 


 


Saskia V. Popescu is a senior infection-prevention epidemiologist for a Phoenix-


based hospital system. “The most important thing right now is to remain calm,” 


she said. “Remember, we don’t have that many cases in the U.S., and prevention 







strategies for this coronavirus are not new. We’ve been doing them for years.” 


 


The basics 


 


A few minutes into a phone call with this reporter, Brewer paused, coughed and 


then explained himself. “I’m currently recovering from a non-covid respiratory 


virus,” he said. 


 


But the precautions he took when fighting his influenza-like illness are no 


different from what people should be doing every day to stave off coronavirus and 


other respiratory diseases, Brewer said. 


 


You’ve seen the guidance before: Wash your hands regularly. Cover your nose 


and mouth when you sneeze. And when you’re sick, stay home from work or 


school and drink lots of fluids. 


 


The CDC recommends washing with soap and water for at least 20 seconds after 


using the bathroom, before eating and after blowing your nose or sneezing. It also 


advises not to touch your eyes, nose and mouth and to clean objects and surfaces 


you touch often. 


 


“These are all things you can do to prevent the spread of pretty much any 


respiratory virus,” Brewer said. 


 


And for the record, he added, he stayed home sick last week. 


 


“I practiced what I preached,” Brewer said. 


 


Keep the shopping cart light  


 


You probably don’t need to buy anything new, but if you’re already on your way 


to CVS, Brewer has some advice. 


 


“Don’t go crazy,” he said. “You don’t need to go out and stock up on lots of 


things.” 


 


And those surgical masks? If you’re not sick, you don’t need to wear them — and 


you certainly don’t need to buy every box your local pharmacy has in stock. 


 


“The main point of the mask is to keep someone who is infected with the virus 


from spreading it to others,” Brewer said. 


 


The CDC agrees, writing on its website: “CDC does not recommend that people 


who are well wear a facemask to protect themselves from respiratory diseases.” 


 


Common surgical masks block the droplets coming out of a sick person from 







getting into the air, but they are not tight enough to prevent what’s already in the 


air from getting in. 


 


There are specialized masks — known as N95 masks because they filter out 95 


percent of airborne particles — that are more effective, and some online retailers 


are sold out of them. But there’s a problem: The masks are difficult to use without 


training. They must be fitted and tested to work properly. 


 


“If you just buy them at CVS, you’re not going to do all that,” Brewer said. 


“You’re not going to get it fit-tested, and you’re not going to be wearing it 


properly, so all you’ve done is spend a lot of money on a very fancy face mask.” 


 


The same goes for exam gloves, Brewer said, which can get contaminated just 


like our hands. There’s no need for them if you’re washing your hands properly 


and often, he said. 


 


If you’re itching to buy something, you can stick to the typical respiratory-virus 


medicine: decongestants, anti-inflammatory drugs and acetaminophen for fevers. 


 


'Practice makes permanent’ 


 


Popescu has had a bag packed since she was in graduate school — if she didn’t 


have one, she said, she would feel like a bad public-health-emergency advocate. 


She explained one of the best things you can do to prepare for any emergency, 


including a coronavirus outbreak, is put together an emergency kit. 


 


Hers contains a first-aid kit, flashlights, a space blanket, an external battery for 


her cellphone, a change of clothes and extra food for her dog. The CDC has a 


useful checklist for families. 


 


It’s also important to have plans in place in case the outbreak disrupts your daily 


routines, Popescu said. You should be asking yourself: What if schools close for a 


week or two? What if there are issues with public transportation? What if I have 


to work from home or stay at work late? 


 


You should have a plan for child care, for getting to work and for feeding pets, 


she said. 


 


“A lot of preparedness is planning ahead of time,” Popescu said. “Practice makes 


permanent. If I have a plan, that means I don’t have to panic.” 


 


And it’s good advice in general, she added, not just in the age of coronavirus. 


 


“This is a good reminder to go through your resources and your plans so that, 


should it get more serious, you are not taken off guard,” she said. “People think 


they need to go out and buy stuff, but so much of it is just having a plan.” 







 


Be mindful of where you are 


 


Health officials have stressed keeping your distance from people who are sick, 


especially when it comes to respiratory viruses. 


 


And because there is no medical solution for coronavirus, preventive steps and 


awareness are really the best tools at your disposal, said Stanley Perlman, an 


infectious-disease expert at the University of Iowa. 


 


It is worth considering limiting exposure to large groups, especially during flu 


season. “Any congregation of people is a setup for spreading an infectious agent,” 


he said. 


 


Most of us like to look at our smartphones and wear headphones, but in confined 


spaces, such as mass transit, it’s important to look around and see what’s going 


on, see where everyone’s hands are going and make a mental note to wash up 


later. 


 


“We remember hand-washing at home but not when we get off a subway or leave 


the grocery store,” Popescu said. She also recommends avoiding the middle of a 


packed train car and doing your best to turn away if someone is coughing nearby. 


 


But awareness cuts both ways. While the United States is likely to have more 


coronavirus cases, she said, it is important not to panic. “Just because someone 


has the sniffles or has a cough, it doesn’t mean they have the coronavirus,” she 


said. “There are a lot of respiratory viruses.” 


 


Watch what you read 


 


While coronavirus is spreading rapidly, so is misinformation about it. Popescu 


and other experts call this an “infodemic,” and it can be as harmful as any disease. 


 


Hoaxes, lies and junk science about coronavirus have swirled online since the 


earliest cases were reported, mostly through social media. 


 


“People are more click-susceptible during these events because there’s more info 


and people aren’t sure who to trust,” University of Washington researcher Jevin 


West told The Post this month. 


 


Look to trustworthy sources, such as the CDC, the World Health Organization 


and local health departments, to stay informed, Popescu said — not the 


anonymous user doling out advice in Twitter mentions. 


 


“It can be really easy to go online, buy supplies and freak out and then just stay on 


Facebook,” she said. “But stay up to date.” 







 


Be kind 


 


On college campuses, at a music conservatory, in Chinese restaurants, among the 


ranks of a famous dance troupe and on streets every day, Asians have reported a 


rise in aggressions micro and macro. 


 


As coronavirus has spread, so, too, has anti-Asian prejudice. 


 


The WHO has urged government agencies to do what they can to prevent 


discrimination against specific populations, since stigmatization can fuel the 


spread of the outbreak by driving marginalized individuals to hide infection and 


avoid seeking treatment. 


 


“Remember to not let fear override your common humanity about how you treat 


other people,” Brewer said. “Just remember we’re all in this together. This is a 


virus. It does not think. It is not planning. We shouldn’t be blaming our neighbors 


or our fellow colleagues or people in the community because a virus happens to 


exist and is spreading.” 


 


Kim Bellware contributed to this report. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/02/26/how-to-prepare-for-


coronavirus/  
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MULTIPLE STATES: Universities pulling students from Italy and South 


Korea as coronavirus outbreak spreads 


 


Some U.S. universities are ordering students to leave Italy, one of the most 


popular study-abroad destinations, and discouraging travel to South Korea as the 


novel coronavirus spreads. 


 


With a rapidly evolving outbreak, university officials accustomed to planning 


months ahead have had to move quickly to protect students, faculty and staff on 


campuses that have become increasingly global. 


 


The uncertainty affects thousands of students: More than 340,000 students from 


the United States studied overseas in the 2017-2018 academic year, according to 


the Institute of International Education’s Open Doors survey. 


 


Many programs in China were suspended last month amid the outbreak. But the 


arrival of coronavirus in Italy and elsewhere in Europe took the disruption to 


another level. 
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American students overwhelmingly choose Western Europe for study abroad, said 


Brad Farnsworth, vice president for global engagement at the American Council 


on Education, a higher education group. “When you talk about the cancellation of 


programs in Europe, the scale is so much greater,” he said. 


 


Italy is a leading destination, with nearly 37,000 students from U.S. schools 


enrolled in programs there in the 2017-2018 academic year. Only the United 


Kingdom drew more students from the United States. 


 


Florida International University canceled spring study-abroad programs in Italy, 


Singapore, Japan and South Korea on Tuesday and directed people in those 


countries on university-related business to return to the United States 


immediately. 


 


Stanford University suspended its study program in Florence, with in-person 


instruction ending Wednesday, and plans to begin digital coursework from the 


United States in March. The university has not made a decision about the spring 


quarter. The decision to have students come home early was made largely to 


avoid possible travel restrictions, a university spokesman said. 


 


New York University’s president echoed that concern in a message to campus 


announcing the suspension of operations at its Florence campus Thursday. The 


300 students taking classes there will return home and take online classes until at 


least late March. 


 


NYU spokesman John Beckman said a sharp uptick in cases and the speed with 


which Italian authorities decided to quarantine towns spurred the decision. 


 


University officials are hoping to minimize complications for students upon their 


return. One student went home to Israel, said Josh Taylor, associate vice 


chancellor for global programs and mobility services at NYU. That student must 


remain in isolation for 14 days. 


 


NYU officials will reassess the situation in several weeks and determine if 


students can return to Italy, Taylor said. 


 


More than 300 Syracuse University students studying in Florence are also 


receiving help with returning home, the school said. 


 


The considerations for school officials are complex, said Frederick M. Lawrence, 


secretary and chief executive officer of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and a member 


of the Georgetown Law faculty. 


 


“You don’t want to overreact, you don’t want to panic, but you don’t want to be 


on the back end,” either, Lawrence said, waiting to take action and then finding 







it’s difficult or impossible to get students home because flights have been 


canceled. 


 


Once students return, another problem emerges, said Lawrence, who is also a 


former president of Brandeis University: “What do you do with them?” Many 


schools have limited housing, he said, so finding places for students to stay may 


be difficult. Academically, the questions are complicated as well. Halting studies 


isn’t ideal, but neither is quickly forcing classes into a digital format. The 


experience of living and studying abroad “cannot remotely be replicated in an 


online platform,” he said. There will be lost revenue, in many cases. 


 


South Korea and Italy have the most confirmed cases of infection outside China, 


where the virus was first reported. 


 


On Wednesday, Janet Napolitano, president of the University of California, issued 


a directive to the UC system to avoid nonessential travel to South Korea, and to 


return if already there. 


 


The University of Wisconsin at Madison suspended study-abroad programs in 


South Korea on Wednesday, as did American University. 


 


The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention urged people to avoid 


nonessential travel to China and South Korea, and issued alerts about travel to 


Italy, Japan and Iran. 


 


Most universities responded quickly to the threat in China — even, in the case of 


Duke Kunshan University and NYU Shanghai, re-creating the curriculum online 


in just weeks. 


 


But as the situation continues to change and infections spread, school officials 


have faced continuing uncertainty. 


 


“There’s no question that this is significant and it will have various kinds of ripple 


effects not just over the next week but probably over the next several months,” 


said Michael Schoenfeld, a spokesman for Duke University, where students who 


had been studying in Italy were on their way back to the United States on 


Wednesday. Summer study programs in China have been canceled. Online classes 


at the school’s campus in China began Monday. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2020/02/26/universities-pulling-


students-italy-south-korea-coronavirus-outbreak-spreads/  
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WISCONSIN: Wisconsin coronavirus patient remains in isolation  


 


MADISON (WKOW) -- The Wisconsin Department of Health Services says the 


patient with the only confirmed case of coronavirus in the state remains in 


isolation. 


 


The person was tested and evaluated at UW Hospital prior to Feb. 5, but never 


required a hospital stay, according to health officials. 


 


The patient is an adult with a history of travel to Beijing, China prior to becoming 


ill and was exposed to known cases while in China, according to a DHS news 


release. 


 


The individual is isolated at home, and is recovering, according to health officials.  


 


"What we're aware of is that the patient has done quite well, symptoms resolved 


and remained in isolation throughout the course of the illness," said Dr. Ryan 


Westergaard, a DHS Chief Medical Officer. 


 


DHS did not have a timeline on when that person will be out of isolation.  


 


"The patient is still in isolation and we have a protocol that we're following, with 


CDC's guidance, for how we can determine if a patient is released. It's just a 


matter of getting sufficient negative tests from the individual," said Chuck 


Warzecha, Division of Public Health Deputy Administrator. 


 


DHS earlier this month said they were monitoring workers who came in contact 


with the patient.  


 


There have been 17 people under investigation for the illness in Wisconsin, 


including the confirmed case. Fifteen tested negative for coronavirus and one case 


is pending. 


 


Authorities say the risk of others getting the illness is still low here in Wisconsin 


and across the US. Right now, the focus of concern is on anyone traveling to areas 


where coronavirus is actively spreading, or people who've had contact with 


someone confirmed to have the illness. 


 


The original article can be found at https://wkow.com/2020/02/26/wisconsin-


coronavirus-patient-remains-in-isolation/  
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Airport screening missing two-thirds of COVID-19 cases, researchers suggest 


 


PARIS, FRANCE -- Global screening efforts to prevent the rapid spread of 


coronavirus are likely to fail, according to new research warning that even best-


case screenings of air travellers will miss more than half of infected people. 


 


The novel coronavirus has infected more than 80,000 people worldwide since its 


emergence in central China last month. 


 


Traveller screening using temperature monitors and questionnaires is a key 


response measure, yet the World Health Organization (WHO) on Wednesday said 


for the first time the number of new cases outside mainland China exceeded those 


within it. 


 


Researchers in the United States and Britain in a study published in the journal 


eLife used computer models to predict the impact of screening, based on the latest 


data of how the coronavirus behaves and how long it takes for patients to show 


symptoms. 


 


Building on similar work in 2015, they found that many cases would inevitably be 


missed and called for a re-think in how nations screen passengers. 


 


"If someone doesn't realise they have been exposed, and doesn't yet show 


symptoms, then they are fundamentally undetectable," Katelyn Gostic, a 


postdoctoral scholar at the University of Chicago and lead author told AFP. 


 


"We estimate that on average, screening will miss about two thirds of infected 


travellers." 


 


Gostic stressed that these misses were not the result of human error, but rather an 


inevitable by-product of how the virus behaves. 


 


The WHO says that the typical incubation period -- that is the time between a 


patient contracting the virus and symptoms showing -- is around 10-14 days. 


 


This means that patients could be contagious without even knowing it, rendering 


temperature tests searching for a tell-tale fever and even self-reporting of 


exposure largely useless. 


 


Upon screening, travellers fall into one of four categories: symptomatic but 


unaware of exposure; aware but asymptomatic; symptomatic and aware; and 


neither symptomatic nor aware. 


 


Gostic and the team found that the final category were completely undetectable by 


traditional screening methods, and travellers in the third category could only be 


caught if they were willing to self report. 







 


'Tipping point' 


 


Even assuming a best-case scenario where only one in 20 passengers were 


"subclinical" -- that is, infected but not showing symptoms -- the models 


predicted that 53 per cent of cases would be missed. 


 


"Substantial fractions of the people who have tested positive in quarantine... did 


not show any detectable symptoms at the time of diagnosis," said Gostic. 


 


"Some of these people may be true subclinical cases. Others will probably 


develop symptoms in a few days time. Either way, these stories illustrate the 


difficulty of screening, where the goal is to detect cases as early as possible, but 


where people simply don't show detectable symptoms early in the course of 


infection." 


 


Gostic warned that the world may be at a "tipping point" where screening and 


even the kind of quarantine measures seen in the outbreak's epicentre Wuhan are 


no longer effective. 


 


"Governments should be thinking about pandemic mitigation," she said. 


 


"But we should recognise the hard work and immense value that on-the-ground 


containment efforts have brought up until this point—providing time for 


healthcare workers and policy makers to prepare." 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/airport-


screening-missing-two-thirds-of-covid-19-cases-researchers-suggest-1.4828447  
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Coronavirus vaccines are far off, FDA official says, but drugs to treat 


patients could come sooner 


 


NEW YORK — New drugs to treat patients already infected with the novel 


coronavirus, which has sparked outbreaks across multiple continents, will emerge 


much more quickly than vaccines to prevent infection, a top Food and Drug 


Administration official said Wednesday. 


 


“The development of a vaccine is not going to prevent a pandemic here,” Peter 


Marks, the director of the FDA’s Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, 


told STAT at the SVB Leerink Global Healthcare Conference, ahead of a keynote 


presentation there. And getting a vaccine ready for pivotal testing is going to take 


more than just a few months, he said. 


 


Marks’ words stand in contrast to recent comments from the White House. Larry 
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Kudlow, President Trump’s director of the National Economic Council, said 


Tuesday that drug companies are “probably coming up with a vaccine in much 


shorter time than people realize,” adding that the U.S.’s containment effort is 


“pretty close to airtight.” 


 


Marks said the FDA is on an “even higher level of alert,” noting that the number 


of cases has jumped dramatically in South Korea and Italy. 


 


“The fundamental difference over the past several days is the extent of the spread 


and the speed of the spread,” he said. 


 


To date, there have been more than 80,000 cases of Covid-19, the disease caused 


by the novel coronavirus, and 2,700 deaths, mostly in China. 


 


“I’m not the one to decide when you declare a pandemic,” Marks said. “I’m just 


the one who stays awake at night worrying about it now.” 


 


The FDA’s major job in an outbreak is to speed the development of diagnostics 


for detecting the infectious agent, vaccines to prevent people from catching it, and 


drugs to treat those who fall ill. Diagnostic tests are handled by the agency’s 


devices center, which is not under Marks’ purview but which he said is working 


“very actively.” 


 


On the potential for vaccines and drugs, Marks said Gilead Sciences’ remdesivir 


has shown promise against other coronaviruses, and may be beneficial in this 


current outbreak. Gilead’s drug is now being tested in China and the U.S. Marks 


also said convalescent plasma, a blood product taken from people who have 


already fallen ill, may have potential. 


 


Multiple companies are advancing vaccines toward human trials, led by Moderna 


Therapeutics, whose National Institutes of Health-partnered product is expected to 


enter clinical study in April. 


 


But crafting a vaccine for healthy people presents greater challenges than 


developing a treatment for those already infected with the virus, Marks said. 


 


“I do have to be honest that for the vaccines, the idea that there’s going to be a 


vaccine that will really be able to be used in a large patient population and a large 


clinical trial, in the very near future, as in the next few months, I think that’s just 


not likely,” Marks said. 


 


Marks said a real late-stage trial to test a vaccine is likely “months away.” One 


concern is that some previous coronavirus vaccines have caused worsening of the 


disease, not improvement. 


 


“We have to make sure that as we proceed with development, we’re not creating 







problems,” Marks said. It might be realistic, he said, for studies of vaccines to 


begin by the summer, although that timeline is still aggressive. 


 


Another risk related to the coronavirus, Marks said, is a disruption to the global 


pharmaceutical supply chain, because many of the basic chemicals used to make 


new medicines come from China. Marks said that with vaccines and other 


products his center oversees, much of the manufacturing is not in China. But he 


acknowledged that the FDA is closely monitoring the potential for drug shortages. 


“We have to be careful, and to try to understand that,” he said. 


 


Marks also spoke in his keynote about the FDA’s position on sometimes risky 


stem cell therapies, an area in which the agency will stop exercising “enforcement 


discretion” — meaning that it’s choosing not to enforce rules — in November 


2020. That could mean that the FDA’s actions in the area could step up. 


 


And he spoke about the potential for gene therapy, telling the story of a girl who, 


he said, would not be alive were it not for Novartis’ Zolgensma, a one-time 


treatment for spinal muscular atrophy. 


 


“She was running around Capitol Hill making senators have tears come to their 


eyes, which is a really hard thing to make happen,” Marks said. 


 


Marks said the FDA is looking to take new steps to make it easier to develop gene 


therapy products for rare diseases. The idea would be that for diseases that affect 


small populations, a drug developer would be able to leverage results from other, 


similar therapies, in order to get trials done more quickly. 


 


“We’re excited at where cell and gene therapy is headed,” Marks said.  


 


Copyright 2020. Boston Globe Life Sciences Media, LLC  
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Drug developed at UAB helping treat coronavirus in China  


 


BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (WIAT) – A drug developed at UAB is helping doctors in 


China in their fight against the coronavirus. 


 


The drug, Remdesivir, was developed to fight SARS, which had an outbreak in 


2002, and MERS, which still exists in other parts of the world. Because those two 


viruses are similar to the new coronavirus, COVID-19, researchers believe it 


might be able to help treat COVID-19. It’s now being used in China for that 


purpose. 


 


“The homology of the active site for SARS and for this new coronavirus are very, 


very, very similar,” Dr. Richard Whitley, a distinguished professor at UAB, said. 







“And so we were able to study very quickly and show that the drug Remdesivir is 


active against this new coronarivus.” 


 


Whitley is the leader of UAB’s effort to develop drugs for emerging infections – 


research they’re doing with several other universities as part of a grant. Whitley 


hopes the research will lead to treatments for many other diseases, including the 


flu. 


 


“We will see a pandemic from influenza, it’s just a question of time,” he said. 


“And we’re not prepared for it. And so the lessons that we learn from coronavirus 


can be applied to hopefully the control of influenza in the future.” 


 


Dealing with the current coronavirus outbreak, he says, can help researchers with 


diagnoses in the future. It also can help them manage quarantines better and make 


better drugs, the latter of which is the focus of the grant. 


 


He hopes they’re as successful in developing drugs for other viruses as they were 


with Remdesivir. 


 


“Hopefully this grant is going to get ahead of the curve. It did with Remdesivir,” 


Whitley said. “We now have to do it with influenza, chickungunya and the 


flaviviruses, particularly dengue.” 


 


The original article can be found at https://whnt.com/news/drug-developed-at-


uab-helping-treat-coronavirus-in-china/  
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Mount Sinai Physicians the First in U.S. Analyzing Lung Disease in 


Coronavirus Patients from China 


 


Findings from CT scans provide new insight that could lead to quicker diagnosis 


 


February 26, 2020 — Mount Sinai Health System physicians—the first experts in 


the country to analyze chest computed tomography (CT) scans of patients from 


China with coronavirus disease (COVID-19)—have identified specific patterns in 


the lungs as markers of the disease as it develops over the course of a week and a 


half. The finding, published in the February issue of Radiology, could lead to 


quicker diagnosis in patients who come in with possible COVID-19 symptoms, 


and help keep patients isolated in early stages when the lung disease may not 


show up in initial scans. 


 


“This work augments our initial study, which was the first published research 


study on the imaging findings of COVID-19, and now we are able to provide a 


more comprehensive evaluation of how lung disease in coronavirus patients 


manifests and develops. If coronavirus should continue to spread and impact the 
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United States or elsewhere more significantly, this study equips radiologists with 


the knowledge to recognize and more confidently suggest if a patient has COVID-


19 or pneumonia due to another cause,” said co-author Michael Chung, M.D., 


assistant professor of diagnostic, molecular and interventional radiology at the 


Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. “This is necessary for prompt diagnosis 


for any individual patient (which will lead to more rapid and effective care), but 


also for patient isolation to prevent the spreading of the highly contagious 


disease.” 


 


The study encompassed scans of 94 patients that Mount Sinai received from 


institutional collaborators at hospitals in China. The patients were admitted to four 


medical centers in four Chinese provinces between January 18 and February 2. 


Most either had recently traveled to Wuhan, China, where the outbreak began, or 


had contact with an infected COVID-19 patient. The cardiothoracic radiologists 


from Mount Sinai’s BioMedical Engineering and Imaging Institute and its 


Department of Radiology evaluated each case, took notes of imaging findings, 


and correlated them with infection time course based on the number of days 


between symptom onset and the CT scan. Of the 36 patients scanned zero to two 


days after reporting symptoms, more than half showed no evidence of lung 


disease—an important finding suggesting that CT scans cannot reliably rule out 


COVID-19 early in the disease course. For the 33 patients scanned three to five 


days after symptoms developed, radiologists started to see more patterns of 


“ground glass opacities” (hazy findings in the lungs), and the abnormalities 


became more round in shape and more dense. In the 25 patients scanned six to 12 


days after symptoms, the scans analysis showed fully involved lung disease. 


Patterns seen in these images are similar to patterns in related coronavirus 


outbreaks earlier this century, including SARS (severe acute respiratory 


syndrome) and MERS (Middle East respiratory syndrome). 


 


The conclusions from this study are crucial for prompt diagnosis of COVID-19 as 


well as for efficient patient isolation. When patients first report symptoms of 


possible COVID-19, they are nonspecific, often resembling a common cold, so it 


can be difficult to diagnose. A chest X-ray does not reveal lung disease as well as 


a CT scan does, and confirmatory tests by the Centers for Disease Control and 


Prevention can take several days. The study allows hospitals in the United States 


and worldwide to confirm or rule out COVID-19 based on CT images. 


Additionally, if lung scans for patients with early symptoms are inconclusive, 


doctors can consider holding the patient in isolation for a few days until the 


disease can be properly ruled in or ruled out. 


 


“Just as clinicians are evaluating more patients suspected of COVID-19, 


radiologists are similarly interpreting more chest CTs in those suspected of 


infection. Chest CT is a vital component in the diagnostic algorithm for patients 


with suspected infection, particularly given the limited availability and in some 


cases reliability of test kits,” said lead author Adam Bernheim, M.D., assistant 


professor of diagnostic, molecular and interventional radiology at the Icahn 







School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. “These investigative efforts not only show 


patterns of imaging findings in a large number of patients, but they also 


demonstrate that frequency of CT findings is related to disease time course. 


Recognizing imaging patterns based on infection time course is paramount for not 


only understanding the disease process and natural history of COVID-19, but also 


for helping to predict patient progression and potential complication 


development.” 


 


“Mount Sinai’s imaging programs are leaders in the development and application 


of novel technologies to improve patients’ diagnosis and treatment, and we hope 


the findings from this study will help advance care for coronavirus patients,” 


added Zahi Fayad, Ph.D., director of the BioMedical Imaging and Engineering 


Institute at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. 


 


For more information: www.mountsinai.org  


 


The original article can be found at https://www.itnonline.com/content/mount-


sinai-physicians-first-us-analyzing-lung-disease-coronavirus-patients-china  
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International  


Infectious Disease 


BRAZIL: Brazil Confirms First Coronavirus Case In Latin America 


 


A 61-year-old man contracted the virus during a two-week work trip to Italy, 


according to Brazil’s health ministry. 


 


RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) — Brazil’s government confirmed on Wednesday that a 


61-year-old Brazilian man who traveled to Italy this month has Latin America’s 


first confirmed case of the contagious new coronavirus. 


 


“We will now see how this virus behaves in a tropical country in the middle of 


summer, how its behavior pattern will be,” Brazil’s Health Minister Luiz 


Henrique Mandetta said in a press conference. 


 


The Brazilian man spent two weeks in northern Italy’s Lombardy region on a 


work trip, where he contracted the contagious virus, the health ministry said. 


 


Authorities had already said Tuesday evening that a first laboratory test for the 


COVID-19 virus had a positive result, and were waiting for a second test to 


confirm. 


 


Since the virus began to spread throughout the world from China, Brazil and other 
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countries in the region have registered dozens of suspected cases, all of which 


previously had been discarded following tests. 


 


According to the Health Ministry, the man began to show symptoms compatible 


with the illness, such as a dry cough, throat pain and flu symptoms. Lombardy is 


the epicenter of the outbreak in Italy, and there have been hundreds of confirmed 


cases there as well as several deaths. 


 


Sao Paulo’s Albert Einstein Institute, where the man received medical attention, 


carried out respiratory tests, and the Adolfo Lutz Institute in the same city carried 


out the subsequent test confirming the virus The man was in stable condition and 


in isolation at home in Sao Paulo. 


 


Brazil’s national health agency Anvisa has been working to map all contact the 


man had with other people in the hospital, at home, and on the plane returning to 


Brazil. Yesterday Anvisa requested the flight manifest to investigate other 


possible cases. 


 


Due to the spread of the virus worldwide, Brazil adopted the preventative measure 


of broadening its critieria for analysis of suspected cases on Monday. The Health 


Ministry had determined that people with fever and flu symptoms returning from 


Italy and six other countries should be considered suspected cases. Those 


countries are Germany, France, Australia, Malaysia, the United Arab Emirates, 


and the Philippines. 


 


The countries already on that watch list were China, Japan, Singapore, South 


Korea, North Korea, Thailand, Vietnam and Cambodia. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.huffpost.com/entry/brazil-first-


coronavirus-


case_n_5e568e36c5b649ec43313b02?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6


Ly9uZXdzLnVybC5nb29nbGUuY29tL3VybD9zYT1qJnVybD1odHRwcyUzQS
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C1jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy1jYXNlX25fNWU1NjhlMzZjNWI2NDllYzQzMzEzYjAyJ


nVjdD0xNTgwOTM2NDM1JnVzZz1IOU1LYzV5bDRxUzhHTXE5bC1EcEZfT


2hkT3Mu&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAHEDiqDyio2z97Ga0GePqsjPanhzgdHkX
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CANADA: New COVID-19 case confirmed in Toronto, 5th case in Ontario 
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A woman who recently travelled to Iran has been confirmed as the newest 


presumptive case of COVID-19 in Toronto, health officials confirmed. 


 


Dr. Eileen de Villa, medical officer of health for Toronto, said that on the evening 


of Feb. 24 a woman in her 60s went to Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre’s 


emergency department with a travel history to Iran. 


 


“A thorough medical assessment was completed and COVID-19 testing was 


initiated,” de Villa told reporters at a press conference Wednesday afternoon. 


 


De Villa said the woman became sick after arriving in Toronto. Her symptoms at 


that time her symptoms included a cough, sore throat, body aches and occasional 


fever,” de Villa added. 


 


They added that the woman was discharged the same day and told to self-isolate 


at home as part of the protocol. The hospital said the patient did not require 


admission to hospital. 


 


De Villa also said two other members of the woman’s family are also currently in 


self-isolation. 


 


Toronto Public Health said it is actively looking at who the woman was in contact 


with, including following up with the infected individual and her close contacts, 


de Villa added. 


 


The virus sample is awaiting confirmation and has been sent to the National 


Microbiology Lab in Winnipeg. 


 


“At this time, the virus is not circulating locally,” de Villa said. “However we do 


know that there is some global activity happening and global transmission.” 


 


“We have a very mobile population, with a lot of international travel.” 


 


“So with this in mind, we are actively working with our city partners, our 


provincial partners and other health partners to plan for the potential for local 


spread.” 


 


Dr. David Williams, Ontario’s chief medical officer of health, was also at the 


news conference and re-iterated that the “risk to Ontarians is low and we’re still in 


the containment aspect.” 


 


This is Toronto’s fourth case of the coronavirus and the fifth case in the province. 


 


Four people in Ontario had previously been diagnosed with COVID-19, including 


a married couple in Toronto, a Western University student in London, Ont., and 


another Toronto woman after all of them had recently returned from travelling in 







China. 


 


Globally, the coronavirus has infected about 81,000 people. In Iran, there are 95 


confirmed cases and the virus has killed 16 people in the last week. 


 


The original article can be found at https://globalnews.ca/news/6597470/covid19-


coronavirus-case-toronto-5th-ontario/  
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FRANCE: Coronavirus: one death in Paris, 17 cases in France. 


 


Three new cases in the country 


 


(ANSAmed) - PARIS, FEBRUARY 26 - France has announced three new cases 


of coronavirus, including a fatal one, the director general of health, Jerome 


Salomon, said Wednesday, adding that a total of 17 cases have been confirmed in 


the country. 


 


The first French national to die from the virus is a 60-year-old man. He died last 


night in Paris. 


 


After three new cases were announced by French authorities, Premier Edouard 


Philippe scheduled a meeting with party leaders and parliamentary groups to 


focus on the risks connected to the epidemic. The meeting, to be held in the 


government's headquarters in Matignon, will be attended by the presidents of the 


National Assembly and Senate. 


 


The 60-year-old man who was in serious condition at the Hospital Pitié-


Salpetrière in Paris died last night after being admitted to the hospital. The man 


was a teacher at the school of Crépy-en-Valois, in the department of Oise, the 


French education ministry said. 


 


According to a report published by Le Parisien, which was confirmed by the 


ministry, the man did not travel to an area affected by the outbreak such as China 


or Italy. A Chinese citizen, a tourist, had previously died in France. 


 


The other two cases confirmed on Wednesday morning are a 55-year-old man, 


who is in intensive care in Amiens, in the north, and a 36-year-old man who had 


travelled back from Lombardy. He is in hospital in Strasbourg and only has mild 


symptoms.(ANSAmed).  


 


© ANSA.  
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GERMANY: Germany reports 8 new COVID-19 cases 


 


Eight more people were found infected with COVID-19 on Wednesday across 


three German states, in addition to the two diagnosed cases on Tuesday, 


authorities have confirmed. 


 


The caseload includes one in the state of Rhineland-Palatinate, three in the state of 


Baden-Wuerttemberg and four in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia. 


 


The German armed forces Bundeswehr said on late Wednesday that a soldier was 


diagnosed with the novel coronavirus and is being treated at Bundeswehr's central 


hospital in Koblenz. 


 


The soldier was also the first confirmed case of COVID-19 infection in the state 


of Rhineland-Palatinate. 


 


The neighboring state of Baden-Wuerttemberg also reported three more cases on 


Wednesday. Two of the new infections in the town of Tuebingen were directly 


linked to a previously known sick patient from the Goeppingen district, who 


tested positive on Tuesday, according to the state ministry of health. 


 


The third person from the district of Rottweil, though having no connection to the 


other three cases, had recently been to Italy. 


 


Meanwhile, in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, a sick couple are being 


treated at the University Hospital in Duesseldorf. The man was diagnosed with 


COVID-19 on Tuesday, followed by his wife on Wednesday. 


 


Authorities from the Heinsberg district in North Rhine-Westphalia announced late 


Wednesday that in the course of checking the contact persons of the sick couple, 


three new cases of infections have just been confirmed. 


 


German Health Minister Jens Spahn said in Berlin earlier on Wednesday that the 


country is at the beginning of a coronavirus epidemic, after new development 


since Tuesday. 


 


Previously, 16 cases were confirmed in Germany, which could be either traced 


back to a company in Bavaria or linked to a repatriation flight from Wuhan, 


China. Fifteen of the patients have reportedly recovered. 


 


The original article can be found at http://www.ecns.cn/news/2020-02-27/detail-


ifztzycc4781956.shtml  
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IRAN: COVID-19 cases continue rise, Spread in the Middle East 


 


By NewsDesk @infectiousdiseasenews 


 


Dr. Kianoosh Jahanpour, the Director of Public Relations and Information Center 


of the Iranian Ministry of Health reported an additional 44 COVID-19 cases 


today, bringing the total to 139. 


 


The new cases were reported in Qom (15), Gilan (9), Tehran (4), Khuzestan (3), 2 


each in Sistan and Baluchestan, Kohgiluyeh and Boyerahmad and in Fars and one 


each in Kermanshah, Ardebil, Mazandaran, Lorestan, Hormozgan and Semnan. 


 


Four additional COVID-19 fatalities were reported, bringing the death toll to 19, 


the most outside China. 


 


Today, the national headquarters for management and counter-virus will discuss 


the continuation of the closure of universities or their inclusion, closures and 


schools, the continuation of the closure of the cinemas, gathering centers, tourism 


and pilgrimage camps and sports competitions and the legislation of this meeting 


is communicated with the signature of the Minister of Health as the head of the 


staff. 


 


Dr. Jahanpour pointed out: our emphasis is to avoid travel and in particular to the 


destination or from the origin of Qom and Gilan provinces and our 


recommendation limits traffic, limiting unnecessary urban and intercity trips. 


Nowhere is it safer than the homes and cities of our compatriots, and travel and 


traffic are problematic for individuals, their families, and their relatives. 


 


The outbreak in Iran has led to the spread of the virus in much of the Middle East. 


Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Iraq have all reported cases, many imported from 


Iran. 


 


The original article can be found at http://outbreaknewstoday.com/iran-covid-19-


cases-continue-rise-spread-in-the-middle-east-71736/  
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ITALY: 12th person dies in northern Italy of coronavirus: official 


 


ROME (Reuters) - A 12th person has died in northern Italy of coronavirus, while 


the number of confirmed cases has risen to 374, an increase of more than 50 on 


the day before, the head of the Civil Protection agency said on Wednesday. 


 


Angelo Borrelli told reporters that the dead man was 69. All those who have died 


so far in the outbreak, which came to light on Friday, have been elderly and most 


had underlying health problems. 
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(Reporting by Giselda Vagnoni; Editing by Crispian Balmer)  


 


Copyright 2020 Thomson Reuters. All Rights Reserved.  
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MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus Now Spreading Fast in Europe 


 


Ten times deadlier than the flu, says our Health Minister, and spreading: 


 


New infections were diagnosed in countries from Pakistan to Brazil, which 


reported the first case in Latin America, while Italy and Iran confirmed additional 


patients with the disease. Germany said it was likely at the start of an epidemic, 


and 700 people remained confined in a hotel in Tenerife, one of the Canary 


Islands. 


 


Northern Italy is now a health hazard: 


 


Greece, Georgia and North Macedonia have reported their first cases and France 


the first death of one of its own nationals, with a 60-year-old man confirmed to 


have died in Paris overnight... 


 


The Greece case was a woman who had recently travelled to northern Italy. 


 


In the Georgia case, a man travelling from Iran, who crossed the border from 


neighbouring Azerbaijan, was taken to hospital from a border checkpoint. 


 


In North Macedonia, a 50-year-old woman, who had visited northern Italy, tested 


positive for the virus after having flu-like symptoms. 


 


And: 


 


For the first time, the number of new cases reported outside China has exceeded 


the number of new cases in China.  


 


© 2020 News Limited. All rights reserved.  
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NORWAY: Norway detects its first case of coronavirus 


 


February 26, 2020 


 


OSLO — Norway’s Public Health Agency said on Wednesday that one person 







had tested positive for coronavirus and was being kept isolated at home, in what 


was the country’s first confirmed case. 


 


The person had returned from China late last week, but did not appear ill and was 


unlikely to infect others, the agency said. (Reporting by Terje Solsvik Editing by 


Chizu Nomiyama) 


 


The original article can be found at https://nationalpost.com/pmn/health-


pmn/norway-detects-its-first-case-of-coronavirus  
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PAKISTAN: Pakistan confirms first two cases of COVID-19 coronavirus 


 


KARACHI: Pakistan has detected its first two cases of novel coronavirus, a 


public health advisor to Prime Minister Imran Khan tweeted on Wednesday (Feb 


26), days after Islamabad closed its land border with Iran, where 19 people have 


died from the virus.  


 


"I can confirm first two cases of corona virus in Pakistan. Both cases are being 


taken care of according to clinical standard protocols & both of them are stable. 


No need to panic, things are under control", tweeted health advisor Zafar Mirza.  


 


A statement issued by the southern Sindh province's health department stated that 


the first positive case was reported in Karachi in a 22-year-old male with a 


"history of travel to Iran where he has acquired the virus."  


 


The officials didn't confirm where the second case was reported. However, local 


media said it was in Islamabad.  


 


With porous borders, creaking hospitals and large illiterate populations, Pakistan 


faces a potentially devastating health crisis from the new coronavirus.  


 


The virus has spread to more than 30 countries, killing over 2,700 and infecting 


80,000, mostly in China. But new outbreaks in Europe, the Middle East and in 


Asia have fanned fears of the contagion taking hold in poor nations which lack the 


healthcare infrastructure to cope.  


 


There are growing fears in Pakistan over how the country would deal with the 


outbreak. Islamabad has a history of failing to contain infectious diseases such as 


polio, tuberculosis and hepatitis.  


 


Meanwhile Pakistan's neighbour Iran has emerged as a major hotspot, with a total 


of 139 cases and 19 deaths.  


 


And Afghanistan, which also shares a border with Pakistan, reported its first case 
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of coronavirus on Monday. While Pakistan has closed land borders with Iran, it 


has maintained air travel to and from China - increasingly a source of trade and 


commerce for the country.  


 


"There is a limited concept of prevention unfortunately. I fear it's not well 


prepared at all for any health emergency," Pakistani public health expert Arshad 


Altaf told AFP. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://crofsblogs.typepad.com/h5n1/2020/02/pakistan-confirms-first-two-cases-


of-covid-19-coronavirus-cna.html  
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SOUTH KOREA: COVID-19: South Korea reports large 24-hour jump, 1st 


case in US military member 


 


By NewsDesk @infectiousdiseasenews 


 


Health officials in South Korea reported a whopping 284 additional COVID-19 


cases in the past 24 hours, bringing the country total to 1,261. 


 


Two additional fatalities were reported putting that total to 12. 


 


United States Forces Korea ( USFK ) reported the first time a U.S. service 


member has tested positive for the virus. 


 


The case is a 23-year old male stationed at Camp Carroll. He is currently in self 


quarantine at his off-base residence. He visited Camp Walker on 24 Feb. and 


Camp Carroll 21-25 Feb. KCDC and USFK health professionals are actively 


conducting contact tracing to determine whether any others may have been 


exposed. 


 


The original article can be found at http://outbreaknewstoday.com/covid-19-


south-korea-reports-large-24-hour-jump-1st-case-in-us-military-member-80292/  
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Studies 


Coronavirus far more likely than Sars to bond to human cells due to HIV-


like mutation, scientists say 


 


Via the South China Morning Post: Coronavirus far more likely than Sars to bond 


to human cells due to HIV-like mutation, scientists say. Excerpt: 
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The new coronavirus has an HIV-like mutation that means its ability to bind with 


human cells could be up to 1,000 times as strong as the Sars virus, according to 


new research by scientists in China and Europe. 


 


The discovery could help to explain not only how the infection has spread but also 


where it came from and how best to fight it. 


 


Scientists showed that Sars (severe acute respiratory syndrome) entered the 


human body by binding with a receptor protein called ACE2 on a cell membrane. 


And some early studies suggested that the new coronavirus, which shares about 


80 per cent of the genetic structure of Sars, might follow a similar path. 


 


But the ACE2 protein does not exist in large quantities in healthy people, and this 


partly helped to limit the scale of the Sars outbreak of 2002-03, in which infected 


about 8,000 people around the world. 


 


Other highly contagious viruses, including HIV and Ebola, target an enzyme 


called furin, which works as a protein activator in the human body. Many proteins 


are inactive or dormant when they are produced and have to be “cut” at specific 


points to activate their various functions. 


 


When looking at the genome sequence of the new coronavirus, Professor Ruan 


Jishou and his team at Nankai University in Tianjin found a section of mutated 


genes that did not exist in Sars, but were similar to those found in HIV and Ebola. 


 


“This finding suggests that 2019-nCoV [the new coronavirus] may be 


significantly different from the Sars coronavirus in the infection pathway,” the 


scientists said in a paper published this month on Chinaxiv.org, a platform used 


by the Chinese Academy of Sciences to release scientific research papers before 


they have been peer-reviewed. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://crofsblogs.typepad.com/h5n1/2020/02/coronavirus-far-more-likely-than-


sars-to-bond-to-human-cells-due-to-hiv-like-mutation-scientists-say.html  
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COVID-19: ECDC updates case definition for EU surveillance 


 


Following the rapid increase of coronavirus cases in Italy, ECDC continuously 


assesses the impact that those local clusters have on the overall risk of further 


spread in the EU/EEA. In addition, the Centre supports the Member States in their 


COVID-19 preparedness and response efforts. 


 


At this stage, it is likely that Europe will see similar developments like in Italy, 
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varying from country to country. To address these scenarios, ECDC constantly 


updates its risk assessments for Europe and provides guidance for the European 


Union and European Economic Area (EU/EEA) countries and authorities to 


respond to the outbreak. 


 


Following the recent detection of COVID-19 clusters in Italy, ECDC’s support 


included issuing guidance for hospitals and healthcare workers on how to manage 


COVID-19 cases and how to protect themselves when taking care of patients as 


well as for environmental cleaning. 


 


On 25 February 2020, ECDC also updated the case definition for EU surveillance 


of COVID-19 outlining the criteria for suspected cases who should be tested. 


These include patients presenting with acute respiratory infection (whether mild 


or severe) who in the 14 days prior to onset of symptoms have met at least one of 


the following criteria: 


 


close contact with a confirmed or probable case of COVID-19 infection or having 


stayed in areas with so-called presumed community transmission. 


 


ECDC reviewed the list of countries and areas of presumed community 


transmission which now also includes the four regions in northern Italy. 


 


Pasi Penttinen, ECDC expert in infectious diseases, stresses how travellers can 


help prevent further spread of COVID-19: 


 


“This outbreak is a global issue now and good coordination is vital. There is also 


something everyone can do: when you are travelling to or living in areas with 


presumed community transmission - which we outline in our assessment - follow 


strict hygiene measures such as regularly washing hands with water and soap or 


using alcohol-based hand sanitisers. When you come back from such an area, 


monitor your health status for a period of 14 days after your return. If you 


experience any respiratory, flu-like symptoms during that period, contact a 


healthcare specialist. Ideally do so via telephone first and indicate your travel 


history before you seek medical attention in person and sitting in waiting rooms 


with other people. If you have any symptoms, please avoid contact with other 


people until you have consulted a healthcare specialist.” 


 


Read more 


 


Case definition for EU surveillance of COVID-19, as of 25 February 2020 


 


Case definition for EU surveillance of COVID-19. A case definition is a set of 


standard criteria for classifying whether a person has a particular disease, 


syndrome, or other health condition. 


 


Daily risk assessment on COVID-19, 26 February 2020 







 


Current risk assessment on COVID-19. Rapid risk assessment aim at supporting 


the countries and the European Commission in their preparedness and response to 


a public health threat. They provide a timely summary and risk assessment of a 


public health threat for EU/EEA countries related to a specific event. They also 


include potential options for response. 


 


Areas with presumed community transmission of COVID-19, as of 25 February 


2020 


 


ECDC’s assessment has identified areas with presumed community transmission 


for the purpose of identifying suspected cases requiring diagnostic testing 


according to the case definition. This list will be reviewed regularly. 


 


Public health management of persons, including health care workers, having had 


contact with COVID-19 cases in the European Union 


 


This document aims to provide guidance for EU/EEA public health authorities on 


the management of persons, including healthcare workers, who had contact with 


COVID-19 cases. 


 


Checklist for hospitals preparing for the reception and care of coronavirus 2019 


(COVID-19) patients 


 


This document supports the public health preparedness planning for hospitals with 


regard to novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). 


 


This checklist is based on the current knowledge of the COVID-19 outbreak and 


the evidence available. 


 


ECDC will update this checklist should new relevant information become 


available. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/news-


events/covid-19-ecdc-updates-case-definition-eu-surveillance  
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
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From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: ~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 26, 2020 ~*~
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:23:16 PM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 26, 2020 ~*~

This report provides special media coverage of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19).

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80957

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.
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From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
Subject: FW: Media Statement: CDC Confirms Possible Instance of Community Spread of COVID-19 in U.S.
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 4:56:34 PM

 
 

From: MMWR Media List <MMWR-MEDIA@LISTSERV.CDC.GOV> On Behalf Of Media@cdc.gov
(CDC)
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 4:52 PM
To: MMWR-MEDIA@LISTSERV.CDC.GOV
Subject: Media Statement: CDC Confirms Possible Instance of Community Spread of COVID-19 in
U.S.
 

 

Media Statement                                                                     

For Immediate Release
Wednesday, February 26, 2020

Contact: CDC Media Relations
(404) 639-3286
 

CDC Confirms Possible Instance of Community Spread of COVID-19 in U.S.
 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has confirmed an infection with the
virus that causes COVID-19 in California in a person who reportedly did not have relevant
travel history or exposure to another known patient with COVID-19.
 
At this time, the patient’s exposure is unknown.  It’s possible this could be an instance of
community spread of COVID-19, which would be the first time this has happened in the
United States. Community spread means spread of an illness for which the source of infection
is unknown. It’s also possible, however, that the patient may have been exposed to a returned
traveler who was infected.
 
This case was detected through the U.S. public health system — picked up by astute clinicians.
This brings the total number of COVID-19 cases in the United States to 15.
 
The federal government has been working closely with state, local, tribal, and territorial
partners, as well as public health partners, to respond to this public health threat.
Unprecedented, aggressive efforts have been taken to contain the spread and mitigate the
impact of this virus.
 
This is a rapidly evolving situation. CDC will continue to update the public as circumstances
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warrant.  For more information about COVID-19 visit www.cdc.gov/covid19. 
 

###
 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
 

CDC works 24/7 protecting America’s health, safety and security. Whether diseases start at
home or abroad, are curable or preventable, chronic or acute, or from human activity or

deliberate attack, CDC responds to America’s most pressing health threats. CDC is
headquartered in Atlanta and has experts located throughout the United States and the world.
 
 
 
 
If you would like to unsubscribe from this ListServ LIST, please send an email to LIST@cdc.gov, enter
CDC in the email Subject, and include the following "one" line in the Body of the email: signoff
MMWR-MEDIA

http://www.cdc.gov/covid19
http://www.hhs.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/24-7/index.html
mailto:LIST@cdc.gov


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bronston, Aram, EMS
To: DPH-DOC Plans Sit Stat; DPH-COVID-19 DPH Activation 2020; mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov;

EMSADutyOfficer@EMSA.CA.GOV; DPH-Integration Steering Committee; cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov; chess@ncric.ca.gov;
CoastalRegion@CALOES.ca.gov; DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM)

Subject: Re: SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/26/2020)
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 4:44:48 PM

 
Received. Thank you.

Aram

Aram L. Bronston EMT-P
EMS Coordinator/RDMHS Region II
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency
1000 San Leandro Blvd., Ste#200
San Leandro, CA 95477
Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
510/618-2033 office
510/421-9340 cell
8816-32623882 iridium (emergencies ONLY)
Http://EMS.ACGOV.ORG/RDMHS-R2 (Resource & Reference Site)

This message has come from a mobile device. Please excuse any brevity or typographical errors.

From: DPH-DOC Plans Sit Stat <DPH.DOC.Plans.SitStat@sfdph.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 4:43:09 PM
To: DPH-COVID-19 DPH Activation 2020 <DPH-nCoVActivation2020@sfdph.org>; Bronston, Aram, EMS
<Aram.Bronston@acgov.org>; mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov
<mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov>; EMSADutyOfficer@EMSA.CA.GOV <EMSADutyOfficer@EMSA.CA.GOV>;
DPH-Integration Steering Committee <DPH.ISC@sfdph.org>; cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov
<cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov>; chess@ncric.ca.gov <chess@ncric.ca.gov>; CoastalRegion@CALOES.ca.gov
<CoastalRegion@CALOES.ca.gov>; DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM) <demdutyofficer@sfgov.org>
Subject: SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/26/2020)
 

SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/26/2020)
 
Status: Yellow
Outlook: Worsening
Need: None
 
# of Cases/Deaths 
Worldwide: 81,322 Cases / 2,770 Deaths (John Hopkins CSSE, link below)
US:  59 Cases (see notes below)/ 0 Deaths (John Hopkins CSSE)
CA:  10 Cases / 0 Deaths (CDPH)
SF: 0 Cases

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
 
 
Updates and Response:
 
SFDPH
Summary of actions

Mayor London Breed declared a local emergency 02/25/20, allowing CCSF to access additional resources to 
prepare for potential COVID-19 cases in SF.
SFDPH DOC expanded community outreach and mitigation efforts, working closely with the CCSF
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Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in anticipation of increased inquiries due to the declaration of a local
emergency.
SFDPH is focusing on providing a comprehensive picture of past and current preparation and mitigation
efforts, forward leaning departmental objectives, and the data and information being used to guide the
work.
SFDPH and the EOC are collaborating to create a process for routing briefing and other informational
requests (from media and non-media sources) to the appropriate channels.
SFDPH drafted guidelines for housing plans for confirmed COVID-19 cases, potential COVID-19 cases, and
medium risk individuals who live in congregate living situations including Single Room Occupancies (SROs).
SFDPH completed a preparedness consultation site visit to Chinese Hospital 02/25/20 and UCSF Mission Bay
today 02/26/20.
SF Public Health Laboratory is strengthening their safety measures for lab personnel, including enhanced
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) requirements.
SF Public Health Laboratory is still awaiting delivery of CDC testing kits. CDC reported they will have a ship
date for the testing kits by the end of this week.
SFDPH is updating their COVID-19 Fact Sheet to include the most recent updates and align messaging and
information across DPH and CCSF sites.
SFDPH Public Information Office recently completed a COVID-19 prevention focused informational poster,
which will soon be displayed on BART Trains.
SFDPH CDCP information: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-  
 %20%20%20coronavirus/

CDC- 

CDC updated their travel advisory to include South
Korea.  https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/warning/coronavirus-south-korea
CDC reports that to date 445 people have been tested in the U.S.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html 

 

WHO (World Health Organization)-

WHO stated that 4 new countries (Algeria, Austria, Croatia, and Switzerland) reported cases of COVID-19 in
the past 24 hours. (as of 02/26/20)
 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports

CDPH (California Department of Public Health)-

CDPH reported new cases of COVID-19 in CA in the 24 hours. Number of confirmed cases in CA remains at
10.
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx

Johns Hopkins Data Dashboard (real time updates, data sources- WHO, CDC, NHC, and DXY.)

International data-

81,322 confirmed cases globally.
78,064 confirmed cases in mainland China; 3,258 confirmed cases outside of mainland China, in 46
countries.
2,719 deaths in mainland China + 51 additional deaths (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, Oman, Iran, Italy,

https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-%20%C2%A0%20%C2%A0%20%20%20coronavirus/
https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-%20%C2%A0%20%C2%A0%20%20%20coronavirus/
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/warning/coronavirus-south-korea
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx


Philippines, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, France, South Korea, Diamond Princess Cruise)
Confirmed cases outside of China across 36 countries/regions (includes regions of Hong Kong and Taiwan,
outside of mainland China)

National (U.S.) data:

59 confirmed cases currently in the U.S. (42 from Diamond Princess cruise ship, from unassigned
locations) cases in 5 states.
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

 
NOTE: Information may vary as events and reporting are rapidly evolving.

-- DPH DOC Plans Situation Status
DPH.DOC.Plans.SitStat@sfdph.org

** This email was sent from an external source. If you do not know the sender, do not click on links or attachments. **

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6


From: DPH-DOC Plans Sit Stat
To: DPH-COVID-19 DPH Activation 2020; aram.bronston@acgov.org; mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov;

EMSADutyOfficer@EMSA.CA.GOV; DPH-Integration Steering Committee; cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov; chess@ncric.ca.gov;
CoastalRegion@CALOES.ca.gov; DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM)

Subject: SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/26/2020)
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 4:43:12 PM

SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/26/2020)
 
Status: Yellow
Outlook: Worsening
Need: None
 
# of Cases/Deaths 
Worldwide: 81,322 Cases / 2,770 Deaths (John Hopkins CSSE, link below)
US:  59 Cases (see notes below)/ 0 Deaths (John Hopkins CSSE)
CA:  10 Cases / 0 Deaths (CDPH)
SF: 0 Cases

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
 
 
Updates and Response:
 
SFDPH
Summary of actions

Mayor London Breed declared a local emergency 02/25/20, allowing CCSF to access additional resources to 
prepare for potential COVID-19 cases in SF.
SFDPH DOC expanded community outreach and mitigation efforts, working closely with the CCSF
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in anticipation of increased inquiries due to the declaration of a local
emergency.
SFDPH is focusing on providing a comprehensive picture of past and current preparation and mitigation
efforts, forward leaning departmental objectives, and the data and information being used to guide the
work.
SFDPH and the EOC are collaborating to create a process for routing briefing and other informational
requests (from media and non-media sources) to the appropriate channels.
SFDPH drafted guidelines for housing plans for confirmed COVID-19 cases, potential COVID-19 cases, and
medium risk individuals who live in congregate living situations including Single Room Occupancies (SROs).
SFDPH completed a preparedness consultation site visit to Chinese Hospital 02/25/20 and UCSF Mission Bay
today 02/26/20.
SF Public Health Laboratory is strengthening their safety measures for lab personnel, including enhanced
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) requirements.
SF Public Health Laboratory is still awaiting delivery of CDC testing kits. CDC reported they will have a ship
date for the testing kits by the end of this week.
SFDPH is updating their COVID-19 Fact Sheet to include the most recent updates and align messaging and
information across DPH and CCSF sites.
SFDPH Public Information Office recently completed a COVID-19 prevention focused informational poster,
which will soon be displayed on BART Trains.
SFDPH CDCP information: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-  
 %20%20%20coronavirus/

CDC- 
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CDC updated their travel advisory to include South
Korea.  https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/warning/coronavirus-south-korea
CDC reports that to date 445 people have been tested in the U.S.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html 

 

WHO (World Health Organization)-

WHO stated that 4 new countries (Algeria, Austria, Croatia, and Switzerland) reported cases of COVID-19 in
the past 24 hours. (as of 02/26/20)
 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports

CDPH (California Department of Public Health)-

CDPH reported new cases of COVID-19 in CA in the 24 hours. Number of confirmed cases in CA remains at
10.
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx

Johns Hopkins Data Dashboard (real time updates, data sources- WHO, CDC, NHC, and DXY.)

International data-

81,322 confirmed cases globally.
78,064 confirmed cases in mainland China; 3,258 confirmed cases outside of mainland China, in 46
countries.
2,719 deaths in mainland China + 51 additional deaths (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, Oman, Iran, Italy,
Philippines, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, France, South Korea, Diamond Princess Cruise)
Confirmed cases outside of China across 36 countries/regions (includes regions of Hong Kong and Taiwan,
outside of mainland China)

National (U.S.) data:

59 confirmed cases currently in the U.S. (42 from Diamond Princess cruise ship, from unassigned
locations) cases in 5 states.
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

 
NOTE: Information may vary as events and reporting are rapidly evolving.

-- DPH DOC Plans Situation Status
DPH.DOC.Plans.SitStat@sfdph.org
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From: Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
To: Vivian Araullo; Daniel Becker; Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH); Sims, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Jason Klumb; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Colfax, Grant (DPH); Brown, Michael (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Katherine

General; Debra Grabelle
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 12:09:45 PM

Hello,
DHR will be setting up a meeting on Friday with labor about the COVID-19 emergency
declaration. We will be addressing questions and concerns as well as asking for how we can
plan together. 
Sincerely,
Naveena

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:32 AM
To: Daniel Becker <Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
<tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH)
<Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason Klumb <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>;
Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>;
Brown, Michael (DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>;
Katherine General <kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: RE: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hello,
Thank you Daniel. Local 21 also agrees to a meeting.
Please give us dates as soon as possible.
Thank you, Vivian
 

From: Daniel Becker <Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:09 AM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>;
Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason Klumb <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>;
Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>;
Brown, Michael (DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>;
Katherine General <kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: RE: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi,
 
I think we should have a meeting where you hear our members’ concerns. Can you give us some
dates?
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Daniel
 
 
Daniel Becker
Field Representative
SEIU Local 1021
350 Rhode Island
Suite 100 South Bldg.
San Francisco, CA 94103
 
Office: 415-848-3639
Cell: 510-499-1464
Fax: 415-431-6241
www.seiu1021.org
 
The most important word in the language of the working class is "solidarity."—Harry
Bridges
 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2020 12:11 AM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims,
Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason Klumb <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker <Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>;
Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael (DPH)
<michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Katherine General
<kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
No spaces have been used.
 
We are planning and preparing.
 
We will work w admin to provide detailed communications and address concerns.
 
Thanks,
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
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San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." 
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 10:05 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH)
<kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena
(DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael
(DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Katherine
General <kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hello Tomas.
 
Thank you for your response. You have yet to confirm or deny the rumors on the use of
BHC/HB as a quarantine space.
You will also have to, very soon, inform us which spaces within DPH are/will be impacted.
There will definitely be union members in those spaces as well. 
 
The Union's concern is the health and safety of our workers, of their families, when they go
back to their homes, and as well, of the general public.
 
We will consult our members on how they wish to proceed, should they wish a meeting. We
will get back to you shortly, 
 
I will be available by email through the weekend, as we await a straightforward reply, and your
plans. 
 
 
Thank you.
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Vivian Z. Araullo
Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org
 
 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 9:52 PM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims,
Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena
(DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael
(DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Dear Ms. Araullo,
 
Thank you for reaching out.
 
Unfortunately, across the US and California health officials are having to identify appropriate
spaces for non-hospitalized persons who require quarantine or isolation. Ideally, this would
be done at home. 
 

We are preparing for persons who do not have an appropriate home or living situation (e.g.,
homeless, or vulnerable person(s) in their home).
 
Within DPH we have identified a few spaces, and we are looking for more. The city's EOC Care
and Shelter Branch is activated and is looking for more living spaces in SF that meet the
requirements. 
 
This is a collective citywide effort to make sure we care for our residents with compassion and
respect.
 
We are following CDC and CDPH safety guidelines.
 
I suggest we meet to hear your ideas, get your input, and address your concerns.
 
We will work with Drs. Colfax and Bobba on next steps. Thank you again.
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With gratitude, 
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results."  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
 

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 9:09 PM
To: Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas
(DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi Kelly,
 
Thank you for your quick response. With all due respect, however, your did not give us a direct
response to the question on the BHC/HB being potentially used as a quarantine space. 
 
You must address this rumor circulating at BHC/Hummingbird with directness and clarity, and
as soon as possible.
 
Failure to assure our members of their safety and health at the workplace is a violation of our
MOU. 
 
Thank you.

mailto:varaullo@ifpte21.org
mailto:kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org
mailto:Linda.Sims@sfdph.org
mailto:Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org
mailto:Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org
mailto:Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org
mailto:juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org
mailto:tomas.aragon@sfdph.org
mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org


 
For the Union,
 
Vivian
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vivian Z. Araullo
Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org
 
 

From: Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 8:37 PM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas
(DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi Vivian,
 
Thank you for reaching out. I appreciate your concern. Please be assured we would not make plans
that would place employees at risk.

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ifpte21.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7C21b0422559f0422a596308d7b76ec586%7Ce35c5b2684f74b9ba7c591278c732568%7C0%7C0%7C637179558728757500&sdata=KEzHaOEW%2Fkgmaj6115RAqrZppr%2FfsY%2Ftu6lLdXdhR70%3D&reserved=0
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

 
I am including Dr. Juliet Stoltey, Director, Communicable Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Tomas
Aragon, Health Officer, and Naveena Bobba, the Department Operations Center Director, to respond
to your concerns as the subject matter experts on public health emergency response and any
questions you may have regarding COVID-19.
 
Until they can respond, I will direct you to the federal CDC site that provides information and
guidance related to managing care for individuals in a residential setting:
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
 
Kelly
 
Kelly Hiramoto, LCSW
Special Projects Manager
SF Department of Public Health
415.554.2828 Telephone
 
This message and any attachments are solely for the intended recipient and may contain
confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
use or distribution of the information included in this message and any attachments is prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please notify me by reply e-mail and immediately
and permanently delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 7:37:29 PM
To: Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>
Subject: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 

 
It's come to the Union's attention that rumors are circulating at BHC/Hummingbird alleging
that Hummingbird, adjacent to BHC, will be used as a quarantine area for coronavirus-affected
or suspected coronavirus- affected individuals. 
 
We are deeply concerned. We would like to have facts on this matter. If this rumor has basis,
please provide the Union your plans to inform and protect our members ASAP. If the rumor is
untrue, please say so as well.
 
Please reply as soon as possible, as our members do not feel safe. 
 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
mailto:varaullo@ifpte21.org
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mailto:Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org
mailto:Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org


Thank you for your cooperation. Please reply as soon as possible. Please be assured, we do not
want to cause undue panic, but we also do not want these rumors to go unaddressed, since
our members' health and safety might be at stake.
 
Absent an explanation, we are prepared to escalate this to higher authorities within DPH.
Please respond ASAP.
 
Thank you.
 
For the Union,
 
Vivian Araullo
Vivian Z. Araullo
Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org
 

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ifpte21.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7C21b0422559f0422a596308d7b76ec586%7Ce35c5b2684f74b9ba7c591278c732568%7C0%7C0%7C637179558728767452&sdata=xcmGuXZweAMHtnlf5R4eui%2B%2BwyxZH1XKX1qtL00NHG8%3D&reserved=0


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
To: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
Subject: 2-25-2020 CDC COVID-19 Daily Key Points and STLT Westerdam Information
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 10:21:29 AM
Attachments: CDC_COVID-19_Daily Key Points__2_25_2020_FINAL.pdf

 

Dear Colleagues:
 
Attached please find the CDC COVID-19 daily key points  for Tuesday, February 25, 2020. 

Below you will find a CDC media statement regarding the Westerdam cruise ship. 

Westerdam Media Statement:

No testing of passengers from the Westerdam Cruise Ship for SARS-CoV-2, the virus that
causes COVID-19, has been done at CDC. CDC is aware that an American passenger on the
Westerdam tested positive for infection with SARS-CoV-2 in Malaysia and that two
sequential tests on samples from that same person were negative. CDC is aware that follow-
up testing among more than 1,500 passengers from the Westerdam has all been negative.
 
At this time, CDC considers passengers from the Westerdam to be at “low risk” of SARS-CoV-
2 infection during the 14 days after their last exposure per the agency’s Risk Assessment
guidance at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html.  Given
this level of risk, testing of Westerdam passengers for SARS-CoV-2 is not recommended
unless additional exposures are identified to warrant testing.

Thank you,

State Coordination Task Force
 
Sent by BCC to PHEP Directors, SHOS, State Epis, Non-governmental Partners, STLTs, and
BCHC

mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html



CDC Daily Key Points 


Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak 


February 25, 2020 


All content updated since February 24 is shown in colored text.  


MAIN KEY POINTS  


• There is an expanding global outbreak of respiratory illness caused by a novel (new) coronavirus.  


• This virus has been named “SARS-CoV-2;” the disease it causes has been named COVID-19. 


• Due to potential for confusion with SARS-CoV, where possible, public communications 


will use “the virus that causes COVID-19.”  


• While most COVID-19 cases outside of China have been associated with travel to or from China, 


community spread is being detected in a growing number of countries. 


• Destinations with apparent community spread of COVID-19 include Hong Kong, Iran, Italy, 


Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand.  


• The fact that COVID-19 has caused illness, including illness resulting in death, and sustained 


person-to-person spread is concerning. These factors meet two of the criteria of a pandemic.  


• As community spread is detected in more and more countries, the world moves closer toward 


meeting the third criteria, worldwide spread of the new virus. 


• The potential public health threat posed by COVID-19 is high, both globally and to the United 


States. 


• But individual risk is dependent on exposure. 


• For the general American public, who are unlikely to be exposed to this virus at this time, the 


immediate health risk from COVID-19 is low. 


• Under current circumstances, certain people will have an increased risk of infection. For 


example, healthcare workers caring for patients with COVID-19 and other close contacts of 


persons with COVID-19. CDC has developed guidance to help in the risk assessment and 


management of people with potential exposures to COVID-19. 


• However, it’s important to note that current global circumstances suggest it is likely that this 


virus will cause a pandemic. In that case, risk assessment would be different. 


• Global efforts at this time are focused concurrently on containing spread of this virus and 


mitigating the impact of this virus. 


• The federal government is working closely with state, local, tribal, and territorial partners, as 


well as public health partners, to respond to this public health threat. 


• The public health response is multi-layered, with the goal of detecting and minimizing 


introductions of this virus in the United States so as to reduce the spread and the impact of this 


virus. 


• CDC is operationalizing all of its pandemic preparedness and response plans, working on 


multiple fronts to meet these goals, including specific measures to prepare communities to 


respond local transmission of the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• Pandemic guidance developed in anticipation of an influenza pandemic is being repurposed and 


adapted for a COVID-19 pandemic. 


• Public health partners are encouraged to review their pandemic preparedness plans at this time. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html





• At this time, there is no vaccine to protect against COVID-19 and no medications approved to 


treat it. 


• Nonpharmaceutical interventions would be the most important response strategy. 


SITUATION UPDATE 


• On February 25, a Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) Update was published titled 


“Public Health Response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak — United States, February 


24, 2020.” (See Section “MMWR Update.”) 


• To date, 37 international locations (including the U.S.) have reported confirmed cases of COVID-


19. 


• On February 24, CDC issued a Level 2 Travel Notices (Practice Enhanced Precautions) for Iran 


and Italy. 


• On February 24, CDC issued Level 3 Travel Alert Notices (Practice Usual Precautions) for South 


Korea. 


• CDC also recommends that all travelers reconsider cruise ship voyages into or within Asia at this 


time. 


• This is consistent with guidance by the U.S. State Department. 


• This is a rapidly evolving situation. CDC is constantly reviewing and updating its guidance as 


needed. 


• CDC is reporting confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United States in two categories: 


1. Cases detected through our domestic public health systems, and 


2. Cases among people who were repatriated via U.S. State Department flights from 


Wuhan, China and from the Diamond Princess cruise ship (Japan). 


• Fourteen cases of COVID-19 have been detected in California, Illinois, Massachusetts, 


Washington, and Wisconsin through U.S. public health surveillance. 


• Two of these cases occurred through person-to-person spread. The remaining cases all were in 


persons who had travel to China. 


• 43 cases of COVID-19 have been detected among the 1,100+ people repatriated from Hubei 


Province, China and the Diamond Princess. (That includes 3 people repatriated from Wuhan and 


40 people who were repatriated from the Diamond Princess, an increase of 4 since yesterday.) 


• Almost all of the people from the Wuhan flights who were quarantined have finished their 14-


day quarantine period. 


• Because the passengers on the Diamond Princess were in a close setting where there was 


significant spread of COVID-19, they are considered at high-risk for infection. CDC expects to see 


additional confirmed cases of among those passengers. 


MMWR UPDATE: 


• As of February 23, 2020, there were 76,936 reported cases in mainland China and 1,875 cases in 
locations outside mainland China. 


• Fourteen cases have been diagnosed in the United States, and an additional 39 cases have 
occurred among repatriated persons from high-risk settings, for a current total of 53 cases 
within the United States. 


• No deaths have been reported in the United States. 



https://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6908e1.htm

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6908e1.htm

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/novel-coronavirus-hubei-province--china.html





• CDC and partners are implementing aggressive measures to slow and contain the spread of 
COVID-19 in the United States. 


• Although these measures might not prevent widespread transmission of the virus in the 
United States, they are being implemented to 
1) slow the spread of illness; 
2) provide time to better prepare state and local health departments, health care 


systems, businesses, educational organizations, and the general public in the event 
that widespread transmission occurs; and  


3) better characterize COVID-19 to guide public health recommendations and the 
development and deployment of medical countermeasures, including diagnostics, 
therapeutics, and vaccines. 


• CDC’s COVID-19 Response by the numbers: 


• As of February 24, 2020, a total of 1,336 CDC staff members have been involved 
in the COVID-19 response, including clinicians (i.e., physicians, nurses, and 
pharmacists), epidemiologists, veterinarians, laboratorians, communicators, 
data scientists and modelers, and coordination staff members.  


• CDC teams work with the Department of Homeland Security at 11 airports to 
screen all travelers from China who are returning to the United States. 


• As of February 23, 2020 


• A total of 46,016 air travelers have been screened at these 11 U.S. 
airports. 


• Eleven travelers were referred to a hospital and tested for infection; 
one tested positive and was isolated and managed medically. 


• Seventeen travelers were quarantined for 14 days because of travel 
from Hubei Province, China. 


• 479 persons for 43 states and territories had been or are being tested 
for COVID-19; 14 (3%) had a positive test, 412 (86%) had a negative test, 
and 53 (11%) test results are pending. 


• During January 18-Febrary 23, 2020, CDC laboratories used real-time reverse 
transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to test 2,620 specimens from 
1,007 persons for SARS-CoV-2. 


• During January 29-February 6, 2020, the U.S. government repatriated 808 U.S. 
citizens, residents, and their families from Hubei Province, China, on five 
chartered flights. 


• CDC posts travel notices to inform travelers and clinicians about current health 
issues that could affect travelers’ health. 


• CDC and partners are preparing for widespread transmission of COVID-19 in U.S. communities. 


• The report is available online. 


WHAT YOU CAN DO  


• While the immediate risk of this new virus to the American public is believed to be low at this 


time, everyone can do their part to help us respond to this emerging public health threat:  


• It’s currently flu and respiratory disease season and CDC recommends getting a flu 


vaccine, taking everyday preventive actions to help stop the spread of germs, and taking 


flu antivirals if prescribed.  



https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6908e1.htm





• If you are a healthcare provider, be on the look-out for people with who recently 


traveled from China and fever and respiratory symptoms. 


• If you are a healthcare provider caring for a COVID-19 patient or a public health 


responder, please take care of yourself and follow recommended infection control 


procedures. 


• If you have been in China or have been exposed to someone sick with COVID-19 in the 


last 14 days, you will face some limitations on your movement and activity. Please 


follow instructions during this time. Your cooperation is integral to the ongoing public 


health response to try to slow spread of this virus. If you develop COVID-19 symptoms, 


contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and your travel or 


exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who have had close contact with someone with COVID-19 who develop 


symptoms, contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and 


your exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who are ill with COVID-19, please follow CDC guidance on how to reduce the 


risk of spreading your illness to others. This guidance in on the CDC website. 


TESTING  


• CDC has two laboratories conducting testing for the virus that causes COVID-19. CDC can test 


approximately 400 specimens per day. 


• CDC’s testing capacity is more than adequate to meet current testing demands. (There is no 


backlog of tests at CDC.) 


• A number of laboratories are able to test for the virus that causes COVID-19 using CDC’s test. 


• All confirmatory testing for COVID-19 continues to be performed at CDC. (All positive results 


from testing conducted in non-CDC, U.S. laboratories must be confirmed at CDC.) 


• CDC continues to work on remanufacturing test kits to detect the virus that causes COVID-19, 


which will be distributed following rigorous quality control processes.  


• Commercial labs are working to develop their own tests and hopefully will be available soon. 


This will allow a greater number of tests to happen close to where potential cases are. 


CDC ACTIONS 


• CDC is aggressively responding to the global outbreak of COVID-19 and preparing for the 


potential of community spread in the United States. 


• Preparing first responders, healthcare providers, and health systems: 


• Establishing visibility across healthcare systems to understand healthcare use, 


particularly surges in demand for medical care and associated resources. 


• Conducting extensive outreach to clinical and hospital professional organizations to 


ensure health system preparedness. 


• Producing more than 23 guidance documents on infection control, hospital 


preparedness assessments, personal protective equipment (PPE) supply planning, and 


clinical evaluation and management (as of February 22, 2020). 


• Working closely with healthcare facilities and providers to reinforce infection 


control principles that recognize PPE is one component of a larger set of 


practices that help to limit the spread of disease. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/healthcare-supply-ppe.html#respirator-supply-strategies

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html





• Developing a range of respirator conservation strategies, including strategies 


to make supplies last longer (such as using alternative products like reusable 


respirators) and extending the use of disposable respirators.  


• Leveraging existing telehealth tools to direct people to the right level of healthcare for 
their medical needs. 


• Working with supply chain partners to understand supply usage, what products are 
available, and when more aggressive measures may need to be taken to ensure that 
healthcare workers at highest risk have access to PPE.  


• Sharing information with stakeholders to help them recognize when to shift the 
strategies they are using. 


• Reinforcing state, territorial, and local public health readiness: 


• Assessing state and local readiness to implement community mitigation measures like 


home containment, including housing and transportation needs. 


• Coordinating with states to identify and mitigate gaps in readiness that will help reduce 


the spread of disease in the community while protecting workers, infrastructure, and 


institutions. 


• Linking public health agencies and healthcare systems to identify and mitigate stressors 


to the health system 


• Tracking stockpiles of PPE across jurisdictions. 


• Working with state and local public health to use existing Public Health Emergency 


Preparedness (PHEP) funding to support COVID-19 preparedness and response 


activities. 


• Leveraging funding mechanisms to help states accelerate preparedness activities. 


• Providing technical assistance and guidance to states to improve their ability to respond 


to the outbreak.  


• Supporting communities, businesses, and schools: 


• Creating business guidance to help the public and private sectors ensure they are able 


to operate with adaptations like telework and flexible sick leave policies, as well as how 


to respond if an employee gets sick. 


• Developing guidance for childcare programs, K-12 schools, and colleges/universities to 


help them plan and prepare for COVID-19 and respond if there is a local outbreak in 


their community. 


• Providing planning guides for COVID-19 that households, community- and faith-


based organizations, event planners of mass gatherings, and public health 


communicators can use. 


• Educating communities about nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) that 


help slow the spread of illness, like COVID-19. 


NONPHARMACEUTICAL INTERVENTIONS 


• Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs) are actions, apart from getting vaccinated and taking 


medicine, that people and communities can take to help slow the spread of illnesses like 


pandemic flu or COVID-19. 


• NPIs are also known as community mitigation strategies. 


• When a new virus spreads among people, causing illness worldwide, it is called a pandemic. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/healthcare-supply-ppe.html#respirator-supply-strategies

https://www.cdc.gov/cpr/readiness/phep.htm
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fguidance-business-response.html





• Because the virus is new, the human population has little or no immunity against it. This allows 


the virus to spread quickly from person to person worldwide. 


• NPIs are among the best ways of controlling a pandemic caused by a respiratory virus when 


vaccines are not yet available. 


• NPIs are grouped in three categories: 


1. personal NPIs (personal protective measures for everyday use and personal protective 


measures reserved for influenza pandemics); 


2. community NPIs (social distancing measures and school closures and dismissals); and 


3. environmental NPIs (surface cleaning measures) 


• View information about NPIs and factors to consider before implementing nonpharmaceutical 


interventions. 


For more information please visit the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak Page at: 


www.cdc.gov/COVID19. 



http://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/COVID19





From: Acosta, Meileen D.
To: Dana.A.Vierra@kp.org; Benjamin J. Gover; bjohnson@northbay.org; Leary, Michele F.; James.Salvante@sonoma-

county.org; Gammon, Benjamin G.; jenny.vargas@countyofnapa.org; SKaufman@NorthBay.org;
Celeste.Philip@sonoma-county.org; PVenturi@NorthBay.org; Richards, Jayleen M.;
Heather.Theaux@NorthBay.org; Kirnig, Denise D.; Naramore, Sara E.; Ntui, Asundep N.; Scheuer, Tara E.;
Matyas, Bela T.; Davis, Shai B.; Wu, Christine A.; Salvatierra, Annabelle; Butterfield, Rodney D.; Stovell, Paris V.;
Selby, Ted; Kapusinszky, Beatrix S.; Miller, Glen M.; Coutee, Cynthia; Boggs, Dawn P.; Huber, Gerald R.; Vaughn,
Debbie L.; Rogers, Christine D.; Huston, Nancy L.; Corsello, Birgitta E.; carrievoyce@alphaprc.org;
diedreeckle@alphaprc.org; bbyrnes@communitymedicalcenters.org; brambila@cmcenters.org;
dlopez@cmcenters.org; kmarshall@communitymedicalcenters.org; novelo@cmcenters.org;
jsingson@communitymedicalcenters.org; lilouis@communitymedicalcenters.org;
mavila@communitymedicalcenters.org; mcalvario@communitymedicalcenters.org;
vvaldez@communitymedicalcenters.org; Aspen.L.Higgins.mil@mail.mil; JuanSalvador.F.Rios.mil@mail.mil;
Keith.J.Burgess.civ@mail.mil; Michael.P.Scannon.mil@mail.mil; cookie@dixonfamilyservices.org; Modrich, Michael
A.; Tatham, Dana E.; Chang, Han K.; Crowl, Hannah L.; Tandinco, Imelda M.; West, Jaron C.; Braden, Jeanah
N.; Nasser, Jack S.; Harms, Kylie A.; Blancaflor, Marielou B.; Stoner, Maria E.; Gallego, Maria J.; Soto, Noelle S.;
Alota, Ofelia C.; Kim, Rebekah J.; Thomas, Rahitha M.; Fuller, Shandi J.; Vera, Santos J.; Collins, Sharon L.;
Inton, Zosima B.; Ticzon, Zenia; Amacel.C.Rae@nsmtp.kp.org; amanda.l.swetland@kp.org; amy.mckaig@kp.org;
andrea.notch@kp.org; brandon.e.stinnett@kp.org; Brian.T.Douglas@kp.org; catherine.x.graham@kp.org;
charmaine.r.gandy@kp.org; Dilenna.Harris@kp.org; Elaina.x.oteyza@kp.org; gina.coco@kp.org; gina.x.biter-
mundt@kp.org; Hui.X.Zhao@kp.org; isabelle.c.haller@kp.org; jason.d.shorter@kp.org; Jennifer.R.Gant@kp.org;
jessica.l.flanagan@kp.org; jessica.pemberton@kp.org; Julie.duke@kp.org; Kristin.L.Mattick@kp.org;
ladonna.a.robinson@kp.org; michael.e.vollmer@kp.org; michelle.camicia@kp.org; nolana.daoust@kp.org;
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SolanoEPI; Lucas, Amanda (UCSF); Hsieh, Charlotte (UCSF); Dan Desmond; Johnson, Craig@EMSA;
ReturningTravelerMonitoring; Valdez, Virginia; Ledin, Katya@CDPH; Rains, Robyn L.; IZB EPI Report (CDPH-
DCDC); Kimberly C Galey; Girlynda Gonzales; iyk4@cdc.gov; Michelle J. Gaskill-Hames; Jennifer Gordon; Ori
Tzvieli; Susan Farley; Craig S. Baker; Louise McNitt; Lilia Ryan; Carroll, Darin (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Roberts,
Desera S; David.Runt@cchealth.org; Jill.Honeyman@cchealth.org; Kathy.Ferris@cchealth.org;
amish.k.waland@kp.org; Stephania.S.Armani@kp.org; David.X.Mueller@kp.org; Surita.Sharma@kp.org;
Christopher.Baldini@hhs.gov; john.redd@hhs.gov; Kevin.Sheehan@hhs.gov; Mark.Young@hhs.gov;
Sara.Green@hhs.gov; hfw3@cdc.gov; hzt7@cdc.gov; lxo9@cdc.gov; mrh7@cdc.gov; NRB1@cdc.gov; Aragon,
Tomas (DPH); Adriana.Arrizon@sonoma-county.org; Arcelia.Reyes-Delgado@sonoma-county.org;
Barbie.robinson@sonoma-county.com; Bryan.Cleaver@sonoma-county.org; Carly.Sullivan@sonoma-county.org;
Jamie.Rich@sonoma-county.org; Jen.Banks@sonoma-county.org; Kim.Caldewey@sonoma-county.org;
Lindsey.Totah@sonoma-county.org; Mary.Miller@sonoma-county.org; Rachel.Rees@sonoma-county.org;
Robert.Benjamin@sonoma-county.org; Rohish.Lal@sonoma-county.org

Cc: YPetrofsky@NorthBay.org; Dubray, Christine (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD); Maria Musolf
Subject: NEW NUMBER and NEW TIME - Solano County Novel Coronavirus Call with Healthcare and EMS Partners

(nonproprietary)

   This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

We apologize for the short notice and for changing the meeting time again this week, but we are moving this afternoon’s call to tomorrow from 11:30-
12:30.  

Thank you all for your understanding!!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This is the weekly call for Solano County Healthcare and EMS partners. We’ve also invited surrounding counties and hospitals affected by the
Diamond Princess evacuee response as well as State and Federal partners.

 

Thanks.

Solano Public Health 

 

Call-in Information:

 

Number: 408-418-9388

Meeting ID: 966 019 345

 

(message contents are nonproprietary)
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Steve Heilig
To: Kim Newell Green
Cc: Mary Lou Licwinko; Andrea Yeung MD; Bennett, Ayanna (DPH); Beth Griffiths; Brian Grady, MD; Dennis Song;

Dr. Anne M Cummings practice; Edward Alfrey MD; Fung, Gordon (UCSF); Heyman Oo; Jason Nau, MD; Julie
Rosenbluth-Bokser; Joseph Woo, MD; Kenneth Tai, MD; Kristen Swann, MD; Dr. Kwok; Matt Willis; Michael
Shrader, MD; Monique Schaulis; Nida Degesys; Robert Harvey; Sarita Satpathy; Stephanie Oltmann, MD; Aragon,
Tomas (DPH); William Prey, MD; Winnie Tong; Iqbal, Zarah (UCSF); Edward Chow, MD; George Fouras, MD;
John Maa, MD; Kristina Casadei; Lawrence Cheung MD; Man-Kit Leung MD; Phillip Goldberg; Richard Podolin MD;
Robert Margolin MD; Roger Eng MD; Shannon Udovic Constant MD; Steven Fugaro; Erin Henke; Ian Knox

Subject: Re: Coronavirus
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 9:49:28 AM

 

Ps:  A special letter on this from our health officers appears in the new SFMMS journal, and is
posted on our site:

CORONAVIRUS: SPECIAL COMMUNICATION FROM OUR PUBLIC HEALTH
OFFICERS
Modeling a Balanced Response to COVID-19 

 http://www.sfmms.org/news-publications/sfmms-blog/coronavirus-special-communication-
from-our-public-health-officers-modeling-a-balanced-response-to-covid-19.aspx?
PostId=5552&tabid=2622
 

Resources:

The San Francisco Department of Public Health has two relevant websites:

- For clinicians:

https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-coronavirus/

- For the general public:
https://www.sfdph.org/

And:

CDC Page, with both patient and clinician info:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/

Sent from my iPad

On Feb 26, 2020, at 9:26 AM, Kim Newell Green <kimberlylnewell@gmail.com> wrote:

Thanks very much for attending Mary Lou - I'm glad they asked us and please let
us know as you get further information.
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Kim

On Wed, Feb 26, 2020 at 8:53 AM Mary Lou Licwinko <mll@sfmms.org>
wrote:

Dear All,

 

Yesterday I was asked to attend the Mayor’s press conference where she
declared a state of emergency regarding the COVID- 19 or the coronavirus. 
Though there have been no cases reported locally, the purpose of the declaration
was to begin garnering the resources to prepare for a possible outbreak.  The
Mayor promised complete transparency if a situation develops.   Drs. Grant
Colfax and Tomas Aragon were there to provide the medical and public health
perspectives.  Carmen Chiu, the City Assessor, stressed that this was not a racial
issue and urged the public not to view it as such.  She said that there were
reported cases of discrimination against the Asian community in SF and that
Asian businesses were suffering as a result of the outbreak even though there
are currently no cases here.  As you are likely aware, the CDC has issued a
warning to communities across the country to begin to prepare for an outbreak. 
I think it was important that SFMMS was there and we will certainly be
monitoring the situations in SF and Marin as information becomes available.

 

Best,

 

Mary Lou

 

 

Mary Lou Licwinko, JD, MHSA

Executive Director/CEO

San Francisco Marin Medical Society

2720 Taylor Street, Suite 450

San Francisco, CA 94133

(415) 561-0850 ext. 237

mll@sfmms.org

 

mailto:mll@sfmms.org
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-- 
"All we can do in the darkness

is shine"
Judith Rodriguez, 2017 

Follow me on twitter:  www.twitter.com/drkimmd

Please note that the best email address for me is:  kim@alumni.princeton.edu 
or
kimberlylnewell@gmail.com  **Please note the "L" in the middle of my name**

http://www.twitter.com/drkimmd
mailto:kim@alumni.princeton.edu
mailto:kimberlylnewell@gmail.com


From: CCSF Department of Emergency Management
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: DEM 24-Hour Daily Situational Awareness Report - 02-26-2020
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 9:35:42 AM

Report Date: 02-26-2020

24-Hour Daily Situational Awareness Report
_________

Priority Information / Current Notable Local Incidents:

-The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has confirmed 10 cases of
the recently named COVID-19 (novel coronavirus-2019) in California:

2 – San Benito County
2 – San Diego County
2 – Santa Clara County
1 – Humbolt County
1 – Los Angeles County
1 – Orange County
1 – Sacramento County

-The Department of Homeland Security issued supplemental instructions for inbound
flights with individuals who have been in China. For more information, see:
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/02/02/dhs-issues-supplemental-instructions-inbound-
flights-individuals-who-have-been-china

-The CDC has issued travel advisories to countries affected by the virus:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html

-US Health and Human Services has declared a public health emergency. For more
information, see: https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/01/31/secretary-azar-
declares-public-health-emergency-us-2019-novel-coronavirus.html

• Additional coronavirus information: https://.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/index.html or by calling 800-CDC- INFO | (800-232-4636) | TTY: (888) 232-6348

mailto:demdutyofficer@sfgov.org
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon


• CDC information for healthcare providers: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
nCoV/guidance-hcp.html 

• Information for San Francisco residents: 
https://www.sf72.org/
https://www.sfdph.org/dph/

__________

DEM Contact Information:

Watch Center Operations
Mon-Sun, 0600-2230 Hours 
- Primary (415) 260-2591
- Desk (415) 558-2738
- Email: demdutyofficer@sfgov.org

Duty Officer (After Hours)
Mon-Sun, 2230-0600 Hours 
- Current Duty Officer: Ed Trinh / 415-260-2591

Manager On Call (MOC): Bijan Karimi - 415-640-8269 - bijan.karimi@sfgov.org
Public Information Officer: Kristin Hogan - 415-518-2834 -
kristin.hogan@sfgov.org / 415-558-2712

Current EOC Status: Level 2
EOC Activation Levels:

Level  EOC Status Description  Time 

 DO / MOC  EOC Standby  Duty Officer / Manager On-Call  After-hours & Weekends 

3 EOC Open Watch Center
(Monitoring) 

0600-2230; daily 
(excluding holidays)

2 EOC Open Partial w/ 1st Response 
Elements & Support As Needed

1 EOC Open Full Activation 
(All Sections and Positions)  As Needed

___________

mailto:demdutyofficer@sfgov.org


Weather Summary and Forecast:

Today – Sunny, high of 71. Winds 5 to 9 mph.

Tonight – Clear, low of 50. Winds 5 to 7 mph.

Tomorrow – Sunny, high of 71. Winds of 5 mph.

Air Quality Index (AQI):
Current: 54
Forecast: 53
www.airnow.gov

___________

Happening Today - Special Events for 02-26-2020:

Wednesday (2/26/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm
___________

Happening This Week - Special Events from 02-27-2020 to 03-04-2020:

Thursday (2/27/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Warriors vs. Lakers @ Chase Center, 7:30pm to 11:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Powell and Montgomery, 7:00pm to 5:00am
and Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm

Friday (2/28/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Galantis @ Bill Graham, 8:00pm to 12:00am
-Filming Street Closure @ Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm
and Sacramento between Leidesdorff and Battery, 8:00pm to March 1, 7:00pm and
Sansome between Clay and Sutter

Saturday (2/29/2020)
-Dash and Splash Polar Plunge @ Aquatic Park, 7:00am to 3:00pm

http://www.airnow.gov/


-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Front and Montgomery, 7:00am to 5:00am

Sunday (3/1/2020)
-YMCA Chinese New Years Run @ Portsmouth Square (street closures), 7:30am to
10:30am
-Warriors vs. Wizards @ Chase Center, 5:30pm to 9:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Montgomery and Market, 3:00pm to 5:00am

Monday (3/2/2020)
-No large events scheduled

Tuesday (3/03/2020)
-No large events scheduled

Wednesday (3/04/2020)
-Hamilton Education Program @ Fulton between Hyde and Larkin (street closures),
8:00am to 6:00pm
___________

Critical Branch Updates:

CCSF Transportation Branch:
- SFMTA Muni Alert messages: https://www.sfmta.com

CCSF Infrastructure Branch:
- Nothing significant to report.

CCSF Public Safety Branch:
- Nothing significant to report.

CCSF Health and Human Services Branch:
- The San Francisco Department of Public Health continues to coordinate with partner
agencies to monitor the COVID-19 (novel coronavirus-2019) situation.

CCSF Community Branch:
- Community Branch has activated to provide COVID-19 information to city partners,
schools and the private sector.
__________



Domestic and International News:

SF Mayor London Breed declares state of emergency over coronavirus

Amid intensifying worldwide concern about the spread of the new coronavirus, Mayor London Breed
declared a state of emergency for San Francisco Tuesday, which will ramp up the city’s efforts to prepare
for and confront potential cases. There have been no confirmed coronavirus cases in San Francisco to
date, but as infections continue to rise across the world, “we need to allocate more resources to make
sure we are prepared,” Breed said at a press conference announcing the emergency declaration. “To be
clear, this declaration of emergency is all about preparedness. By declaring a state of emergency we are
prioritizing the safety of our communities by being prepared.” Three people have been treated at San
Francisco hospitals for coronavirus, two of which have been discharged, but to date no cases have
originated inside the city.

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/SF-mayor-London-Breed-declares-state-of-emergency-15083811.php#

__________

Massive fire at CA refinery confined after explosion

CARSON, Calif. -- Firefighters made progress Wednesday morning in reducing the size of a massive fire
at the Marathon Petroleum refinery in Carson that sent massive flames and thick plumes of smoke into
the air. The fire was visible as far away as Fullerton, with the thick black smoke rising hundreds of feet
into the night sky. Some residents reported hearing a large boom in the area when the fire broke out just
before 11 p.m. in the 2300 block of East 223rd Street. Both sides of the 405 Freeway and some
surrounding streets were temporarily shut down in the area, but reopened within less than an hour. The
refinery's own firefighters were on scene fighting the blaze and working to depressurize the system, while
units from the Los Angeles County Fire Department arrived to assist. The county fire department said
there was an explosion before the fire broke out in a cooling tower at the refinery.

https://abc7news.com/massive-fire-at-carson-refinery-confined-after-explosion/5968296/

__________

Educators warn of possible strike after district calls for budget cuts, layoffs

San Francisco Unified School District staff and families took over the school board meeting Tuesday over
impending budget cuts and layoffs, warning that an educator strike could be in the cards. More than a
hundred educators and families of students demanded that no cuts be made to SFUSD schools, which
are facing up to a $31.8 million shortfall for the current school year. That shortfall is expected to double by
the 2020-2021 school year, according to district spokesperson Laura Dudnick. The nearly hour-long
takeover of the Board of Education meeting, which delayed the scheduled 6 p.m. start, followed a
raucous rally outside the district office on Franklin Street. Protesters blocked Franklin at Fulton Street
before moving inside, taking over commissioner seats and chanting slogans like “Money is there, we’re
not going anywhere” and “Strike ready! Strike ready!” “If we have to shut schools down for a day…,” said
teacher Charmaine Shuford to cheers. “We are so prepared.” In an email sent to district staff last week,
Superintendent Vincent Matthews alerted educators of a budget shortfall and said that staff layoffs were
likely this year. It’s the first warning of possible job losses for educators since 2012.



https://www.sfexaminer.com/news/educators-warn-of-possible-strike-after-district-calls-for-budget-cuts-layoffs/

___________

The City & County of San Francisco (CCSF) Department of Emergency Management’s Duty Officer
Program compiles and disseminates this product in order to maintain situational awareness among public
safety partners.

CCSF Alert is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco. To change the way you
receive CCSF Alerts, contact your Department's Disaster Preparedness Coordinator.



From: Acosta, Meileen D.
To: Kirnig, Denise D.; Naramore, Sara E.; Ntui, Asundep N.; Scheuer, Tara E.; Matyas, Bela T.; Richards, Jayleen M.;

Davis, Shai B.; Wu, Christine A.; Salvatierra, Annabelle; Butterfield, Rodney D.; Stovell, Paris V.; Selby, Ted;
Kapusinszky, Beatrix S.; Miller, Glen M.; Coutee, Cynthia; Boggs, Dawn P.; Huber, Gerald R.; Vaughn, Debbie L.;
Rogers, Christine D.; Huston, Nancy L.; Corsello, Birgitta E.; carrievoyce@alphaprc.org;
diedreeckle@alphaprc.org; bbyrnes@communitymedicalcenters.org; brambila@cmcenters.org;
dlopez@cmcenters.org; kmarshall@communitymedicalcenters.org; novelo@cmcenters.org;
jsingson@communitymedicalcenters.org; lilouis@communitymedicalcenters.org;
mavila@communitymedicalcenters.org; mcalvario@communitymedicalcenters.org;
vvaldez@communitymedicalcenters.org; Aspen.L.Higgins.mil@mail.mil; JuanSalvador.F.Rios.mil@mail.mil;
Keith.J.Burgess.civ@mail.mil; Michael.P.Scannon.mil@mail.mil; cookie@dixonfamilyservices.org; Modrich, Michael
A.; Tatham, Dana E.; Chang, Han K.; Crowl, Hannah L.; Tandinco, Imelda M.; West, Jaron C.; Braden, Jeanah
N.; Nasser, Jack S.; Harms, Kylie A.; Blancaflor, Marielou B.; Stoner, Maria E.; Leary, Michele F.; Gallego, Maria
J.; Soto, Noelle S.; Alota, Ofelia C.; Kim, Rebekah J.; Thomas, Rahitha M.; Fuller, Shandi J.; Vera, Santos J.;
Collins, Sharon L.; Inton, Zosima B.; Ticzon, Zenia; Amacel.C.Rae@nsmtp.kp.org; amanda.l.swetland@kp.org;
amy.mckaig@kp.org; andrea.notch@kp.org; brandon.e.stinnett@kp.org; Brian.T.Douglas@kp.org;
catherine.x.graham@kp.org; charmaine.r.gandy@kp.org; Dilenna.Harris@kp.org; Elaina.x.oteyza@kp.org;
gina.coco@kp.org; gina.x.biter-mundt@kp.org; Hui.X.Zhao@kp.org; isabelle.c.haller@kp.org;
jason.d.shorter@kp.org; Jennifer.R.Gant@kp.org; jessica.l.flanagan@kp.org; jessica.pemberton@kp.org;
Julie.duke@kp.org; Kristin.L.Mattick@kp.org; ladonna.a.robinson@kp.org; michael.e.vollmer@kp.org;
michelle.camicia@kp.org; nolana.daoust@kp.org; Olivia.G.Liang@kp.org; ray.dodson@kp.org;
Shiyama.A.Clunie@kp.org; stephen.m.parodi@kp.org; steven.gerigk@kp.org; Zachary.D.Mclendon@kp.org;
Amanda.V.Thornton@kp.org; camille.applin-jones@kp.org; Eva.Reyes@kp.org; Kirsten.H.Sellier@kp.org;
Lakethia L Lake-Pascua; Monika.Sloan@kp.org; Saarika.X.Sharma@kp.org; fcortez@laclinica.org;
jpalec@laclinica.org; jsalinas@laclinica.org; nzuniga@laclinica.org; proyball@laclinica.org;
afinkelstein@laclinica.org; jgarcia@laclinica.org; VLujan@laclinica.org; wjeter@laclinica.org;
nfacher@laclinica.org; jpierson@medicambulance.net; bmeader@medicambulance.net; kburke@ncms.com;
bjohnson@northbay.org; dbarney@northbay.org; ddabeck@northbay.org; djfreeman@northbay.org;
gwarner@northbay.org; hvenezio@northbay.org; info@northbaynursing.com; jabrams@northbay.org;
jforbush@northbay.org; KShafer@NorthBay.org; ldequattro@northbay.org; leslie.mcgee@northbay.org;
pgarner@northbay.org; rachelle.hunter@northbay.org; sjewel@northbay.org; skhambatta@northbay.org;
tstogner@NorthBay.org; ybonomo@northbay.org; ABrewer@NorthBay.org; ascabral@northbay.org;
bgheno@northbay.org; clewis@northbay.org; Damaris.Valera@NorthBay.org; Gregory.Duncan@NorthBay.org;
Heather.Resseger@Northbay.org; Heather.Theaux@NorthBay.org; JoAnn.Munski@NorthBay.org;
Joni.Evangelista@NorthBay.org; JSimmers@NorthBay.org; Kristine.Ball@NorthBay.org; NBrocato@NorthBay.org;
PVenturi@NorthBay.org; RSeo@NorthBay.org; sean.zortman@northbay.org; SKaufman@NorthBay.org;
SOBrien@NorthBay.org; TClifton@NorthBay.org; Tiffany.Schegg@northbay.org; Traci.Duncan@NorthBay.org;
vanika.moeller-lewis@northbay.org; Wayne.Gietz@Northbay.org; amy@northbaypediatrics.com;
sharon@northbaypediatrics.com; omar.siddiqui@northbay.org; madelman@olehealth.org;
mconnick@olehealth.org; mgmendoza@olehealth.org; dtamayo@olehealth.org; ctownsend@partnershiphp.org;
dcudmore@pp-sp.org; sdorsey@pp-sp.org; Watson, Cindy J.; Miller, Crystal E.; Zuniga, Patricia D.; Boucher,
Terry; pushtopull@aol.com; brenkkm@sutterhealth.org; falckt@sutterhealth.org; hayesD3@sutterhealth.org;
moores15@sutterhealth.org; patientresourcectr@sutterhealth.org; puleol@sutterhealth.org;
salvatm@sutterhealth.org; starbub@sutterhealth.org; WilliarS@sutterhealth.org; groverp@sutterhealth.org;
musvosh@sutterhealth.org; washinr@sutterhealth.org; carterr1@sutterhealth.org; helen.asido@med.va.gov;
Markus, Neil (external); Maria.Ga.Martinez@kp.org; satilano@laclinica.org; starter@northbay.org;
llind@ucdavis.edu; jdkirk@ucdavis.edu; mbvanleeuwe@ucdavis.edu; cjschafer@ucdavis.edu;
cecasey@UCDAVIS.EDU; stelliano@ucdavis.edu; carmartin@UCDAVIS.EDU; stcohen@ucdavis.edu;
mreilly@ucdavis.edu; ltnavarra@ucdavis.edu; kbbentonvitz@ucdavis.edu; Gammon, Benjamin G.;
silverj@sutterhealth.org; contrej2@sutterhealth.org; jaegerk@sutterhealth.org; mcnittk@sutterhealth.org;
Amy.x.beasley@kp.org; villanbc@sutterhealth.org; deborah.raymond@kp.org; cindy.I.calvillo@kp.org;
monica.l.manabe@kp.org; christopher.w.walker@kp.org; norair.jemjemian@kp.org; philomena.c.duru@kp.org;
Petru, Ann (UCSF); dablumberg@ucdavis.edu; epartridge@ucdavis.edu; Jennifer.L.Ellis@kp.org;
Carol.x.glaser@kp.org; Tara.greenhow@kp.org; Juanita.A.Jularbal-Walton@kp.org; lee.m.erickson@kp.org;
Daphne.s.morris@kp.org; Gordon.s.chew@kp.org; Dosi, Abhishek (external); CoeG@sutterhealth.org;
GeddisTG@sutterhealth.org; Larsem2@sutterhealth.org; Dana.A.Vierra@kp.org; Tony.L.Berger@kp.org;
Debra.Bussey@kp.org; Chaconas, Ted (UCSF); cherie.m.stagg@kp.org; margaret.j.holm@kp.org;
brian.x.honeycutt@kp.org; Griffin Rogers; Isabel Reyes; Robles, Tracy (Risk Mgmt); Isenberg, William, M.D.;
Lockhart, Stephen M.D.; David M Buettner; Dan.M.Freeman@kp.org; beth.grant@countyofnapa.org;
crystal.milne@countyofnapa.org; eva.weinstein@countyofnapa.org; Heidi.Merchen@countyofnapa.org;
jenny.vargas@countyofnapa.org; karen.relucio@countyofnapa.org; lindsey.termini@countyofnapa.org; Fletcher,
Lisa; Engel, Marquetta; Michael.Vincent@countyofnapa.org; Naila.Francies@countyofnapa.org; Trejo, Teresa;
Amy.Herold@stjoe.org; gianna.peralta@stjoe.org; David.J.Witt@kp.org; Mary.C.Meyer@kp.org; Shakiara Kitchen;
Joanna.Mills@johnmuirhealth.com; Jorge.Bernett_MD@johnmuirhealth.com;
Mateika.Martin@johnmuirhealth.com; Michelle.Lopes@johnmuirhealth.com; Ray.Nassief@johnmuirhealth.com;
Rebecca.Forbes@johnmuirhealth.com; Russell.Rodriguez_MD@johnmuirhealth.com;
Scott.Meyer@johnmuirhealth.com; Charity.Dean@cdph.ca.gov; Charlotte.Girocco@cdph.ca.gov;
Cora.Hoover@cdph.ca.gov; Craig.Johnson@emsa.ca.gov; dave.duncan@emsa.ca.gov;
Heidi.Steinecker@cdph.ca.gov; jeocuser08@cdph.ca.gov; JEOCUser54@cdph.ca.gov;
Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov; Lynn.Janssen@cdph.ca.gov; Seema.Jain@cdph.ca.gov;
Selam.Tecle@cdph.ca.gov; Shua.Chai@cdph.ca.gov; Susan.Fanelli@cdph.ca.gov; tricia.blocher@cdph.ca.gov;
chris.farnitano@cchealth.org; Daniel.Peddycord@cchealth.org; Lisa.Vajgrt-Smith@cchealth.org;
Paul.Leung@cchealth.org; brad.gates@emsa.ca.gov; adam.j.landsdorf@kp.org; Amey.Cervantes@kp.org;
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Tzvieli; Susan Farley; Craig S. Baker; Louise McNitt; Lilia Ryan; Carroll, Darin (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Benjamin
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Rohish.Lal@sonoma-county.org

Subject: NEW NUMBER - Solano County Novel Coronavirus Call with Healthcare and EMS Partners (nonproprietary)

   This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

This is the weekly call for Solano County Healthcare and EMS partners. We’ve also invited surrounding counties and hospitals affected by the
Diamond Princess evacuee response as well as State and Federal partners.

 

Thanks.

Solano Public Health 

 

Call-in Information:

 

Number: 408-418-9388

Meeting ID: 966 019 345

 

(message contents are nonproprietary)
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From: CDC IMS State Coordination Task Force (SCTF) Operations
Subject: Canceled: COVID-19 Public Health Response Operations
Attachments: image001.jpg
Importance: High

   This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

COVID-19 Public Health Response Operations

CDC's 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) response team will host a recurring call series from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. EST every Wednesday’s and
Friday’s, to discuss plans for returning travelers, including movement & monitoring, quarantine, data reporting, and status reports or concerns. Please
note, this call is not open to the media.

Invited participants include all 62 PHEP funded jurisdictions (state, local, and territorial preparedness directors, state epidemiologists, state health
officials, public health laboratory directors, and emergency management officials), nongovernmental partner organization leadership (APHL, ASTHO,
CSTE, and NACCHO), Big City Health Coalition (BCHC), and ASPR regional administrators. In order to ensure and maintain the appropriate target
audience, please have ONE representative from each CORE function listed participate from your jurisdiction. Participant information can be found
below. 

Participant Information

Bridgeline: 1(888)455-7719

Passcode: 6905931

 

 

State Coordination Task Force (SCTF)

Center for Preparedness and Response (CPR)

 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC <http://www.cdc.gov/> )
1600 Clifton Road, NE, MS H21-5, Atlanta, GA 30349-4027

 

 

For your situational awareness, the forwarding option for this invite is DISABLED.

 

Please contact eocsctfops@cdc.gov <mailto:eocsctfops@cdc.gov>  if you have any questions. 

 

(Sent by BCC to PHEP directors, state epidemiologists, state health officials, public health laboratory directors, and national and federal partners)

mailto:eocsctfops@cdc.gov



From: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
To: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: EpiX CDC Key Points for COVID-19_2/25/20
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 6:50:41 AM
Attachments: EpiX CDC Key Points for COVID-19_2.25.20.pdf

FYI

Thanks,
Sheilah
(925) 212-9902
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CDC Daily Key Points 


Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak 


February 25, 2020 


All content updated since February 24 is shown in colored text.  


MAIN KEY POINTS  


• There is an expanding global outbreak of respiratory illness caused by a novel (new) coronavirus.  


• This virus has been named “SARS-CoV-2;” the disease it causes has been named COVID-19. 


• Due to potential for confusion with SARS-CoV, where possible, public communications 


will use “the virus that causes COVID-19.”  


• While most COVID-19 cases outside of China have been associated with travel to or from China, 


community spread is being detected in a growing number of countries. 


• Destinations with apparent community spread of COVID-19 include Hong Kong, Iran, Italy, 


Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand.  


• The fact that COVID-19 has caused illness, including illness resulting in death, and sustained 


person-to-person spread is concerning. These factors meet two of the criteria of a pandemic.  


• As community spread is detected in more and more countries, the world moves closer toward 


meeting the third criteria, worldwide spread of the new virus. 


• The potential public health threat posed by COVID-19 is high, both globally and to the United 


States. 


• But individual risk is dependent on exposure. 


• For the general American public, who are unlikely to be exposed to this virus at this time, the 


immediate health risk from COVID-19 is low. 


• Under current circumstances, certain people will have an increased risk of infection. For 


example, healthcare workers caring for patients with COVID-19 and other close contacts of 


persons with COVID-19. CDC has developed guidance to help in the risk assessment and 


management of people with potential exposures to COVID-19. 


• However, it’s important to note that current global circumstances suggest it is likely that this 


virus will cause a pandemic. In that case, risk assessment would be different. 


• Global efforts at this time are focused concurrently on containing spread of this virus and 


mitigating the impact of this virus. 


• The federal government is working closely with state, local, tribal, and territorial partners, as 


well as public health partners, to respond to this public health threat. 


• The public health response is multi-layered, with the goal of detecting and minimizing 


introductions of this virus in the United States so as to reduce the spread and the impact of this 


virus. 


• CDC is operationalizing all of its pandemic preparedness and response plans, working on 


multiple fronts to meet these goals, including specific measures to prepare communities to 


respond local transmission of the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• Pandemic guidance developed in anticipation of an influenza pandemic is being repurposed and 


adapted for a COVID-19 pandemic. 


• Public health partners are encouraged to review their pandemic preparedness plans at this time. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html





• At this time, there is no vaccine to protect against COVID-19 and no medications approved to 


treat it. 


• Nonpharmaceutical interventions would be the most important response strategy. 


SITUATION UPDATE 


• On February 25, a Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) Update was published titled 


“Public Health Response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak — United States, February 


24, 2020.” (See Section “MMWR Update.”) 


• To date, 37 international locations (including the U.S.) have reported confirmed cases of COVID-


19. 


• On February 24, CDC issued a Level 2 Travel Notices (Practice Enhanced Precautions) for Iran 


and Italy. 


• On February 24, CDC issued Level 3 Travel Alert Notices (Practice Usual Precautions) for South 


Korea. 


• CDC also recommends that all travelers reconsider cruise ship voyages into or within Asia at this 


time. 


• This is consistent with guidance by the U.S. State Department. 


• This is a rapidly evolving situation. CDC is constantly reviewing and updating its guidance as 


needed. 


• CDC is reporting confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United States in two categories: 


1. Cases detected through our domestic public health systems, and 


2. Cases among people who were repatriated via U.S. State Department flights from 


Wuhan, China and from the Diamond Princess cruise ship (Japan). 


• Fourteen cases of COVID-19 have been detected in California, Illinois, Massachusetts, 


Washington, and Wisconsin through U.S. public health surveillance. 


• Two of these cases occurred through person-to-person spread. The remaining cases all were in 


persons who had travel to China. 


• 43 cases of COVID-19 have been detected among the 1,100+ people repatriated from Hubei 


Province, China and the Diamond Princess. (That includes 3 people repatriated from Wuhan and 


40 people who were repatriated from the Diamond Princess, an increase of 4 since yesterday.) 


• Almost all of the people from the Wuhan flights who were quarantined have finished their 14-


day quarantine period. 


• Because the passengers on the Diamond Princess were in a close setting where there was 


significant spread of COVID-19, they are considered at high-risk for infection. CDC expects to see 


additional confirmed cases of among those passengers. 


MMWR UPDATE: 


• As of February 23, 2020, there were 76,936 reported cases in mainland China and 1,875 cases in 
locations outside mainland China. 


• Fourteen cases have been diagnosed in the United States, and an additional 39 cases have 
occurred among repatriated persons from high-risk settings, for a current total of 53 cases 
within the United States. 


• No deaths have been reported in the United States. 



https://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6908e1.htm

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6908e1.htm

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/novel-coronavirus-hubei-province--china.html





• CDC and partners are implementing aggressive measures to slow and contain the spread of 
COVID-19 in the United States. 


• Although these measures might not prevent widespread transmission of the virus in the 
United States, they are being implemented to 
1) slow the spread of illness; 
2) provide time to better prepare state and local health departments, health care 


systems, businesses, educational organizations, and the general public in the event 
that widespread transmission occurs; and  


3) better characterize COVID-19 to guide public health recommendations and the 
development and deployment of medical countermeasures, including diagnostics, 
therapeutics, and vaccines. 


• CDC’s COVID-19 Response by the numbers: 


• As of February 24, 2020, a total of 1,336 CDC staff members have been involved 
in the COVID-19 response, including clinicians (i.e., physicians, nurses, and 
pharmacists), epidemiologists, veterinarians, laboratorians, communicators, 
data scientists and modelers, and coordination staff members.  


• CDC teams work with the Department of Homeland Security at 11 airports to 
screen all travelers from China who are returning to the United States. 


• As of February 23, 2020 


• A total of 46,016 air travelers have been screened at these 11 U.S. 
airports. 


• Eleven travelers were referred to a hospital and tested for infection; 
one tested positive and was isolated and managed medically. 


• Seventeen travelers were quarantined for 14 days because of travel 
from Hubei Province, China. 


• 479 persons for 43 states and territories had been or are being tested 
for COVID-19; 14 (3%) had a positive test, 412 (86%) had a negative test, 
and 53 (11%) test results are pending. 


• During January 18-Febrary 23, 2020, CDC laboratories used real-time reverse 
transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to test 2,620 specimens from 
1,007 persons for SARS-CoV-2. 


• During January 29-February 6, 2020, the U.S. government repatriated 808 U.S. 
citizens, residents, and their families from Hubei Province, China, on five 
chartered flights. 


• CDC posts travel notices to inform travelers and clinicians about current health 
issues that could affect travelers’ health. 


• CDC and partners are preparing for widespread transmission of COVID-19 in U.S. communities. 


• The report is available online. 


WHAT YOU CAN DO  


• While the immediate risk of this new virus to the American public is believed to be low at this 


time, everyone can do their part to help us respond to this emerging public health threat:  


• It’s currently flu and respiratory disease season and CDC recommends getting a flu 


vaccine, taking everyday preventive actions to help stop the spread of germs, and taking 


flu antivirals if prescribed.  



https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6908e1.htm





• If you are a healthcare provider, be on the look-out for people with who recently 


traveled from China and fever and respiratory symptoms. 


• If you are a healthcare provider caring for a COVID-19 patient or a public health 


responder, please take care of yourself and follow recommended infection control 


procedures. 


• If you have been in China or have been exposed to someone sick with COVID-19 in the 


last 14 days, you will face some limitations on your movement and activity. Please 


follow instructions during this time. Your cooperation is integral to the ongoing public 


health response to try to slow spread of this virus. If you develop COVID-19 symptoms, 


contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and your travel or 


exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who have had close contact with someone with COVID-19 who develop 


symptoms, contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and 


your exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who are ill with COVID-19, please follow CDC guidance on how to reduce the 


risk of spreading your illness to others. This guidance in on the CDC website. 


TESTING  


• CDC has two laboratories conducting testing for the virus that causes COVID-19. CDC can test 


approximately 400 specimens per day. 


• CDC’s testing capacity is more than adequate to meet current testing demands. (There is no 


backlog of tests at CDC.) 


• A number of laboratories are able to test for the virus that causes COVID-19 using CDC’s test. 


• All confirmatory testing for COVID-19 continues to be performed at CDC. (All positive results 


from testing conducted in non-CDC, U.S. laboratories must be confirmed at CDC.) 


• CDC continues to work on remanufacturing test kits to detect the virus that causes COVID-19, 


which will be distributed following rigorous quality control processes.  


• Commercial labs are working to develop their own tests and hopefully will be available soon. 


This will allow a greater number of tests to happen close to where potential cases are. 


CDC ACTIONS 


• CDC is aggressively responding to the global outbreak of COVID-19 and preparing for the 


potential of community spread in the United States. 


• Preparing first responders, healthcare providers, and health systems: 


• Establishing visibility across healthcare systems to understand healthcare use, 


particularly surges in demand for medical care and associated resources. 


• Conducting extensive outreach to clinical and hospital professional organizations to 


ensure health system preparedness. 


• Producing more than 23 guidance documents on infection control, hospital 


preparedness assessments, personal protective equipment (PPE) supply planning, and 


clinical evaluation and management (as of February 22, 2020). 


• Working closely with healthcare facilities and providers to reinforce infection 


control principles that recognize PPE is one component of a larger set of 


practices that help to limit the spread of disease. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/healthcare-supply-ppe.html#respirator-supply-strategies

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html





• Developing a range of respirator conservation strategies, including strategies 


to make supplies last longer (such as using alternative products like reusable 


respirators) and extending the use of disposable respirators.  


• Leveraging existing telehealth tools to direct people to the right level of healthcare for 
their medical needs. 


• Working with supply chain partners to understand supply usage, what products are 
available, and when more aggressive measures may need to be taken to ensure that 
healthcare workers at highest risk have access to PPE.  


• Sharing information with stakeholders to help them recognize when to shift the 
strategies they are using. 


• Reinforcing state, territorial, and local public health readiness: 


• Assessing state and local readiness to implement community mitigation measures like 


home containment, including housing and transportation needs. 


• Coordinating with states to identify and mitigate gaps in readiness that will help reduce 


the spread of disease in the community while protecting workers, infrastructure, and 


institutions. 


• Linking public health agencies and healthcare systems to identify and mitigate stressors 


to the health system 


• Tracking stockpiles of PPE across jurisdictions. 


• Working with state and local public health to use existing Public Health Emergency 


Preparedness (PHEP) funding to support COVID-19 preparedness and response 


activities. 


• Leveraging funding mechanisms to help states accelerate preparedness activities. 


• Providing technical assistance and guidance to states to improve their ability to respond 


to the outbreak.  


• Supporting communities, businesses, and schools: 


• Creating business guidance to help the public and private sectors ensure they are able 


to operate with adaptations like telework and flexible sick leave policies, as well as how 


to respond if an employee gets sick. 


• Developing guidance for childcare programs, K-12 schools, and colleges/universities to 


help them plan and prepare for COVID-19 and respond if there is a local outbreak in 


their community. 


• Providing planning guides for COVID-19 that households, community- and faith-


based organizations, event planners of mass gatherings, and public health 


communicators can use. 


• Educating communities about nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) that 


help slow the spread of illness, like COVID-19. 


NONPHARMACEUTICAL INTERVENTIONS 


• Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs) are actions, apart from getting vaccinated and taking 


medicine, that people and communities can take to help slow the spread of illnesses like 


pandemic flu or COVID-19. 


• NPIs are also known as community mitigation strategies. 


• When a new virus spreads among people, causing illness worldwide, it is called a pandemic. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html
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• Because the virus is new, the human population has little or no immunity against it. This allows 


the virus to spread quickly from person to person worldwide. 


• NPIs are among the best ways of controlling a pandemic caused by a respiratory virus when 


vaccines are not yet available. 


• NPIs are grouped in three categories: 


1. personal NPIs (personal protective measures for everyday use and personal protective 


measures reserved for influenza pandemics); 


2. community NPIs (social distancing measures and school closures and dismissals); and 


3. environmental NPIs (surface cleaning measures) 


• View information about NPIs and factors to consider before implementing nonpharmaceutical 


interventions. 


For more information please visit the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak Page at: 


www.cdc.gov/COVID19. 



http://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: CDC Key Points: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak for February 25, 2020
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 6:39:31 AM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

CDC Key Points: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak for February 25, 2020

This report includes CDC Daily Key Points for COVID-19 for February 25, 2020. This document is cleared
to share with your staff and partners.

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80614

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

mailto:EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80614
mailto:EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
mailto:EpiXEditor@cdc.gov


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Epi-X Today: Wednesday, February 26, 2020
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 2:02:47 AM

 

Epi-X reports posted in your areas of interest in the past 24 hours. To view a specific report, click on its
URL.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Call for Cases: Investigation of Ciprofloxacin and Penicillin-Resistant Neisseria meningitidis
Serogroup Y Cases in Maryland
The Maryland Department of Health is investigating a cluster of Neisseria meningitidis serogroup Y
cases, of which two isolates have been found to be resistant to ciprofloxacin and penicillin. Please report
similar cases to Kristy Lunquest at kristy.lunquest@maryland.gov or 410-767-6700.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80610

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Call for Cases: Measles Exposure at Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport (ATL) on February
23, 2020
The Georgia Department of Public Health has confirmed measles in a person who traveled through
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport (ATL) on February 23, 2020.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80571

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
MMWR Early Release: Update: Public Health Response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak
— United States, February 24, 2020
This report summarizes the aggressive measures that CDC, state and local health departments, multiple
other federal agencies, and other partners are implementing to slow and try to contain transmission of
COVID-19 in the United States. Access the full report at https://tinyurl.com/yx5eftlp.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80570

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Media Telebriefing: Update on COVID-19 on Tuesday, February 25, 2020 at 11:30 a.m. ET
The CDC will provide an update to media on the COVID-19 response today, February 25, at 11:30 a.m.
ET. Dial-in information is available at https://tinyurl.com/tsak3g4. A transcript will be available following
the briefing at CDC’s web site www.cdc.gov/media.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80566

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 25, 2020 ~*~
This report provides special media coverage of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19).
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80611

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Media Tracking Report, February 25, 2020 ~*~
Media stories include influenza in multiple states; mumps in Colorado; hepatitis A in Kentucky and New
York; pertussis in Pennsylvania; COVID-19 in the U.S. and multiple other countries; measles in DRC;
Lassa fever in Nigeria; MERS-CoV in Saudi Arabia; Zika virus in Taiwan; and other media coverage.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80572
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----------------------------- 
ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
Update your contact information: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Profile.aspx
Learn about Epi-X training opportunities: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/help/Training_Opportunities.htm
Receive this message in Text format: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Preferences.aspx#Email
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From: CCSF Alert
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: CCSF Situation Report - COVID-19
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 8:49:11 PM
Importance: High

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message

Situation Report -  Update - COVID-19 (#17)
Department of Emergency Management
Division of Emergency Services

02-25-2020 - 20:45:40

Change Since Last Situation Report: 

Situation Update:

International data:
80,421 confirmed cases; 77,661 cases in mainland China; 2,708 deaths in mainland China
2,755 confirmed cases outside of China across 41 countries/regions. (total includes 691 cases on
the Diamond Princess cruise ship docked at Yokohama, Japan)

National (U.S.) data:
13 total confirmed cases in the USA (does not include Diamond Princess repatriation flight patients
from Travis AFB, Lockland AFB, or the University of Nebraska)

There are no confirmed cases among San Francisco residents.
The risk of COVID-19 in California remains low.

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
NOTE: Information may vary as events and reporting are rapidly evolving.

There are no recommendations to cancel events.
We are in flu season.  The San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) recommends that
persons with symptoms stay home from work, school and social gatherings.  Practice hand-
washing precautions.  It is not too late to get the flu vaccine. 
The City and County of San Francisco, led by the Health Department, is working on preventing the virus,
containing its spread, and reducing harm in the community. We are focused on the most vulnerable
groups, including children, people in congregate settings and the elderly. However, every sector has a role
to play to ensure community health and safety. The health care system, schools, businesses and
individuals can all do their part.

SFDEM Activities:

To support the Department of Public Health response, the Department of Emergency Management has
expanded its ongoing activation of San Francisco’s Emergency Operations Center to assist with
coordination of resources and established a Community Branch comprised of community, faith, business
and education partners. As a result, community and government partners can work together to identify and
coordinate our response to emerging issues.
Mayor Breed made an emergency declaration to strengthen the City’s preparedness and to surge
resources and capabilities, and ensure San Francisco is as ready as possible in the event that the new

mailto:conf-5e55f891eb5b816f3f0b62bb-5e55f88f34b1100e5c93143b@smtpic-ne.prd1.everbridge.net
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virus comes to our community. The declaration was announced by the Mayor during a press conference
on February 25, 2020.
The declaration of a local emergency will mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning,
streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and
federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in
the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in our community.

SFDPH Activities:

SFDPH DOC Call Center has attempted to contact all return travelers from China in need of follow-up.
SFDPH is maintaining global, national and local situational awareness as South Korea, Japan and Italy
have reported significant increases in the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH is preparing to update stakeholder messaging in anticipation of new CDC guidance.
SFDPH is working closely with the Department of Emergency Management’s  (DEM) Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) on community outreach, care and shelter for potential COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH, the Mayor, DEM, and Chinese Community leaders provided updates to the public on SF’s
preparedness efforts.
SFDPH completed preparedness consultation site visits to 5 major SF hospitals,  with plans to visit 2
additional sites. DPH will hold a tabletop exercise and discussion with SF hospital partners on preparing
for COVID-19 cases.

Public Information

SFDPH and the San Francisco Department of Emergency Management (DEM) continue to operate the
Joint Information Center to develop and disseminate accurate, timely, relevant and accessible public
information about COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus). The Joint Information Center will expand to include
additional regular members from other city agencies.
Public Information Objectives:
            1. Rumor Control
            2. Engagement with the Chinese and Asian Pacific Islander community
        3. Keeping Public Information up-to-date
DPH and DEM have announcement plans should a San Francisco resident contract COVID-19. The Office
of Civic Engagement and Immigrant Affairs (OCEIA) has translated materials in all threshold languages.
Talking points are being updated to include messages on economic impact and planning for people living
in single room occupancy settings.
DPH and DEM Public Information Officers (PIOs) continue to respond to media inquiries and prioritize
Chinese language media. Public messaging also highlights ongoing preparedness work for possible
COVID-19 cases in San Francisco in the future.
311 has received about 789 inquires on COVID-19 since January 27, 2020.
Updated factsheets remain available at www.sfdph.org and www.sf72.org.
DPH and DEM went to conduct interviews in Cantonese with KTSF and Sky Link TV on the latest updates
on COVID-19

WHO (World Health Organization) Response

WHO has an online course titled “Infection Prevention and Control for COVID-19.” The course provides
information on how facilities can prepare to respond to emerging respiratory viruses such as COVID-19.
https://openwho.org/courses/COVID-19-IPC-EN
The WHO-China joint mission concluded on 02/24/20 and released findings about the transmissibility and
severity of COVID-19, and the impact of the measures taken.
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/kjgzbdfyyq/t1749176.shtml
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WHO and European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) mission arrived in Italy on
02/24/20 to support Italian authorities on the COVID-19 situation.
WHO stated that 4 new countries (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, and Oman) reported confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in the past 24 hours (as of 02/25/20).

CDC (U.S. Centers for Disease Control & Prevention)

CDC is operationalizing its pandemic preparedness and response plans, including measures to prepare
communities to respond to local transmission of COVID-19. There is an abundance of pandemic
guidance developed and adapted for a COVID-19 pandemic.
CDC updated travel guidance on 02/23/20 recommending travelers avoid all nonessential travel to the
People’s Republic of China (this does not include Hong Kong, Macau, or the island of Taiwan).
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/china#travel-notices
No changes in number of U.S. confirmed cases reported since 02/24/20.

Resources:

Department of Public Health (SFDPH): https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-
2019-novel-coronavirus/
SFDPH’s Policy for return travelers: https://www.sfcdcp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Interim-
Guidance-on-Monitoring-and-Movement-for-San-Franciscans-and-Travel-Before-Feb-3rd-SFDPH-FINAL-
02.07.2020.pdf
SFDPH COVID-19 clinical intake form: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-
2019-novel-coronavirus/coronavirus-2019-information-for-healthcare-providers/
SFDPH General Facts: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-
%20%20%20coronavirus/
Department of Emergency Management (DEM): https://SF72.org 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC): https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
CDC Respirator Supply Strategy Guidelines: (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-
supply-strategies.html
World Health Organization (WHO): https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
For operational coordination and information sharing, visit WebEOC (https://sfvem.org) under Incident
Name: 2020-01-21 2019 Covid-19 (formerly 2020-01-21 2019-nCoV). Note - WebEOC is password
protected.

Situation Summary:

CDC is closely monitoring an outbreak of respiratory illness caused by COVID-19 that was first detected in
Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China and which continues to expand.
Chinese health officials have reported thousands of infections with COVID-19 in China, with the virus
reportedly spreading from person-to-person in many parts of that country.
Infections with COVID-19, most of them associated with travel from Wuhan, also are being reported in a
growing number of international locations, including the United States.

DEM Contact Information:
Duty Officer (415) 260-2591
Watch Center Operations (415) 558-2738; operational Mon-Sun, 0600-2200 Hours
Email: demdutyofficer@sfgov.org

THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY
CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL, THE RECIPIENT OF THIS REPORT SHOULD BE AWARE
THAT THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS NOT VERIFIED.
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From: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
To: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: EpiX CDC Special Media Tracking Report 2/25/20
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 6:49:24 PM
Attachments: EpiX-Special Media Tracking Report_2.25.20.pdf

FYI – see attached Special Media Tracking Report for COVID-19
Also, here’s WHO Global Tracker of confirmed cases:  https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/  
(scroll down to very end to see Age of Coronavirus Deaths – majority are older adults >65)
 
Thanks,
Sheilah
________________________________
Sheilah Zarate, RN, PHN, MSN
San Francisco Department of Public Health
Emergency Medical Services Agency
90 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 487-5019 desk
sheilah.zarate@sfdph.org
 
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
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Epi-X Special Media Report – COVID-19, February 25, 2020 


 


THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR REDISTRIBUTION 


 


Any copying, republication, or redistribution of the following content, which is largely 


provided by subscription-based news feeds such as GPHIN and the Associated Press, is 


expressly prohibited by U.S. and international copyright laws and by the Epi-X user 


security agreement. This report is intended to provide Epi-X users with a summary of 


relevant novel coronavirus coverage from CDC and other media sources. 


 


 


National  


• Infectious Disease  


o CALIFORNIA: San Francisco Declares Local Emergency To Prepare For 


‘Growing Likelihood’ Of Coronavirus Cases 


o MULTIPLE STATES: Health officials warn about spread of coronavirus 


in the US 


o OHIO: Health officials: One person in Ohio being tested for exposure to 


coronavirus  


• Studies 


o Remdesivir for the treatment of COVID-19: Clinical trials begins at the 


University of Nebraska 


 


International  


• Infectious Disease  


o ALGERIA: Algeria announces first confirmed case of coronavirus 


o CANADA: New Case of COVID-19 in British Columbia - 


mycoastnow.com 


o FRANCE: France reports two new cases of novel coronavirus 


o GERMAN: First COVID-19 cases confirmed in two German states 


o IRAN: 95 Patients in Iran Diagnosed with Coronavirus, Deaths Rise to 15 


o IRAN: Coronavirus: Iran's deputy health minister tests positive as 


outbreak worsens 


o ITALY: COVID-19 cases surge in Italy, deaths double 


o ITALY: COVID-19: 10 dead in Italy as number of virus cases rises 45% 


o JAPAN: 10 New COVID-19 Cases Confirmed in Japan 


o KUWAIT: Kuwait Announces Three More Coronavirus Cases 







o MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: 5 European nations report virus cases with 


Italy link 


o MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus cases top 80,000 as markets 


plunge on pandemic fears 


o MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus fears grip Middle East as Iran 


denies cover-up 


o SOUTH KOREA: South Korea COVID-19 total nears 1000 as global 


cases top 80K 


o SOUTH KOREA: South Korea reports 11th death from coronavirus as 


total cases near 1,000 


o SPAIN: Coronavirus: First case confirmed in mainland Spain as virus 


outbreak reported across Europe 


o SWITZERLAND: Covid-19 - Switzerland confirms first coronavirus case 


o TAIWAN: Taiwan confirms one more confirmed cases; case is contact 


and family member of Case #27 


 


 


National  


Infectious Disease 


CALIFORNIA: San Francisco Declares Local Emergency To Prepare For 


‘Growing Likelihood’ Of Coronavirus Cases 


 


SAN FRANCISCO (CBS SF) — San Francisco Mayor London Breed declared a 


local emergency Tuesday to prepare the response to what health officials believe 


is the likely appearance of the coronavirus in the city. 


 


The emergency declaration allows the city to mobilize resources, accelerate 


emergency planning, coordinate agencies, and prepare for reimbursement by state 


and federal governments, according to the mayor’s office. It also helps raise 


additional awareness on how to prepare for the coronavirus before it appears in 


the city. 


 


Breed stressed that there were no known cases of coronavirus in San Francisco. 


 


“Although there are still zero confirmed cases in San Francisco residents, the 


global picture is changing rapidly, and we need to step-up preparedness,” Breed 


said. “We see the virus spreading in new parts of the world every day, and we are 


taking the necessary steps to protect San Franciscans from harm.” 


 


The mayor was joined at an afternoon press conference at City Hall by Health 


Director Dr. Grant Colfax, and Executive Director of the Department of 


Emergency Management Mary Ellen Carroll. 


 


“Our action is proactive and is based on the evolution of the disease globally,” 







said Colfax. “Although we do not have any confirmed cases of coronavirus 


among San Francisco residents. we cannot afford to be unprepared as 


circumstances change.” 


 


Colfax said the city has treated three confirmed cases of coronavirus from other 


counties in San Francisco hospitals and monitoring hundreds of people who have 


recently returned from travel in China and are helping them self-quarantine and 


watch for symptoms. 


 


She also acknowledged that based on the high volume of travel between mainland 


China and San Francisco and the documented spread of the virus in other 


countries, “there is a growing likelihood that we will see cases in San Francisco.” 


 


The city has also been working with the Chinese community and is setting up a 


segment of the operations center to coordinate outreach to community members, 


businesses, faith organizations and others. 


 


“As we elevate the response in our emergency center, we will establish and we 


have established today a community branch that will consist of community, faith, 


business and education partners,” said Carroll. “As a result, community and 


government will work together and coordinate our response to this emerging 


threat.” 


 


Santa Clara and San Diego counties have issued similar emergency declarations 


to bolster their preparedness, according to the mayor’s office. 


 


San Francisco’s declaration is effective immediately and will stay in place for 


seven days. The Board of Supervisors will vote on the declaration on Tuesday, 


March 3rd. 


 


There have been more than 80,000 cases and 2,700 deaths from the coronavirus 


worldwide since it first emerged in Wuhan, China last December, with the 


majority of cases and deaths in China. 


 


The virus has spread to about 30 countries, with at least 53 confirmed in the U.S. 


and 10 in California. 


 


The San Francisco Department of Health offers the following tips to reduce your 


risk of getting sick from the coronavirus, similar to preventing seasonal colds or 


the flu: 


 


• Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds; 


 







• Cover your cough or sneeze; 


 


• Stay home if you are sick; 


 


• Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19; 


and 


 


• If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 


infections, monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health 


officials. 


 


• You can also prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak: 


 


• Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family; 


 


• Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick; 


 


• Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure; 


and 


 


• Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without 


getting sick yourself. 


 


 


 


More information can be found by visiting www.sfdph.org or www.sf72.org and 


the CDC’s website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov. 


 


The original article can be found at 



www.sfdph.org

www.sf72.org

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov





https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/02/25/san-francisco-declares-local-


emergency-to-prepare-for-growing-likelihood-of-coronavirus-cases/  
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MULTIPLE STATES: Health officials warn about spread of coronavirus in 


the US 


 


Clusters of infection are likely in American communities, health officials said. 


Some lawmakers questioned whether the nation is prepared. 


 


Federal health officials starkly warned on Tuesday that the new coronavirus will 


almost certainly spread in the United States, and that hospitals, businesses and 


schools should begin making preparations. 


 


“It’s not so much of a question of if this will happen anymore but rather more of a 


question of exactly when this will happen,” Dr. Nancy Messonnier, director of the 


National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, said in a news 


briefing. 


 


She said that cities and towns should plan for “social distancing measures,” like 


dividing school classes into smaller groups of students or closing schools 


altogether. Meetings and conferences may have to be canceled, she said. 


Businesses should arrange for employees to work from home. 


 


“We are asking the American public to work with us to prepare, in the expectation 


that this could be bad,” Dr. Messonnier said. 


 


Shortly after the news conference, stock markets plummeted for the second day as 


investors dumped stocks and turned to the safety of government bonds. The S&P 


500 fell by more than 3 percent, following a 3.4 percent slide on Monday — the 


worst day for the American markets since February 2018. 


 


In contrast to his own health officials, President Trump, traveling in India, played 


down the threat, saying, “You may ask about the coronavirus, which is very well 


under control in our country.” 


 


“We have very few people with it, and the people that have it are, in all cases, I 


have not heard anything other — the people are getting better, they’re all getting 


better.” 


 


As of Tuesday, the United States has just 57 cases, 40 of them connected to the 


Diamond Princess, the cruise ship overwhelmed by the coronavirus after it docked 


in Japan. Those patients are in isolation in hospitals, and there are no signs of 


sustained transmission in American communities. 
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But given the outbreaks in more than two dozen countries, officials at the C.D.C. 


seemed convinced that the virus’s spread in the United States was inevitable, 


although they did not know whether the impact would be mild or severe. 


 


“We cannot hermetically seal off the United States to a virus,” Alex M. Azar II, 


the secretary of health and human services, told a Senate panel on Tuesday. “And 


we need to be realistic about that.” 


 


Globally, public health officials are confronting a multipronged threat. China’s 


battle to contain the epidemic has shown signs of success, with a plunge in the 


rate of new infections. 


 


But this has been overshadowed by new clusters of infections in Iran, South 


Korea and Italy. The emergence of these new hubs underscored the lack of a 


coordinated global strategy to combat the coronavirus, which has infected nearly 


80,000 people in 37 countries, causing at least 2,600 deaths. 


 


By Tuesday, South Korea had reported a total of 893 cases, the second most in the 


world. The C.D.C. on Monday warned Americans not to travel there. 


 


Of the 60 new cases reported by South Korea’s federal health agency, 49 came 


from Daegu, the city at the center of the country’s outbreak. 


 


In Iran, a spike in coronavirus infections — including to the top health official in 


charge of fighting the disease — has prompted fears the contagion may spread 


throughout the Middle East. In Italy, one of Europe’s largest economies, officials 


are struggling to prevent the epidemic from paralyzing the commercial center of 


Milan. 


 


Keenly aware that the virus has the potential to wreak havoc in the United States, 


lawmakers from both the Democratic and the Republican parties grilled Mr. Azar 


and other members of the administration at the Senate hearing, apparently 


unconvinced that the Trump administration was prepared for the outbreak that the 


C.D.C. is forecasting. 


 


Senator John Kennedy, Republican of Louisiana, grew exasperated when the 


acting secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, Chad F. Wolf, could 


not say how many people were expected to become infected. 


 


“I’m all for committees and task forces, but you’re the secretary,” Mr. Kennedy 


responded. “I think you ought to know that answer.” 


 


The administration officials overseeing the response to a coronavirus outbreak 


told lawmakers that the initial funding requested by the White House — $1.25 


billion in new funds and $1.25 billion taken from other programs — would most 


likely be just a first round. 







 


Mr. Azar said that there were 30 million N95 masks, respirators best suited to 


guarding against viruses that typically cost less than $1 apiece, in the nation’s 


emergency stockpile. 


 


Senator Patty Murray, Democrat of Washington, asked the health secretary 


whether he thought the United States currently had enough health masks in stock. 


 


“Of course not,” he responded, “or else we wouldn’t be asking for more.” Health 


care workers may need 300 million masks in the event of an outbreak, he added. 


 


Mr. Azar said he was alarmed by the human-to-human transmission of the virus in 


other parts of the world without an identifiable connection to confirmed cases, 


and what that could mean for how the virus may spread in the United States. 


 


But other federal health officials were trying to tamp down concerns. 


 


“You need to do nothing different than you’re already doing,” Dr. Anthony Fauci, 


the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said at a 


news briefing. 


 


Federal officials were only trying to tell Americans that if an outbreak occurs, he 


added, “these are the kinds of things you want to think of.” 


 


Larry Kudlow, director of the National Economic Council, declared on CNBC 


that the coronavirus had been “contained” and would not do serious harm to the 


economy. 


 


“I don’t think it’s going to be an economic tragedy at all,” Mr. Kudlow said. 


 


Preparations to respond to a potential outbreak have begun, government officials 


said, but are far from complete. 


 


It still is difficult to diagnose the infection. The C.D.C. performs most of the 


testing, and samples must be sent from state and local laboratories to the agency 


in Atlanta, a process that takes days. 


 


The C.D.C. had manufactured diagnostic kits to be used by state and local labs, 


but the kits turned out to be flawed. Replacements have not yet been distributed. 


 


While the nation’s hospitals have had to handle only a few dozen cases to date, 


many are ramping up efforts to prepare for a widespread outbreak. 


 


“We’ve been planning for this for weeks and weeks now,” said Dr. Michael S. 


Phillips, an infectious disease expert and chief epidemiologist at NYU Langone 


Health System in New York City. 







 


Hospital officials were assuming the efforts to contain the virus would delay, not 


prevent, a pandemic — sustained transmission of the coronavirus on more than 


one continent. 


 


“We are really staging it, from a minor issue of small numbers of patients, to a 


full-blown community spread,” said Dr. Mark Jarrett, the chief quality officer at 


Northwell Health, which operates 23 hospitals on Long Island and elsewhere in 


New York. 


 


Hospital administrators nationwide anticipate a wave of patients that could strain 


their intensive care units and isolation rooms. Many are starting to conserve 


medical supplies, including specialized masks and ventilators. 


 


“It is a special concern that there is a shortage, a worldwide shortage, of personal 


protective equipment,” said Nancy Foster, a vice president of the American 


Hospital Association. 


 


Many hospitals say they are also planning to treat as many patients outside their 


facilities, using telemedicine to care for people with mild symptoms at home. 


 


“We have surge plans to go broader and broader — and if it gets broader, tents,” 


said Dr. Susan Huang, medical director of infection prevention at the University 


of California, Irvine Health System. “The hope for containment is rapidly fading.” 


 


The epidemic in China also has threatened supplies of some drugs and medical 


devices that hospitals rely on. 


 


The Food and Drug Administration has been monitoring supplies of about 20 


important drugs that are manufactured in China or depend on ingredients made 


only there, including such common drugs as aspirin, ibuprofen and penicillin. 


 


Chinese factories are slowly reopening, officials said, although transportation 


remains a challenge because truck drivers face quarantines or are not allowed into 


certain cities. 


 


Despite the early hospital preparations, there is no vaccine or treatment for the 


coronavirus, and communities and individuals should prepare other means of 


protecting themselves. 


 


Individually, people can take the measures recommended for other infectious 


diseases, like washing their hands, covering their mouths when they cough, and 


staying home and away from others when they are sick. 


 


The World Health Organization said that the pace of confirmed new cases in 


China, which exceeded 2,000 a day a month ago, had dropped steadily, to a low 







of 508 on Monday. 


 


The severe measures imposed by the Chinese authorities to isolate patients and 


the hardest-hit areas had likely prevented hundreds of thousands of additional 


infections, the W.H.O. officials added. 


 


But W.H.O. officials have also warned that the world is unprepared for a leap in 


infections, which could overwhelm medical resources in many countries. They 


also cautioned that new cases could suddenly resurge in China, as the government 


struggles to get people back to work. 


 


And there are persistent doubts about the accuracy of infection figures reported by 


the Chinese government, raising the possibility that the true magnitude of the 


outbreak remains underreported. 


 


Rick Gladstone and Reed Abelson contributed reporting from New York; Zolan 


Kanno-Youngs, Emily Cochrane and Deborah Solomon from Washington; Matt 


Richtel from San Francisco; and Katie Thomas from Chicago. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/25/health/coronavirus-us.html  
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OHIO: Health officials: One person in Ohio being tested for exposure to 


coronavirus  


 


The Ohio Department of Health says a seventh person in the state is being tested 


for exposure to the COVID-19 coronavirus. 


 


According to the department's website, a person under investigation (PUI) 


exhibited symptoms of respiratory illness and, within 14 days of symptoms 


starting, either traveled to China or been in close contact with a person known to 


have COVID-19. 


 


The department did not say where the person is from or how they may have come 


in contact with the virus. 


 


To date, the Ohio Department of Health has tested six other people where the 


results came back negative. 


 


According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), there are 53 


confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the U.S. as of Feb. 24. 


 


Officials at the CDC said the spread of the coronavirus in the U.S. is not a 


question of "if," but "when." 



https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/25/health/coronavirus-us.html





 


©2020 by 10TV.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, 


broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.10tv.com/article/health-officials-


one-person-ohio-being-tested-exposure-coronavirus-2020-feb  
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Studies 


Remdesivir for the treatment of COVID-19: Clinical trials begins at the 


University of Nebraska 


 


A randomized, controlled clinical trial to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the 


investigational antiviral remdesivir in hospitalized adults diagnosed with 


coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has begun at the University of Nebraska 


Medical Center (UNMC) in Omaha. The trial regulatory sponsor is the National 


Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) , part of the National 


Institutes of Health. This is the first clinical trial in the United States to evaluate 


an experimental treatment for COVID-19, the respiratory disease first detected in 


December 2019 in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China. 


 


The first trial participant is an American who was repatriated after being 


quarantined on the Diamond Princess cruise ship that docked in Yokohama, Japan 


and volunteered to participate in the study. The study can be adapted to evaluate 


additional investigative treatments and to enroll participants at other sites in the 


U.S. and worldwide. 


 


There are no specific therapeutics approved by the Food and Drug Administration 


(FDA) to treat people with COVID-19, the disease caused by the newly emergent 


SARS-CoV-2 virus (formerly known as 2019-nCoV). Infection can cause mild to 


severe respiratory illness, and symptoms can include fever, cough and shortness 


of breath. As of February 24, the World Health Organization (WHO) has reported 


77,262 confirmed cases of COVID-19 and 2,595 deaths in China and 2,069 cases 


of COVID-19 and 23 deaths in 29 other countries. There have been 14 confirmed 


COVID-19 cases reported in the United States and an additional 39 cases among 


persons repatriated to the United States, according to the Centers for Disease 


Control and Prevention (CDC) . 


 


Remdesivir, developed by Gilead Sciences Inc., is an investigational broad-


spectrum antiviral treatment. It was previously tested in humans with Ebola virus 


disease and has shown promise in animal models for treating Middle East 


respiratory syndrome (MERS) and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), 


which are caused by other coronaviruses. 


 



https://www.10tv.com/article/health-officials-one-person-ohio-being-tested-exposure-coronavirus-2020-feb

https://www.10tv.com/article/health-officials-one-person-ohio-being-tested-exposure-coronavirus-2020-feb





“We urgently need a safe and effective treatment for COVID-19. Although 


remdesivir has been administered to some patients with COVID-19, we do not 


have solid data to indicate it can improve clinical outcomes,” said NIAID Director 


and U.S. Coronavirus Task Force member Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. “A 


randomized, placebo-controlled trial is the gold standard for determining if an 


experimental treatment can benefit patients.” 


 


Clinical trials of remdesivir are also ongoing in China. NIAID developed the 


current study taking those designs into account, and in accordance with 


consultations convened by the WHO on the development of a therapeutic trial for 


patients with COVID-19. 


 


The original article can be found at http://outbreaknewstoday.com/remdesivir-for-


the-treatment-of-covid-19-clinical-trials-begins-at-the-university-of-nebraska-


15591/  
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International  


Infectious Disease 


ALGERIA: Algeria announces first confirmed case of coronavirus 


 


ALGIERS — Algeria has reported its first confirmed case of the new coronavirus, 


an Italian man who arrived in the country on Feb. 17 and has been put into 


isolation. 


 


The case was announced by the health minister, and President Abdelmadjid 


Tebboune said on Twitter that he had ordered medical authorities to take 


maximum precautions. He urged Algerians to be careful what information they 


shared online. 


 


Northern Italy, home to many Algerians, has been the center of an outbreak of the 


coronavirus with more than 280 cases and 11 deaths. Its Milan-based energy 


company, Eni, is also involved in projects in Algeria. 


 


The disease reaches Algeria at a politically difficult moment, following a year of 


mass street protests that still occur twice a week. 


 


Tebboune was elected in December in a vote opposed by the protesters, whose 


demonstrations helped bring down his predecessor Abdelaziz Bouteflika. 


(Reporting By Lamine Chikhi, writing by Angus McDowall Editing by Grant 


McCool) 


 


The original article can be found at https://nationalpost.com/pmn/health-
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CANADA: New Case of COVID-19 in British Columbia - mycoastnow.com 


 


Another case of the coronavirus has been diagnosed in BC. 


 


There are now seven people who have become ill from COVID-19 in the 


province, which makes for a total of 11 cases in Canada. 


 


Provincial health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry says the latest victim is in his 40s and 


had close contact with case number six, a woman in her 30s. 


 


Dr. Henry says others who were in close contact with them are in isolation and are 


being monitored. 


 


The sixth case is a woman who had traveled to Iran. 


 


Dr. Henry says health officials hope this virus will be like flu and other 


respiratory viruses that usually go away in early spring. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.mycoastnow.com/54675/new-


case-of-covid-19-in-british-columbia/  
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FRANCE: France reports two new cases of novel coronavirus 


 


France has confirmed two new cases of infection by COVID-19, bringing the total 


number of confirmed cases in France to 14, Health Director General Jerome 


Salomon announced on Tuesday. 


 


A Chinse woman, who returned from China early this month, was hospitalized in 


a Paris hospital and "is doing well", Salomon told a news conference. 


 


Her husband was tested negative and four people with whom she had contacts 


would be investigated, he said. 


 


A French man, recently back from Italy's Lombardy, was receiving treatment in a 


hospital in the Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes region. 


 


Of the previous 12 cases, 11 have recovered. An 80-year-old Chinese tourist died 


on Feb. 14. 


 



https://nationalpost.com/pmn/health-pmn/algeria-announces-first-confirmed-case-of-coronavirus
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The original article can be found at http://www.ecns.cn/news/2020-02-26/detail-


ifztvsqr0581860.shtml  
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GERMAN: First COVID-19 cases confirmed in two German states 


 


BERLIN, Feb. 25 (Xinhua) -- Germany on Tuesday confirmed two more COVID-


19 cases in two states that had no cases before, bringing the total number so far in 


the country to 18. 


 


According to a statement from the Ministry of Social Affairs and Integration of 


the southwestern German state of Baden-Wuerttemberg, a 25-year-old man from 


the Goeppingen district tested positive for coronavirus infection after he fell ill 


with flu-like symptoms. 


 


The ministry said the patient was probably infected during a trip to Milan, Italy in 


recent days. The patient will be admitted to a clinic and treated in quarantine from 


other patients. 


 


According to local media Rheinische Post, the state of North Rhine-Westphalia in 


west Germany also confirmed its first case of coronavirus. 


 


A person in Erkelenz near Moenchengladbach has tested positive for the virus. As 


the Rheinische Post reported, the person is one of a couple from Erkelenz who 


was brought to the University Clinic in Duesseldorf. At least one of the two had 


tested positive for coronavirus.  


 


Among the earlier 16 confirmed cases in Germany, 15 have reportedly recovered. 


 


Enditem  


 


Copyright 2020. Xinhua News Agency. All rights reserved.  
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IRAN: 95 Patients in Iran Diagnosed with Coronavirus, Deaths Rise to 15 


 


15 people have lost their lives so far in the country and generally, 95 confirmed 


coronavirus-positive cases have been reported,” Jahanpour said. 


 


He added that 34 people were diagnosed with the disease since Monday noon. 


 


Jahanpour said that over 700,000 sanitation packs, including equipment to prevent 


coronavirus-infection have been transferred to Qom province, the first place 



http://www.ecns.cn/news/2020-02-26/detail-ifztvsqr0581860.shtml
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where the COVID 19-infection was diagnosed, and are being distributed among 


people. 


 


Head of the Iranian Health Ministry's Center for Infectious Diseases Mohammad 


Mahdi Gouya had announced on Monday that medical centers across the country 


have performed around 1750 diagnostic tests for coronavirus in the last week. 


 


Since last Monday that we have been provided with diagnostic kits we have 


performed around 1750 tests for coronavirus,” Gouya declared, reassuring that 


with modern equipment and state of the art medications almost all patients 


diagnosed with the virus are getting improved. 


 


Meanwhile, Commander of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) Major 


General Hossein Salami said on Monday that the IRGC is ready to help the Health 


Ministry in the national campaign against the epidemic. 


 


Earlier on Monday, Iranian Foreign Ministry Spokesman Seyed Abbas Mousavi 


said that border closures with some neighboring countries and travel restrictions 


imposed by some countries are temporary, and reassured that border gates and 


travel routes will get normalized after the situation grows stable. 


 


The epicenter of the outbreak is the Central city of Qom and official reports have 


so far showed that the virus has been contained in the Central city. All those 


diagnosed with coronavirus infection in Iran are a citizen of Qom or have had a 


travel to the city. 


 


As a preventive measure, Iranian authorities have ordered a week-long closure of 


educational and cultural institutions across over 10 provinces as of Tuesday. 


 


These provinces include Qom, Markazi, Gilan, Ardabil, Kermanshah, Qazvin, 


Zanjan, Mazandaran, Golestan, Hamadan, Alborz, Semnan, Kordestan and the 


capital, Tehran. 


 


Spokesman for Tehran's Department of Education Masoud Saqafi said the 


decision was made to "prepare schools" which have to be disinfected and 


sanitized. 


 


Tehran’s Mayor Pirouz Hanachi said Sunday that all the city’s public places, 


including the metro trains and buses, are being disinfected every night as part of 


attempts to contain the spread of the virus. 


 


Head of Food and Drug Administration Mohammad Reza Shanehsaz also said 


that pharmacies will no longer be allowed to sell protective masks and that masks 


will be distributed among the population via government-run centers free of 


charge, with the priority given to virus-hit provinces. 


 







Iran's Minister of Science, Research, and Technology Mansour Qolami called on 


all university deans to make every effort to maintain a calm atmosphere and adopt 


effective measures to prevent the virus from spreading. 


 


The death toll from the novel coronavirus has risen to 2,698 worldwide, with the 


vast majority of those in mainland China. The total number of global cases stands 


at over 80,000. 


 


South Korea now has more than 890 coronavirus cases nationwide. Europe's 


biggest outbreak is in Italy, where seven people have died and there are over 220 


infections, with restrictions imposed on some municipalities. Iran has reported at 


least 60 cases and 12 deaths. 


 


The coronavirus can cause various illnesses, ranging from the common cold to 


more severe diseases such as pneumonia. Common signs of the infection include 


respiratory symptoms, fever, coughing, shortness of breath, and other breathing 


difficulties.  


 


© 2020, FARS News Agency, All rights Reserved - Provided by SyndiGate 


Media Inc.  
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IRAN: Coronavirus: Iran's deputy health minister tests positive as outbreak 


worsens 


 


Iran's deputy health minister and an MP have both tested positive for the new 


coronavirus, as it struggles to contain an outbreak that has killed 15. 


 


The country is one of three hot-spots outside China causing concern that the virus 


could be becoming a pandemic. 


 


The deputy minister, Iraj Harirchi, on Monday denied covering up the scale of the 


outbreak. He appeared in physical discomfort as he spoke to reporters.  


 


Iran has reported 95 cases, but the actual number is thought to be higher. 


 


The director general of the World Health Organization (WHO) has said the 


sudden increase in cases in countries outside China is "deeply concerning". 


 


US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on Tuesday that Washington was 


concerned that Iran may have concealed "vital details" about its outbreak and 


urged all nations to "tell the truth about the coronavirus".  


 


More people have died in Iran from the virus than anywhere else outside China. 


The two countries have strong trading links.  







 


The other countries currently in the spotlight are South Korea and Italy, where 


cases have surged in recent days. 


 


More than 80,000 cases of the Covid-19 respiratory disease have been reported 


worldwide since it emerged late last year. About 2,700 patients have died - the 


vast majority in China. 


 


But the situation in Iran - home to holy sites that attract millions every year and in 


a region where several countries have weak health systems - has caused great 


concern about a potential mass outbreak in the Middle East. 


 


Of the current hot-spots outside China, Iran is the most concerning because of the 


lack of an accurate picture of how widespread the outbreak really is, said Dr 


Nathalie MacDermott, an expert in infectious diseases at King's College London. 


 


Most of the reported cases have been people who are elderly and dying, she said. 


"It seems like we're hearing about the tip of the iceberg and missing that chunk 


underneath who may be younger and may not be particularly unwell." 


 


What's happening with the virus globally? 


 


• A hotel in Tenerife, in Spain's Canary Islands, is in lockdown after a 


doctor from Italy visiting the hotel tested positive for the virus  


 


• Italy - Europe's worst-affected country - confirmed the deaths of four more 


elderly people, bringing the total number of fatalities there to 11  


 


• The virus has spread to the regions of Tuscany, Sicily and Liguria but 


Italy's PM said his country remained safe for tourism  


 


• Several countries - Austria, Croatia, Switzerland, Algeria - reported their 


first cases, all involving people who had been to Italy  


 


• While Italy's European neighbours have agreed to keep borders open, 


some are screening arriving travellers  







 


• US health authorities warned Americans to brace for the coronavirus to 


spread and potentially cause severe disruption 


 


 


 


In Iran, a conflict between religion and science 


 


By Rana Rahimpour, BBC Persian 


 


The reports that we are receiving from cities around Iran suggest that the number 


of cases is actually much higher than the Iranian authorities are giving. 


 


Unlike in Italy, Iranian officials are refusing to impose quarantines in areas 


affected by the outbreak. They say quarantines are old-fashioned and that they do 


not believe in them.  


 


The Shia shrines in the cities of Qom and Mashhad are still open, despite Qom 


being a hotbed of the virus. 


 


There are grand ayatollahs in Qom who believe that its shrine, which attracts 


millions of pilgrims from around the world, and its important seminary, which 


hosts many foreign religious students, are the pride of the Shia world. 


 


Shutting them down would be a huge step for the clerics and not one that they 


would be likely to take unless they come under international pressure.  


 


We can see the clear conflict between religious conservatism and science.  


 


Iran also lacks the medical equipment it needs to help contain the outbreak. It has 


run out of masks and does not have enough testing kits.  


 


A number of medical workers have also been infected, so there is a worry that 


they will soon run out of doctors and nurses to attend to those with the disease.  


 


The majority of Iranians are extremely worried. 


 


What happened to the Iranian official? 


 


"I had a fever as of last night and my preliminary test was positive around 


midnight," Mr Harirchi said in a video released on Tuesday. 


 


"I've isolated myself in a place since... and now I am starting medication. 


 







"We will definitely be victorious against this virus in the next few weeks," the 


minister added. 


 


Mr Harirchi's positive test for Covid-19 was announced a day after he took part in 


a news conference, where he coughed occasionally and appeared to sweat heavily. 


 


During the briefing, the minister denied a claim by a member of parliament for 


Qom - the centre of the outbreak - that the authorities were engaged in a cover-up. 


 


Ahmad Amirabadi-Farahani alleged that Covid-19 had arrived in Qom three 


weeks ago and that 50 people had died in the city alone.  


 


The death toll was rejected by Mr Harirchi, who vowed to resign if it could be 


proven that even half that number had died. 


 


Mr Amirabadi-Farahani subsequently refused to retract his claim, saying he had 


sent a list of 40 people who had died to the minister and awaited his resignation. 


 


The secretary of the Supreme National Security Council of Iran Ali Shamkhani, 


said on Tuesday that he had asked the prosecutor-general to "check the validity" 


of the MP's allegation. 


 


Meanwhile, an MP from the Iranian capital Tehran, Mahmoud Sadeghi, said he 


had also tested positive for the virus 


 


Could cases spread through the Middle East? 


 


Iran is believed to have been the source of the first cases reported by neighbouring 


Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait and Oman, which have now imposed 


restrictions on travel to and from the Islamic Republic. 


 


However there are fears that the many Muslim Shia pilgrims and migrant workers 


who will have travelled between Iran and other parts of the region in recent weeks 


could have already spread the virus. 


 


In countries like war-ravaged Afghanistan - which has so far reported just one 


case - health authorities will struggle to trace and test contacts of infected people, 


experts say.  


 


The WHO is sending medical supplies and additional testing kits to Iran and is 


also planning to send a technical team to the country.  


 


Dubai Airport - a major international transit hub, and home to the airline Emirates 


- has suspended all passenger and cargo flights to Iran for a week "as a 


precautionary measure". The United Arab Emirates has reported 13 cases, 


including an Iranian couple. 







 


Bahrain's health ministry meanwhile raised its number of confirmed cases to 17. It 


said all of those infected had travelled from Iran via the UAE. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-


east-51628484  
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ITALY: COVID-19 cases surge in Italy, deaths double 


 


By NewsDesk @infectiousdiseasenews 


 


Since our last report yesterday, Italian health officials reported more than 100 


additional COVID-19 cases, bringing the country total to 322. In addition, 


fatalities doubled in the past 24 hours from five to ten. 


 


Officials note 114 patients are hospitalized with symptoms, 35 are in intensive 


care, while 162 are in home isolation. 


 


8,600 swab samples have been collected. 


 


The number of infected people by region is as follows: Lombardy Region (240), 


Veneto Region (43), Emilia Romagna Region (26), Piedmont Region (3), Lazio: 3 


(the 2 Chinese tourists and the resigned researcher), Tuscany (2), Sicily (3), 


Liguria (1) and Autonomous Province of Bolzano (1). 


 


The original article can be found at http://outbreaknewstoday.com/covid-19-


cases-surge-in-italy-deaths-double-24472/  
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ITALY: COVID-19: 10 dead in Italy as number of virus cases rises 45% 


 


The number of people in Italy infected with the new virus from China increased 


45 per cent in the last day and the number of deaths grew to 10, civil protection 


officials said Tuesday. 


 


Officials reported 322 confirmed cases of the virus, 100 more than a day earlier. 


They said that some of the new cases showed up in parts of Italy well outside the 


country’s two hard-hit northern regions, including three in Sicily, two in Tuscany 


and one in Liguria. 


 


As cases continued growing at a worrisome rate, evidence emerged that the virus 


was spreading from its epicentre in Europe to other countries with vacationing 
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Italians and Europeans who visited the afflicted northern regions. 


 


Austria, Croatia and Spain’s Canary Islands reported their first confirmed cases 


on Tuesday. 


 


“Obviously, I can’t say I’m not worried because I don’t want anyone to think 


we’re underestimating this emergency,” Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte 


said before meeting with visiting World Health Organization representatives on 


Tuesday. “But we trust that with the measures we’ve implemented, there will be a 


containing effect in the coming days.” 


 


Italy has closed schools, museums and theatres in the two regions where clusters 


have formed and troops are enforcing quarantines around 10 towns in Lombardy 


and the epicentre of the Veneto cluster, Vo’Euganeo. 


 


But Italy hasn’t yet identified the source of the outbreak and overnight reported a 


27 per cent increase in positive cases from 222 to 283, including in regions 


outside the north. Seven people have died, all of them elderly, suffering from 


other ailments, or both. 


 


The southern island of Sicily reported its first positive case from a woman 


vacationing from Bergamo, in Lombardy. Two cases were also reported in 


Tuscany, well south of the epicentre. 


 


Croatia, meanwhile, confirmed its first case — in a man who had been to Milan, 


the capital of Lombardy. Austria confirmed two cases in a couple who travelled 


from the city of Bergamo in Lombardy to their home in Innsbruck last Friday. 


 


Spain counted three active cases: a woman in Barcelona who had been in 


Lombardy in recent days, and a doctor from northern Italy and his partner who 


were vacationing in the Canary Islands. 


 


The hotel where the couple was staying, the H10 Adeje Palace in Tenerife was 


locked down after the tested positive for the virus and 1,000 tourists prevented 


from leaving, according to Spanish news media and town officials in Adeje. 


 


The Canary Islands, an archipelago located around 100 kilometres west of the 


African coast, is a popular vacation destination that attracts Europeans year-


round. Many Italians are vacationing this week as schools have a mid-winter 


break. 


 


Conte shocked Lombardy officials by taking to task the hospital in Codogno, 


southeast of Milan, where Italy’s first positive patient went on Feb. 18 with flu-


like symptoms. The man was sent home, only to return a short time later with 


worsening conditions, at which point he was tested for the virus. 


 







Many of Lombardy’s 200-plus positive tests have a traceable connection to the 


Codogno hospital, including several doctors and nurses, patients and relatives 


who visited them. 


 


Conte told reporters that the Lombardy cluster grew “because of the hospital 


management that wasn’t completely proper according to the protocols that are 


recommended for these cases.” 


 


“This surely contributed to the spread,” he said. 


 


Lombardy’s chief health official, Giulio Gallera, expressed shock at Conte’s 


remarks and defended the region’s handling of the crisis. 


 


“It’s offensive. It’s unacceptable,” Gallera said, noting that the man presented 


none of the main risk factors for the virus — travel to China or contact with an 


infected person — when he first went to the emergency room. 


 


The man was eventually tested after doctors ascertained from his wife that he had 


met with someone who had recently returned from China. But officials have 


excluded that contact as the source of the outbreak since that person tested 


negative. 


 


As officials worked to get ahead of the spread nationally, the reality of a two-


week quarantine was setting in for residents of Italy’s locked down “red zones” 


— the cluster of 10 towns in Lombardy and Veneto’s tiny Vo’Euganeo. 


 


“The concern is palpable, people are worried, partly because of what they hear on 


television, information, on social media,” said Davide Passerini, the mayor of 


Fombio in the red zone. “Life is like it is in other isolated villages: Everything is 


shut, people go out just to do their shopping.” 


 


And they wait to see if they develop symptoms. 


 


Italy initially tested anyone who came into contact with an infected person. But 


with the numbers growing and supply issues with test kits and protective gear, 


Italy’s national health system revised its containment strategies. 


 


People who live or have visited the quarantined areas, or who who have been in 


contact with positive cases, are advised to self-quarantine for two weeks. They are 


instructed to take their temperatures twice a day, and stay in touch with their 


doctors or the national health service via an overwhelmed toll-free number. 


 


Only if they develop symptoms are they tested, most often by a team performing 


house calls to prevent hospitals and clinics being overwhelmed, said Elia 


Delmiglio, mayor of Casalpusterlengo, another of the 10 towns in Lombardy’s 


“red zone.” 







 


“Local health structures are doing their best, but in some cases they were not 


ready to face such an emergency,” Delmiglio said. 


 


The town — with more than 15,000 inhabitants — doesn’t have a working 


emergency room, only a hospital mainly specializing in cancer patients, who are 


particularly at risk for contracting the virus. 


 


In another hotbed of the virus outbreak — Veneto’s tiny town of Vo’Euganeo, 


which has 30 of Veneto’s 38 cases _ local authorities were still planning to test all 


3,300 residents and 600 acting hospital staff. 


 


“I’m being optimistic and I feel well,” said resident Andrea Casalis, as he waited 


to be tested. “People continue to go out here and talk in the streets, but we try to 


keep some security distance.” 


 


© 2020 The Canadian Press  


 


The original article can be found at https://globalnews.ca/news/6594015/italy-


coronavirus-cases-rise/  
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JAPAN: 10 New COVID-19 Cases Confirmed in Japan 


 


Tokyo, Feb. 25 (Jiji Press)--Ten new confirmed cases of the COVID-19 


coronavirus were reported in Japan on Tuesday, including the first case for the 


central prefecture of Nagano. 


 


According to the Nagano prefectural government, a company executive in his 60s 


has been confirmed to have the virus. 


 


He developed a fever Friday and was admitted to a designated medical institution 


Monday. He made business trips to the northern prefecture of Hokkaido on Jan. 


14-17 and Tokyo for three days from Jan. 17. 


 


In the southwestern city of Kumamoto, the infection of a woman in her 60s was 


confirmed. She is the mother of a nurse in her 20s found infected after visiting the 


city of Fukuoka, also southwestern Japan, to see a concert together with a friend 


of hers. 


 


Five people in their 20s to 70s were confirmed to carry the virus in Hokkaido, 


while the infection of three women in their 40s to 70s was reported in the central 


city of Nagoya. 


 


Meanwhile, it emerged that three infected people in Chiba Prefecture, east of 



https://globalnews.ca/news/6594015/italy-coronavirus-cases-rise/
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Tokyo, used a training gym in the Chiba city of Ichikawa after developing 


symptoms. 


 


The Chiba prefectural government will monitor the health of a total of 600 users 


and workers of the gym, which will be temporarily closed until March 3. 


 


END 


 


[Jiji Press]  


 


© 2020 Jiji Press, Ltd.  
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KUWAIT: Kuwait Announces Three More Coronavirus Cases 


 


The Kuwaiti Ministry of Health announced today,Tuesday,that three Kuwaiti 


citizens were infected with the new mutated Coronavirus “Covid 19”,bringing the 


number of confirmed cases of the virus infection in the country to 8. 


 


The ministry said,in a statement that the three new cases are from those coming 


from Iran who were in the compulsory quarantine,according to the Kuwait News 


Agency (KUNA),. 


 


The ministry added that they are all in good health,and they were isolated in a 


hospital of the Ministry of Health,which is equipped to deal with this virus. 


 


On Monday,Kuwait announced five cases — all coming from Iran. 


 


Also on Monday,Kuwait’s civil aviation authority announced that it had 


suspended all its flights to and from South Korea,Thailand,and Italy after reports 


of an outbreak of coronavirus in the countries. 


 


Moreover,all flights from Iraq to Kuwait were suspended,according to news 


agency KUNA,adding that this came in accordance with the Kuwaiti Health 


Ministry instructions. 


 


Kuwaiti Minister of Information and Minister of State for Youth Affairs 


Mohammad Al Jabri on Monday instructed all sports federations to suspend their 


activities nationwide for two weeks amid concerns over the new coronavirus. 


 


In a statement to KUNA,Al Jabri said that this action,a precaution in view of 


developments related to Covid-19,came in keeping with the Cabinet directive to 


preserve public health. 


 


Kuwait’s Cabinet decided in its weekly meeting on Monday made its decision 







based on the “exceptional situation that requires strict measures to preserve the 


health and safety of citizens and residents and avoid the spread of the epidemic.” 


 


All activities and public celebrations related to Kuwait National Day on February 


25 (Tuesday) were suspended until further notice. 


 


Kuwait enforced a temporary ban on the export and re-export of virus-testing 


kits,the Minister of Trade said in a statement. 


 


https://see.news/kuwait-announces-three-more-coronavirus-cases/  
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MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: 5 European nations report virus cases with Italy 


link 


 


Five European countries announced cases of COVID-19 disease Tuesday in 


people who had recently traveled from the Lombardy region in Italy, where the 


virus emerged as a fast-growing cluster last week. 


 


For Switzerland, Austria and Croatia it was the first confirmed cases in those 


countries. Germany and France, which had previously reported cases, confirmed 


new infections in people who had visited Italy. 


 


A 70-year-old man from Switzerland's southern canton (state) of Ticino, which 


borders Italy, tested positive after returning from a trip to Milan, the head of the 


Swiss Federal Office for Public Health said. 


 


The man is being isolated at a clinic in Lugano while authorities try to trace 


anyone he had contact with, Pascal Strupler said. It is the first case in Switzerland, 


but Strupler said it was likely the country would see more in future. 


 


Croatia also confirmed its first case Tuesday in a man who had traveled to Milan. 


 


Prime Minister Andrej Plenkovic said it's a “younger man, with a mild form of the 


disease" and that he has “been isolated and his condition is good.” 


 


Authorities in the western Austrian state of Tyrol said the country's first two cases 


involved a woman and a man, both 24-years-old and from the Bergamo area in 


Lombardy. They had driven to Austria in their private car on Friday, the same day 


the coronavirus cases in Italy spiked. 


 


The woman fell ill Saturday and developed a fever Sunday, said Guenter Weiss, a 


senior doctor at Innsbruck's university hospital. The woman's boyfriend got a 


fever and a sore throat Sunday. 


 



https://see.news/kuwait-announces-three-more-coronavirus-cases/





The couple reported themselves to authorities late Monday. Both are in a stable 


condition with only mild symptoms but will be kept in isolation until the 


weekend, said Weiss. 


 


"We have to work on the assumption that due to the proximity to Italy, one or the 


other case may still come," he added. 


 


Franz Katzgraber, the head of the Tyrol state health department, said authorities 


are currently tracing possible contacts the patients may have had in Austria. Local 


daily Tiroler Tageszeitung reported that the woman worked at a hotel in the center 


of Innsbruck, which was temporarily ordered closed. 


 


Herbert Kickl of Austria's opposition far-right Freedom Party immediately called 


for border crossings to be “reduced to a minimum." 


 


"Everything must be done to stop the virus from spreading further in Austria," 


said Kickl, who also called for illegal immigrants and asylum-seekers to be put in 


quarantine. 


 


But Italy's health minister, Roberto Speranza, said late Tuesday after meeting with 


counterparts from neighboring countries including Austria, Switzerland and 


Croatia that they had agreed closing borders would be “inappropriate.” 


 


Italian officials reported 11 deaths and 322 confirmed cases of the virus Tuesday, 


100 more than a day earlier. 


 


Speranza said that all the participants, who included representatives from 


Germany, France and tiny San Marino, planned to consult regularly about the 


situation by conference call. 


 


France announced two new cases of the virus, a young Chinese woman who 


arrived from China on Feb. 7 and now hospitalized in Paris, and a young French 


man who had returned from a trip to Lombardy. Jerome Salomon, France's health 


services chief, said the young man is hospitalized in the Rhone-Alpes region in 


southeast France. 


 


Authorities in Germany, which early on in the outbreak reported about a dozen 


cases linked to a traveler from China, said Tuesday that a new infection had been 


confirmed in the southwest of the country. 


 


Health officials in Baden-Wuerttemberg state said the 25-year-old man from the 


Goeppingen area had likely contracted the virus on a recent visit to Milan. 


 


The German Red Cross, meanwhile, said people who have recently traveled to 


areas with local transmission of the virus, such as parts of northern Italy, will be 


prevented from giving blood for four weeks. 







 


© Copyright 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may 


not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission. 


 


The original article can be found at https://japantoday.com/category/world/1st-


virus-cases-reported-confirmed-in-austria-croatia  
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MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus cases top 80,000 as markets plunge 


on pandemic fears 


 


Hong Kong (CNN)Multiple outbreaks of the novel coronavirus outside of 


mainland China have continued to worsen, as experts warn we may be 


approaching pandemic levels.  


 


A World Health Organization team landed in Italy late Monday to "support Italian 


authorities in understanding the situation," the WHO said. The team's focus will 


be on "limiting further human-to-human transmission" after a rapid rise in cases. 


At least 272 people have been infected with the virus, and seven people have died 


in the Southern European nation.  


 


In South Korea, more than 970 cases have been confirmed, up from 31 a week 


ago. At least 10 people have died, and the virus has spread throughout the 


country, though the worst outbreak remains in the southern city of Daegu.  


 


Chinese authorities announced the postponement of the National People's 


Congress (NPC), the country's rubber-stamp parliament, an unprecedented move 


in recent times. It comes after President Xi Jinping warned Sunday that that novel 


coronavirus is the worst public health crisis facing the country since its founding.  


 


At the end of Monday, China's National Health Commission's had recorded 


77,658 cases in the mainland, and 2,663 deaths. The novel coronavirus has now 


infected at least 80,067 people worldwide and killed at least 2,700.  


 


South Korea in crisis 


 


Even as the outbreak appeared to be stabilizing in parts of China, with six 


provinces on Monday lowering their response level, the number of cases 


worldwide has continued to grow.  


 


In South Korea, all flights have been suspended to Daegu, the southern city where 


the initial outbreak occurred. Several countries and territories have announced 


restrictions on travel from South Korea, or new warnings for citizens traveling to 


the country.  
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The Daegu outbreak had been centered around the Shincheonji religious group, 


but the virus appears to have spread now beyond practitioners.  


 


Several hundred members of the group have tested positive for the virus, and 


more than 9,000 practitioners have been put into self-isolation while they are 


tested by health authorities. The infection is believed to have transmitted rapidly 


because of the mass worship sessions the group holds, which puts them in close 


contact with one another for long periods of time.  


 


Shincheonji has said they are the "biggest victims" of the outbreak, and warned 


people against "groundless attacks" against them because of the outbreak. They 


have said they are cooperating with the authorities amid accusations of secret 


member rolls making it difficult to track potential cases through the country.  


 


Speaking late Monday, US Secretary of Defense Mark Esper said military 


commanders in Korea "are looking at scaling back the command post training due 


to concerns about the coronavirus."  


 


Esper said he is confident the US and South Korea will "remain fully ready to 


deal with any threats that we might face together."  


 


Hundreds of cases of the virus have been confirmed across the country, including 


among the military. Soldiers often live in close confines and there are fears of a 


self-sustaining outbreak among forces based in various areas.  


 


Italian outbreak 


 


Outside of Asia, one of the worst outbreak is in Italy, where around 100,000 


people in the northern regions of Lombardy and Veneto are facing travel and 


other restrictions as the country struggles to contain a sudden spike in cases that 


has so far seen at least 219 confirmed cases.  


 


Strict emergency measures were put in place over the weekend, including a ban 


on public events in at least 10 municipalities, after a spike in confirmed cases in 


both regions.  


 


Italy still has not identified "patient zero," the source of the coronavirus outbreak 


in the country, two officials said Monday.  


 


"The important thing is to identify 'patient zero,' where he/she is from, and to stop 


this chain of infection," Angelo Borrelli, the head of Italy's civil protection 


agency, said.  


 


Luca Zaia, the governor of the Veneto region, said "no news" when asked 


Monday by CNN affiliate Sky 24 about the hunt for the carrier.  


 







Borrelli suggested an explanation for the sudden spike in cases over the weekend: 


"I believe that the incubation period meant that the infections all exploded at a 


certain moment."  


 


In a statement Monday, the European Commission said was providing aid worth 


$250 million to affected regions and sectors of the EU.  


 


"As cases continue to rise, public health is the number one priority. Whether it be 


boosting preparedness in Europe, in China or elsewhere, the international 


community must work together. Europe is here to play a leading role," said Ursula 


von der Leyen, the President of the European Commission.  


 


The Commission added that it was stepping up support for member states 


following developments in Italy.  


 


Stella Kyriakides, commissioner for health and food safety said: "In view of the 


rapidly evolving situation, we stand ready to increase our assistance. In this vein, 


a joint expert mission of the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control 


and the World Health Organization will depart to Italy this week to support the 


Italian authorities."  


 


Iran struggling to contain 


 


Across the Middle East, flights from Iran have stopped and borders with the 


country have been closed as the region tries to keep the spread of a deadly 


coronavirus at bay.  


 


Iran is on the front line of the outbreak -- the health ministry has confirmed 61 


cases and 14 deaths.  


 


One Iranian lawmaker, Ahmad Amirabadi Farahani from the holy city of Qom, 


criticized the government's handling of the outbreak, accusing officials of 


covering up numbers. Farahani said 50 people had died from the virus in Qom, 


the epicenter of the coronavirus outbreak in Iran, though the country's health 


ministry has denied his claims.  


 


The heavy economic sanctions imposed against Iran by the US and other bodies 


have made tackling the disease harder, with the country struggling to access novel 


coronavirus test kits, a board member of Iran's Association of Medical Equipment 


Importers told the semi-official news agency ILNA on Sunday.  


 


Ramin Fallah told ILNA that "many international companies are ready to supply 


Iran with coronavirus test kits, but we can't send them money" because of the US 


sanctions. 


 


Not a pandemic? 







 


Despite the rapid spread of the virus around the world in the past week, health 


officials are not yet calling this a pandemic -- though they're close.  


 


William Schaffner, a longtime adviser to the US Centers for Disease Control and 


Prevention, told CNN that "we're on the knife's edge."  


 


There is no precise, mathematical definition of a pandemic. Outbreaks get 


characterized as pandemics by epidemiologists -- who are not yet using the term. 


They'll be looking for evidence of sustained transmission among people who have 


not recently traveled to China or has close contact with someone who recently 


traveled to China.  


 


As more information emerges over how the virus is being spread in Italy, Iran and 


South Korea, among other countries, that evidence may soon arise.  


 


Markets have plunged on fears of an imminent pandemic declaration. The Dow 


has lost more than 1,400 points in the last three trading days, wiping out any gains 


for the year so far. The S&P 500 and Nasdaq also fell, and Asian markets have 


been suffering due to the virus and fears of a wider economic downturn.  


 


CNN's Steven Jiang, Lily Lee and Shanshan Wang contributed reporting from 


Beijing; Yoonjung Seo, Sophie Jeong and Jake Kwon contributed reporting from 


Seoul; Livia Borghese contributed reporting from Rome; Ben Tinker contributed 


reporting from Atlanta; Jessie Yeung, Carly Walsh and Helen Regan contributed 


reporting from Hong Kong. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/25/asia/novel-


coronavirus-covid-19-update-intl-hnk/index.html  
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MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: Coronavirus fears grip Middle East as Iran 


denies cover-up 


 


Shrine city of Qom believed to be virus hub, as concern grows for region’s 


refugee population 


 


Fears are growing across the Middle East that coronavirus has infiltrated a main 


pilgrimage route, which could lead the deadly pathogen to vulnerable refugee 


populations, causing perhaps unprecedented public health crises across the region. 


 


Concern is centred on the Iranian shrine city of Qom, which is thought to be a hub 


of the disease and the likely source of its spread elsewhere in the country and in 


neighbouring states, where infected travellers have been diagnosed in recent days. 
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Shia Muslim pilgrims who travelled to Qom are thought to make up the majority 


of the so far small numbers of those infected, in Kuwait, Bahrain, Iraq and 


Lebanon. 


 


Adding to the fears that pilgrimage routes may have spread the disease was the 


diagnosis on Monday of an infected worshipper in Najaf, Iraq. Local health 


officials closed and disinfected the Imam Ali mosque after the case was 


confirmed, and public health experts warned of a pending emergency if the virus 


was not contained quickly . 


 


“In Iraq, [coronavirus] poses a major public health threat because the Iraqi health 


system is very weak,” said Dr Adam Coutts, a specialist on public health in the 


Middle East at Cambridge University. 


 


“It potentially could wipe out thousands of people. And there’s no way of tracking 


it once it gets into a refugee population, given the mobility. These viruses or 


diseases expose the politics and fragility of public health systems.” 


 


Refugees and internally displaced populations across Iraq and Syria have been 


identified as the most vulnerable groups in the region, should the spread of the 


virus become a pandemic. Health officials in both countries remain under-


equipped to deal with such a a reality that seems more possible with each passing 


day. 


 


Coutts said: “The major issue we have been worrying about is coronavirus getting 


into the Syrian and Iraqi refugee population, given the conditions in which they 


live. Overcrowded with no sanitation, plus a lack of access to healthcare.” 


 


Iraq, Turkey and Afghanistan have closed their borders with Iran, where officials 


scrambled on Monday to deny that 50 people had died of the virus in Qom. 


 


“In the whole country, 47 have been diagnosed with Covid-19. Unfortunately, 12 


of them have died of the disease so far,” said the spokesman for the Iranian 


parliament, Assadollah Abbasi, contradicting the reports out of Qom. 


 


Panic buying and lockdowns spread through the city after local news reports 


citing regional health officials circulated on Monday morning. The local 


governor, Barham Sarmast, said enough was being done to stop the virus. 


 


“Quarantining Qom is not an effective way to contain the coronavirus – we have 


to look for more effective ways,” he said. “Qom is geographically located in the 


crossroads of 17 provinces of the country and a pilgrimage centre. So if we could 


adopt a quarantine strategy, we would have adopted it already.” 


 


A local news agency in the city tweeted: “The situation in Qom is very bad. Don’t 


come to Qom and no one should get out of Qom. Qom should be closed. We need 







a lot of medical help here. We don’t think we have enough medical staff in the 


city.” 


 


Amid increasing alarm that officials had been slow to realise that coronavirus had 


taken root in parts of Iran, and could now no longer stop its spread, schools and 


universities were closed in several cities and Tehran’s public transport system 


disinfected. 


 


Religious pilgrimages to Iraq have been suspended. Theatre sessions have also 


been cancelled and football matches are to be played without spectators, Iranian 


media reported. 


 


Elsewhere, officials were attempting to track those who had returned from Iran in 


recent weeks and summons them for urgent screenings. Particular attention was 


being paid to Shia pilgrims who may have unwittingly carried the virus with them 


on their journeys home. 


 


Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Turkey are home to at least 12 million refugees and 


internally displaced people, many of whom live closely together in conditions of 


poor hygiene and with already compromised immunity systems. All three factors 


are considered ideal conditions for the spread of the disease, which health 


officials worldwide believe could survive on surfaces for up to nine hours.  


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/25/coronavirus-middle-iran-denies-


cover-up-qom-refugees  
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SOUTH KOREA: South Korea COVID-19 total nears 1000 as global cases 


top 80K 


 


By NewsDesk @infectiousdiseasenews 


 


The South Korea Centers for Disease Control (KCDC) reported an additional 144 


confirmed COVID-19 cases since our last report bringing the total in the country 


to 977. 


 


An additional two fatalities were also reported, bringing that total to 10. 


 


Reuters reports that health authorities said they plan to test potentially more than 


200,000 members of a church at the epicenter of the outbreak. 


 


On Tuesday, the leader of the Shincheonji Church of Jesus said it had agreed to 


provide authorities with the names of all its members in South Korea, estimated 


by media at about 215,000 people. 
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“We have constantly requested the list based on our assessment that it is essential 


to test all of the church members in order to contain the spread of the virus and 


relieve public anxiety,” the statement said. 


 


US health officials issued a Level-3 travel notice for South Korea due to the 


widespread, ongoing outbreak. CDC recommends that travelers avoid all 


nonessential travel to South Korea. 


 


In China, health authorities reported 508 new confirmed cases and 71 new deaths 


(68 in Hubei, 2 in Shandong, and 1 in Guangdong). 


 


A total of 77,658 confirmed cases have been reported, including 2,663 deaths. 


 


The global total has eclipsed the 80,000 case mark in 37 countries. 


 


The original article can be found at http://outbreaknewstoday.com/south-korea-


covid-19-total-nears-1000-as-global-cases-top-80k-88832/  
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SOUTH KOREA: South Korea reports 11th death from coronavirus as total 


cases near 1,000 


 


SEOUL, Feb. 25 (Yonhap) -- South Korea reported its 11th fatality from the new 


coronavirus, including the first foreigner, and 144 new confirmed cases on 


Tuesday, bringing the total number of infections here to 977. 


 


A Mongolian national, with a history of liver diseases, died in a hospital located at 


outskirts of Seoul, according to a statement from the Korea Center for Disease 


Control and Prevention (KCDC). He had tested positive for COVID-19. 


 


Details of the exact cause of his death have not been disclosed, with his doctors 


saying that it would be logical to rule that the patient died because of his 


underlying disorders. 


 


The patient, suffering from hepatocirrhosis and end-stage renal failure, entered the 


country on Feb. 12 to receive a liver transplant. 


 


Besides the latest death, the country reported two more fatalities related to 


COVID-19. 


 


The 10th death of a man linked to a hospital in the southeastern county of 


Cheongdo. Details of the exact cause of the man's death have not been disclosed. 


 


The ninth victim was a 68-year-old woman who had been hospitalized in Chilgok, 
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a town in North Gyeongsang Province, due to pneumonia on Sunday and tested 


positive for the virus on Monday. Health authorities said she died of respiratory 


failure. 


 


Seven of the 11 deaths are linked to the hospital, the KCDC said in a statement. 


 


The number of newly reported virus cases in the daily update was smaller than the 


spike of 231 new cases a day earlier. 


 


Two clusters of infections -- at a branch of a religious sect in the southeastern city 


of Daegu and a hospital in the neighboring county of Cheongdo -- have continued 


to expand.  
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SPAIN: Coronavirus: First case confirmed in mainland Spain as virus 


outbreak reported across Europe 


 


Covid-19 case in Catlonia is country’s fourth 


 


The first case of coronavirus in mainland Spain has been confirmed. 


 


Spanish health authorities have identified a case of the illness in Catalonia, 


according to the La Vanguardia newspaper. 


 


The case is the country’s fourth after three infected tourists from Germany, Italy 


and Britain were detected in the Canary Islands and in Mallorca. 


 


More follows…  


 


© 2020. Independent Digital News and Media Ltd. All Rights Reserved  
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SWITZERLAND: Covid-19 - Switzerland confirms first coronavirus case 


 


Switzerland reported its first coronavirus case on Tuesday in canton Ticino in the 


south of the country which borders Italy.  


 


Laboratory tests carried out in Geneva uncovered a coronavirus case in canton 


Ticino, authorities told the Keystone-SDA News Agency on Tuesday. 


 


The Federal Office of Public Health told reporters in Bern that the male patient 


was in his seventies and had been infected in the Milan region of Italy during an 


event on February 15. The first symptoms appeared two days later, explained 







FOPH director Pascal Strupler. 


 


The man has remained with his family ever since. He is now in isolation at a 


Ticino hospital.  


 


"His state of health is good," the FOPH stated. 


 


Those who have been in contact with him will be tested and placed in quarantine 


to monitor their condition over the next 14 days.  


 


According to FOPH, this first case does not change the risk assessment in 


Switzerland. At present the new coronavirus poses only a moderate risk to the 


population, FOPH officials say. 


 


“We are still in a normal situation,” Strupler said. However, the probability of 


further cases being diagnosed is increasing. Medical institutions are prepared to 


carry out early detection and testing of suspected cases. 


 


So far, about 300 suspected cases of Covid-19 have been tested in Switzerland, 


but there had been no confirmed cases until now, according to the interior 


ministry.  


 


Additional measures 


 


On Monday the Swiss authorities announced that they were beefing up measures 


to prevent the spread of coronavirus from neighbouring Italy, while stressing that 


the situation in Switzerland is under control.  


 


https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/covid-19_switzerland-confirms-first-coronavirus-


case/45579278  
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TAIWAN: Taiwan confirms one more confirmed cases; case is contact and 


family member of Case #27 


 


Taiwan confirms one more confirmed cases; case is contact and family member of 


Case #27 


 


PublishTime?2020-02-25 


 


On February 25, 2020, the Central Epidemic Command Center (CECC) reported 


one more confirmed case of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). The patient 


(Case #31) is the grandson of Case #27 and son of Case #28. Case #31 visited 


Case #27 in the hospital on February 11 and February 19 but did not develop 


suspected symptoms. Samples of related contacts were collected on February 23. 



https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/covid-19_switzerland-confirms-first-coronavirus-case/45579278

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/covid-19_switzerland-confirms-first-coronavirus-case/45579278





The patient tested positive for COVID-19 today and was admitted to a hospital 


isolation ward for further medical treatment, the CECC said. 


 


With respect to this COVID-19 family cluster, a total of 580 contacts had been 


identified, of which 144 had tested. Of 144, four individuals tested positive (Cases 


#28, #29, #30 and #31), and 122 tested negative, with the remainder awaiting 


results, the CECC indicated today. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: ~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 25, 2020 ~*~
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 6:27:42 PM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 25, 2020 ~*~

This report provides special media coverage of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19).

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80611

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

mailto:EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80611
mailto:EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
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From: Stier, David (DPH)
To: Nguyen, Rita (DPH); Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
Subject: RE: Framework for Congregate Living Settings
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 6:15:58 PM
Attachments: DRAFT Congregate Living Settings Framework 25Feb2020 V2.docx

Here’s Version 2 DRAFT incorporating various comments received.   Thanks … David
 

From: Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 4:18 PM
To: Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>;
Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>;
Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: Framework for Congregate Living Settings
 
Some quick suggested edits/additions. I didn’t go ahead and make the changes b/c I’m not sure
where others stand on all this. I think what we want to say is that for everyone from confirmed case
to PUI to symptomatic medium risk to asymptomatic medium risk, we would consider removing
them from their congregate living situation – with priority given to those on the “left” end of that
spectrum (confirmed case > PUI > symptomatic medium risk > asymptomatic medium risk). I think
we still want to review each individual on a case by case basis as we have nuance and texture to
their specific situation (ie lives in SRO but has own kitchen and with minimal disruptions we could
arrange their own bathroom). I think that’s unlikely, but there may be things we can do that allow
ppl to remain at home and the community more assured. And then of course there’s always the
option to re-locate the person if the infxn control needs can’t be met and/or community is really up
in arms about the potential risk of exposure.
 
 
****************************************
Rita Nguyen, MD
Assistant Health Officer
Chronic Disease Physician Specialist
Population Health Division
San Francisco Department of Public Health
 
25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 500
San Francisco 94102
(415) 437-6244
rita.nguyen@sfdph.org
 
DPH e-mails sent to and from personal email accounts or outside the DPH/UCSF servers are not
secured data transmissions for Protected Health Information (PHI), as defined by the Healthcare
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  It is the responsibility of all parties involved to take all
reasonable actions to protect this message from non-authorized disclosure.  This e-mail is intended
for the recipient only.  If you receive this e-mail in error, notify the sender and destroy the e-mail
immediately.  Disclosure of the PHI contained herein may subject discloser to civil or criminal
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mailto:rita.nguyen@sfdph.org
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org
mailto:susan.philip@sfdph.org
mailto:juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org
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Managing COVID-19 in Congregate Living Settings

 DRAFT February 25, 2020

These recommendations are based on what is currently known about the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19).  Conditions are changing rapidly, and recommendations will be updated as needed and as additional information becomes available.

Note:  As of this date, CDC has not provided specific guidance for management of COVID-19 in congregate living settings or crowded living conditions.  The following framework was developed by the San Francisco Department of Public Health for local consideration.

Definitions:

· Confirmed case = a person who has laboratory test positive for COVID-19

· PUI = a person under investigation for COVID-19 (presence of symptoms and epidemiologic risk that warrant testing per SFDPH; and/or someone whose test results are pending)

· Medium Risk = Medium Risk Returned Traveler; a person who under CDC risk assessment criteria has returned from a country with sustained COVID-19 transmission (currently, mainland China), is not symptomatic, and is undergoing mandatory 14-day self-quarantine	Comment by Stier, David (DPH): Question:  Some medium risk may have mild symptoms but not be approved for testing.  Should they be managed same as those in the PUI column?  Or create separate columns for symptomatic and asymptomatic med risk returning travelers, indicating that symptomatic med risk are higher priority for relocation? 

· Congregate Living Setting = housing where a confirmed case, PUI, or medium risk individual may be unable to avoid close contact with non-family members, by sharing kitchen, bathroom, or sleeping quarters.  Examples:  SRO with shared kitchen or bathroom; homeless shelter; jail; board-and-care; some assisted living. 





		CATEGORY

		CONFIRMED CASE 

		PUI 

		MEDIUM RISK



		CDC Guidance:  Movement Restrictions and Public Activities









		If hospitalized:  in isolation, preferably in AIIR.

If not hospitalized: remain in isolation at home.[endnoteRef:1] [1:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
] 


		If hospitalized:  in isolation, preferably in AIIR.

If not hospitalized: remain in isolation at home.

		To the extent possible, remain at home or in a comparable setting. Avoid congregate settings, limit public activities, and practice social distancing.[endnoteRef:2] [2:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html.  Note that CDC defines “congregate setting” in the risk-assessment document as “public places where close contact with others may occur. Congregate settings include settings such as shopping centers, movie theaters, stadiums, workplaces, and schools and other classroom settings.”  This is different than a congregate living setting.
] 






		SFDPH Recommendations:  Movement Restrictions and Public Activities

		Confirmed cases may remain at home if stable.	Comment by Stier, David (DPH): Do we need to indicate in this document that confirmed cases are higher priority for relocation > PUI > Med Risk?  Are we at the point of making that recommendation?



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters.





		Asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic PUI can typically undergo monitoring at home. 



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters.





		Medium risk individuals can typically observe their 14-day self-quarantine at home.



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters. 



		CDC Guidance: Facemasks













		Wear a facemask when you are around other people or pets.  For close household contacts, you and the patient should wear a facemask if you are in the same room. [endnoteRef:3], [endnoteRef:4] [3:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html]  [4:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/steps-when-sick.html
] 




		Wear a facemask when you are around other people or pets.  For close household contacts, you and the patient should wear a facemask if you are in the same room.

		No CDC guidance



		SFDPH Recommendations: Facemasks



		Wear a facemask around other persons. 



The protective value of others wearing a facemask around you is not well defined (even though CDC now says to do it).  



		Wear a facemask around other persons. 



The protective value of others wearing a facemask around you is not well defined (even though CDC now says to do it).  



		Asymptomatic medium-risk individuals should consider wearing a facemask when around other persons.  



Medium-risk persons with respiratory symptoms, who are not PUI, should wear a facemask when around other persons (?). 	Comment by Stier, David (DPH): Still a lack of CDC guidance around returning travelers, whether asymptomatic or symptomatic, unless they are defined as PUI in which case they bump to next column.



Do others need to wear a facemask around them? 





		

CDC Guidance:  Housing Characteristics



		Private room with a private bathroom, if available.  

Make sure that shared spaces in the home have good air flow, such as by an air conditioner or an opened window, weather permitting.



Ventilation system characteristics not defined for COVID-19   



		Private room with a private bathroom, if available.  Make sure that shared spaces in the home have good air flow, such as by an air conditioner or an opened window, weather permitting.

  

Ventilation system characteristics not defined for COVID-19   



		No CDC guidance



		

SFDPH Recommendations:  Housing Characteristics



		Private room with a private bathroom.

Prioritize ventilation as per SARS guidance:[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  https://www.cdc.gov/sars/guidance/d-quarantine/app3.html] 


1. Rooms with individual ventilation systems (e.g., room or window fan coil units that do not recirculate to other parts of the building)

2. Facility with a non-recirculating ventilation system that permits redirection of the air flow from corridors and public areas into patient rooms.

3. If (1) and (2) above are not feasible, then any facility that can offer private room with private bathroom.  Trailer homes would be a preferred solution.



		Private room with a private bathroom.

Prioritize ventilation as per SARS guidance: 

1. Rooms with individual ventilation systems (e.g., room or window fan coil units that do not recirculate to other parts of the building)

2. Facility with a non-recirculating ventilation system that permits redirection of the air flow from corridors and public areas into patient rooms.

3. If (1) and (2) above are not feasible, then any facility that can offer private room with private bathroom.  Trailer homes would be a preferred solution.



		Private room with a private bathroom, if available.     



Ventilation characteristics (?)	Comment by Stier, David (DPH): Needs discussion
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penalties under state and federal privacy laws.
 

From: Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 1:17 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
<juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: Framework for Congregate Living Settings
Importance: High
 
First pass at structure and content … very interested in your feedback. 
 
Note:  CDC defines “congregate settings” in their risk-assessment document as Congregate settings
are public places where close contact with others may occur. Congregate settings include settings
such as shopping centers, movie theaters, stadiums, workplaces, schools and other classroom
settings.  Therefore to be clear this document refers to Congregate Living Settings.  (thanks to Rita
for picking up that nuance).
 
Thanks, David
 
___________________________________
David Stier, MD

Medical Director, AITC Immunization & Travel Clinic
Director, Communicable Disease Prevention Unit
Medical Epidemiologist, Communicable Disease Control & Prevention Section

Population Health Division, San Francisco Dept. Public Health
david.stier@sfdph.org
Direct line (415) 554-2648
AITC main line (415) 554-2625
Communicable Disease Control line (415) 554-2830
Immunization Program line (415) 554-2955
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From: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
To: Stanley, Kim (UCSF); Platzer, Angela (DPH); jamila.champsi@kp.org; Dekker, Elaine (UCSF); Wilder, Lann (DPH);

Jeanne.Dimech@DignityHealth.org; BuschD@sutterhealth.org; GordonS@sutterhealth.org; Nichols, Amy (UCSF);
Kakis, Anthony (UCSF); Jonathan.E.Volk@kp.org; Yu, Jennifer (DPH); Ramirez, Lynn (UCSF);
HowardK4@sutterhealth.org; Doernberg, Sarah (UCSF); Hartz, Alison (UCSF); kevin.worth@kp.org;
delosA@sutterhealth.org; MathisG@sutterhealth.org; Mariano, Geraldine (DPH); Icban, Rosallie (DPH); Yokoe,
Deborah (UCSF); Stephanie.K.Leong@kp.org; Gomez, Regina (DPH); debbiegold2stein@gmail.com; Yu, Jennifer
(DPH); Alma.Pipkin@va.gov; Harry.Lampiris@va.gov; shelley.dwyer@va.gov; fredericks@chasf.org;
erin.mercado@kp.org; celeste.s.prothro@kp.org; DeneauFG@sutterhealth.org; brunssc@sutterhealth.org; Gizaw,
Gelila (UCSF); Lee, Steffanie (UCSF); aoshea@kentfieldsanfrancisco.com; FredrickS@CHASF.org;
maryg@chasf.org; DPH-glorial; Hartz, Alison (UCSF); laura.deneckere@dignityhealth.org

Cc: Rivera, Tiffany (DPH); Portnoy, Diane (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Saelee, Kenpou
(DPH); DuBois, Amie (DPH); Sturtz, Natalya (DPH); Stier, David (DPH); Aragon, Tomas (DPH)

Subject: update re additional CDC travel alerts
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 4:57:43 PM

Dear Infection Control Working Group,

WHO and the CDC have recently noted new community transmission in regions outside of
China. Accordingly, the CDC has posted Travel Alerts for the following countries in addition
to China:  South Korea (Level 3), Japan, Italy, and Iran (Level 2) and Hong Kong (Level 1).

 

The CDC Travel Alerts recommend that returning travelers from the above countries
with onset of illness within 2 weeks of leaving should be considered for novel coronavirus
infection. Healthcare providers should obtain a detailed travel history for patients with fever or
acute respiratory symptoms, and ask the same information as would be requested for any
person under investigation (URL: https://www.sfcdcp.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/Clinical-Intake-COVID19-18Feb2020.pdf). Information on vital
signs and any known results of viral respiratory pathogen testing is also helpful.  SFDPH can
assist with requests to CDC for testing of patients meeting the above criteria with severe
respiratory illness (e.g., evidence of pneumonia on chest X-ray) or those requiring
hospitalization.  Note that older adults and people with chronic medical conditions appear to
be at increased risk for severe disease.

Although routes of transmission have yet to be definitively determined, CDC recommends a
cautious approach to interacting with patients under investigation. Ask such patients to wear a
face mask as soon as they are identified. Conduct patient evaluation in a private room with the
door closed, ideally an airborne infection isolation room, if available. Personnel entering the
room should use standard precautions, contact precautions, and airborne precautions, and use
eye protection (goggles or a face shield). For additional healthcare infection control
recommendations, visit CDC's Infection Control webpage.

In the coming days, please note CDC may issue more Travel Alerts and it will be important to
remain updated on both the CDC Coronavirus Persons Under Investigation (PUI) website
(URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html) and the CDC
Travel Alert page (URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html).

For questions, please call our COVID-19 Clinical Consultation Center at 415-554-2830 or
follow instructions to page the On-Call MD, and as always, suspected cases should be reported
to 415-554-2830.
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Thanks for your collaboration in this evolving situation.
 

Janice K. Louie, MD, MPH

Please note if I am e-mailing you about 2019 n-Coronavirus, it is because I am on temporary assignment to assist with
the SFDPH 2019 nCoV Activation

Medical Director

Tuberculosis Prevention and Control Program

San Francisco Department of Public Health 

Clinic: (628) 206-8524

Fax: (628) 206-4565

Janice.louie@sfdph.org

 
 
Julie Stoltey, MD, MPH 
Director, Communicable Disease Control and Prevention 
Population Health Division 
San Francisco Department of Public Health 
25 Van Ness, Suite 500, San Francisco, CA  94102
Direct line: 415-437-6343 
email: juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org 
 
CD Control main number: 415-554-2830
http://www.sfdph.org/cdcp

** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE** This email is intended for the recipient only. If you receive this email in error, notify
the sender and destroy the email immediately. Disclosure of the protected health information (PHI) contained
herein may subject the discloser to civil or criminal penalties under state and federal privacy laws.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
To: State and Local Readiness (CDC)
Subject: Consular Notification Guidance for State and Local Authorities Regarding Foreign Nationals Detained for Medical

Reasons
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 4:31:47 PM
Attachments: CN -- Notification and Access for Persons Detained for Medical Reasons (2020) recd eh feb 24.pdf

 
Dear Colleagues:

Please find attached a document that summarizes important information for state and local health
departments regarding the medical detention of foreign nationals. 

This document comes from the U.S. State Department. It outlines existing requirements and treaty
obligations for notifying foreign embassies and consulates in the United States when a foreign
national is being medically detained, such as in the case when a quarantine order is issued because
of possible exposure to COVID-19 disease.  

We hope this information will offer guidance and a timely summary of notification requirements
whenever a jurisdiction deems it necessary to isolate, quarantine, or otherwise medically detain a
foreign national.

Thank you,

State Coordination Task Force

Sent by BCC to PHEP Directors, SHOS, State Epis, Non-governmental Partners, STLTs, and
BCHC

mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov



 


 


  Consular Notification Guidance for State and Local Authorities Regarding  
Foreign Nationals Detained for Medical Reasons  


 
SUMMARY: Given the scale and international scope of the novel coronavirus outbreak, the U.S. 
Department of State is providing this guidance to state and local authorities that are monitoring and 
treating individuals who are or are reasonably believed to be infected with the virus SARS-CoV-2 or 
COVID-19 disease. Since some individuals being monitored and/or treated may be foreign nationals, the 
U.S. Department of State would like to ensure that those individuals detained for medical reasons are 
advised that they may communicate with consular officers from their countries and, when requested or 
required, foreign embassies and consulates in the United States are informed. We ask that where 
notification is requested or required, state and local authorities, in coordination with the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), notify foreign missions promptly. Consular notification 
obligations are reciprocal; your prompt action will support the Department of State’s receipt of timely 
notification of U.S. citizens who are detained for medical reasons in foreign countries. Questions about 
obligations of state and local authorities or consular notification and access in general, should be 
directed to the Bureau of Consular Affairs, U.S. Department of State at consnot@state.gov.    
 
Consular Notification and Access Obligations with Respect to Detained Foreign Nationals 
 
Under the treaty obligations of the United States, federal, state, and local government officials are 
obligated to provide notification information to certain foreign consular officers and permit those 
officers to assist their nationals in the United States.  When foreign nationals from most countries are 
detained, they must be advised without delay that they may, upon request, have their consular officers 
notified, and that they may communicate with the consular officers. If the foreign national requests 
notification, the nearest consulate or embassy must be notified without delay. For foreign nationals of 
some countries, consular officers must be notified of the detention, even if the foreign national does not 
request or want notification.  
 
Who is a Foreign National? 
 
For the purposes of consular notification, a foreign national is any person who is not a U.S. citizen. This 
includes lawful permanent resident aliens (LPRs), who have a resident alien registration card 
(Department of Homeland Security Form I-551), more commonly known as a “green card.” They retain 
their foreign nationality and must be considered “foreign nationals” for the purposes of consular 
notification. Consular notification and access requirements apply regardless of immigration status. 
There is no reason, for purposes of consular notification, to inquire into a person’s legal status in the 
United States. For purposes of consular notification, you should make no distinctions based on whether 
the foreign national is in the United States “legally” or “illegally.” 
 
If a U.S. citizen detained for medical reasons has more than one nationality and asks that his or her 
other country of nationality be notified, the U.S. Department of State encourages notification be made.   
 
What is “detention for medical reasons” and why does it trigger consular notification?   
 
Consular notification and access may be triggered for foreign nationals hospitalized, isolated, 
quarantined, or otherwise in circumstances in which the foreign national is detained pursuant to 
governmental authority (law enforcement, judicial, or administrative) and is not free to leave. Under the 
Vienna Convention on Consular Relations and most bilateral international agreements, a foreign 
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national in such situations must usually be treated like a foreign national in detention, and appropriate 
consular notification must be provided. Further, in the case of the death of a foreign national in the 
United States, the nearest consulate of that national’s country must be notified without delay.  
 
As a general matter, even where an individual is not detained for medical reasons, the U.S. Department 
of State encourages medical facilities that are treating foreign nationals to inform those individuals that 
they may contact their embassy or consulate. 
 
When is Notification Mandatory? 
 
If a foreign national is from one of the 56 mandatory notification countries, notification of the detention 
must be made. In such cases, notifications to the consular officer must be made without delay, even if 
the foreign national objects. See the List of Countries Requiring Mandatory Notification at 
travel.state.gov/CNA.  
 
For all other countries, authorities must inform the foreign national that he or she may have a consular 
officer notified of the detention and may communicate with that officer. The foreign national can accept 
or decline the offer of notification. If the foreign national accepts the offer, notification should be made, 
in coordination with CDC, without delay to the appropriate consular officer.    
 
What is the Timeline for Notification? 
 
Whether the case requires mandatory notification or the foreign national has requested consular 
notification, the notification to the foreign government’s nearest embassy or consulate should be made 
within 24-72 hours.   
 
Who Notifies? 
 
In the United States, responsibility for consular notification rests with those officials, whether federal, 
state, or local, who are responsible for the legal action affecting the foreign national. Compliance with 
the notification requirements works best when it is undertaken by those government officials closest to 
the foreign national’s situation and with direct responsibility for it. If you are a state or local official with 
a foreign national detained for medical reasons (e.g., isolation or quarantine), the list of points of 
contact for consular notification at foreign embassies in Washington can be found here. Please contact 
the CDC at dgmqpolicyoffice@cdc.gov and notify the foreign mission (embassy or consulate) associated 
with the foreign national’s citizenship.  
 
Guidance and Questions 
 
Instructions for carrying out consular notification and access and detailed information on best practices 
can be found in the Consular Notification and Access Manual on travel.state.gov/CNA. Questions about 
obligations of state and local authorities or consular notification and access in general, should be 
directed to the Bureau of Consular Affairs, U.S. Department of State at consnot@state.gov.    
 
 



https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/consularnotification/QuarantinedForeignNationals/countries-and-jurisdictions-with-mandatory-notifications.html

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/consularnotification/ConsularNotificationandAccess.html

mailto:dgmqpolicyoffice@cdc.gov

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/consularnotification.html
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From: Nguyen, Rita (DPH)
To: Stier, David (DPH); Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
Subject: RE: Framework for Congregate Living Settings
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 4:17:40 PM
Attachments: DRAFT Congregate Living Settings Framework 25Feb2020 rn edits.docx

Some quick suggested edits/additions. I didn’t go ahead and make the changes b/c I’m not sure
where others stand on all this. I think what we want to say is that for everyone from confirmed case
to PUI to symptomatic medium risk to asymptomatic medium risk, we would consider removing
them from their congregate living situation – with priority given to those on the “left” end of that
spectrum (confirmed case > PUI > symptomatic medium risk > asymptomatic medium risk). I think
we still want to review each individual on a case by case basis as we have nuance and texture to
their specific situation (ie lives in SRO but has own kitchen and with minimal disruptions we could
arrange their own bathroom). I think that’s unlikely, but there may be things we can do that allow
ppl to remain at home and the community more assured. And then of course there’s always the
option to re-locate the person if the infxn control needs can’t be met and/or community is really up
in arms about the potential risk of exposure.
 
 
****************************************
Rita Nguyen, MD
Assistant Health Officer
Chronic Disease Physician Specialist
Population Health Division
San Francisco Department of Public Health
 
25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 500
San Francisco 94102
(415) 437-6244
rita.nguyen@sfdph.org
 
DPH e-mails sent to and from personal email accounts or outside the DPH/UCSF servers are not
secured data transmissions for Protected Health Information (PHI), as defined by the Healthcare
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  It is the responsibility of all parties involved to take all
reasonable actions to protect this message from non-authorized disclosure.  This e-mail is intended
for the recipient only.  If you receive this e-mail in error, notify the sender and destroy the e-mail
immediately.  Disclosure of the PHI contained herein may subject discloser to civil or criminal
penalties under state and federal privacy laws.
 

From: Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 1:17 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
<juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: Framework for Congregate Living Settings
Importance: High

mailto:rita.nguyen@sfdph.org
mailto:david.stier@sfdph.org
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org
mailto:susan.philip@sfdph.org
mailto:juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org
mailto:Susan.Philip@sfdph.org
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Managing COVID-19 in Congregate Living Settings

 DRAFT February 25, 2020

These recommendations are based on what is currently known about the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19).  Conditions are changing rapidly, and recommendations will be updated as needed and as additional information becomes available.

Note:  As of this date, CDC has not provided specific guidance for management of COVID-19 in congregate living settings or crowded living conditions.  The following framework was developed by the San Francisco Department of Public Health for local consideration.

Definitions:

· Confirmed case = a person who has laboratory test positive for COVID-19

· PUI = a person under investigation for COVID-19 (presence of symptoms and epidemiologic risk that warrant testing per SFDPH; and/or someone whose test results are pending)

· Medium Risk = Medium Risk Returned Traveler; a person who under CDC risk assessment criteria has returned from a country with sustained COVID-19 transmission (currently, mainland China), is not symptomatic, and is undergoing mandatory 14-day self-quarantine	Comment by Stier, David (DPH): Question:  Some medium risk may have mild symptoms but not be approved for testing.  Should they be managed as PUI?	Comment by Nguyen, Rita (DPH): Medium risk can be symptomatic or asymptomatic

· Congregate Living Setting = housing where a confirmed case, PUI, or medium risk individual may be unable to avoid close contact with non-family members, by sharing kitchen, bathroom, or sleeping quarters.  Examples include: SRO with shared kitchen or bathroom,; homeless shelter,; jail,; board-and-care, assisted living facilities, nursing homes, etc .





















	Comment by Nguyen, Rita (DPH): I think something like this to help differentiate the categories bc as of now we’re saying the same response: consider temp relocation… Yes each decision is somewhat individualized given multiple variables (housing conditions, presence of vulnerable individuals, etc) but calling out a difference among categories might be helpful even if we can’t spell out exactly the difference in solution.Risk assessment





                  				Higher risk; prioritize for relocation				      Lower risk; lower priority to relocate



		CATEGORY

		CONFIRMED CASE 

		PUI 

		MEDIUM RISK	Comment by Nguyen, Rita (DPH): I think we should break this out to symptomatic medium risk and asymptomatic medium risk bc I think our threshold for removing them from their housing situation would be higher if they were symptomatic vs not.



		CDC Guidance:  Movement Restrictions and Public Activities



SFDPH Recommendations

		If hospitalized:  in isolation, preferably in AIIR.

If not hospitalized: remain in isolation at home.[endnoteRef:1] [1:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
] 


		If hospitalized:  in isolation, preferably in AIIR.

If not hospitalized: remain in isolation at home.

		[bookmark: _GoBack]To the extent possible, remain at home or in a comparable setting. Avoid congregate settings, limit public activities, and practice social distancing.[endnoteRef:2] [2:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html.  Note that CDC defines “congregate setting” in the risk-assessment document as “public places where close contact with others may occur. Congregate settings include settings such as shopping centers, movie theaters, stadiums, workplaces, and schools and other classroom settings.”  This is different than a congregate living setting.
] 






		

		Confirmed cases may remain at home if stable.



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters.



		Asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic PUI can typically undergo monitoring at home. 



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters.



		Medium risk individuals can typically observe their 14-day self-quarantine at home.



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters. 



		CDC Guidance: Masking



SFDPH Recommendations



		Wear a facemask when you are around other people or pets … If you are not able to wear a facemask, then people who live with you should not stay in the same room with you, or they should wear a facemask if they enter your room.[endnoteRef:3]	Comment by Nguyen, Rita (DPH): The CDC’s community infxn control guidance actually now says that household members should wear a mask essentially regardless of whether the case or PUI can wear a mask. So we can edit this to reflect that the non-pt should be wearing it regardless. It’s confusing bc within the same document they say both things. Source here: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
Quote here: You and the patient should wear a facemask if you are in the same room. [3:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/steps-when-sick.html
] 




		Wear a facemask when you are around other people or pets … If you are not able to wear a facemask, then people who live with you should not stay in the same room with you, or they should wear a facemask if they enter your room

		No CDC guidance



		

		Wear a facemask around other persons. 



The protective value of others wearing a facemask around you is unclear.  	Comment by Nguyen, Rita (DPH): CDC now saying for others to wear.
Quote here: You and the patient should wear a facemask if you are in the same room.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html




		Wear a facemask around other persons. 



The protective value of others wearing a facemask around you is unclear.  



		Asymptomatic medium-risk individuals should consider wearing a facemask when around other persons.  	Comment by Nguyen, Rita (DPH): I think splitting to asymptomatic and symptomatic medium risk would make this clearer.



Medium-risk persons with respiratory symptoms should wear a facemask when around other persons. 
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First pass at structure and content … very interested in your feedback. 
 
Note:  CDC defines “congregate settings” in their risk-assessment document as Congregate settings
are public places where close contact with others may occur. Congregate settings include settings
such as shopping centers, movie theaters, stadiums, workplaces, schools and other classroom
settings.  Therefore to be clear this document refers to Congregate Living Settings.  (thanks to Rita
for picking up that nuance).
 
Thanks, David
 
___________________________________
David Stier, MD

Medical Director, AITC Immunization & Travel Clinic
Director, Communicable Disease Prevention Unit
Medical Epidemiologist, Communicable Disease Control & Prevention Section

Population Health Division, San Francisco Dept. Public Health
david.stier@sfdph.org
Direct line (415) 554-2648
AITC main line (415) 554-2625
Communicable Disease Control line (415) 554-2830
Immunization Program line (415) 554-2955
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bronston, Aram, EMS
To: DOCAdmin, DPH (DPH); DPH-nCoV Activation 2020; DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM); Duty Officer, EMSA@EMSA; cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov;

chess@ncric.ca.gov; mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov; DPH-Integration Steering Committee; CoastalRegion@CalOES.ca.gov
Subject: Re: SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/25/2020)
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 4:12:25 PM

 
Received. Thank you.

Aram

Aram L. Bronston EMT-P
EMS Coordinator/RDMHS Region II
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency
1000 San Leandro Blvd., Ste#200
San Leandro, CA 95477
Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
510/618-2033 office
510/421-9340 cell
8816-32623882 iridium (emergencies ONLY)
Http://EMS.ACGOV.ORG/RDMHS-R2 (Resource & Reference Site)

This message has come from a mobile device. Please excuse any brevity or typographical errors.

From: DOCAdmin, DPH (DPH) <dph.docadmin@sfdph.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 3:45:46 PM
To: DPH-nCoV Activation 2020 <DPH-nCoVActivation2020@sfdph.org>; DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM)
<demdutyofficer@sfgov.org>; Duty Officer, EMSA@EMSA <EMSADutyOfficer@EMSA.CA.GOV>; Bronston, Aram, EMS
<Aram.Bronston@acgov.org>; cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov <cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov>; chess@ncric.ca.gov
<chess@ncric.ca.gov>; mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov <mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov>;
DPH-Integration Steering Committee <DPH.ISC@sfdph.org>; CoastalRegion@CalOES.ca.gov
<CoastalRegion@CalOES.ca.gov>
Subject: SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/25/2020)
 

SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/25/2020)
 
Status: Yellow
Outlook: Worsening
Need: None
 
# of Cases/Deaths (dated 02/25/20)
Worldwide: 80,350 Cases / 2,705 Deaths (John Hopkins CSSE, link below)
US:  53 Cases (see notes below)/ 0 Deaths (CDC)
CA:  10 Cases / 0 Deaths (CDPH)
SF: 0 Cases
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
 
 
Updates and Response:
 
          CCSF

The Mayor has declared a local emergency due to COVID-19. Although there are still zero confirmed cases
in San Francisco residents, the global picture is changing rapidly. Given the high volume of travel between
SF and mainland China, and the spread of the virus in other countries, there is a growing likelihood that San
Francisco will see cases eventually. The declaration of a local emergency will mobilize city resources,
accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future

mailto:Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
mailto:dph.DOCAdmin@sfdph.org
mailto:DPH-nCoVActivation2020@sfdph.org
mailto:demdutyofficer@sfgov.org
mailto:EMSADutyOfficer@EMSA.CA.GOV
mailto:cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:chess@ncric.ca.gov
mailto:mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:DPH.ISC@sfdph.org
mailto:CoastalRegion@CalOES.ca.gov
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6


reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about
how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in San Francisco.

 
SFDPH

Summary of actions
SFDPH DOC Call Center has attempted contact to all return travelers from China in need of follow-up.
SFDPH is maintaining global, national, and local situational awareness as South Korea, Japan, and Italy have
reported significant increases in the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH is preparing to update stakeholder messaging in anticipation of new CDC guidance.
SFDPH is working closely with the Department of Emergency Management’s  (DEM) Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) on community outreach, care and shelter for potential COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH, the Mayor, DEM, and Chinese Community leaders provided updates to the public on SF’s
preparedness efforts.
SFDPH completed preparedness consultation site visits to 5 major SF hospitals,  with plans to visit 2
additional sites. DPH will hold a tabletop exercise and discussion with SF hospital partners on preparing for
COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH CDCP information: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-  
 %20%20%20coronavirus/

 
CDC- 

CDC is operationalizing its pandemic preparedness and response plans, including measures to prepare
communities to respond to local transmission of COVID-19. There is an abundance of pandemic
guidance developed and adapted for a COVID-19 pandemic.
CDC updated travel guidance on 02/23/20 recommending travelers avoid all nonessential travel to the
People’s Republic of China (this does not include Hong Kong, Macau, or the island of Taiwan).
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/china#travel-notices
No changes in number of U.S. confirmed cases reported since 02/24/20.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html 

 
WHO (World Health Organization)-

WHO has an online course titled “Infection Prevention and Control for COVID-19.” The course provides
information on how facilities can prepare to respond to emerging respiratory viruses such as COVID-19.
https://openwho.org/courses/COVID-19-IPC-EN
The WHO-China joint mission concluded on 02/24/20 and released findings about the transmissibility and
severity of COVID-19, and the impact of the measures taken.
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/kjgzbdfyyq/t1749176.shtml
WHO and European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) mission arrived in Italy on 02/24/20
to support Italian authorities on the COVID-19 situation.
WHO stated that 4 new countries (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, and Oman) reported confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in the past 24 hours (as of 02/25/20).
 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports

CDPH (California Department of Public Health)-

https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-%20%C2%A0%20%C2%A0%20%20%20coronavirus/
https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-%20%C2%A0%20%C2%A0%20%20%20coronavirus/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/china#travel-notices
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html
https://openwho.org/courses/COVID-19-IPC-EN
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/kjgzbdfyyq/t1749176.shtml
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports


CDPH lab in Richmond, CA is currently testing potential (PUI) cases quarantined at Travis Air Force Base. This
lab is not providing testing for local jurisdictions at this time.
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx

Johns Hopkins Data Dashboard (real time updates, data sources- WHO, CDC, NHC, and DXY.)

International data-

80,350 confirmed cases globally
77,660 confirmed cases in mainland China (96.7% of all confirmed cases globally).
2,660 deaths in mainland China + 45 additional deaths (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, Oman, Iran, Italy,
Philippines, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, France, South Korea, Diamond Princess Cruise)
2,747 confirmed cases outside of China across 36 countries/regions (includes regions of Hong Kong and
Taiwan, outside of mainland China)

National (U.S.) data:

53 confirmed cases currently in the U.S. (36 from Diamond Princess cruise ship, from unassigned
locations) cases in 7 states.
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

 

NOTE: Information may vary as events and reporting are rapidly evolving.

-----
San Francisco Department of Public Health
DOC Administration

To send a message to Command Staff: dph.doc@sfdph.org
To send a message to Operations Section: dph.docoperationssection@sfdph.org
To send a message to Planning Section: dph.docplanssection@sfdph.org
To send a message to Logistics Section: dph.doclogisticssection@sfdph.org
To send a message to Finance Section: dph.docfinancesection@sfdph.org

** This email was sent from an external source. If you do not know the sender, do not click on links or attachments. **

https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6


From: DOCAdmin, DPH (DPH)
To: DPH-nCoV Activation 2020; DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM); Duty Officer, EMSA@EMSA; aram.bronston@acgov.org; cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov;

chess@ncric.ca.gov; mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov; DPH-Integration Steering Committee; CoastalRegion@CalOES.ca.gov
Subject: SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/25/2020)
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 3:45:49 PM

SFDPH DOC COVID-19 Situation Status Report (02/25/2020)
 
Status: Yellow
Outlook: Worsening
Need: None
 
# of Cases/Deaths (dated 02/25/20)
Worldwide: 80,350 Cases / 2,705 Deaths (John Hopkins CSSE, link below)
US:  53 Cases (see notes below)/ 0 Deaths (CDC)
CA:  10 Cases / 0 Deaths (CDPH)
SF: 0 Cases
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
 
 
Updates and Response:
 
          CCSF

The Mayor has declared a local emergency due to COVID-19. Although there are still zero confirmed cases
in San Francisco residents, the global picture is changing rapidly. Given the high volume of travel between
SF and mainland China, and the spread of the virus in other countries, there is a growing likelihood that San
Francisco will see cases eventually. The declaration of a local emergency will mobilize city resources,
accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future
reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about
how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in San Francisco.

 
SFDPH

Summary of actions
SFDPH DOC Call Center has attempted contact to all return travelers from China in need of follow-up.
SFDPH is maintaining global, national, and local situational awareness as South Korea, Japan, and Italy have
reported significant increases in the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH is preparing to update stakeholder messaging in anticipation of new CDC guidance.
SFDPH is working closely with the Department of Emergency Management’s  (DEM) Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) on community outreach, care and shelter for potential COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH, the Mayor, DEM, and Chinese Community leaders provided updates to the public on SF’s
preparedness efforts.
SFDPH completed preparedness consultation site visits to 5 major SF hospitals,  with plans to visit 2
additional sites. DPH will hold a tabletop exercise and discussion with SF hospital partners on preparing for
COVID-19 cases.
SFDPH CDCP information: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-  
 %20%20%20coronavirus/

 
CDC- 

CDC is operationalizing its pandemic preparedness and response plans, including measures to prepare
communities to respond to local transmission of COVID-19. There is an abundance of pandemic

mailto:dph.DOCAdmin@sfdph.org
mailto:DPH-nCoVActivation2020@sfdph.org
mailto:demdutyofficer@sfgov.org
mailto:EMSADutyOfficer@EMSA.CA.GOV
mailto:aram.bronston@acgov.org
mailto:cdphdutyofficer@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:chess@ncric.ca.gov
mailto:mhccsitreps&resourcerequests@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:DPH.ISC@sfdph.org
mailto:CoastalRegion@CalOES.ca.gov
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-%20%C2%A0%20%C2%A0%20%20%20coronavirus/
https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-%20%C2%A0%20%C2%A0%20%20%20coronavirus/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html


guidance developed and adapted for a COVID-19 pandemic.
CDC updated travel guidance on 02/23/20 recommending travelers avoid all nonessential travel to the
People’s Republic of China (this does not include Hong Kong, Macau, or the island of Taiwan).
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/china#travel-notices
No changes in number of U.S. confirmed cases reported since 02/24/20.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html 

 
WHO (World Health Organization)-

WHO has an online course titled “Infection Prevention and Control for COVID-19.” The course provides
information on how facilities can prepare to respond to emerging respiratory viruses such as COVID-19.
https://openwho.org/courses/COVID-19-IPC-EN
The WHO-China joint mission concluded on 02/24/20 and released findings about the transmissibility and
severity of COVID-19, and the impact of the measures taken.
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/kjgzbdfyyq/t1749176.shtml
WHO and European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) mission arrived in Italy on 02/24/20
to support Italian authorities on the COVID-19 situation.
WHO stated that 4 new countries (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, and Oman) reported confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in the past 24 hours (as of 02/25/20).
 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports

CDPH (California Department of Public Health)-

CDPH lab in Richmond, CA is currently testing potential (PUI) cases quarantined at Travis Air Force Base. This
lab is not providing testing for local jurisdictions at this time.
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx

Johns Hopkins Data Dashboard (real time updates, data sources- WHO, CDC, NHC, and DXY.)

International data-

80,350 confirmed cases globally
77,660 confirmed cases in mainland China (96.7% of all confirmed cases globally).
2,660 deaths in mainland China + 45 additional deaths (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, Oman, Iran, Italy,
Philippines, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, France, South Korea, Diamond Princess Cruise)
2,747 confirmed cases outside of China across 36 countries/regions (includes regions of Hong Kong and
Taiwan, outside of mainland China)

National (U.S.) data:

53 confirmed cases currently in the U.S. (36 from Diamond Princess cruise ship, from unassigned
locations) cases in 7 states.
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

 

NOTE: Information may vary as events and reporting are rapidly evolving.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/china#travel-notices
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html
https://openwho.org/courses/COVID-19-IPC-EN
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/kjgzbdfyyq/t1749176.shtml
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR)
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO MOVES PROACTIVELY TO PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE NOVEL

CORONAVIRUS ACTIVITY IN THE COMMUNITY
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 2:29:21 PM
Attachments: 02.25.20 Public Health Update_Novel Coronavirus.pdf

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO MOVES PROACTIVELY TO

PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS
ACTIVITY IN THE COMMUNITY

Although there are still zero confirmed cases of novel coronavirus in San Francisco residents,
the global situation is changing rapidly. Mayor Breed, Department of Public Health, and

Department of Emergency Management take action to protect community health.
 

San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today made an emergency declaration to
strengthen the City’s preparedness to respond to COVID-19 (novel coronavirus). She was
joined by Health Director Dr. Grant Colfax and Executive Director of the Department of
Emergency Management Mary Ellen Carroll in this action to surge resources and capabilities,
and ensure San Francisco is as ready as possible in the event that the new virus comes to our
community.
 
“Although there are still zero confirmed cases in San Francisco residents, the global picture is
changing rapidly, and we need to step-up preparedness,” said Mayor Breed. “We see the virus
spreading in new parts of the world every day, and we are taking the necessary steps to protect
San Franciscans from harm.”
 
“San Francisco is united and prepared to address any possible spread of the novel coronavirus
to San Francisco,” said Board of Supervisors President Norman Yee. “We have one of the
most renowned medical systems of care here and we have a long and proven track record of
being able to protect, treat, and care for our residents.”
 
The declaration of a local emergency is a legal document that will mobilize City resources,
accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow
for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout
San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel
coronavirus) appears in our community. Santa Clara and San Diego counties have issued
similar declarations to bolster their preparedness.
 
The San Francisco declaration is effective immediately for seven days, and it will be voted on
by the Board of Supervisors on Tuesday, March 3rd.
 
San Francisco has been working diligently to prevent COVID-19, and to implement
containment efforts if there are San Franciscans who test positive for the new virus. The
Department of Public Health activated its Departmental Operations Center on January 21,

mailto:mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Tuesday, February 25, 2020 
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO MOVES PROACTIVELY TO 


PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS ACTIVITY 
IN THE COMMUNITY 


Although there are still zero confirmed cases of novel coronavirus in San Francisco residents, 
the global situation is changing rapidly. Mayor Breed, Department of Public Health, and 


Department of Emergency Management take action to protect community health. 
 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today made an emergency declaration to 
strengthen the City’s preparedness to respond to COVID-19 (novel coronavirus). She was joined 
by Health Director Dr. Grant Colfax and Executive Director of the Department of Emergency 
Management Mary Ellen Carroll in this action to surge resources and capabilities, and ensure 
San Francisco is as ready as possible in the event that the new virus comes to our community. 
 
“Although there are still zero confirmed cases in San Francisco residents, the global picture is 
changing rapidly, and we need to step-up preparedness,” said Mayor Breed. “We see the virus 
spreading in new parts of the world every day, and we are taking the necessary steps to protect 
San Franciscans from harm.” 
 
“San Francisco is united and prepared to address any possible spread of the novel coronavirus to 
San Francisco,” said Board of Supervisors President Norman Yee. “We have one of the most 
renowned medical systems of care here and we have a long and proven track record of being able 
to protect, treat, and care for our residents.” 
 
The declaration of a local emergency is a legal document that will mobilize City resources, 
accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for 
future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San 
Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) 
appears in our community. Santa Clara and San Diego counties have issued similar declarations 
to bolster their preparedness.  
 
The San Francisco declaration is effective immediately for seven days, and it will be voted on by 
the Board of Supervisors on Tuesday, March 3rd.  
 
San Francisco has been working diligently to prevent COVID-19, and to implement containment 
efforts if there are San Franciscans who test positive for the new virus. The Department of Public 
Health activated its Departmental Operations Center on January 21, marshalling internal 
resources and leadership to focus on the clinical, epidemiological, and community response. The 
Health Department has worked with local hospitals to identify isolation rooms, and health care 
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clinics are screening patients for travel history and symptoms. The City opened its Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC) on January 27, bringing the strength of the entire San Francisco 
response system to focus on this developing situation.  
 
San Francisco is further expanding the EOC because of today’s emergency declaration. In 
addition to the establishment of the Community Branch, the EOC will expand the Planning 
Section, Logistics Section and the Health and Human Services Branch. As a result, the City can 
accelerate the development of emergency plans should COVID-19 emerge in San Francisco. 
 
“This is a global outbreak that is entering a new phase, and we must be prepared,” said Dr. Grant 
Colfax, Director of Health. “We have been working with elected officials, other city agencies, 
the public and private health care system, schools, businesses and community organizations to 
ensure that we as a city are well informed and positioned to respond and do our best to mitigate 
the impact of the new virus, if it emerges in San Francisco. Today’s declaration reinforces that 
this is not business as usual. We must be confident that our local readiness efforts are as robust 
as possible to protect the health of San Francisco residents. This declaration gives us more tools 
to be even more prepared.” 
 
“Given the high volume of travel between San Francisco and mainland China, there is a growing 
likelihood that we will see cases of COVID-19 eventually,” said Dr. Tomas Aragon, 
San Francisco Health Officer. “Most people who are in self-quarantine at home are eager to 
cooperate and understand the importance of these actions. We are prioritizing children, people 
who live in congregate settings and vulnerable populations as we plan to reduce the potential for 
harm from the virus in the community. We have been working closely with the Chinese 
community, who are so impacted by this situation, and also at risk for stigma and 
discrimination.” 
 
“Planning, responding and recovering from any emergency requires a whole community 
approach,” said Mary Ellen Carroll, Executive Director, San Francisco Department of 
Emergency Management. “San Francisco is establishing a Community Branch in our Emergency 
Operations Center comprised of community, faith, business and education partners. As a result, 
community and government partners can work together to identify and coordinate our response 
to emerging issues.” 
 
Globally, there have been more than 80,000 cases and 2,700 deaths since the disease first 
emerged in Wuhan, China in December 2019. While the majority of cases and deaths have taken 
place in China, the epicenter of the illness, the virus has now spread to about 30 countries, 
including the United States. Currently, there are 53 confirmed cases in this country, including 10 
in California. While San Francisco has no confirmed cases in city residents, three COVID-19 
patients from other counties have been treated in San Francisco hospitals. Given the global 
patterns that are being seen, there is a growing likelihood of cases in San Francisco. 
 
The federal government has worked to contain the virus by imposing strict travel restrictions for 
people returning from mainland China. As of February, foreign nationals who have traveled to 
China within the past 14 days are not permitted entry into the U.S., unless they are immediate 
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family of U.S. citizens or permanent residents. All U.S. citizens returning from Hubei Province, 
China are subject to a mandatory 14-day quarantine by the federal government. U.S. citizens 
returning from other parts of mainland China who have symptoms (fever, cough, shortness of 
breath) are subject to a mandatory quarantine. Those returning from mainland China without 
symptoms are directed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to self-
quarantine at home with monitoring by their local health department. In San Francisco, the 
Health Department is monitoring hundreds of returning travelers. Risk for the virus is based on 
travel history and contacts, not race, ethnicity, or culture. 
 
If we experience a cluster of COVID-19 cases or a local outbreak, every sector of San Francisco 
will have a role to play in ensuring the community’s health. Today’s declaration provides a 
structure to support expanded efforts. For example, schools should be planning how they would 
manage potential closures, and businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and 
sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine.  
 
The best way for all San Franciscans to reduce their risk of getting sick, as with seasonal colds or 
the flu, will still apply to prevent COVID-19 if it begins to circulate in the community: 


• Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds; 
• Cover your cough or sneeze; 
• Stay home if you are sick; 
• Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19; and 
• If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections, monitor 


your health and follow the instructions of public health officials. 
 
You can also prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak: 


• Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family;  
• Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick; 
• Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure; and 
• Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick yourself. 


 
Stay up to date on this rapidly evolving situation by visiting www.sfdph.org or www.sf72.org 
and the CDC’s website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov. 
 


### 



http://www.sfdph.org/

http://www.sf72.org/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov





marshalling internal resources and leadership to focus on the clinical, epidemiological, and
community response. The Health Department has worked with local hospitals to identify
isolation rooms, and health care clinics are screening patients for travel history and symptoms.
The City opened its Emergency Operations Center (EOC) on January 27, bringing the strength
of the entire San Francisco response system to focus on this developing situation.
 
San Francisco is further expanding the EOC because of today’s emergency declaration. In
addition to the establishment of the Community Branch, the EOC will expand the Planning
Section, Logistics Section and the Health and Human Services Branch. As a result, the City
can accelerate the development of emergency plans should COVID-19 emerge in San
Francisco.
 
“This is a global outbreak that is entering a new phase, and we must be prepared,” said Dr.
Grant Colfax, Director of Health. “We have been working with elected officials, other city
agencies, the public and private health care system, schools, businesses and community
organizations to ensure that we as a city are well informed and positioned to respond and do
our best to mitigate the impact of the new virus, if it emerges in San Francisco. Today’s
declaration reinforces that this is not business as usual. We must be confident that our local
readiness efforts are as robust as possible to protect the health of San Francisco residents. This
declaration gives us more tools to be even more prepared.”
 
“Given the high volume of travel between San Francisco and mainland China, there is a
growing likelihood that we will see cases of COVID-19 eventually,” said Dr. Tomas Aragon,
San Francisco Health Officer. “Most people who are in self-quarantine at home are eager to
cooperate and understand the importance of these actions. We are prioritizing children, people
who live in congregate settings and vulnerable populations as we plan to reduce the potential
for harm from the virus in the community. We have been working closely with the Chinese
community, who are so impacted by this situation, and also at risk for stigma and
discrimination.”
 
“Planning, responding and recovering from any emergency requires a whole community
approach,” said Mary Ellen Carroll, Executive Director, San Francisco Department of
Emergency Management. “San Francisco is establishing a Community Branch in our
Emergency Operations Center comprised of community, faith, business and education
partners. As a result, community and government partners can work together to identify and
coordinate our response to emerging issues.”
 
Globally, there have been more than 80,000 cases and 2,700 deaths since the disease first
emerged in Wuhan, China in December 2019. While the majority of cases and deaths have
taken place in China, the epicenter of the illness, the virus has now spread to about 30
countries, including the United States. Currently, there are 53 confirmed cases in this country,
including 10 in California. While San Francisco has no confirmed cases in city residents, three
COVID-19 patients from other counties have been treated in San Francisco hospitals. Given
the global patterns that are being seen, there is a growing likelihood of cases in San Francisco.
 
The federal government has worked to contain the virus by imposing strict travel restrictions
for people returning from mainland China. As of February, foreign nationals who have
traveled to China within the past 14 days are not permitted entry into the U.S., unless they are
immediate family of U.S. citizens or permanent residents. All U.S. citizens returning from
Hubei Province, China are subject to a mandatory 14-day quarantine by the federal



government. U.S. citizens returning from other parts of mainland China who have symptoms
(fever, cough, shortness of breath) are subject to a mandatory quarantine. Those returning
from mainland China without symptoms are directed by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) to self-quarantine at home with monitoring by their local health department.
In San Francisco, the Health Department is monitoring hundreds of returning travelers. Risk
for the virus is based on travel history and contacts, not race, ethnicity, or culture.
 
If we experience a cluster of COVID-19 cases or a local outbreak, every sector of San
Francisco will have a role to play in ensuring the community’s health. Today’s declaration
provides a structure to support expanded efforts. For example, schools should be planning how
they would manage potential closures, and businesses ought to look at their work-from-home
policies and sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine.
 
The best way for all San Franciscans to reduce their risk of getting sick, as with seasonal colds
or the flu, will still apply to prevent COVID-19 if it begins to circulate in the community:

Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds;
Cover your cough or sneeze;
Stay home if you are sick;
Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19; and
If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections,
monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health officials.

 
You can also prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak:

Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family;
Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick;
Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure; and
Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick
yourself.

 
Stay up to date on this rapidly evolving situation by visiting www.sfdph.org or www.sf72.org
and the CDC’s website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov.
 

###
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From: DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM)
To: DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM); DEM-DES Disaster Preparedness Coordinators Informed Group; DEM-DES Disaster

Preparedness Coordinators1
Cc: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Kelly, Naomi (ADM); Khalfay, Nuha (HRD); Lombardi, Roberto (LIB); Cannariato, Umecke

(HOM); Torres, Joaquin (ECN); Goldstein, Peter (ADM); Rob Forester (AIR); Mendoza, Nubia (DEM); POWELL,
LISA (CAT); Barrera, Kira (HSA); Schneider, Dylan (HOM); Chan, Melissa (ADM); Reilly, Joseph (PRT); Holcomb,
Andrew (DPH); Mohideenbasha, Kamroonbanu (TIS); Wyrsch, Victor (FIR); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Biddinger,
Allison; Bessman, Elizabeth (DEM); Majeski, Nick (ADM); Navarrete, Dave Raul (REC); Elsbernd, Sean (MYR);
Maguire, Tom (MTA); Tune, Alec (CON); Ventre, Alyssa (ART); Silas, William (DEM); Luong, Susanna (HRD);
Karimi, Bijan (DEM); Starliper, Lisa (DEM); Hehn, Logan (DPW); Rydstrom, Todd (CON); ssansom@tjpa.org;
Thompson, Marianne (ECN); Barone, Doris (HSA); Rivera, Tiffany (DPH); Redmond, Michael (POL); Soto, Cecile
(DEM); Ta, Melissa (DPH); Raycroft, Jill (DEM); Paula Fraser; Kaplan, Daniel (HSA); Weiland, Maggie (ADM);
DEM - T Shannon; Robinson, Todd (LIB); Duncan-Graves, Alice (CON); Kane, Gregory (POL); Sacco, Carol
(WOM); Lee, Patty (DBI); Donnelly, Edward (DBI); Greene, Matthew (DBI); David Coggshall; Simmons, Noelle
(HSA); Alfaro, Nancy (ADM); dem-jodi.traversaro@bart.gov; Kositsky, Jeff (HOM); Trinh, Edward (DEM); DEM -
Matt KIOLBASSA; Brusaca, Christina; Grindy, Scott (REC); Clark, Susan (DEM); Amyes, Benjamin (HSA); Garant,
Amy (ADM); DAVESF@ROCKETMAIL.COM; Trickey, Anne (ART); Jeff Airth (AIR); McLean, Mark (CON); Pedrini,
Christopher (POL); Slattery, James (ENV); gabe.kearney@caloes.ca.gov; Lam, Scarlett (MTA); Bramlett, Jeffrey
(REC); medepi@gmail.com; Hogan, Kristin (DEM); Howard, Kate (HRD); HaleyNelson, Lony (DEM); Colfax, Grant
(DPH); David Hardt; Tugbenyoh, Mawuli (HRD); Zamora, Francis (DEM); LOPEZ, VALERIE (CAT); Aragon, Tomas
(DPH); VAN NOSTERN, JULIE (CAT); Beck, Bob (MYR); CON, ConDutyOfficer (CON); Stewart-Kahn, Abigail
(HOM); Makstman, Michael (TIS); Lediju, Tonia (CON); DEM - Theodore Parini; Jason Castleberry; Tong, Sandra
(FIR); Tangherlini, Niels (FIR); Bryan Tedford; Nieves, Israel (DPH); Summerville, Peter (ADM); Leonardo Pica;
Nancy Rodriguez; CLARK, JANA (CAT); Pon, Adrienne (ADM); Hui, Tom (DBI); Bonn, Christopher (FIR); DPH-
DOC Plans Chief; Traversaro, Jodi (DEM); Black, Dedria (HOM)

Subject: RE: nCoV Coordination Call
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 2:19:08 PM
Attachments: COVID19-Cleaning-Environmental-Businesses-Agencies-24Feb2020.pdf

Good afternoon,
 
The attached guidance has been issued by the San Francisco Department of Public Health regarding Environmental
Cleaning Recommendations for COVID-19 as discussed during last week’s Coordination Call.
 

COVID-19 Environmental Cleaning Recommendations
For Non-Healthcare Businesses and Organizations Serving the Public
February 24, 2020
These recommendations are based on what is currently known about the Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) and will be updated as needed and as additional information becomes available.
Intended audience: non-healthcare businesses and organizations that serve the public, including
(but not limited to) BART, Muni, other public transportation, city agencies, offices, stores).
 
Thank you for your partnership.
 
Watch Center
San Francisco Department of Emergency Management
415-260-2591
demdutyofficer@sfgov.org
AlertSF | SFDEM | SF72 | @SF_Emergency
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 5:19 PM
To: DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM); DEM-DES Disaster Preparedness Coordinators Informed Group;
Disaster Preparedness Committe (DPC)
Cc: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Kelly, Naomi (ADM); Khalfay, Nuha (HRD); Lombardi, Roberto (LIB);
Cannariato, Umecke (HOM) (umecke.cannariato@sfgov.org); Torres, Joaquin (ECN); Goldstein, Peter
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COVID-19 Environmental Cleaning Recommendations 


For Non-Healthcare Businesses and Organizations Serving the Public 


February 24, 2020 


These recommendations are based on what is currently known about the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
and will be updated as needed and as additional information becomes available. 


Intended audience:  non-healthcare businesses and organizations that serve the public, including (but not 
limited to) BART, Muni, other public transportation, city agencies, offices, stores).  


 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


Perform routine environmental cleaning:  


• Routinely clean all frequently touched surfaces in the workplace, such as workstations, countertops, and 
doorknobs. Use the cleaning agents that are usually used in these areas and follow the directions on the 
label. 


• Provide disposable wipes so that commonly used surfaces (for example, doorknobs, keyboards, remote 
controls, desks) can be wiped down by employees before each use. 


No additional disinfection beyond routine cleaning is recommended at this time. 


Neither the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) nor the San Francisco Department of Public 
Health (SFDPH) recommends that additional or special disinfection protocols or products be used at this time.  


If an agency or business chooses to purchase a new or different disinfectant for COVID-19, consideration should 
be given to purchasing one for which the manufacturer has stated “has demonstrated effectiveness against 
viruses similar to COVID-19 / 2019-nCoV on hard, non-porous surfaces”.  If no product with that statement is 
available, then consider purchasing a product which has a human coronavirus claim on the label.  


Always use disinfectants in accordance with label instructions, paying attention to the required personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and the contact time needed to achieve disinfection. 


 


RESOURCES 


CDC:  Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-


19), February 2020  


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html 


 


 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html





(ADM); Rob Forester (AIR); Mendoza, Nubia (DEM); Powell, Lisa (CAT); Barrera, Kira (HSA); Schneider,
Dylan (HOM); Chan, Melissa (ADM); Reilly, Joseph (PRT); Holcomb, Andrew (DPH); Mohideenbasha,
Kamroonbanu (TIS); Wyrsch, Victor (FIR); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Biddinger, Allison; Bessman,
Elizabeth (DEM); Majeski, Nick (ADM); Navarrete, Dave Raul (REC); Elsbernd, Sean (MYR); Maguire,
Tom (MTA); Tune, Alec (CON); Ventre, Alyssa (ART); Silas, William (DEM); Luong, Susanna (HRD);
Karimi, Bijan (DEM); Starliper, Lisa (DEM); Hehn, Logan (DPW); Rydstrom, Todd (CON); Sidonie
Sansom; Thompson, Marianne (ECN); Barone, Doris (HSA); Rivera, Tiffany (DPH); Redmond, Michael
(POL); Soto, Cecile (DEM); Ta, Melissa (DPH); Raycroft, Jill (DEM); Paula Fraser; Kaplan, Daniel (HSA);
Weiland, Maggie (ADM); DEM - T Shannon; Robinson, Todd (LIB); Duncan-Graves, Alice (CON); Kane,
Gregory (POL); Sacco, Carol (WOM); Lee, Patty (DBI); Donnelly, Edward (DBI); Greene, Matthew
(DBI); David Coggshall; Simmons, Noelle (HSA); Alfaro, Nancy (ADM); dem-jodi.traversaro@bart.gov;
Kositsky, Jeff (HOM); Trinh, Edward (DEM); DEM - Matt KIOLBASSA; Brusaca, Christina; Grindy, Scott
(REC); Clark, Susan (DEM); Amyes, Benjamin (HSA); Garant, Amy (ADM);
DAVESF@ROCKETMAIL.COM; Trickey, Anne (ART); Jeff Airth (AIR); McLean, Mark (CON); Pedrini,
Christopher (POL); Slattery, James (ENV); Kearney, Gabe@CalOES; Lam, Scarlett (MTA); Bramlett,
Jeffrey (REC); medepi@gmail.com; Hogan, Kristin (DEM); Howard, Kate (HRD); HaleyNelson, Lony
(DEM); Colfax, Grant (DPH); David Hardt; Tugbenyoh, Mawuli (HRD); Zamora, Francis (DEM); LOPEZ,
VALERIE (CAT); Chin, Thomas (DEM); Aragon, Tomas (DPH); VAN NOSTERN, JULIE (CAT); Beck, Bob
(MYR); CON, ConDutyOfficer (CON); Stewart-Kahn, Abigail (HOM); Makstman, Michael (TIS); Lediju,
Tonia (CON); DEM - Theodore Parini; Jason Castleberry; Tong, Sandra (FIR); Tangherlini, Niels (FIR);
Bryan Tedford; Nieves, Israel (DPH); Summerville, Peter (ADM); Leonardo Pica; Nancy Rodriguez;
Clark, Jana (CAT); Pon, Adrienne (ADM); Hui, Tom (DBI); Bonn, Christopher (FIR); DPH-DOC Plans
Chief; Traversaro, Jodi (DEM); Black, Dedria (HOM)
Subject: nCoV Coordination Call
When: Friday, February 21, 2020 1:00 PM-1:30 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 1-877-810-9415 Pass Code: 995 531
 
This meeting is intended to update Department Heads and Disaster Preparedness
departments on actions city agencies are taking related to the novel coronavirus.
After a brief from the Department of Public Health and joint information personnel, we
will review EOC section goals for the upcoming operational period and departments
will share their actions and ask questions of DPH.
 
Conference Call Line and Pass Code:  1-877-810-9415 Pass Code:  995 531 
 



From: Stier, David (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Nguyen, Rita (DPH)
Subject: Framework for Congregate Living Settings
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 1:17:13 PM
Attachments: DRAFT Congregate Living Settings Framework 25Feb2020.docx
Importance: High

First pass at structure and content … very interested in your feedback. 
 
Note:  CDC defines “congregate settings” in their risk-assessment document as Congregate settings
are public places where close contact with others may occur. Congregate settings include settings
such as shopping centers, movie theaters, stadiums, workplaces, schools and other classroom
settings.  Therefore to be clear this document refers to Congregate Living Settings.  (thanks to Rita
for picking up that nuance).
 
Thanks, David
 
___________________________________
David Stier, MD

Medical Director, AITC Immunization & Travel Clinic
Director, Communicable Disease Prevention Unit
Medical Epidemiologist, Communicable Disease Control & Prevention Section

Population Health Division, San Francisco Dept. Public Health
david.stier@sfdph.org
Direct line (415) 554-2648
AITC main line (415) 554-2625
Communicable Disease Control line (415) 554-2830
Immunization Program line (415) 554-2955
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Managing COVID-19 in Congregate Living Settings

 DRAFT February 25, 2020

These recommendations are based on what is currently known about the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19).  Conditions are changing rapidly, and recommendations will be updated as needed and as additional information becomes available.

Note:  As of this date, CDC has not provided specific guidance for management of COVID-19 in congregate living settings or crowded living conditions.  The following framework was developed by the San Francisco Department of Public Health for local consideration.

Definitions:

· Confirmed case = a person who has laboratory test positive for COVID-19

· PUI = a person under investigation for COVID-19 (presence of symptoms and epidemiologic risk that warrant testing per SFDPH; and/or someone whose test results are pending)

· Medium Risk = Medium Risk Returned Traveler; a person who under CDC risk assessment criteria has returned from a country with sustained COVID-19 transmission (currently, mainland China), is not symptomatic, and is undergoing mandatory 14-day self-quarantine	Comment by Stier, David (DPH): Question:  Some medium risk may have mild symptoms but not be approved for testing.  Should they be managed as PUI?

· Congregate Living Setting = housing where a confirmed case, PUI, or medium risk individual may be unable to avoid close contact with non-family members, by sharing kitchen, bathroom, or sleeping quarters.  Example: SRO with shared kitchen or bathroom; homeless shelter; jail; board-and-care.























		CATEGORY

		CONFIRMED CASE 

		PUI 

		MEDIUM RISK



		CDC Guidance:  Movement Restrictions and Public Activities



SFDPH Recommendations

		If hospitalized:  in isolation, preferably in AIIR.

If not hospitalized: remain in isolation at home.[endnoteRef:1] [1:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
] 


		If hospitalized:  in isolation, preferably in AIIR.

If not hospitalized: remain in isolation at home.

		To the extent possible, remain at home or in a comparable setting. Avoid congregate settings, limit public activities, and practice social distancing.[endnoteRef:2] [2:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html.  Note that CDC defines “congregate setting” in the risk-assessment document as “public places where close contact with others may occur. Congregate settings include settings such as shopping centers, movie theaters, stadiums, workplaces, and schools and other classroom settings.”  This is different than a congregate living setting.
] 






		

		Confirmed cases may remain at home if stable.



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters.



		Asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic PUI can typically undergo monitoring at home. 



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters.



		Medium risk individuals can typically observe their 14-day self-quarantine at home.



Consider temporary relocation of the individual if the home setting involves congregate living setting with shared bathroom, kitchen, or sleeping quarters. 



		CDC Guidance: Masking



SFDPH Recommendations



		Wear a facemask when you are around other people or pets … If you are not able to wear a facemask, then people who live with you should not stay in the same room with you, or they should wear a facemask if they enter your room.[endnoteRef:3] [3:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/steps-when-sick.html
] 




		Wear a facemask when you are around other people or pets … If you are not able to wear a facemask, then people who live with you should not stay in the same room with you, or they should wear a facemask if they enter your room

		No CDC guidance



		

		Wear a facemask around other persons. 



The protective value of others wearing a facemask around you is unclear.  



		Wear a facemask around other persons. 



The protective value of others wearing a facemask around you is unclear.  



		Asymptomatic medium-risk individuals should consider wearing a facemask when around other persons.  



Medium-risk persons with respiratory symptoms should wear a facemask when around other persons. 
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From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH)
To: Colfax, Grant (DPH); Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Cc: Varisto, Michaela (DPH)
Subject: talking points
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:51:31 PM
Attachments: GC and TA talking points for 2 25 20.docx
Importance: High

Here are your talking points for today’s press conference.
This document contains:
GC points
TA points
Messages and Q&A as background
 
Hope this is helpful. Please let me know if you have any feedback.
 
Thanks,
Rachael
 
Rachael Kagan
Director of Communications
San Francisco Department of Public Health
415 554-2507
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TALKING POINTS

Grant Colfax and Tomas Aragon

Declaration of Local Emergency to Support COVID-19 Preparation and Response

25 February 2020, 2pm

Mayor’s Balcony, City Hall



Grant Colfax



Hello, I am Dr. Grant Colfax, San Francisco Director of Health. 



Today, the City of San Francisco is taking aggressive steps to bolster preparedness for the potential arrival to our community of the COVID-19 novel coronavirus. 



Our action is proactive, and it is based on the evolution of the disease globally. Although we do not have any confirmed cases of COVID-19 among San Francisco residents, we cannot afford to be unprepared if the circumstances change. 



Here’s where we are now. 



There are no confirmed cases of COVID-19 among San Francisco residents. If that changes, we will make an announcement. 



We have treated three confirmed cases of patients from other counties at San Francisco hospitals. And, we have informed the community about that. 



We are monitoring hundreds of people who have recently returned from travel in mainland China, and are helping them to self-quarantine and watch for symptoms. To date, there have been no positive cases from that group.



Here’s what we know.



Given the high volume of travel between San Francisco and mainland China, and the spread of the virus in other countries, there is a growing likelihood that we will see cases in San Francisco. We are absolutely committed to keeping the public informed if that happens. 



We have always known this to be a rapidly changing situation. We have been working closely with the CDC and the State Health Department to stay up to date on all developments. We use that information to continually improve our preparation and response. 



The Health Department already has been working with elected officials, other city agencies, the city’s health system, schools, businesses and community organizations to ensure that we are all well informed and prepared to respond and mitigate the harm of the new virus, if it emerges in San Francisco. 



We have been working especially closely with the Chinese community here, which is the most impacted – by the illness that is affecting friends and family overseas and causing worry, and by the stigma and discrimination that they are experiencing here. 



Let me be clear. This virus is not about race, ethnicity or culture. The risk of getting COVID-19 is based on travel history, and contacts with people who are sick. 



We know that discrimination causes bad health outcomes. In the case of an emerging illness, like COVID-19, stigma may make people less likely to come forward to get help and ask questions. This makes it harder to fight the disease and preserve community health. 



Fear is a deadly epidemic. We must join together to reject it, and to keep our work based in science and facts. 



Here’s why we’re doing this declaration today.



We must be as prepared as possible. We have been working diligently to keep San Francisco safe and healthy ever since the illness first surfaced in China in December. 



We activated our Departmental Operations Center on January 21, and the City strengthened those efforts by opening the Emergency Operations Center on January 27. 



Today’s declaration is an additional tool. It will mobilize resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing and coordinate agencies across the city. It will also allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 appears in our community. 



This is not business as usual.  We are looking at a global outbreak that has entered a new phase. It is incumbent upon us to take the necessary steps to protect our community. 



[bookmark: _Hlk33455689][bookmark: _Hlk33456587][bookmark: _Hlk33457561][bookmark: _Hlk33457903]As you know, San Francisco has never shied away from confronting potential or actual health threats in our city. 



We did it for HIV/AIDS. And, we have continued to respond to outbreaks, including, recently, H1N1 flu. 



We have a strong health care system, world-class providers and researchers, and a motivated community that cares about health. These are key ingredients for success. 



We also need to remind everyone in San Francisco to play their part in being prepared. San Francisco Health Officer Dr. Tomas Aragon will provide more information about that in his remarks. 



Thank you. 







































Tomas Aragon



Hello, I am Dr. Tomas Aragon, Health Officer for the City and County of San Francisco. 



I am proud today to be part of a city that is moving aggressively in the name of community health. 



The global threat of pandemic from novel coronavirus is real and we don’t want to be caught off guard.



Worldwide, there have been more than 80,000 cases and 2,700 deaths since the disease first emerged in Wuhan, China in December 2019. 



While the majority of cases and deaths have taken place in China, the virus has now spread to about 30 countries, including the United States. 



Currently, there are 53 confirmed cases in this country, including 10 in California. 



While San Francisco has no confirmed cases in city residents, three COVID-19 patients from other California counties have been treated in San Francisco hospitals. 



We are continuing to monitor hundreds of returning travelers from mainland China, assisting them to self-quarantine and be alert to their symptoms. To date, none of those people has had confirmed COVID-19, and as a group they have been very cooperative. 



So, we are not experiencing a health emergency in San Francisco today. But, given the global pattern, there is a growing likelihood of cases here.  



As a city, as a system, and as individuals, we can be more prepared. 



Here’s what San Franciscans can do



We can all work to prevent illness on an individual level. These practices really work: 

· Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds;

· Cover your cough or sneeze;

· Stay home if you are sick;

· Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19; and

· If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections, monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health officials.



You also can prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak:

· Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family; 

· Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick;

· Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure; and

· Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick yourself.



Now, there is no recommendation to cancel events or social gatherings at this time. However, if you are sick, you should stay home and not attend. 



Schools and businesses are also key partners in preparing for and responding to illness. 



Schools should be planning how they would manage potential closures, sick students and staff. The CDC is developing guidelines for schools right now, and we are keeping a close eye on that. 



Businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine.  The CDC has guidelines for businesses with many practical recommendations, and we encourage our San Francisco businesses to follow those. 



At the Health Department, we are focused on the most vulnerable groups, including children, people who live in congregate settings and the elderly. 



We are working closely with all the hospitals in San Francisco to make sure they are prepared and ready to care for patients. There are more than a hundred isolation rooms in the city and many more hospital beds that could be repurposed for COVID-19 patients if the need arises. 



Today’s declaration will boost these efforts that are already underway by dedicating more resources and staffing to the teams who have been doing this work non-stop since January. 



Public health is a 24/7 job and much of the work to prepare for COVID-19 and to reduce the harms of a potential outbreak is not new to us. However, the scale of the efforts is quite large and it makes a lot of sense for the city to act now so that we can ramp up to do whatever is necessary as the situation continues to evolve. We will also start now to pull in more partners from the city and the community, creating a stronger and more unified response for everyone in San Francisco.  



It is important to understand that this action today is prudent and proactive. It is intended to instill confidence, not fear. As San Franciscans, we know how to work together and get things done. Today, we are taking the steps that will help us to be as prepared as possible to protect the health of San Francisco residents.



Thank you. 





 

















[bookmark: _GoBack]MESSAGES AND Q&A – BACKGROUND



Overarching message



The City of San Francisco is taking aggressive steps to bolster preparedness for the potential arrival of COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) to the community. This action is based on the evolution of the disease globally and is prudent and proactive to ensure that San Francisco is as prepared as possible. 





Top 3 points



1. Although there are still zero confirmed cases in San Francisco residents, the global picture is changing rapidly, and we need to step-up preparedness. Given the high volume of travel between SF and mainland China, and the spread of the virus in other countries, there is a growing likelihood that we will see cases eventually. We see the virus spreading in new parts of the world every day, and we are taking the necessary steps to protect San Franciscans from harm.

1. The declaration of a local emergency will mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in our community. 

1. The City and County of San Francisco, led by the Health Department, is working on preventing the virus, containing its spread, and reducing harm in the community. We are focused on the most vulnerable groups, including children, people in congregate settings and the elderly. However, every sector has a role to play to ensure community health and safety. The health care system, schools, businesses and individuals can all do their part. 



What can San Franciscans do?



Individuals can prevent Illness:

· Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds;

· Cover your cough or sneeze;

· Stay home if you are sick;

· Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19; and

· If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections, monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health officials.



Individuals can prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak:

· Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family; 

· Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick;

· Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure; and

· Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick yourself.





Schools will also be key partners.



Businesses. 





[bookmark: _Hlk33458016]Q&A



What is the emergency declaration?



The declaration of a local emergency is a legal document that will mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in our community. 



San Francisco joins Santa Clara and San Diego counties in the state that have issued similar declarations to bolster their preparedness. 



When does it take effect?



The San Francisco declaration is effective immediately for seven days, and it will be voted on by the Board of Supervisors on March 3. 



What does it allow us to do that we weren’t doing before?



It will allow the city to mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments. It provides a structure for other sectors of SF (schools, businesses, etc) to make preparing for the possibility of COVID-19 a priority. 



Why are we doing this?



Preparedness. This is a global outbreak that is entering a new phase, and we must be prepared.



The DPH has been working with elected officials, other city agencies, the public and private health care system, schools, businesses and community organizations to ensure that we as a city are well informed and prepared to respond and mitigate the harm of the new virus, if it emerges in San Francisco. 



Today’s declaration reinforces that this is not business as usual. We must be confident that our local readiness efforts are as robust as possible to protect the health of San Francisco residents. This declaration gives us more tools to be even more prepared.



Is there a problem in SF that you weren’t telling us about? Or, that just happened yesterday?



No. This declaration is a proactive measure to strengthen our preparedness and ability to respond if the local situation worsens. 



How many cases are in SF?



Zero confirmed cases in SF residents.

Although three out-of-county cases have been treated at SF hospitals. 



How many suspected cases?



We have been working with people who are at-risk but to date no tests results from the CDC have come back positive. We are only commenting on confirmed cases. 



How many returned travelers are we monitoring?



Hundreds.



How are they doing? 



Most people who are in self-quarantine at home are eager to cooperate and understand the importance of these actions. We are prioritizing children, people who live in congregate settings and vulnerable populations. To date there have been no confirmed cases from returning travelers. 



Do we have enough hospital beds?



We are working closely with all the hospitals in SF. There are more than a hundred isolation rooms in the city and many more hospital beds that could be repurposed for COVID-19 patients if the need arises. 



Do we have places to house people if they become sick?



The City’s Emergency Operations Center has activated its Care & Shelter Branch and is accelerating advance planning and relocation options in the event there are sick people who need to be housed. 



When will we close schools?



Schools should start planning for how to manage a potential closure, in the case of an exposure at the school. However, there are no such cases at this time and no imminent plans to close schools. 



What should businesses do?



Businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine. The CDC has guidelines for businesses: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html









What about events and social gatherings?



There is no recommendation to cancel social gatherings at this time. However, if you are sick, you should stay home and not attend. 



What about SROs and congregate living? 



We are working with closely with returning travelers to monitor their health, and giving individual instructions about to self-quarantine and protect the health of others who live with them. We are working with the housing community to respond to the needs of people who live in these settings. 



[bookmark: _Hlk33458064]What can San Francisco residents do?

The best way for all San Franciscans to reduce their risk of getting sick – with seasonal colds or flu – will still apply to prevent COVID-19 if it begins to circulate in the community:

· Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds

· Cover your cough or sneeze

· Stay home if you are sick

· Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19

· If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections, monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health officials

[bookmark: _Hlk33455544][bookmark: _Hlk33460049]You can also prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak:



· Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family 

· Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick

· Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure

· Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick yourself



Where to get more info?



Stay up to date on this rapidly evolving situation by visiting www.sfdph.org or www.sf72.org and the CDC’s website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov 



The SF DPH has more information on its infectious disease site: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-coronavirus/



Is the coronavirus here? Is it coming?



The new virus is not known to be circulating in San Francisco at this time. Given the high volume of travel between SF and mainland China, and the spread of the virus in other countries, there is a growing likelihood that we will see cases. 



Global patterns are changing and the virus is spreading to more countries, so we must be prepared. 



What can businesses and schools do to prepare?



Schools should be planning how they would manage potential closures. CDC is developing guidelines for schools: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html



Businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine.  The CDC has guidelines for businesses: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html



We are working with the Office of Economic and Workforce Development, the Controller’s Office and the business community to determine the economic impact COVID-19 has had on the local economy. 

































































From: Vivian Araullo
To: Daniel Becker; Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH); Sims, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Jason Klumb; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Colfax, Grant (DPH); Brown, Michael (DPH); Philip,

Susan (DPH); Katherine General; Debra Grabelle
Subject: RE: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:33:09 AM

Hello,
Thank you Daniel. Local 21 also agrees to a meeting.
Please give us dates as soon as possible.
Thank you, Vivian
 

From: Daniel Becker <Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:09 AM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>;
Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason Klumb <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>;
Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>;
Brown, Michael (DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>;
Katherine General <kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: RE: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi,
 
I think we should have a meeting where you hear our members’ concerns. Can you give us some
dates?
 
Daniel
 
 
Daniel Becker
Field Representative
SEIU Local 1021
350 Rhode Island
Suite 100 South Bldg.
San Francisco, CA 94103
 
Office: 415-848-3639
Cell: 510-499-1464
Fax: 415-431-6241
www.seiu1021.org
 
The most important word in the language of the working class is "solidarity."—Harry
Bridges
 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2020 12:11 AM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims,
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Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason Klumb <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker <Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>;
Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael (DPH)
<michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Katherine General
<kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
No spaces have been used.
 
We are planning and preparing.
 
We will work w admin to provide detailed communications and address concerns.
 
Thanks,
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." 
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 10:05 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH)
<kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena
(DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael
(DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Katherine
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General <kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hello Tomas.
 
Thank you for your response. You have yet to confirm or deny the rumors on the use of
BHC/HB as a quarantine space.
You will also have to, very soon, inform us which spaces within DPH are/will be impacted.
There will definitely be union members in those spaces as well. 
 
The Union's concern is the health and safety of our workers, of their families, when they go
back to their homes, and as well, of the general public.
 
We will consult our members on how they wish to proceed, should they wish a meeting. We
will get back to you shortly, 
 
I will be available by email through the weekend, as we await a straightforward reply, and your
plans. 
 
 
Thank you.
 
 
 

Vivian Z. Araullo

Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org

 

 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 9:52 PM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims,
Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena
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(DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael
(DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Dear Ms. Araullo,
 
Thank you for reaching out.
 
Unfortunately, across the US and California health officials are having to identify appropriate
spaces for non-hospitalized persons who require quarantine or isolation. Ideally, this would
be done at home. 
 

We are preparing for persons who do not have an appropriate home or living situation (e.g.,
homeless, or vulnerable person(s) in their home).
 
Within DPH we have identified a few spaces, and we are looking for more. The city's EOC Care
and Shelter Branch is activated and is looking for more living spaces in SF that meet the
requirements. 
 
This is a collective citywide effort to make sure we care for our residents with compassion and
respect.
 
We are following CDC and CDPH safety guidelines.
 
I suggest we meet to hear your ideas, get your input, and address your concerns.
 
We will work with Drs. Colfax and Bobba on next steps. Thank you again.
 
With gratitude, 
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
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"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results."  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
 

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 9:09 PM
To: Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas
(DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi Kelly,
 
Thank you for your quick response. With all due respect, however, your did not give us a direct
response to the question on the BHC/HB being potentially used as a quarantine space. 
 
You must address this rumor circulating at BHC/Hummingbird with directness and clarity, and
as soon as possible.
 
Failure to assure our members of their safety and health at the workplace is a violation of our
MOU. 
 
Thank you.
 
For the Union,
 
Vivian
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Vivian Z. Araullo

Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org

 

 

From: Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 8:37 PM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas
(DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi Vivian,
 
Thank you for reaching out. I appreciate your concern. Please be assured we would not make plans
that would place employees at risk.
 
I am including Dr. Juliet Stoltey, Director, Communicable Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Tomas
Aragon, Health Officer, and Naveena Bobba, the Department Operations Center Director, to respond
to your concerns as the subject matter experts on public health emergency response and any
questions you may have regarding COVID-19.
 
Until they can respond, I will direct you to the federal CDC site that provides information and
guidance related to managing care for individuals in a residential setting:
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
 
Kelly
 
Kelly Hiramoto, LCSW
Special Projects Manager
SF Department of Public Health
415.554.2828 Telephone
 
This message and any attachments are solely for the intended recipient and may contain
confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
use or distribution of the information included in this message and any attachments is prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please notify me by reply e-mail and immediately
and permanently delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 7:37:29 PM
To: Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>
Subject: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 

 

It's come to the Union's attention that rumors are circulating at BHC/Hummingbird alleging
that Hummingbird, adjacent to BHC, will be used as a quarantine area for coronavirus-affected
or suspected coronavirus- affected individuals. 
 
We are deeply concerned. We would like to have facts on this matter. If this rumor has basis,
please provide the Union your plans to inform and protect our members ASAP. If the rumor is
untrue, please say so as well.
 
Please reply as soon as possible, as our members do not feel safe. 
 
Thank you for your cooperation. Please reply as soon as possible. Please be assured, we do not
want to cause undue panic, but we also do not want these rumors to go unaddressed, since
our members' health and safety might be at stake.
 
Absent an explanation, we are prepared to escalate this to higher authorities within DPH.
Please respond ASAP.
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Thank you.
 
For the Union,
 
Vivian Araullo

Vivian Z. Araullo

Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org
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From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: embargoed until 2pm
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:15:38 AM
Attachments: 02.25.20 Public Health Update_Novel Coronavirus.pdf

Tomas,
 
For you to share w UCSF, ABAHO, CDPH and SFUSD.
 
Thank you,
Rachael
 
Rachael Kagan
Director of Communications
San Francisco Department of Public Health
415 554-2507
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Tuesday, February 25, 2020 
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO MOVES PROACTIVELY TO 


PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS ACTIVITY 
IN THE COMMUNITY 


Although there are still zero confirmed cases of novel coronavirus in San Francisco residents, 
the global situation is changing rapidly. Mayor Breed, Department of Public Health, and 


Department of Emergency Management take action to protect community health. 
 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today made an emergency declaration to 
strengthen the City’s preparedness to respond to COVID-19 (novel coronavirus). She was joined 
by Health Director Dr. Grant Colfax and Executive Director of the Department of Emergency 
Management Mary Ellen Carroll in this action to surge resources and capabilities, and ensure 
San Francisco is as ready as possible in the event that the new virus comes to our community. 
 
“Although there are still zero confirmed cases in San Francisco residents, the global picture is 
changing rapidly, and we need to step-up preparedness,” said Mayor Breed. “We see the virus 
spreading in new parts of the world every day, and we are taking the necessary steps to protect 
San Franciscans from harm.” 
 
“San Francisco is united and prepared to address any possible spread of the novel coronavirus to 
San Francisco,” said Board of Supervisors President Norman Yee. “We have one of the most 
renowned medical systems of care here and we have a long and proven track record of being able 
to protect, treat, and care for our residents.” 
 
The declaration of a local emergency is a legal document that will mobilize City resources, 
accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for 
future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San 
Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) 
appears in our community. Santa Clara and San Diego counties have issued similar declarations 
to bolster their preparedness.  
 
The San Francisco declaration is effective immediately for seven days, and it will be voted on by 
the Board of Supervisors on Tuesday, March 3rd.  
 
San Francisco has been working diligently to prevent COVID-19, and to implement containment 
efforts if there are San Franciscans who test positive for the new virus. The Department of Public 
Health activated its Departmental Operations Center on January 21, marshalling internal 
resources and leadership to focus on the clinical, epidemiological, and community response. The 
Health Department has worked with local hospitals to identify isolation rooms, and health care 
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clinics are screening patients for travel history and symptoms. The City opened its Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC) on January 27, bringing the strength of the entire San Francisco 
response system to focus on this developing situation.  
 
San Francisco is further expanding the EOC because of today’s emergency declaration. In 
addition to the establishment of the Community Branch, the EOC will expand the Planning 
Section, Logistics Section and the Health and Human Services Branch. As a result, the City can 
accelerate the development of emergency plans should COVID-19 emerge in San Francisco. 
 
“This is a global outbreak that is entering a new phase, and we must be prepared,” said Dr. Grant 
Colfax, Director of Health. “We have been working with elected officials, other city agencies, 
the public and private health care system, schools, businesses and community organizations to 
ensure that we as a city are well informed and positioned to respond and do our best to mitigate 
the impact of the new virus, if it emerges in San Francisco. Today’s declaration reinforces that 
this is not business as usual. We must be confident that our local readiness efforts are as robust 
as possible to protect the health of San Francisco residents. This declaration gives us more tools 
to be even more prepared.” 
 
“Given the high volume of travel between San Francisco and mainland China, there is a growing 
likelihood that we will see cases of COVID-19 eventually,” said Dr. Tomas Aragon, 
San Francisco Health Officer. “Most people who are in self-quarantine at home are eager to 
cooperate and understand the importance of these actions. We are prioritizing children, people 
who live in congregate settings and vulnerable populations as we plan to reduce the potential for 
harm from the virus in the community. We have been working closely with the Chinese 
community, who are so impacted by this situation, and also at risk for stigma and 
discrimination.” 
 
“Planning, responding and recovering from any emergency requires a whole community 
approach,” said Mary Ellen Carroll, Executive Director, San Francisco Department of 
Emergency Management. “San Francisco is establishing a Community Branch in our Emergency 
Operations Center comprised of community, faith, business and education partners. As a result, 
community and government partners can work together to identify and coordinate our response 
to emerging issues.” 
 
Globally, there have been more than 80,000 cases and 2,700 deaths since the disease first 
emerged in Wuhan, China in December 2019. While the majority of cases and deaths have taken 
place in China, the epicenter of the illness, the virus has now spread to about 30 countries, 
including the United States. Currently, there are 53 confirmed cases in this country, including 10 
in California. While San Francisco has no confirmed cases in city residents, three COVID-19 
patients from other counties have been treated in San Francisco hospitals. Given the global 
patterns that are being seen, there is a growing likelihood of cases in San Francisco. 
 
The federal government has worked to contain the virus by imposing strict travel restrictions for 
people returning from mainland China. As of February, foreign nationals who have traveled to 
China within the past 14 days are not permitted entry into the U.S., unless they are immediate 
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family of U.S. citizens or permanent residents. All U.S. citizens returning from Hubei Province, 
China are subject to a mandatory 14-day quarantine by the federal government. U.S. citizens 
returning from other parts of mainland China who have symptoms (fever, cough, shortness of 
breath) are subject to a mandatory quarantine. Those returning from mainland China without 
symptoms are directed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to self-
quarantine at home with monitoring by their local health department. In San Francisco, the 
Health Department is monitoring hundreds of returning travelers. Risk for the virus is based on 
travel history and contacts, not race, ethnicity, or culture. 
 
If we experience a cluster of COVID-19 cases or a local outbreak, every sector of San Francisco 
will have a role to play in ensuring the community’s health. Today’s declaration provides a 
structure to support expanded efforts. For example, schools should be planning how they would 
manage potential closures, and businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and 
sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine.  
 
The best way for all San Franciscans to reduce their risk of getting sick, as with seasonal colds or 
the flu, will still apply to prevent COVID-19 if it begins to circulate in the community: 


• Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds; 
• Cover your cough or sneeze; 
• Stay home if you are sick; 
• Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19; and 
• If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections, monitor 


your health and follow the instructions of public health officials. 
 
You can also prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak: 


• Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family;  
• Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick; 
• Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure; and 
• Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick yourself. 


 
Stay up to date on this rapidly evolving situation by visiting www.sfdph.org or www.sf72.org 
and the CDC’s website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov. 
 


### 



http://www.sfdph.org/

http://www.sf72.org/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov





From: Daniel Becker
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Vivian Araullo; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH); Sims, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Jason Klumb; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Colfax, Grant (DPH); Brown, Michael (DPH); Philip,

Susan (DPH); Katherine General; Debra Grabelle
Subject: RE: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:09:15 AM

Hi,
 
I think we should have a meeting where you hear our members’ concerns. Can you give us some
dates?
 
Daniel
 
 
Daniel Becker
Field Representative
SEIU Local 1021
350 Rhode Island
Suite 100 South Bldg.
San Francisco, CA 94103
 
Office: 415-848-3639
Cell: 510-499-1464
Fax: 415-431-6241
www.seiu1021.org
 
The most important word in the language of the working class is "solidarity."—
Harry Bridges
 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2020 12:11 AM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims,
Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason Klumb <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker <Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>;
Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael (DPH)
<michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Katherine General
<kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
No spaces have been used.
 
We are planning and preparing.
 
We will work w admin to provide detailed communications and address concerns.
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Thanks,
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." 
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 10:05 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH)
<kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena
(DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael
(DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Katherine
General <kgeneral@ifpte21.org>; Debra Grabelle <debra.grabelle@ifpte21.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hello Tomas.
 
Thank you for your response. You have yet to confirm or deny the rumors on the use of
BHC/HB as a quarantine space.
You will also have to, very soon, inform us which spaces within DPH are/will be impacted.
There will definitely be union members in those spaces as well. 
 
The Union's concern is the health and safety of our workers, of their families, when they go
back to their homes, and as well, of the general public.
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We will consult our members on how they wish to proceed, should they wish a meeting. We
will get back to you shortly, 
 
I will be available by email through the weekend, as we await a straightforward reply, and your
plans. 
 
 
Thank you.
 
 
 

Vivian Z. Araullo

Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org

 

 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 9:52 PM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims,
Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena
(DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Brown, Michael
(DPH) <michael.brown@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Dear Ms. Araullo,
 
Thank you for reaching out.
 
Unfortunately, across the US and California health officials are having to identify appropriate
spaces for non-hospitalized persons who require quarantine or isolation. Ideally, this would
be done at home. 
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We are preparing for persons who do not have an appropriate home or living situation (e.g.,
homeless, or vulnerable person(s) in their home).
 
Within DPH we have identified a few spaces, and we are looking for more. The city's EOC Care
and Shelter Branch is activated and is looking for more living spaces in SF that meet the
requirements. 
 
This is a collective citywide effort to make sure we care for our residents with compassion and
respect.
 
We are following CDC and CDPH safety guidelines.
 
I suggest we meet to hear your ideas, get your input, and address your concerns.
 
We will work with Drs. Colfax and Bobba on next steps. Thank you again.
 
With gratitude, 
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results."  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
 

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 9:09 PM
To: Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
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Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas
(DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi Kelly,
 
Thank you for your quick response. With all due respect, however, your did not give us a direct
response to the question on the BHC/HB being potentially used as a quarantine space. 
 
You must address this rumor circulating at BHC/Hummingbird with directness and clarity, and
as soon as possible.
 
Failure to assure our members of their safety and health at the workplace is a violation of our
MOU. 
 
Thank you.
 
For the Union,
 
Vivian
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vivian Z. Araullo
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Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org

 

 

From: Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 8:37 PM
To: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>; Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas
(DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 
Hi Vivian,
 
Thank you for reaching out. I appreciate your concern. Please be assured we would not make plans
that would place employees at risk.
 
I am including Dr. Juliet Stoltey, Director, Communicable Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Tomas
Aragon, Health Officer, and Naveena Bobba, the Department Operations Center Director, to respond
to your concerns as the subject matter experts on public health emergency response and any
questions you may have regarding COVID-19.
 
Until they can respond, I will direct you to the federal CDC site that provides information and
guidance related to managing care for individuals in a residential setting:
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html
 
Kelly
 
Kelly Hiramoto, LCSW
Special Projects Manager
SF Department of Public Health
415.554.2828 Telephone
 
This message and any attachments are solely for the intended recipient and may contain
confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
use or distribution of the information included in this message and any attachments is prohibited. If
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

you have received this communication in error, please notify me by reply e-mail and immediately
and permanently delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

From: Vivian Araullo <varaullo@ifpte21.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 7:37:29 PM
To: Sims, Linda (DPH) <Linda.Sims@sfdph.org>; Hiramoto, Kelly (DPH) <kelly.hiramoto@sfdph.org>
Cc: Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org <Jason.Klumb@seiu1021.org>; Daniel Becker
<Daniel.Becker@seiu1021.org>
Subject: URGENT: Rumors re corona virus quarantine at Hummingbird
 

 

It's come to the Union's attention that rumors are circulating at BHC/Hummingbird alleging
that Hummingbird, adjacent to BHC, will be used as a quarantine area for coronavirus-affected
or suspected coronavirus- affected individuals. 
 
We are deeply concerned. We would like to have facts on this matter. If this rumor has basis,
please provide the Union your plans to inform and protect our members ASAP. If the rumor is
untrue, please say so as well.
 
Please reply as soon as possible, as our members do not feel safe. 
 
Thank you for your cooperation. Please reply as soon as possible. Please be assured, we do not
want to cause undue panic, but we also do not want these rumors to go unaddressed, since
our members' health and safety might be at stake.
 
Absent an explanation, we are prepared to escalate this to higher authorities within DPH.
Please respond ASAP.
 
Thank you.
 
For the Union,
 
Vivian Araullo

Vivian Z. Araullo

Representative/Organizer
IFPTE, Local 21
1167 Mission Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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415.864.2100 Local 21 Main

Website: www.ifpte21.org
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From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH)
To: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Colfax, Grant (DPH); Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH)
Cc: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH)
Subject: RE: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 10:46:52 AM
Attachments: Key Messages and Q&A for 2 25 20.docx

Hi team,
 
Here is the updated messages and Q&A reflecting your input.
I am now sharing w MYR and DEM.
Please keep for your use.
We will be working to update our fact sheets and community Q&A—and with Info and Guidance to
ensure FAQs are aligned.
 
Thanks,
Rachael
 

From: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 9:29 AM
To: Kagan, Rachael (DPH) <rachael.kagan@sfdph.org>; Colfax, Grant (DPH)
<grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena
(DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
 
Hi Rachael,
Thanks – I am scheduled to go on a hospital site visit this morning, but Susan is standing by and
ready to review.
Thanks,
Julie
 

From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH) <rachael.kagan@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 8:47 AM
To: Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
<tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet
(DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
 
Thanks for all comments. I also have some feedback from DEM and MYR. The reason I included
children is that we have been saying that our returning traveler monitoring is prioritizing children
and that schools are a priority constituency. It isn’t that children are at risk of more serious illness,
but that they need more support and supporting them involves whole families and institutions
(schools).
 
I’d like to narrow down the reviewers today since we are on such a tight deadline.
Propose Julie be the main reviewer. With Grant and Tomas added if they have time.
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KEY MESSAGES AND Q&A for 2 25 20 announcement

[bookmark: _Hlk33455689][bookmark: _Hlk33456587][bookmark: _Hlk33457561][bookmark: _Hlk33457903]



Overarching message



The City of San Francisco is taking aggressive steps to bolster preparedness for the potential arrival of COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) to the community. This action is based on the evolution of the disease globally and is prudent and proactive to ensure that San Francisco is as prepared as possible. 





Top 3 points



1. [bookmark: _GoBack]Although there are still zero confirmed cases in San Francisco residents, the global picture is changing rapidly, and we need to step-up preparedness. Given the high volume of travel between SF and mainland China, and the spread of the virus in other countries, there is a growing likelihood that we will see cases eventually. We see the virus spreading in new parts of the world every day, and we are taking the necessary steps to protect San Franciscans from harm.

1. The declaration of a local emergency will mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in our community. 

1. The City and County of San Francisco, led by the Health Department, is working on preventing the virus, containing its spread, and reducing harm in the community. We are focused on the most vulnerable groups, including children, people in congregate settings and the elderly. However, every sector has a role to play to ensure community health and safety. The health care system, schools, businesses and individuals can all do their part. 



What can San Franciscans do?



Individuals can prevent Illness:

· Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds;

· Cover your cough or sneeze;

· Stay home if you are sick;

· Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19; and

· If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections, monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health officials.



Individuals can prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak:

· Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family; 

· Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick;

· Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure; and

· Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick yourself.



[bookmark: _Hlk33458016]Q&A



What is the emergency declaration?



The declaration of a local emergency is a legal document that will mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in our community. 



San Francisco joins Santa Clara and San Diego counties in the state that have issued similar declarations to bolster their preparedness. 



When does it take effect?



The San Francisco declaration is effective immediately for seven days, and it will be voted on by the Board of Supervisors on March 3. 



What does it allow us to do that we weren’t doing before?



It will allow the city to mobilize city resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments. It provides a structure for other sectors of SF (schools, businesses, etc) to make preparing for the possibility of COVID-19 a priority. 



Why are we doing this?



Preparedness. This is a global outbreak that is entering a new phase, and we must be prepared.



The DPH has been working with elected officials, other city agencies, the public and private health care system, schools, businesses and community organizations to ensure that we as a city are well informed and prepared to respond and mitigate the harm of the new virus, if it emerges in San Francisco. 



Today’s declaration reinforces that this is not business as usual. We must be confident that our local readiness efforts are as robust as possible to protect the health of San Francisco residents. This declaration gives us more tools to be even more prepared.



Is there a problem in SF that you weren’t telling us about? Or, that just happened yesterday?



No. This declaration is a proactive measure to strengthen our preparedness and ability to respond if the local situation worsens. 



How many cases are in SF?



Zero confirmed cases in SF residents.

Although three out-of-county cases have been treated at SF hospitals. 



How many suspected cases?



We have been working with people who are at-risk but to date no tests results from the CDC have come back positive. We are only commenting on confirmed cases. 



How many returned travelers are we monitoring?



Hundreds.



How are they doing? 



Most people who are in self-quarantine at home are eager to cooperate and understand the importance of these actions. We are prioritizing children, people who live in congregate settings and vulnerable populations. To date there have been no confirmed cases from returning travelers. 



Do we have enough hospital beds?



We are working closely with all the hospitals in SF. There are more than a hundred isolation rooms in the city and many more hospital beds that could be repurposed for COVID-19 patients if the need arises. 



Do we have places to house people if they become sick?



The City’s Emergency Operations Center has activated its Care & Shelter Branch and is accelerating advance planning and relocation options in the event there are sick people who need to be housed. 



When will we close schools?



Schools should start planning for how to manage a potential closure, in the case of an exposure at the school. However, there are no such cases at this time and no imminent plans to close schools. 



What should businesses do?



Businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine. The CDC has guidelines for businesses: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html









What about events and social gatherings?



There is no recommendation to cancel social gatherings at this time. However, if you are sick, you should stay home and not attend. 



What about SROs and congregate living? 



We are working with closely with returning travelers to monitor their health, and giving individual instructions about to self-quarantine and protect the health of others who live with them. We are working with the housing community to respond to the needs of people who live in these settings. 



[bookmark: _Hlk33458064]What can San Francisco residents do?

The best way for all San Franciscans to reduce their risk of getting sick – with seasonal colds or flu – will still apply to prevent COVID-19 if it begins to circulate in the community:

· Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds

· Cover your cough or sneeze

· Stay home if you are sick

· Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19

· If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections, monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health officials

[bookmark: _Hlk33455544][bookmark: _Hlk33460049]You can also prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak:



· Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family 

· Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick

· Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure

· Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick yourself



Where to get more info?



Stay up to date on this rapidly evolving situation by visiting www.sfdph.org or www.sf72.org and the CDC’s website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov 



The SF DPH has more information on its infectious disease site: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-coronavirus/



Is the coronavirus here? Is it coming?



The new virus is not known to be circulating in San Francisco at this time. Given the high volume of travel between SF and mainland China, and the spread of the virus in other countries, there is a growing likelihood that we will see cases. 



Global patterns are changing and the virus is spreading to more countries, so we must be prepared. 



What can businesses and schools do to prepare?



Schools should be planning how they would manage potential closures. CDC is developing guidelines for schools: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html



Businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and sick leave in order to support people who may need to self-quarantine.  The CDC has guidelines for businesses: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html



We are working with the Office of Economic and Workforce Development, the Controller’s Office and the business community to determine the economic impact COVID-19 has had on the local economy. 

































































These are the items that will need to be ready:
 
You have already seen:
Press Release
Messages
Q&A
 
To come:
GC remarks
TA remarks
Fact Sheet - updated
FAQs - updated
Community Q&A - updated
Web language - updated
Grant message to DPH staff
 
The whole comms team is working on this and we are cranking to support the 2pm announcement.
Thank you for your help!
 
Rachael
 

From: Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 10:48 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Kagan, Rachael (DPH)
<rachael.kagan@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
 
Thanks rachel.
Looks good and agree w comments.
Instead of "one or more cases" let's say "cases"
Tomas/naveena  please ensure accuracy of bed numbers.
G
Get Outlook for Android
 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 10:35:49 PM
To: Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
<juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Kagan, Rachael (DPH) <rachael.kagan@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH)
<susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
 
Thanks Naveena.
 

mailto:grant.colfax@sfdph.org
mailto:tomas.aragon@sfdph.org
mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org
mailto:juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org
mailto:rachael.kagan@sfdph.org
mailto:susan.philip@sfdph.org
https://aka.ms/ghei36
mailto:tomas.aragon@sfdph.org
mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org
mailto:juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org
mailto:rachael.kagan@sfdph.org
mailto:susan.philip@sfdph.org
mailto:grant.colfax@sfdph.org


Attached is what Tiffany submitted for Med Branch. 
 
Might be useful review actual capacity (aside from point-in-time bed poll).
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." (learn more http://bit.ly/phd-lead)  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
 

From: Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 10:21 PM
To: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Kagan, Rachael (DPH)
<rachael.kagan@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH)
<susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
 
Thanks Julie- you covered some of what I was going to say (and much more). I would reiterate
not including children in the vulnerable category- this becomes confusing as most reporting
(supported by data) talks about how children are likely to have mild disease and it is the
elderly and those with certain chronic disease conditions that are likely to be hospitalized
and/or die. 
 
For the hundreds of isolation rooms- I had a discussion with the med health branch, true
negative pressure rooms are ~137. BTW we consistently only get about 10 rooms available
when we poll hospitals. 
 

http://bit.ly/phd-lead
mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org
mailto:juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org
mailto:rachael.kagan@sfdph.org
mailto:tomas.aragon@sfdph.org
mailto:susan.philip@sfdph.org
mailto:grant.colfax@sfdph.org


Also wondering in the top three points if we want to add some type of action item for the
public.
 

From: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 9:59 PM
To: Kagan, Rachael (DPH) <rachael.kagan@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH)
<susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
 
Hi Rachael,
I think this looks very good.  Comments:
- re What should businesses do?: consider adding something about cross-training personnel to
perform essential functions in the event of higher than usual absenteeism (this is from CDC guidance
for businesses)
- checking that we have ‘hundreds of isolation rooms’ and want to comment on that here?
- in the Top 3 Points, we state that ‘We are focused on the most vulnerable groups, including
children, people in congregant settings, and the elderly’– I just want to mention that children have
not been identified as a particularly vulnerable population for COVID-19 at this point. CDC states that
there is limited information about these infections in children, but that they are generally presenting
with mild symptoms and while severe complications have been reported, they appear to be
uncommon.  The elderly, however, are quite vulnerable to severe disease.  I think it’s ok to keep this
as is but wanted to mention for framing in the future.
- in the Top 3 Points and in ‘Is the coronavirus here? Is it coming?’ question, we state that ‘given the
high volume of travel between SF and mainland China, it is likely we will see one or more cases
eventually.’  I would expand this to: ‘given the high volume of travel between SF and mainland China,
and the spread of the virus in other countries, it is likely we will see one or more cases eventually.’
- in the ‘Where to get more info?’ question: can we link to the SFCDCP novel coronavirus FAQ page?
https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-novel-coronavirus/
The fact sheet on the SFDPH website and the information on sf72.org are both still focusing on
Wuhan/Hubei and need to be updated given the changing epidemiology.  I can work with you or
your designee on language to describe the epi.
Thanks,
Julie
 

From: Kagan, Rachael (DPH) <rachael.kagan@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:29 PM
To: Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>; Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
<juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH)
<susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Colfax, Grant (DPH) <grant.colfax@sfdph.org>
Subject: draft messages and Q&A for tomorrow
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mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org
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Team,
 
Please review for accuracy and omissions. Note that we are on a very tight deadline so
please don’t rewrite. Less is more.
 
Thanks,
Rachael
 
Talking Points
 
Overarching message
 
The City of San Francisco is taking aggressive steps to bolster preparedness for the
potential arrival of COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) to the community. This action is based on
the evolution of the disease globally and is prudent and proactive to ensure that San
Francisco is as prepared as possible.
 
 
Top 3 points
 

Although there are still zero confirmed cases in San Francisco residents, the global
picture is changing rapidly, and we need to step-up preparedness. Given the high
volume of travel between SF and mainland China, it is likely we will see one or more
cases eventually. We see the virus spreading in new parts of the world every day,
and we are taking the necessary steps to protect San Franciscans from harm.
The declaration of a local emergency will mobilize city resources, streamline staffing,
coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and
federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about how
everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in our
community.
The Health Department is working on preventing the virus, containing its spread, and
reducing harm in the community. We are focused on the most vulnerable groups,
including children, people in congregant settings and the elderly. However, every
sector has a role to play to ensure community health and safety. The health care
system, schools, businesses and individuals can all do their part.

 
 
Q&A
 
What is the emergency declaration?
 
The declaration of a local emergency is a legal document that will mobilize city resources,
streamline staffing, coordinate agencies across the city, allow for future reimbursement by
the state and federal governments and raise awareness throughout San Francisco about
how everyone can prepare in the event that COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) appears in our
community. San Francisco joins Santa Clara, San Diego and xx (DEM checking) counties
in the state that have issued similar declarations to bolster their preparedness.
 
When does it take effect?
 
The San Francisco declaration is effective immediately for seven days, and it will be voted



on by the Board of Supervisors on March 3.
 
What does it allow us to do that we weren’t doing before?
 
It will allow the city to mobilize city resources, streamline staffing, coordinate agencies
across the city, allow for future reimbursement by the state and federal governments. It
provides a structure for other sectors of SF (schools, businesses, etc) to make preparing for
the possibility of COVID-19 a priority.
 
Why are we doing this?
 
Preparedness. This is a global outbreak that is entering a new phase, and we must be
prepared.
 
The DPH has been working with elected officials, other city agencies, the public and private
health care system, schools, businesses and community organizations to ensure that we as
a city are well informed and prepared to respond and contain the spread of the new virus, if
it emerges in San Francisco.
 
Today’s declaration reinforces that this is not business as usual – we must be confident that
our local efforts will match up to the potential challenges we are seeing in other parts the
world.
 
Is there a problem in SF that you weren’t telling us about? Or, that just happened
yesterday?
 
No. This declaration is a proactive measure to strengthen our preparedness and ability to
respond if the local situation worsens.
 
How many cases are in SF?
 
Zero confirmed cases in SF residents.
Although three out-of-county cases have been treated at SF hospitals.
 
How many suspected cases?
We have been working with people who are at-risk but to date no tests results from the
CDC have come back positive. We are only commenting on confirmed cases.
 
How many returned travelers are we monitoring?
 
Hundreds.
 
How are they doing?
 
Most people who are in self-quarantine at home are eager to cooperate and understand the
importance of these actions. We are prioritizing children, people who live in congregant
settings and vulnerable populations. To date there have been no confirmed cases from
returning travelers.
 
Do we have enough hospital beds?



 
We are working closely with all the hospitals in SF. There are hundreds of isolation rooms
in the city and many more hospital beds that could be repurposed for COVID-19 patients if
the need arises.
 
Do we have places to house people if they become sick?
 
The City’s Emergency Operations Center has activated its Care & Shelter Branch and is
accelerating advance planning and relocation options in the event there are sick people
who need to be housed.
 
When will we close schools?
 
Schools should start planning for how to manage a potential closure, in the case of an
exposure at the school. However, there are no such cases at this time and no imminent
plans to close schools.
 
What should businesses do?
 
Businesses ought to look at their work-from-home policies and sick leave in order to
support people who may need to self-quarantine
 
What about events and social gatherings?
 
There is no recommendation to cancel social gatherings at this time. However, if you are
sick, you should stay home and not attend.
 
What about SROs and congregant living? – need to update (DEM)
 
The health department is working on specific guidance for people in these circumstances.
However, it is important to remember that people who are in self-quarantine at home do
NOT have symptoms, so the risk to others is very low. If they start to experience symptoms,
they should call their doctor, and the public health department.
 
What can San Francisco residents do?
The best way for all San Franciscans to reduce their risk of getting sick – with seasonal
colds or flu – will still apply to prevent COVID-19 if it begins to circulate in the community:

Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds
Cover your cough or sneeze
Stay home if you are sick
Get your flu shot to protect against flu or symptoms similar to COVID-19
If you have recently returned from a country with ongoing COVID-19 infections,
monitor your health and follow the instructions of public health officials

You can also prepare for the possible disruption caused by an outbreak:
 

Make sure you have a supply of all essential medications for your family
Make a child care plan if you or a care giver are sick
Make arrangements about how your family will manage a school closure
Make a plan for how you can care for a sick family member without getting sick
yourself
 



 
Where to get more info?
 
Stay up to date on this rapidly evolving situation by visiting www.sfdph.org or www.sf72.org
and the CDC’s website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov
 
Is the coronavirus here? Is it coming?
 
The new virus is not known to be circulating in San Francisco at this time. Given the high
volume of travel between SF and mainland China, it is likely we will see one or more cases
eventually.
 
Global patterns are changing and the virus is spreading to more countries, so we must be
prepared.
 
What is the business/economic impact of the novel coronavirus on SF? (DEM to do)
 
 
Rachael Kagan
Director of Communications
San Francisco Department of Public Health
415 554-2507
 

http://www.sfdph.org/
http://www.sf72.org/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: MMWR Early Release: Update: Public Health Response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak —

United States, February 24, 2020
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 10:45:00 AM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

MMWR Early Release: Update: Public Health Response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak —
United States, February 24, 2020

This report summarizes the aggressive measures that CDC, state and local health departments, multiple
other federal agencies, and other partners are implementing to slow and try to contain transmission of
COVID-19 in the United States. Access the full report at https://tinyurl.com/yx5eftlp.

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80570

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

mailto:EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80570
mailto:EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
mailto:EpiXEditor@cdc.gov


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) (CDC)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: MMWR Early Release - Vol. 69, February 25, 2020
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 10:08:06 AM

 

MMWR banner

February 25, 2020 

EARLY RELEASE

mailto:subscriptions@cdc.gov
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
https://t.emailupdates.cdc.gov/r/?id=h9bfe057,4bd47a4,4c2590b
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Update: Public Health Response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak — United States, February 24, 2020

PDF of this report (link) 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
1600 Clifton Rd   Atlanta, GA 30329   1-800-CDC-INFO (800-232-4636)   TTY: 888-232-6348

Questions or Problems  |  Unsubscribe

https://t.emailupdates.cdc.gov/r/?id=h9bfe057,4bd47a4,4c2590d
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From: CCSF Department of Emergency Management
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: DEM 24-Hour Daily Situational Awareness Report - 02-25-2020
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 10:00:53 AM

Report Date: 02-25-2020

24-Hour Daily Situational Awareness Report
_________

Priority Information / Current Notable Local Incidents:

-The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has confirmed 10 cases of
the recently named COVID-19 (novel coronavirus-2019) in California:

2 – San Benito County
2 – San Diego County
2 – Santa Clara County
1 – Humbolt County
1 – Los Angeles County
1 – Orange County
1 – Sacramento County

-The Department of Homeland Security issued supplemental instructions for inbound
flights with individuals who have been in China. For more information, see:
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/02/02/dhs-issues-supplemental-instructions-inbound-
flights-individuals-who-have-been-china

-The CDC has issued travel advisories to countries affected by the virus:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html

-US Health and Human Services has declared a public health emergency. For more
information, see: https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/01/31/secretary-azar-
declares-public-health-emergency-us-2019-novel-coronavirus.html

• Additional coronavirus information: https://.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/index.html or by calling 800-CDC- INFO | (800-232-4636) | TTY: (888) 232-6348

mailto:demdutyofficer@sfgov.org
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon


• CDC information for healthcare providers: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
nCoV/guidance-hcp.html 

• Information for San Francisco residents: 
https://www.sf72.org/
https://www.sfdph.org/dph/

__________

DEM Contact Information:

Watch Center Operations
Mon-Sun, 0600-2230 Hours 
- Primary (415) 260-2591
- Desk (415) 558-2738
- Email: demdutyofficer@sfgov.org

Duty Officer (After Hours)
Mon-Sun, 2230-0600 Hours 
- Current Duty Officer: Ed Trinh / 415-260-2591

Manager On Call (MOC): Bijan Karimi - 415-640-8269 - bijan.karimi@sfgov.org
Public Information Officer: Kristin Hogan - 415-518-2834 -
kristin.hogan@sfgov.org / 415-558-2712

Current EOC Status: Level 2
EOC Activation Levels:

Level  EOC Status Description  Time 

 DO / MOC  EOC Standby  Duty Officer / Manager On-Call  After-hours & Weekends 

3 EOC Open Watch Center
(Monitoring) 

0600-2230; daily 
(excluding holidays)

2 EOC Open Partial w/ 1st Response 
Elements & Support As Needed

1 EOC Open Full Activation 
(All Sections and Positions)  As Needed

___________

mailto:demdutyofficer@sfgov.org


Weather Summary and Forecast:

Today – Sunny, high of 68. Winds of 6 mph.

Tonight – Clear, low of 50.

Tomorrow – Sunny, high of 70. Winds of 5 mph.

Air Quality Index (AQI):
Current: 65
Forecast: 46
www.airnow.gov

___________

Happening Today - Special Events for 02-25-2020:

Tuesday (2/25/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Warriors vs. Kings @ Chase Center, 7:30pm to 11:00pm
___________

Happening This Week - Special Events from 02-26-2020 to 03-03-2020:

Wednesday (2/26/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm

Thursday (2/27/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Warriors vs. Lakers @ Chase Center, 7:30pm to 11:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Powell and Montgomery, 7:00pm to 5:00am
and Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm

Friday (2/28/2020)
-RSA Data Security Conference @ Moscone Center, 7:00am to 7:00pm
-Galantis @ Bill Graham, 8:00pm to 12:00am
-Filming Street Closure @ Quincy St between California and Pine, 7:00am to 7:00pm
and Sacramento between Leidesdorff and Battery, 8:00pm to March 1, 7:00pm and

http://www.airnow.gov/


Sansome between Clay and Sutter

Saturday (2/29/2020)
-Dash and Splash Polar Plunge @ Aquatic Park, 7:00am to 3:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Front and Montgomery, 7:00am to 5:00am

Sunday (3/1/2020)
-YMCA Chinese New Years Run @ Portsmouth Square (street closures), 7:30am to
10:30am
-Warriors vs. Wizards @ Chase Center, 5:30pm to 9:00pm
-Filming Street Closure @ Pine between Montgomery and Market, 3:00pm to 5:00am

Monday (3/2/2020)
-No large events scheduled

Tuesday (3/03/2020)
-No large events scheduled
___________

Critical Branch Updates:

CCSF Transportation Branch:
- SFMTA Muni Alert messages: https://www.sfmta.com

CCSF Infrastructure Branch:
- Nothing significant to report.

CCSF Public Safety Branch:
- Nothing significant to report.

CCSF Health and Human Services Branch:
- The San Francisco Department of Public Health continues to coordinate with partner
agencies to monitor the COVID-19 (novel coronavirus-2019) situation.

CCSF Community Branch:
- Community Branch has activated to provide COVID-19 information to city partners,
schools and the private sector.
__________



Domestic and International News:

Police cruiser rammed by driver suspected of running over 2 homeless people in San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO (KGO) -- A man and woman have been taken into custody after San Francisco police
say they ran over two homeless people with their car and rammed into a police cruiser. Authorities say
the officer's vehicle was hit on Crown Terrace in Twin Peaks Monday night. However, it all started earlier
in the evening in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood when police received a report of a driver running over
two homeless people. Officers say both victims suffered non-life threatening injuries. Police say the driver
had been seen yelling threats at homeless people. Police say when the suspect's car rammed into the
cruiser, the man behind the wheel and a woman in the passenger's seat tried to run from the scene but
officers caught up with the pair. According to SFPD, one officer has non-life threatening injuries and the
male suspect was also hurt.

https://abc7news.com/police-cruiser-rammed-by-driver-suspected-of-running-over-2-people-in-sf/5965455/

__________

Diamond Princess coronavirus quarantine was 'not perfect,' Japanese health officials say

TOKYO – Japanese health officials and experts on a government panel acknowledged Monday that the
quarantine of the virus-hit cruise ship Diamond Princess was not perfect, but defended Japan's decision
to release about 1,000 passengers after 14 days. The officials said Japanese health authorities faced
tough challenges in dealing with a foreign-operated ship that required international negotiations in the
absence of established rules in such a crisis. "The ship was not designed to be a hospital. The ship was a
ship," said Shigeru Omi, a former regional director for the World Health Organization. "Of course isolation
was not ideal as would be expected from a hospital, so in my view, although the isolation was somehow
effective, to a large extent it was not perfect." More than 690 people were sickened on the ship and three
died. Omi, a public health expert who heads the Japan Community Health Care Organization, said it was
the best they could do. While some people criticized Japan for confining more than 3,700 passengers and
crew on the ship in what they called a botched quarantine, he said it was not feasible to test and relocate
all of them for quarantine elsewhere.

https://www.foxnews.com/health/diamond-princess-coronavirus-quarantine-not-perfect-japanese-health-officials

__________

Virus can still be beaten, too early to declare pandemic: WHO

GENEVA (Reuters) - The coronavirus outbreak can still be beaten, the World Health Organization said on
Monday, insisting it was premature to declare it a pandemic even though it had the potential to reach that
level. “The key message that should give all countries hope, courage and confidence is that this virus can
be contained, indeed there are many countries that have done exactly that,” WHO Director-General
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus told a news conference in Geneva. “Using the word ‘pandemic’ now does
not fit the facts but may certainly cause fear,” he added as the number of cases continued to mount
internationally and financial markets spun lower. “We must focus on containment while doing everything
we can to prepare for a potential pandemic.” Tedros said a sudden increase of cases in Italy, Iran and
South Korea were “deeply concerning” but for now authorities were not seeing an uncontained global
spread of the virus or witnessing widespread serious cases or deaths.



https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-china-health-who/who-says-it-no-longer-uses-pandemic-category-but-virus-still-emergency-
idUKKCN20I0N8

___________

The City & County of San Francisco (CCSF) Department of Emergency Management’s Duty Officer
Program compiles and disseminates this product in order to maintain situational awareness among public
safety partners.

CCSF Alert is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco. To change the way you
receive CCSF Alerts, contact your Department's Disaster Preparedness Coordinator.



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments
from untrusted sources.

From: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
To: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: Fwd: Epi-X Today: Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 7:37:08 AM

Summary of CDC Travel Advisories:
1. South Korea - Level 3 - avoid all nonessential travel
2. Italy - Level 2 - high-risk individuals (older adults or those with underlying conditions)
should avoid travel
3. Iran - Level 2 advisory
4. Japan - Level 2 advisory

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html

Thanks,
Sheilah

Get Outlook for Android

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov <EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020, 2:16 AM
To: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
Subject: Epi-X Today: Tuesday, February 25, 2020

 

Epi-X reports posted in your areas of interest in the past 24 hours. To view a specific report, click on its
URL.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Iran - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—
Special Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
CDC has issued a level 2 travel notice for Iran due to sustained community transmission of respiratory
illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80444

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—
Special Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
CDC has issued a level 2 travel notice for Italy due to sustained community transmission of respiratory
illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80443

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in South Korea -Warning - Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel —
Widespread Community Transmission -- February 24, 2020
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CDC has issued a level 3 travel notice for South Korea due to widespread community transmission of
respiratory illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus. CDC recommends that travelers avoid all
nonessential travel to South Korea. There is limited access to adequate medical care in affected areas.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80441

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Watch - Level 1, Increased Community Transmission —
February 23, 2020
CDC has issued a level 1 travel notice for Italy. Many cases of this new coronavirus infection (COVID-19)
have been associated with travel to or from mainland China or close contact with a travel-related case,
but multiple instances of community spread have been reported in Italy.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80386

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Iran - Watch - Level 1, Increased Community Transmission —
February 23, 2020
CDC has issued a level 1 travel notice for Iran. Many cases of this new coronavirus infection (COVID-19)
have been associated with travel to or from mainland China or close contact with a travel-related case,
but multiple instances of community spread have been reported in Iran.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80331

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 24, 2020 ~*~
This report provides special media coverage of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19).
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80442

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Media Tracking Report, February 24, 2020 ~*~
Media stories include influenza in New York and Wisconsin; a foodborne illness in Missouri; mumps in
Pennsylvania; COVID_19 in the U.S. and multiple other countries; dengue in multiple countries; measles
in Argentina; meningitis in Costa Rica; malaria in Kenya; Lassa fever in Nigeria; yellow fever in Brazil and
Uganda; and other media coverage.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80396

----------------------------- 
ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
Update your contact information: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Profile.aspx
Learn about Epi-X training opportunities: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/help/Training_Opportunities.htm
Receive this message in Text format: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Preferences.aspx#Email
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From: Walsh, Douglas (DPH) on behalf of DPH, Phepr (DPH)
To: Gebala, Solomon (DPH); Guimaraes, Almir (DPH); Yu, Albert (DPH); Borgognoni, David (DPH); Kenyon, Diana

(DPH); Hancock, Nick (DPH); Hirose, Mivic D. (DPH); Nieves, Israel (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Schmidt,
Jeffrey (DPH); Grimes, John (DPH); Seymour, Ryan (DPH); Aldern, Gabrielle (DPH); DPH-DOC Plans Chief;
Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda
(DPH); Ochi, Ed (DPH); Heckman, Karen (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Naser, Rawan (DPH); Stier, David (DPH);
Nguyen, Rita (DPH); DuBois, Amie (DPH); Zarate, Sheilah (DPH); Rivera, Tiffany (DPH); Robert, Anna (DPH);
OVADIA, AMY (DPH); Saelee, Kenpou (DPH); Duren, James (DPH); Enanoria, Wayne (DPH); Sanchez, Melissa
(DPH); Ongpin, Melissa (DPH); Do, Jennifer-Xuan (DPH); Walsh, Douglas (DPH); Sefat, Cimma (DPH);
Leonoudakis, Kristina (DPH); Pierce, Karen (DPH); Ta, Melissa (DPH); Lee, Elaine (DPH); Buckley, Ken (DPH);
Aguallo, Daisy (DPH); Kwong, Amanda (DPH); Siador, Christine (DPH); Holcomb, Andrew (DPH); Brown, Michael
(DPH); Murrell, Drew (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Bachus, Erin (DPH); Louie, Janice (DPH); Strona, Frank
(DPH); DPH-FHS3@cdc.gov (CDC); Johnson, Kelly (UCSF); Cuttler, Sasha (DPH); Kashfipour, Farrah (DPH);
Chan, Curtis (DPH); Tactay, Cherry (DPH); Palma, David (DPH); Gee, Katherine (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH);
Thomas, Kenya (DPH); Luk, Karen (DPH); Lu, Wendy (DPH); Paquette, Michael (DPH); Packer, Tracey (DPH);
Brown, John (DPH); Ishoda, Leo (DPH); Cushing, Stephanie (DPH); Kirian, Michelle; Masinde, Godfred (DPH);
Chu, Priscilla (DPH); Martin, Alecia (DPH); Naja-Riese, Gary (DPH); Brown, Marisel (DPH); Galant, Anastassia
(DPH)

Cc: Duren, James (DPH); Do, Jennifer-Xuan (DPH); Sefat, Cimma (DPH); Pierce, Karen (DPH); Ta, Melissa (DPH);
Buckley, Ken (DPH); Aguallo, Daisy (DPH); Cuttler, Sasha (DPH); Kashfipour, Farrah (DPH); Dysart, Julia (DPH);
Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Simmons, Rhonda (DPH); BrooksHouston, Louise (DPH); DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM);
Seymour, Ryan (DPH); Gebala, Solomon (DPH); Matyjas, Mark (DPH); Schmidt, Jeffrey (DPH); Grimes, John
(DPH); Guimaraes, Almir (DPH); Beetham, Diane (DPH); Yu, Albert (DPH); Borgognoni, David (DPH); Kenyon,
Diana (DPH); Hancock, Nick (DPH); Hirose, Mivic D. (DPH); Nieves, Israel (DPH); Hudson, Mollie (UCSF); Colfax,
Grant (DPH)

Subject: COVID-19 DOC All-Hands Meeting

This meeting is for Command + Section Updates, situational awareness, and strategic discussion. 

UPDATE: NEW CONFERENCE LINE INFORMATION

Phone: 888-278-0296
Code: 9562480
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From: Walsh, Douglas (DPH) on behalf of DPH, Phepr (DPH)
To: Aldern, Gabrielle (DPH); DPH-DOC Plans Chief; Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael

(DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH); Ochi, Ed (DPH); Heckman, Karen (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet
(DPH); Naser, Rawan (DPH); Stier, David (DPH); Nguyen, Rita (DPH); DuBois, Amie (DPH); Zarate, Sheilah
(DPH); Rivera, Tiffany (DPH); Robert, Anna (DPH); OVADIA, AMY (DPH); Saelee, Kenpou (DPH); Enanoria,
Wayne (DPH); Sanchez, Melissa (DPH); Ongpin, Melissa (DPH); Walsh, Douglas (DPH); Leonoudakis, Kristina
(DPH); Lee, Elaine (DPH); Kwong, Amanda (DPH); Siador, Christine (DPH); Holcomb, Andrew (DPH); Murrell,
Drew (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Bachus, Erin (DPH); Louie, Janice (DPH); Strona, Frank (DPH); DPH-
FHS3@cdc.gov (CDC); Johnson, Kelly (UCSF); Chan, Curtis (DPH); Tactay, Cherry (DPH); Palma, David (DPH);
Gee, Katherine (DPH); Brown, Michael (DPH); Gebala, Solomon (DPH); Guimaraes, Almir (DPH); Yu, Albert
(DPH); Borgognoni, David (DPH); Kenyon, Diana (DPH); Hancock, Nick (DPH); Hirose, Mivic D. (DPH); Nieves,
Israel (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Thomas, Kenya (DPH); Luk, Karen (DPH); Lu, Wendy
(DPH); Paquette, Michael (DPH); Packer, Tracey (DPH); Schmidt, Jeffrey (DPH); Grimes, John (DPH); Brown,
John (DPH); Seymour, Ryan (DPH); Ishoda, Leo (DPH); Cushing, Stephanie (DPH); Kirian, Michelle; Masinde,
Godfred (DPH); Chu, Priscilla (DPH); Martin, Alecia (DPH); Naja-Riese, Gary (DPH); Brown, Marisel (DPH);
Galant, Anastassia (DPH)

Cc: Simmons, Rhonda (DPH); BrooksHouston, Louise (DPH); DutyOfficer, DEM (DEM); Matyjas, Mark (DPH);
Beetham, Diane (DPH); Duren, James (DPH); Do, Jennifer-Xuan (DPH); Sefat, Cimma (DPH); Pierce, Karen
(DPH); Ta, Melissa (DPH); Buckley, Ken (DPH); Aguallo, Daisy (DPH); Cuttler, Sasha (DPH); Hudson, Mollie
(UCSF); Kashfipour, Farrah (DPH); Colfax, Grant (DPH)

Subject: COVID-19 DOC All-Hands Meeting

This meeting is for Command + Section Updates, situational awareness, and strategic discussion. 

UPDATE: NEW CONFERENCE LINE INFORMATION

Phone: 888-278-0296
Code: 9562480
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COVID-19 Response
 
 

Discussions
 

 White House to ask Congress for emergency coronavirus funding
 

1   Andrea Grenadier wrote on 02-24 08:04 AM ET
 

Trump will ask Congress for emergency funds to fight coronavirus, although health officials fear the

request - potentially $1B - will be too small and quickly exhausted: 

www.politico.com/news/2020/02/22/... more
 

 Re: CDC COVID-19 calls
  Courtney Wetternach started thread
  

2   Michelle Clements-Pitstick replied on 02-24 11:06 AM ET
 

Hello, Do we have the call information? I am still looking for it. Thank you, Michelle Pitstick,

EPC CCCHD  more
 

3   Allyson Schulz replied on 02-24 12:58 PM ET
 

Michelle, I'm unsure if your post was a question on Friday or today, but...we were unable to

successfully join the Fri, Feb 21 CDC call. I believe the weekly Monday CDC call for

State/local health is from 2-3 PM ET: Bridgeline: 1(800)857-6697 , Passcode: 1324420 We

unearthed some info from another... more
 

4   Marina Lent replied on 02-24 12:58 PM ET
 

Any news about today? Friday's number doesn't work, the Events tab on this page has 0-

goose-egg information. Very frustrating. more
 

5   Shannon Davis replied on 02-24 01:25 PM ET
 

Hello All,  To clarify any confusion - the All State Update Call remains scheduled on Monday

2-2:45PM EST with call-in information as follows:   Bridgeline: 1(800)-857-6697 Participant

Passcode: 1324420   NACCHO currently shares information about national calls through

the weekly COVID19 Digest... more
 

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: National Association of County and City Health Officials
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: NACCHO Daily Consolidated Digest for Monday, February 24, 2020 (ET)
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 3:29:48 AM
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6   Shauna McLaughlin replied on 02-24 01:25 PM ET
 

We've also updated the events area to include the call details, sorry for the delay. more
 

 
 

Library Entries
 

7 COVID-19: Pregnancy and Lactation Guidance
 Kimberly Sharpe-Scott shared on 02-24 10:28 AM ET
 

Hyperlink/Web URL
 

8 Key planning recommendations for Mass Gatherings in the context of the...
 Christina Baum shared on 02-24 01:25 PM ET
 

Hyperlink/Web URL
 

9 Stigma Related to COVID-19
 Kimberly Sharpe-Scott shared on 02-24 03:39 PM ET
 

Hyperlink/Web URL
 

 
 

Events
 

10 CDC Coronavirus Call
 When: 02-24-2020
 

11 CDC's 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) response team All State Call
 When: 03-02-2020
 

 
 

Announcements
 

12 
COCA Now: Sign-up to Receive CDC's New COVID-19 "What's New" Weekly
Update
02-24 03:09 PM ET

 
CDC has implemented a new COVID-19 “What’s New” weekly E-Newsletter that is being launched this

week. Sign up to receive these weekly updates, delivered right to your inbox, so you can stay current

with this rapidly evolving situation. For information or to send your... more
 

 

 
 
 

You are subscribed to "NACCHO" as tomas.aragon@sfdph.org. To change your subscriptions, go to My
Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Unsubscribe.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Epi-X Today: Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 2:02:59 AM

 

Epi-X reports posted in your areas of interest in the past 24 hours. To view a specific report, click on its
URL.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Iran - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—
Special Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
CDC has issued a level 2 travel notice for Iran due to sustained community transmission of respiratory
illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80444

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—
Special Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
CDC has issued a level 2 travel notice for Italy due to sustained community transmission of respiratory
illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80443

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in South Korea -Warning - Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel —
Widespread Community Transmission -- February 24, 2020
CDC has issued a level 3 travel notice for South Korea due to widespread community transmission of
respiratory illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus. CDC recommends that travelers avoid all
nonessential travel to South Korea. There is limited access to adequate medical care in affected areas.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80441

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Watch - Level 1, Increased Community Transmission —
February 23, 2020
CDC has issued a level 1 travel notice for Italy. Many cases of this new coronavirus infection (COVID-19)
have been associated with travel to or from mainland China or close contact with a travel-related case,
but multiple instances of community spread have been reported in Italy.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80386

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Iran - Watch - Level 1, Increased Community Transmission —
February 23, 2020
CDC has issued a level 1 travel notice for Iran. Many cases of this new coronavirus infection (COVID-19)
have been associated with travel to or from mainland China or close contact with a travel-related case,
but multiple instances of community spread have been reported in Iran.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80331

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 24, 2020 ~*~
This report provides special media coverage of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19).
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https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80442

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
~*~ Media Tracking Report, February 24, 2020 ~*~
Media stories include influenza in New York and Wisconsin; a foodborne illness in Missouri; mumps in
Pennsylvania; COVID_19 in the U.S. and multiple other countries; dengue in multiple countries; measles
in Argentina; meningitis in Costa Rica; malaria in Kenya; Lassa fever in Nigeria; yellow fever in Brazil and
Uganda; and other media coverage.
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80396

----------------------------- 
ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
Update your contact information: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Profile.aspx
Learn about Epi-X training opportunities: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/help/Training_Opportunities.htm
Receive this message in Text format: https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Preferences.aspx#Email

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80442
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From: Ochi, Ed (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Starliper, Lisa (DEM); Cushing, Stephanie (DPH); Stier, David (DPH)
Cc: Philip, Susan (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: Re: [Event COVID-19] Guidance on environmental disinfection and worker safety for non-med settings including

SFMTA, BART
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 9:12:30 PM
Attachments: image001.png

COVID19-Cleaning-Environmental-Businesses-Agencies-24Feb2020.pdf

I can do 1 PM Wednesday, although it would be totally awesome if we had a bit more time so
we could ask people to submit some questions in advance so that we could prep. With this
approach we could still reserve time for unsubmitted questions but it would reduce the free for
all aspect of the call.

Even without advanced questions if we could distribute the new Guidance for Business for
Environmental Cleaning (attached) before the conference call it might help give some focus
for any discussions.

- Ed

Edward Ochi, CIH, CSP
Director of Occupational Safety & Health
San Francisco Department of Public Health
Occupational Safety & Health Division
101 Grove Street, Room 217
San Francisco, CA 94102
Desk: (415) 554-2797
Main: (415) 554-2793
FAX: (415) 554-2562
Email: ed.ochi@sfdph.org

Sent from my iPhone --
typos are from my fat fingers, strange wording from auto-correct trying to translate Ed into
English.

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:01:32 PM
To: Starliper, Lisa (DEM) <lisa.starliper@sfgov.org>; Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>; Cushing,
Stephanie (DPH) <Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>
Cc: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: [Event COVID-19] Guidance on environmental disinfection and worker safety for non-
med settings including SFMTA, BART
 
Please coordinate with Stephanie Cushing (EH) and Ed Ochi (OSH).

Tomas
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COVID-19 Environmental Cleaning Recommendations 


For Non-Healthcare Businesses and Organizations Serving the Public 


February 24, 2020 


These recommendations are based on what is currently known about the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
and will be updated as needed and as additional information becomes available. 


Intended audience:  non-healthcare businesses and organizations that serve the public, including (but not 
limited to) BART, Muni, other public transportation, city agencies, offices, stores).  


 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


Perform routine environmental cleaning:  


• Routinely clean all frequently touched surfaces in the workplace, such as workstations, countertops, and 
doorknobs. Use the cleaning agents that are usually used in these areas and follow the directions on the 
label. 


• Provide disposable wipes so that commonly used surfaces (for example, doorknobs, keyboards, remote 
controls, desks) can be wiped down by employees before each use. 


No additional disinfection beyond routine cleaning is recommended at this time. 


Neither the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) nor the San Francisco Department of Public 
Health (SFDPH) recommends that additional or special disinfection protocols or products be used at this time.  


If an agency or business chooses to purchase a new or different disinfectant for COVID-19, consideration should 
be given to purchasing one for which the manufacturer has stated “has demonstrated effectiveness against 
viruses similar to COVID-19 / 2019-nCoV on hard, non-porous surfaces”.  If no product with that statement is 
available, then consider purchasing a product which has a human coronavirus claim on the label.  


Always use disinfectants in accordance with label instructions, paying attention to the required personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and the contact time needed to achieve disinfection. 


 


RESOURCES 


CDC:  Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-


19), February 2020  


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html 


 


 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html





p.s. plz excuse typos 

From: Starliper, Lisa (DEM) <lisa.starliper@sfgov.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:45 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>;
Cushing, Stephanie (DPH) <Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>
Cc: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: [Event COVID-19] Guidance on environmental disinfection and worker safety for non-
med settings including SFMTA, BART
 
Understood.
 
Would Wednesday at 1pm be good for DPH to present on environmental disinfection?  If so, I’ll send
out the meeting invite tomorrow morning.  We can also do Thursday at 1300.
 
Thanks,
Lisa
 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Starliper, Lisa (DEM) <lisa.starliper@sfgov.org>; Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>; Cushing,
Stephanie (DPH) <Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>
Cc: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: [Event COVID-19] Guidance on environmental disinfection and worker safety for non-
med settings including SFMTA, BART
 
Hi Lisa, I think it's okay to invite everyone but clearly state the topic. The information is
applicable to other agencies so it's good to give them the opportunity to participate. For
example, SFPD might be interested in how to disinfect their vehicles should they become
contaminated.
 
Thanks!
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)



San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." (learn more http://bit.ly/phd-lead)  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.

From: Starliper, Lisa (DEM) <lisa.starliper@sfgov.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 2:30 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>;
Cushing, Stephanie (DPH) <Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>
Cc: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: [Event COVID-19] Guidance on environmental disinfection and worker safety for non-
med settings including SFMTA, BART
 
All,
 
Do you want the call with the city agencies (including BART) to be similar to Friday’s call, in regards
to participants (e.g. everyone citywide)? Or do you want to limit the audience to our transportation
partners only?
 
Also, when are you prepared to (1) participate in the call and (2) provide documentation to all
involved?
 
I’m happy to schedule the call, just need to know you’re availability and status of the materials to be
discussed.
 
Thanks much,
Lisa
 
Lisa Starliper, MPA
Emergency Manager
Department of Emergency Management
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
1011 Turk Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
lisa.starliper@sfgov.org
415-517-5092 (cell)
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From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>; Cushing, Stephanie (DPH)
<Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>
Cc: Starliper, Lisa (DEM) <lisa.starliper@sfgov.org>; Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>;
Bobba, Naveena (DPH) <naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: [Event COVID-19] Guidance on environmental disinfection and worker safety for non-
med settings including SFMTA, BART
 
Stephanie & Ed, 
 
I promised on citywide call, 2/21, we would respond to their need for guidance.
 
Just reviewed 1-pager.
 
(BTW, the Environmental Branch (?should include non-medical OSH) has been activated.)
Stephanie is branch chief.
 
I believe we need to set up a call with city agencies and BART dedicated to this topic (facility
and transportation vehicles, and worker safety). 
 
They will have many questions and then we can make sure we provide and/or develop the
best materials for them. 
 
ccing Lisa (DEM) to arrange/schedule.
 
Thanks everyone!
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." (learn more http://bit.ly/phd-lead)  
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------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
 

From: Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 2:49 PM
To: Cushing, Stephanie (DPH) <Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org>; Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
<tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: [Event COVID-19] Guidelines on environmental disinfection
 
Guidance has gotten a tad more expansive. Not necessarily better, just more expansive.
 
Tomas, Stephanie, David and I will confer, come up with an updated answer, and get back to you. -
Ed
 
 

Edward Ochi, CIH, CSP
Director of Occupational Safety & Health
San Francisco Department of Public Health
Occupational Safety & Health Division
101 Grove Street, Room 217
San Francisco, CA 94102
Desk: (415) 554-2797
Main: (415) 554-2793
FAX: (415) 554-2562
Email: ed.ochi@sfdph.org

**CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE** This email message and any attachments are solely for the intended recipient and may contain
confidential, privileged, or protected health information. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, use or
distribution of the information included in this message and any attachments is prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify me immediately and permanently delete or otherwise destroy the information.

 

From: Cushing, Stephanie (DPH) <Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 2:47 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>;
Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: [Event COVID-19] Guidelines on environmental disinfection
Importance: High
 
Attached is what Ed and I developed about a month ago.  These directions were for families or
workers who may be cleaning COVID-19 residences or rooms in homes.
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This can be edited for cleaning hard surface again using bleach mixture or EPA approved, and can
address corona viruses.
 
Stephanie
 
Stephanie K.J. Cushing, MSPH, CHMM, REHS
張春華
Director of Environmental Health
Population Health Division
Department of Public Health
1390 Market Street, Suite 210
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 252-3926
 
Confidentiality Notice:  This email message and attachments are solely for the intended recipient
and may contain confidential or privileged information.  If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, use or distribution of the information included in this message and any other
attachments is prohibited.  If you have received this communication in error, please notify the
sender immediately and permanently delete or otherwise destroy the information.
 
 
 

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 2:20 PM
To: Stier, David (DPH) <david.stier@sfdph.org>; Cushing, Stephanie (DPH)
<Stephanie.Cushing@sfdph.org>; Ochi, Ed (DPH) <ed.ochi@sfdph.org>
Subject: [Event COVID-19] Guidelines on environmental disinfection
 
You may already have this information ready:
 
City agencies are asking for clear guidelines on environmental disinfection (buses, BART,
facilities, etc.)
 
This is a great opportunity to provide uniform, high-quality guidance that is easy to implement
across the city.
 
What are the best materials to provide? Do we need to develop something user-friendly?
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
 
--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
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Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." (learn more http://bit.ly/phd-lead)  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
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From: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
To: Philip, Susan (DPH); Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: RE: note to send to health care providers
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 9:00:10 PM

Hi all,
I would propose we send this guidance first to the Infection Control Working Group, as CDC is in the
process of updating their PUI definition and I think we will want to send a health advisory when that
is revised (should be soon, as their current PUI definition is mostly focused on China and not aligned
with their travel warnings).
We can discuss tomorrow?
Thanks,
Julie
 

From: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:17 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: note to send to health care providers
 
Yes, I will discuss with Julie as info officer. 
 
Sent from my mobile device, please excuse typos
 
Susan Philip MD MPH
Deputy Health Officer
San Francisco Department of Public Health
(628)206-7638

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:58:46 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: note to send to health care providers
 
Can we prepare a health advisory w this information, and w LINK to latest information from
us.
 
We can release immediately after declaration to make we have the latest info.
 
Does that sound okay?
 
Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 
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--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." (learn more http://bit.ly/phd-lead)  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.

From: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:53 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: FW: note to send to health care providers
 
Tomas and Naveena,
Janice is sugesting we inform community providers that they should consider COVID-19 in
returning travelers from South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Iran, Italy given evidence of
community transmission in those regions and CDC’s travel alerts. This is in line with the CDC
guidance to travelers from this area (see below).
Janice found out that NYC has already sent this message out to their community clinical
providers.
This, along with the possible declaration, may really increase the volume of calls but I agree
with the clinical team that this seems to be the correct thing to do.  Let me know if either of
you feel strongly that we should NOT move forward with this –
Susan
 

From: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:37 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: note to send to health care providers
 
Hi Susan
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I don't think we will know yet if CDC EOC will approve until we start asking.  And CDC needs to
align their PUI criteria for testing with what they are recommending on the Travel Alert
website- for travelers returning from those countries to seek medical evaluation if they
develop fever or cough /SOB.  We do get alot of PUI questions for patients outside of CDC PUI
criteria and can start requesting when those come in.  At a minimum, any testing will likely fall
under the footnote 5 as of today, which is not travel-restricted:
 
4Category also includes any member of a cluster of patients with severe acute lower
respiratory illness (e.g., pneumonia, ARDS) of unknown etiology in which 2019-nCoV
is being considered that requires hospitalization. Such persons should be evaluated in
consultation with state and local health departments regardless of travel history. 
 

Janice K. Louie, MD, MPH

 

Please note if I am e-mailing you about 2019 n-Coronavirus, it is because I am on temporary assignment to assist with
the SFDPH 2019 nCoV Activation

 

Medical Director

Tuberculosis Prevention and Control Program

San Francisco Department of Public Health 

Clinic: (628) 206-8524

Fax: (628) 206-4565

Janice.louie@sfdph.org

 

 

From: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:29 PM
To: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: note to send to health care providers
 
Thanks, Janice – is the CDC EOC approving testing for these patients?  Julie, do you agree with
sending this message to providers?
Susan
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From: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:16 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: note to send to health care providers
 

Hi Susan

I hope you have seen my prior emails regarding expanded testing based on community transmission
reported in other countries outside of China. I wrote the note below for your consideration (change as you
wish) to send to our local ICP and other clinical partners, when we feel ready for this. Calls to 554-2830
from clinicians regarding URI in travelers from non-China countries are increasing.

Janice

 

 

Dear SF Partners,

WHO and the CDC have recently noted new community transmission in regions
outside of China. Accordingly, the CDC has posted Travel Alerts for the following
countries in addition to China:  Japan and South Korea (Level 2) and Hong Kong,
Italy, and Iran (Level 1). 

 

The CDC Travel Alerts recommend that returning travelers from the above countries
with onset of illness within 2 weeks of leaving should be considered for novel
coronavirus infection. Healthcare providers should obtain a detailed travel history for
patients with fever or acute respiratory symptoms, and ask the same information as
would be requested for any PUI. Information on vital signs and any known results of
viral respiratory pathogen testing is also helpful.  Once evaluated by a clinical
provider, SFDPH can work with clinicians to see if testing can be performed at CDC. 
At this time, SFDPH recommends that high priority should be placed on patients who
meet the above criteria with severe respiratory illness or requiring hospitalization. 
Additionally, older adults and people with chronic medical conditions appear to be at
increased risk for severe disease.

 

Although routes of transmission have yet to be definitively determined, CDC
recommends a cautious approach to interacting with patients under investigation. Ask
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such patients to wear a face mask as soon as they are identified. Conduct patient
evaluation in a private room with the door closed, ideally an airborne infection
isolation room, if available. Personnel entering the room should use standard
precautions, contact precautions, and airborne precautions, and use eye protection
(goggles or a face shield). For additional healthcare infection control
recommendations, visit CDC's Infection Control webpage.

In the coming days, please note CDC may issue more Travel Alerts and it will be
important to remain updated on both the CDC Coronavirus Persons Under
Investigation (PUI) website (URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html) and the CDC Travel Alert page
(URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html).

 

For questions, please call our Covid Consultation Center at 415 554-2830 or the On-
Call MD.

 

 

Janice K. Louie, MD, MPH

 

Please note if I am e-mailing you about 2019 n-Coronavirus, it is because I am on temporary assignment to assist with
the SFDPH 2019 nCoV Activation

 

Medical Director

Tuberculosis Prevention and Control Program

San Francisco Department of Public Health 

Clinic: (628) 206-8524

Fax: (628) 206-4565

Janice.louie@sfdph.org
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From: CCSF Alert
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: CCSF Situation Report - COVID-19
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 7:25:43 PM
Importance: High

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message

Situation Report - Update - COVID-19 (#16)
Department of Emergency Management
Division of Emergency Services

02-24-2020 - 19:16:37

Situation Update:

International data:
79,555 confirmed cases; 77,152 cases in mainland China; 2,628 deaths in mainland China
2,403 confirmed cases outside of China across 31 countries/regions. (total includes 691 cases on
the Diamond Princess cruise ship docked at Yokohama, Japan)

National (U.S.) data:
14 total confirmed cases in the USA (does not include Diamond Princess repatriation flight
patients from Travis AFB, Lockland AFB, or the University of Nebraska)

There are no confirmed cases in San Francisco.
The risk of COVID-19 in California remains low.

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
NOTE: Information may vary as events and reporting are rapidly evolving.

There are no recommendations to cancel events.
We are in flu season.  The San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) recommends that
persons with symptoms stay home from work, school and social gatherings.  Practice hand-
washing precautions.  It is not too late to get the flu vaccine. 

SFDPH Activities:

SFDPH DOC Call Center has attempted contact to 99% of the travelers returning from China
that, per the CDC, require follow-up.
SFDPH is maintaining global, national, and local situational awareness to provide messaging
focused on preparation for COVID-19 and the steps that can be taken to mitigate and prepare
workplaces, homes, etc.
SFDPH is collaborating with partner agencies at a city wide level to establish housing plans for
potential PUIs, and to prioritize the SF community sites requiring immediate outreach and
preparation for COVID-19.
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Cleaning/disinfection guidance for businesses and organizations (including BART & MUNI)
have been completed.
SFDPH is automating processes for return traveler data entry to be able to provide a more
comprehensive data picture. 
SFDPH DOC is focused on planning for potential Medical Surge at SF hospitals,
including working with SFFD and assessing 911 dispatch COVID-19 screening calls.
SFDPH is working with the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) to assess stocking
levels and usage of Personal Protective Equipment PPE across local jurisdictions, to support
medical service continuity of operations.

Public Information

SFDPH and the San Francisco Department of Emergency Management (DEM) continue to
operate the Joint Information Center to develop and disseminate accurate, timely, relevant and
accessible public information about COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus). The Joint Information
Center will expand to include additional regular members from other city agencies.
Public Information Objectives:
1. Rumor Control
2. Engagement with the Chinese and Asian Pacific Islander community
        3. Keeping Public Information up-to-date
DPH and DEM have announcement plans should a San Francisco resident contract COVID-19.
The Office of Civic Engagement and Immigrant Affairs (OCEIA) has translated materials in all
threshold languages.
Talking points are being updated to include messages on economic impact and planning for
people living in single room occupancy settings.
DPH and DEM Public Information Officers (PIOs) continue to respond to media inquiries and
prioritize Chinese language media. Public messaging also highlights ongoing preparedness
work for possible COVID-19 cases in San Francisco in the future.
311 has received about 789 inquires on COVID-19 since January 27, 2020.
Updated factsheets remain available at www.sfdph.org and www.sf72.org.
DPH and DEM went to conduct interviews in Cantonese with KTSF and Sky Link TV on the
latest updates on COVID-19

WHO (World Health Organization) Response

WHO continues its focus on exploring transmission patterns, risk factors, and other clinical
features of COVID-19.
No new countries reported cases of COVID-19 (as of 02/23/20).

CDC (U.S. Centers for Disease Control & Prevention)

CDC reports 14 confirmed cases in the U.S. (12 travel-related, 2 person-to-person spread.
CDC reports 426 people have been tested (as of 02/24/20)- 12.4% of all PUIs have tested
positive for COVID-19.
CDC reports 39 confirmed cases among persons repatriated to the US and tested by CDC (3
repatriated from Wuhan, China, 36 from the Diamond Princess Cruise Ship)
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Resources:

Department of Public Health (SFDPH): https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-
z/coronavirus-2019-novel-coronavirus/
SFDPH’s Policy for return travelers: https://www.sfcdcp.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/Interim-Guidance-on-Monitoring-and-Movement-for-San-Franciscans-
and-Travel-Before-Feb-3rd-SFDPH-FINAL-02.07.2020.pdf
SFDPH COVID-19 clinical intake form: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-
z/coronavirus-2019-novel-coronavirus/coronavirus-2019-information-for-healthcare-providers/
SFDPH General Facts: https://www.sfcdcp.org/infectious-diseases-a-to-z/coronavirus-2019-
novel-%20%20%20coronavirus/
Department of Emergency Management (DEM): https://SF72.org 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC): https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/index.html
CDC Respirator Supply Strategy Guidelines: (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html
World Health Organization (WHO): https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-
coronavirus-2019
For operational coordination and information sharing, visit WebEOC (https://sfvem.org) under
Incident Name: 2020-01-21 2019 Covid-19 (formerly 2020-01-21 2019-nCoV). Note - WebEOC
is password protected.

Situation Summary:

CDC is closely monitoring an outbreak of respiratory illness caused by COVID-19 that was first
detected in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China and which continues to expand.
Chinese health officials have reported thousands of infections with COVID-19 in China, with the
virus reportedly spreading from person-to-person in many parts of that country.
Infections with COVID-19, most of them associated with travel from Wuhan, also are being
reported in a growing number of international locations, including the United States.

DEM Contact Information:
Duty Officer (415) 260-2591
Watch Center Operations (415) 558-2738; operational Mon-Sun, 0600-2200 Hours
Email: demdutyofficer@sfgov.org

THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED
AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL, THE RECIPIENT OF THIS REPORT
SHOULD BE AWARE THAT THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS NOT VERIFIED.

CCSF Alert is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco. To change the way you receive CCSF Alerts,
contact your Department's Disaster Preparedness Coordinator.
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From: Hirose, Mivic D. (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Stoltey, Juliet (DPH); Philip, Susan (DPH); Dysart, Julia (DPH); Siador, Christine (DPH);

Bobba, Naveena (DPH); Nguyen, Rita (DPH); Stier, David (DPH)
Subject: Draft #6, Housing Options by Tiers
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:48:43 PM
Attachments: Housing Options By Risk Tiers Grid - draft 6, 02.24.20.docx

Hello,
Julia and I revised/reworked the document.  Please see the attached for the revised housing
options by tiers.  Julia can make changes/edits while I am away.  Thank you all for your
feedback!
mivic

Mivic Hirose, RN, MS, CNS
Clinical Nurse Specialist
San Francisco Department of Public Health
Office of Health Informatics
Phone: 628-206-1250
Office: Building 40, 4th Floor Rm: 416
Email: mivic.d.hirose@sfdph.org
Pronouns: she, her, hers

This e-mail is intended for the recipient only. If you receive this e-mail in error, notify the
sender and destroy the e-mail immediately. Disclosure of the PHI contained herein may
subject the discloser to civil or criminal penalties under state and federal privacy laws.
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[bookmark: _GoBack]HOUSING OPTIONS BY RISK TIERS – draft 6
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		CATEGORY

		CONFIRMED CASES

		PERSON(S) UNDER INVESTIGATION (PUI) AND SYMPTOMATIC

		HIGH RISK



		CDC DEFINITION[footnoteRef:1] [1:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html] 


		

		

		· Living in the same household as, being an intimate partner of, or providing care in a nonhealthcare setting (such as a home) for a person with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection without using recommended precautions for home care and home isolation 

· The same risk assessment applies for the above-listed exposures to a person diagnosed clinically with COVID-19 infection outside of the United States who did not have laboratory testing.

Travel from Hubei Province, China



		MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS AND PUBLIC ACTIVITIES IF SYMPTOMATIC1

		

		PUIs awaiting results of COVID-19 should remain in isolation at home or in a healthcare facility until their test results are known

		Immediate Isolation



		IF ASYMPTOMATIC1

		

		

		Remain quarantined (voluntary or under public health orders on a case-by-case basis) in a location to be determined by public health authorities. No public activities.








		CATEGORY

		CONFIRMED CASES

		PERSON(S) UNDER INVESTIGATION (PUI) AND SYMPTOMATIC

		HIGH RISK



		DESIRED HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS[footnoteRef:2] for persons that DPH determines need to be provided separate housing [2:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-home-care.html and https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html plus guideline from SFDPH DOC] 




		Healthcare Facility (Acute or SNF)

		[bookmark: _Hlk33181306]Desired housing characteristics to prevent COVID-19 spread in homes and residential communities, for persons that DPH determines need to be provided separate housing: 

· Private room with a private bathroom

· Ventilation requirements for separate housing are not described in current CDC COVID-19 guidance (as of 2/21/2020).    

· In the 2003 SARS epidemic, the order of preference for acceptable ventilation systems for home isolation of patients under investigation for, or confirmed to have SARS[footnoteRef:3]:  [3:  https://www.cdc.gov/sars/guidance/d-quarantine/app3.html] 


1) Rooms with individual ventilation systems (e.g., room or window fan coil units that do not recirculate to other parts of the building)

2) Facility with a non-recirculating ventilation system that permits redirection of the air flow from corridors and public areas into patient rooms.

· If (1) and (2) above are not feasible, then any facility that can offer private room with private bathroom.  Trailer homes would be a preferred solution.



DPH-Program Availability: Hummingbird Place @ZSFG Campus

· Available today – 1

· Availability if given notice – 3

· If needed to occupy the 3 available beds, Hummingbird operations will be suspended

· Contact will be Kelly Hiramoto










		CATEGORY

		MEDIUM RISK

		LOW RISK

		NOTES/COMMENTS



		CDC DEFINITION[footnoteRef:4]1 [4: 1 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html] 


		· Close contact with a person with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection, and not having any exposures that meet a high-risk definition. 

· The same risk assessment applies for close contact with a person diagnosed clinically with COVID-19 infection outside of the United States who did not have laboratory testing.

· On an aircraft, being seated within 6 feet (two meters) of a traveler with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection; this distance correlates approximately with 2 seats in each direction

· Living in the same household as, an intimate partner of, or caring for a person in a nonhealthcare setting (such as a home) to a person with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection while consistently using recommended precautions for home care and home isolation

		· Being in the same indoor environment (e.g., a classroom, a hospital waiting room) as a person with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 for a prolonged period of time but not meeting the definition of close contact

· On an aircraft, being seated within two rows of a traveler with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 but not within 6 feet (2 meters) (refer to graphic above) AND not having any exposures that meet a medium- or a high-risk definition

		








		CATEGORY

		MEDIUM RISK

		LOW RISK

		NOTES/COMMENTS



		MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS AND PUBLIC ACTIVITIES IF SYMPTOMATIC1

		Immediate isolation

		Recommendation to avoid contact with others and public activities while symptomatic

		



		IF ASYMPTOMATIC1

		To the extent possible, remain at home or in a comparable setting. Avoid congregate settings, limit public activities, and practice social distancing.

		No restriction

		



		DESIRED HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS[footnoteRef:5]2 for persons that DPH determines need to be provided separate housing [5: 2 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-home-care.html and https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html plus guideline from SFDPH DOC] 




		More clarification/discussion needed here – Hummingbird Place vs Trailer(s) vs Navigation Center(s) vs Shelter(s)

May need to be determined on a case by case basis, considering who lives in the household, etc

Also need to consider wraparound services, frequency of check ins etc

		More clarification/discussion needed here, if lack of housing has been identified as a need

		







OTHER HOUSING CONSIDERATIONS:

· Housing considerations for housemates

· What is available in the housing unit

· Staffing – training needs, capacity, need for fit testing, protocols

· Logistics – food availability and delivery, laundry, trash, housekeeping, supplies needed

· Return Traveler/Client - education



2/14/20 DECISION POINTS:

1) Bathroom needs – separate bathroom and avoid sharing if possible

2) Monitoring needs – return traveler/client can phone or text staff or visual check by staff 1x/day.  If the need at Hummingbird Place is more than 1x/day, may need more than Hummingbird Place.

Housing Options By Tiers, page 3





 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Iran - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—Special

Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:39:51 PM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Iran - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—Special
Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020

CDC has issued a level 2 travel notice for Iran due to sustained community transmission of respiratory
illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus.

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80444

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

mailto:EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80444
mailto:EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
mailto:EpiXEditor@cdc.gov


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
To: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: FW: Important: CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—

Special Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:36:16 PM

FYI – Italy is now a Level 2 (high-risk only) travel advisory.
 
Thanks,
Sheilah
 

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov <EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:33 PM
To: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH) <sheilah.zarate@sfdph.org>
Subject: Important: CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community
Transmission—Special Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
 

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—Special
Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020

CDC has issued a level 2 travel notice for Italy due to sustained community transmission of respiratory
illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus.

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80443

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
To: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: FW: Important: CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in South Korea -Warning - Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel —

Widespread Community Transmission -- February 24, 2020
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:35:27 PM

FYI – South Korea is now a Level 3 Travel Advisory.
 
Thanks,
Sheilah
 

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov <EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:43 PM
To: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH) <sheilah.zarate@sfdph.org>
Subject: Important: CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in South Korea -Warning - Level 3, Avoid
Nonessential Travel — Widespread Community Transmission -- February 24, 2020
 

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in South Korea -Warning - Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel —
Widespread Community Transmission -- February 24, 2020

CDC has issued a level 3 travel notice for South Korea due to widespread community transmission of
respiratory illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus. CDC recommends that travelers avoid all
nonessential travel to South Korea. There is limited access to adequate medical care in affected areas.

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80441
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HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—Special

Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:26:33 PM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

CDC Travel Notice: Coronavirus in Italy - Alert - Level 2, Sustained Community Transmission—Special
Precautions for High-Risk Travelers -- February 24, 2020

CDC has issued a level 2 travel notice for Italy due to sustained community transmission of respiratory
illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus.

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80443

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.
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From: Zarate, Sheilah (DPH)
To: Vien, Veronica (DPH); Kagan, Rachael (DPH); Andrew, Brent (DPH); Padilla, Cristina (DPH); Acosta, Linda (DPH)
Cc: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: EpiX CDC Special Media Tracking Report for COVID-19_2/24/20
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:23:59 PM
Attachments: EpiX-Special Media Tracking Report_2.24.20.pdf

FYI
 
________________________________
Sheilah Zarate, RN, PHN, MSN
San Francisco Department of Public Health
Emergency Medical Services Agency
90 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 487-5019 desk
(925) 212-9902 cell
sheilah.zarate@sfdph.org
 
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.
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Epi-X Special Media Report – COVID-19, February 24, 2020 


 


THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR REDISTRIBUTION 


 


Any copying, republication, or redistribution of the following content, which is largely 


provided by subscription-based news feeds such as GPHIN and the Associated Press, is 


expressly prohibited by U.S. and international copyright laws and by the Epi-X user 


security agreement. This report is intended to provide Epi-X users with a summary of 


relevant novel coronavirus coverage from CDC and other media sources. 
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o CALIFORNIA: Coronavirus patients at Travis AFB have nowhere to go 


o CALIFORNIA: Second San Diego coronavirus patient discharged from 


hospital 
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National  


Infectious Disease 


CALIFORNIA: Coronavirus patients at Travis AFB have nowhere to go 


 


Coronavirus patients at Travis Air Force Base must go. 


 


Diamond Princess cruise ship evacuees who tested positive for the pneumonia-


like virus need to leave the base in Fairfield, Calif., even if they don't have 


symptoms, according to federal authorities. 


 


The California Health and Human Services Agency said in a statement Saturday 


they must be sent either to the hospital or, if they're not sick enough, isolated until 


the infection has cleared. Of the 3,700 passengers and crew of the Diamond 


Princess, over 500 have been diagnosed with coronavirus. The genesis of the 


outbreak is an 80-year-old guest from Hong Kong who joined the cruise on Jan. 


20, 2020. 


 


The ship was quarantined in Yokohama, Japan for over a week before passengers 


were allowed to board planes back to their home countries. 


 


Due to a lack of beds in specialized hospitals in Northern California, one place 


under consideration for the Travis patients is the state-owned Fairview 


Development Center in Costa Mesa. The center for people with mental disabilities 


is currently unoccupied, according to the Sacramento Bee. 


 


“If Fairview were chosen, the federal government would be responsible for 


providing health care — easing the burden on our hospitals during flu season — 


and for providing robust security to ensure the public safety and public health of 


the surrounding community,” the state's statement said. 







 


But the move has been stalled as Costa Mesa officials argue that the plan lacks 


details about how the community would be protected from the outbreak. 


 


A federal judge issued a temporary restraining order late Friday to halt the 


transportation of anyone who has tested positive for the new coronavirus to Costa 


Mesa, a city of 110,000 in the heart of Orange County. U.S. District Judge 


Josephine L. Stanton scheduled a hearing on the issue Monday. 


 


City officials quickly sought court intervention after learning from the California 


Governor's Office of Emergency Services that U.S. officials planned to start 


moving patients to a state-owned facility in Costa Mesa as early as Sunday. 


 


They said in court documents that local officials were not included in the planning 


effort and wanted to know why the Fairview Developmental Center was 


considered a suitable quarantine site and what kind of safeguards were in place to 


prevent the possible transmission of the virus that has spread worldwide. 


 


“The city has not been part of any of the process that led to the consideration of 


the site, and it would be unfair to not include us in this kind of significant decision 


that has great impact on our community," Mayor Katrina Foley told the Orange 


County Register. 


 


In a court filing, federal and state officials said city's arguments against the 


quarantine threaten public health. 


 


“Plaintiffs’ ill-informed and legally baseless application endangers the safety and 


well-being of the American people," the filing says. “Plaintiffs ask this Court to 


substitute unfounded speculation for the expertise of federal and state public-


health authorities. Instead of providing public-health expertise (or any expertise), 


Plaintiffs ask this Court to rely on internet statements and speculation." 


 


Fairview is a 109-acre campus that was once home to about 2,000 people with 


intellectual and developmental disabilities. It’s now nearly empty as the state has 


moved residents into community homes and other living situations. 


 


A state lawmaker whose district includes Costa Mesa said he feared the virus 


could travel through the facility's air vents. 


 


“The coronavirus patients should be treated humanely and with the best medical 


care available. But the first priority must be to contain the virus and make sure it 


doesn't jump into the local population,” Republican state Sen. John Moorlach 


said. 


 


Globally, the virus has infected nearly 78,000 people in 29 countries, and more 


than 2,300 have died. 







 


SFGATE digital reporter Amy Graff contributed to this report. 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Coronavirus-patients-Travis-AFB-must-


move-15079843.php  
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CALIFORNIA: Second San Diego coronavirus patient discharged from 


hospital 


 


SAN DIEGO (KGTV) -- The second San Diego patient who tested positive for 


novel coronavirus, or COVID-19, has been released.  


 


UC San Diego Health made the announcement Monday and said the hospital is no 


longer caring for anyone with confirmed or possible cases of the virus.  


 


Read the statement from the hospital’s CEO Patty Maysent below:  


 


The last few weeks have presented numerous challenges. Our skills, strengths and 


stamina have been tested, and I am proud to say we met the challenges across the 


board, throughout our health care system and across our broader communities. 


 


The situation was often fluid and unpredictable, and the doctors, nurses and staff 


of UC San Diego Health worked tirelessly to support patients in their care with 


compassion, dignity and respect. They have collaborated daily, sometimes hourly 


or by the minute, with partners and peers at San Diego County Public Health 


Services and the CDC. 


 


In all ways, at all times, their unified mission was — and remains — to keep 


patients and the public-at-large informed, protected and safe. It is not possible to 


express the depth of my gratitude for their efforts, professionalism and sacrifice. 


 


The first person in San Diego who tested positive for coronavirus had fully 


recovered and was released from the hospital on February 19.  


 


In that case, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention informed the hospital 


of the recovery.  


 


That individual was released after it was determined that they were no longer 


infectious.  


 


Copyright 2020 Scripps Media, Inc. All rights reserved. This material may not be 


published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 


 



https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Coronavirus-patients-Travis-AFB-must-move-15079843.php

https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Coronavirus-patients-Travis-AFB-must-move-15079843.php





The original article can be found at https://www.10news.com/news/local-


news/second-san-diego-coronavirus-patient-discharged-from-hospital  
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MULTIPLE STATES: US confirms 53 coronavirus cases, including 


evacuated cruise passengers  


 


The US now has 53 confirmed cases of the coronavirus, including 19 new patients 


diagnosed over the weekend, health officials said Monday. 


 


The stateside cases include 39 evacuees from the virus-hit Diamond Princess 


cruise ship and the Chinese city of Wuhan at the center of the outbreak, according 


to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 


 


The CDC said the 14 other cases were patients in California, Illinois, 


Massachusetts, Washington state, Arizona and Wisconsin. 


 


The agency previously reported Friday that there were 13 cases in the country and 


21 among repatriated Americans. 


 


Officials warned at the time that the number of confirmed cases among the 


Americans who were evacuated will likely increase. 


 


“We are keeping track of cases resulting from repatriation efforts separately 


because we don’t believe those numbers accurately represent the picture of what 


is happening in the community in the United States at this time,” Dr. Nancy 


Messonnier, director of the CDC’s National Center for Immunization and 


Respiratory Diseases, told reporters on Friday. 


 


The virus, known as COVID-19, has spread to more than 79,000 people across the 


world with the death toll around 2,600. 


 


With Post wires 


 


The original article can be found at https://nypost.com/2020/02/24/us-confirms-


53-coronavirus-cases-including-evacuated-cruise-passengers/  
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TEXAS: Number of Coronavirus Cases in San Antonio Rises to 6  


 


The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention confirmed three more cases of 


coronavirus over the weekend, bringing the total number of positive cases in San 


Antonio to six. 



https://www.10news.com/news/local-news/second-san-diego-coronavirus-patient-discharged-from-hospital
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The three new cases are among the evacuees from the Diamond Princess cruise 


ship, and additional cases could be confirmed as testing results continue to be 


processed by the CDC headquarters in Atlanta, said Rear Adm. Nancy Knight, the 


CDC’s director of the Division of Global Health Protection at a press conference 


on Monday.  


 


Knight, who is running the quarantine operation, said that neither the staff 


working with evacuees or the general population are at risk, despite the climb in 


positive cases locally. 


 


Two of the new cases were identified through voluntary testing being offered to 


the 144 cruise ship evacuees who were quarantined last week at Joint Base San 


Antonio-Lackland. The third was diagnosed after being taken to a local hospital 


after exhibiting symptoms. 


 


Hospital selection is overseen by the Southwest Texas Regional Advisory Council 


(STRAC), a network of hospitals and first responders who maintain the regional 


trauma and emergency health care system for San Antonio and the surrounding 22 


counties. 


 


Eric Epley, executive director at STRAC, said the protocol for determining which 


health care facilities will treat patients testing positive for novel coronavirus, 


known as COVID-19, was based on a plan previously in place for the treatment of 


patients testing positive for Ebola. 


 


“The [City of] San Antonio hazmat team and the San Antonio Fire Department 


team work closely with teams at those hospitals to ensure” appropriate transport 


and safety, Epley said, noting the plan for coronavirus evacuees is only slightly 


different than for those who test positive for Ebola. 


 


Currently, all six patients who tested positive for the virus are being treated at the 


Texas Center for Infectious Disease on San Antonio’s South Side, where they are 


housed in a 22-bed isolation unit. 


 


Knight said that while the quarantine for patients who evacuated last week is set 


to end March 2, “some people might need to have their quarantine extended.” 


 


Any evacuee who came in contact with a person who tested positive for 


coronavirus will have their quarantine date extended to reflect the more recent 


date of potential exposure. 


 


Knight said that some patients who tested positive for COVID-19 will be 


transported to different quarantine facilities in an effort to reunite families who 


were separated when coming back to the U.S. 


 







“One of the individuals we have here who tested positive has a wife in quarantine 


at a different location, so we are working to bring her here so they can complete 


the incubation period together with the people we already have here,” Knight said. 


 


While Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland might receive more evacuees or patients 


who transfer from one quarantine to another, the capacity as of now remains at 22, 


the total number that can be kept in quarantine at the Texas Center for Infectious 


Disease. 


 


The original article can be found at https://therivardreport.com/number-of-


coronavirus-cases-in-san-antonio-rises-to-6/  
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Studies 


Drugmaker Moderna Delivers First Coronavirus Vaccine for Human Testing 


 


By Peter Loftus  


 


Drugmaker Moderna Inc. has shipped the first batch of its rapidly developed 


coronavirus vaccine to U.S. government researchers, who will launch the first 


human tests of whether the shot could help suppress the epidemic originating in 


China. 


 


Moderna on Monday sent vaccine vials from its Norwood, Mass., manufacturing 


plant to the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases in Bethesda, 


Md., the company said. The institute expects by the end of April to start a clinical 


trial of about 20 to 25 healthy volunteers, testing whether two doses of the shot 


are safe and induce an immune response likely to protect against infection, NIAID 


Director Anthony Fauci said in an interview. Initial results could become 


available in July or August. 


 


Moderna's turnaround time in producing the first batch of the vaccine -- co-


designed with NIAID, after learning the new virus's genetic sequence in January -


- is a stunningly fast response to an emerging outbreak. 


 


If a trial starts as planned in April, it would be about three months from vaccine 


design to human testing. In comparison, after an outbreak of an older coronavirus, 


severe acute respiratory syndrome, in China in 2002, it took about 20 months for 


NIAID to get a vaccine into the first stage of human testing, according to Dr. 


Fauci. 


 


"Going into a Phase One trial within three months of getting the sequence is 


unquestionably the world indoor record. Nothing has ever gone that fast," Dr. 


Fauci said. 



https://therivardreport.com/number-of-coronavirus-cases-in-san-antonio-rises-to-6/
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Public-health authorities say advances in vaccine technology, aided by 


government and private investments, are shortening development timelines when 


outbreaks occur. In the past, researchers scrambled to develop vaccines in 


response to outbreaks such as SARS, Ebola and Zika with mixed results. Older 


types of vaccines are developed from viral proteins that must be grown in eggs or 


cell cultures, and together with animal testing it can take years before a vaccine 


can be used in humans. 


 


Newer approaches rely on what are known as platform technologies -- building 


blocks that can be tweaked quickly with the genetic information from a newly 


emerged pathogen. 


 


The fast production of a vaccine and plans to test it soon don't guarantee its 


success. "You're never sure until you're at the end what you have," said Bruce 


Gellin, president of global immunization at the Sabin Vaccine Institute. Saying 


there are other coronavirus vaccines in the works, he added: "The sequence of 


testing is designed to sort out what works from what doesn't. That's why it's 


important to try as many things as possible that seem feasible, because not all 


horses will finish the race." 


 


It is uncertain whether Moderna's vaccine will work because its gene-based 


technology hasn't yet yielded an approved human vaccine. And even if the first 


study is positive, the coronavirus vaccine might not become widely available until 


next year because further studies and regulatory clearances will be needed, Dr. 


Fauci said. 


 


But health authorities say it is worth placing bets on these new technologies in the 


face of fast-moving outbreaks. Since early January, when only a few dozen cases 


were confirmed in central China, the virus has spread to more than 78,000 people, 


including more than 2,400 who have died. The vast majority of the cases are in 


China, according to the World Health Organization. 


 


Dr. Fauci said it is possible the spread of coronavirus could lessen during warmer 


months, but then return next winter and become a seasonal virus like the flu, 


making a vaccine useful even if it isn't ready for widespread distribution until next 


year. 


 


"The only way you can completely suppress an emerging infectious disease is 


with a vaccine," Dr. Fauci said in his office in Bethesda. "If you want to really get 


it quickly, you're using technologies that are not as time-honored as the standard, 


what I call antiquated, way of doing it." 


 


Moderna, which has more than 800 employees, was founded in 2010 to develop 


drugs and vaccines based on what is known as messenger RNA, the genetic 


molecules that carry instructions from DNA to the body's cells to make certain 







proteins. The company is targeting cancer, heart disease and infectious diseases. It 


hasn't brought any drugs or vaccines to market. 


 


Moderna Chief Executive Stephane Bancel said he got in touch with NIAID after 


hearing about the new China virus while vacationing with his family in France in 


early January, to discuss collaborating on a vaccine. 


 


Chinese scientists found the genetic sequence of the new virus and published it 


online around Jan. 10. Researchers at NIAID and Moderna analyzed the sequence 


and homed in on a section they believed was most likely to induce the desired 


immune response if incorporated into a vaccine. NIAID agreed to run a clinical 


trial if Moderna could supply a vaccine. 


 


Moderna didn't need actual samples of the virus or its proteins. The company's 


vaccines instead contain nucleic acids with genetic codes that instruct the body's 


own cells to make certain proteins from the virus that don't infect a person, but 


trigger an immune response. 


 


Moderna in 2018 opened a manufacturing site in the shell of a former Polaroid 


plant in Norwood, near the company's Cambridge, Mass., headquarters. In the 


plant, employees wearing white lab gowns, hair nets and safety goggles work 


amid lab hoods, robotic machinery and steel tanks to produce drugs and vaccines 


for clinical trials. Meeting rooms are named after famous scientists such as Curie 


and Pasteur. 


 


To make the coronavirus vaccine, Moderna repurposed some of the robotic 


equipment that was making cancer vaccines tailored to the genetic mutations of 


patients' tumors. 


 


As many as 100 manufacturing and quality-control employees were involved in 


the effort, many working nights and weekends. As manufacturing ramped up, the 


company's leaders had frequent meetings, calls and WhatsApp messaging chains 


to monitor progress, and stayed in close contact with NIAID. 


 


After Moderna's effort became public in January, friends and family members 


became interested. 


 


Juan Andres, Moderna's head of technical operations, said, "I wasn't used to my 


kid thinking I did anything cool," but his 15-year-old son began asking questions 


about the project at dinner. 


 


Moderna finished manufacturing about 500 vials on Feb. 7, a Friday. Normally, 


the company would have waited until Monday to start quality-control tests, but 


about 10 to 15 workers spent the weekend testing samples for potency and other 


features. The batch cleared most tests that weekend, but it took about two weeks 


to complete sterility testing. Moderna stored the supply in freezers set to minus-70 







degrees Celsius. 


 


One risk of moving so fast is that Moderna and NIAID won't know for sure they 


picked the best fragment of the virus's genetic sequence to target until the human 


study is completed. 


 


"It is possible it's going to work, but we have to wait and see," said Mr. Bancel, 


Moderna's CEO. 


 


The first trial will be conducted at NIAID's clinical-trials unit in Bethesda. If the 


first one is successful, a second trial of hundreds or thousands of participants 


could begin, which could take six to eight months, Dr. Fauci said. This trial could 


be conducted partly in the U.S. but also in China or a region where the virus is 


spreading, so the testing could gauge whether the vaccine reduces infection rates. 


 


If the second trial is positive, the vaccine could be ready for widespread use, he 


said. How widely the virus has spread by then will determine whether it is given 


to targeted groups such as health-care workers, or more broadly to the general 


population, Dr. Fauci said. 


 


Write to Peter Loftus at peter.loftus@wsj.com 


 


(END) Dow Jones Newswires 


 


February 24, 2020 16:18 ET (21:18 GMT)  
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International  


Infectious Disease 


CANADA: 7th case of COVID-19 recorded in B.C., health officials say 


 


VANCOUVER -- B.C. now has seven recorded cases of COVID-19, health 


officials announced Monday morning. 


 


Provincial health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry and Adrian Dix, B.C.'s health 


minister, gave the update at 9 a.m. in Victoria. 


 


The 7th case is considered presumptive positive until a second test result comes 


back from the National Microbiology Laboratory in Winnipeg to confirm it. 


 


The patient is a man in his 40s in the Fraser Health region and had close contact 







with the sixth confirmed case. 


 


Last Thursday, Henry announced the province's sixth case of the virus. That 


patient is a woman in her 30s who lives in the Fraser Health region and recently 


returned to Canada from Iran. She had travelled from Montreal to Vancouver on 


Feb. 14, Air Canada confirmed on Saturday. 


 


Earlier last week, B.C. health officials revealed that the first COVID-19 patient in 


the province — a man who had been in Wuhan, China, in January — had fully 


recovered. The other patients were said to be recovering well. 


 


Three of those patients live in the Vancouver Coastal Health Region — with 


B.C.'s fifth patient living in the Interior Health region. 


 


Health officials have continued to say the transmission risk in British Columbia 


remains low. 


 


With files from CTV News Vancouver's Sheila Scott 


 


The original article can be found at https://bc.ctvnews.ca/7th-case-of-covid-19-


recorded-in-b-c-health-officials-say-1.4825095  
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CANADA: Canada prepares pandemic response plan as coronavirus cases 


continue to climb 


 


an hour ago 


 


Chief Public Health Officer Theresa Tam says trajectory of COVID-19 still 


unknown 


 


Canada is preparing to respond to a possible pandemic as the number of 


coronavirus cases continues to climb around the globe. 


 


Chief Public Health Officer Theresa Tam said the global threat posed by the novel 


coronavirus, which can lead to a respiratory illness called COVID-19, is evolving 


fast. While the outbreak continues to be contained mostly to the epicentre in 


Hubei, China, she noted that the virus is spreading now at the community level, 


person-to-person, in several other countries. 


 


"These signs are concerning, and they mean that the window of opportunity for 


containment ... for stopping the global spread of the virus, is closing," Tam told 


reporters in a teleconference Monday. 


 


"It also tells countries like Canada, that have been able to manage and detect cases 
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so far, that we have to prepare across governments, across communities, and as 


families and individuals, in the event of more widespread transmission in our 


community." 


 


The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared the outbreak a public health 


emergency of international concern, but so far hasn't declared it a pandemic. 


 


Tam said the trajectory of the coronavirus is unknown at this time and it's possible 


that cases have occurred in other countries that don't have the proper tools to 


diagnose and contain it. 


 


Canada developed a pandemic response plan in 2009, which would serve as the 


foundation for any shift in the official response to the current outbreak, she said. 


 


The response plan includes accelerating research work here and contributing to 


international efforts to develop a vaccine abroad. Tam said it also could lead to 


expanding laboratory testing capabilities and access to diagnostic tools, and 


taking stock of essential supplies to make sure authorities don't run short. She 


added that Canada's course of action would be much the same whether the WHO 


declares a pandemic or not. 


 


Containment efforts 


 


Health Minister Patty Hajdu said Monday that a pandemic declaration by the 


WHO would render travel restrictions meaningless because it would mean that 


efforts to contain the virus had failed. 


 


"As the window closes in terms of stopping the global spread, as we watch the 


WHO assess whether or not this is a full pandemic, obviously our attention turns 


more toward our domestic preparedness and what Canada can do to make sure our 


system and structures are ready for a change in our own population," she said. 


 


The WHO said today that China has reported 77,362 cases of COVID-19, 


including 2,618 deaths. 


 


Outside China, there are now 2,074 cases in 28 countries, including 10 in Canada, 


and 23 related deaths. 


 


Despite the rising numbers, WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom 


Ghebreyesus said officials are encouraged by the fact that the number of new 


cases continues to decline in China. 


 


The epidemic peaked between Jan. 23 and Feb. 2 and has been steadily declining 


since, he said. 


 


Tedros said a decision on whether to declare a pandemic is based on an ongoing 







assessment of the geographical spread of the virus, the severity of the disease and 


its impact on society. 


 


"For the moment, we are not witnessing the uncontained global spread of this 


virus, and we are not witnessing large-scale severe disease or death," he said. 


 


Pandemic potential 


 


"Does this virus have pandemic potential? Absolutely it has. Are we there yet? 


From our assessment, not yet." 


 


Tedros said labelling the outbreak a pandemic could create unnecessary fear. 


 


Tam said that the goal now is to slow the spread of the virus, adding it's difficult 


to stop its spread because more countries are reporting people with no or mild 


symptoms. 


 


Canada has been successful so far in detecting imported cases and preventing 


person-to-person spread within communities, but is preparing for other scenarios, 


Tam said. 


 


Tam said enhanced border control measures and messaging at airports will be 


broadened to include warnings to travellers returning from other countries with 


reported cases of coronavirus. 


 


She said international travellers arriving at Canadian airports will be told to self-


isolate if they're experiencing flu-like symptoms. 


 


Tam said all travellers should take general precautions and plan ahead by, for 


instance, making sure they have enough medication for a trip. 


 


She repeated the standard public health messages encouraging people to wash 


their hands frequently, cover coughs and sneezes, keep track of federal travel 


health advice posted online and share travel history with health-care providers in 


the event of becoming sick.  


 


The original article can be found at https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/pandemic-


response-cornavirus-canada-1.5473738  
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CHINA: China's Hubei reports 499 new coronavirus cases  


 


WUHAN, Feb. 25 (Xinhua) -- Hubei Province, the epicenter of the novel 


coronavirus outbreak, reported 499 new confirmed cases of novel coronavirus 


infection and 68 new deaths on Monday, the provincial health commission said 
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Tuesday. 


 


The latest report brought the total confirmed cases in the hard-hit province to 


64,786.  


 


The original article can be found at http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-


02/25/c_138815825.htm  
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HONG KONG: Confirmed COVID-19 cases increase to 79 in Hong Kong 


 


HONG KONG, Feb. 24 (Xinhua) -- Hong Kong reported five new confirmed 


cases of COVID-19 on Monday, taking the total to 79, the Centre for Health 


Protection (CHP) of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region government 


said. 


 


At a daily press briefing, the CHP introduced the new cases, including two female 


patients, 58 and 59 respectively, returning to Hong Kong from the Diamond 


Princess cruise ship quarantined in Japan. 


 


Head of the CHP's Communicable Disease Branch Chuang Shuk-kwan said three 


of the passengers from the ship have been diagnosed with pneumonia caused by 


COVID-19 and two have been preliminarily tested positive. 


 


Altogether 12 of more than 200 passengers from the ship were in hospital and the 


rest were in quarantine. 


 


Another two cases involved two women aged 57 and 68, who both went to a 


Buddhist worship hall in North Point, Hong Kong Island. Up to now, there have 


been six elder female victims who once went to that worship place. 


 


The other case involved a 35-year-old businessman who once drove to Shenzhen 


in early February. 


 


Among the 79 confirmed cases of COVID-19, two patients have passed away, 19 


have been cured and discharged from hospitals, while the others remain 


hospitalized. 


 


Enditem  


 


Copyright 2020. Xinhua News Agency. All rights reserved.  
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IRAN: Fears mount as coronavirus outbreak worsens in sanctions-hit Iran 


 


As coronavirus cases and deaths spike in Iran, experts have warned the outbreak 


in the Islamic Republic could be far worse than officially reported, and 


emergency aid will be needed to help the sanctions-hit country avoid a 


humanitarian crisis. 


 


Fifty people have died from the new coronavirus in the Shiite Muslim holy city of 


Qom this month, a local official was quoted as saying by Iran’s semi-official 


ILNA news agency on Monday. 


 


The new figure, which has yet to be confirmed by the government, is significantly 


higher than the official tally, which stands at 12 deaths out of 47 confirmed 


infections, according to state television. 


 


More than 250 people are quarantined in the city, which is a popular place of 


religious study for Shiites from across Iran and other countries, Ahmad 


Amiriabadi Farahani, an official from Qom, told ILNA. 


 


Compared with other coronavirus hotspots – including China, where the disease 


originated – Iran has an unusually high death rate. It has prompted experts to raise 


concerns over whether there has been an official cover-up of the scale of the 


epidemic, and whether the country will be able to contain the deadly disease. 


 


“I’m very much concerned about the potential Covid-19 outbreak in Iran, and 


some other Asian countries with weak health systems,” said Chen Xi, assistant 


professor of health policy and economics at the Yale School of Public Health, 


referring to the disease caused by the coronavirus. 


 


“While we still need to closely monitor any new cases in the coming days to reach 


an initial conclusion, the political system in Iran may greatly raise concerns about 


a cover-up,” he said. 


 


Iran reported its first cases of the virus on February 13 and its first deaths six days 


later – two days before the country’s four-yearly legislative elections on Friday, 


which had an unusually low turnout due to widespread fears about the disease. 


 


Authorities in Iran have announced a week-long closure of schools, universities 


and cultural centres across its 14 provinces in an effort to limit the spread of the 


virus. 


 


But it has yet to release detailed information on the outbreak, including how many 


people are in quarantine and what kind of medical and other aid it may need to 


combat the disease. 


 


The virus appears to have spread quickly in the region, with neighbouring 







countries reporting infections among people travelling from Iran. Several 


countries, including Turkey, Iraq and Pakistan, have shut their borders with Iran. 


Many others, including Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Afghanistan, have imposed 


travel and immigration restrictions on the Islamic Republic. 


 


However, the country’s supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei tried to play 


down the outbreak, accusing Tehran’s enemies of playing up “negative 


propaganda” over the coronavirus threat to undermine the elections, without 


naming Iran’s arch-rival the United States. 


 


Chen and Chinese experts warned that Iran’s economy and its health care system 


had been hit hard by US-led sanctions over Tehran’s nuclear programme since the 


1980s, especially those imposed after President Donald Trump withdrew 


Washington from the Iran nuclear deal in August 2018. 


 


Studies by Human Rights Watch and other groups last year found the country’s 


health care sector was severely impacted under the latest round of US sanctions, 


putting cancer and other patients in danger, without access to life-saving 


medicine. 


 


Hua Liming, a former Chinese ambassador to Iran, said the outbreak was a major 


test for Tehran. 


 


“While I don’t think the outbreak in Iran will be as bad as in China, it is true that 


Iran lacks essential materials, especially in terms of its poorly equipped hospitals 


and medical staff, to cope with the disease by itself if this continues to escalate,” 


Hua said. 


 


In a joint letter with other experts published in medical journal The Lancet in 


August, Iran’s deputy health minister Iraj Harirchi admitted different rounds of 


economic sanctions since 1980 have had harsh effects on the health and well-


being of ordinary Iranian citizens. 


 


The International Court of Justice in The Hague issued a rare ruling two years 


ago, ordering Washington to lift restrictive measures linked to humanitarian trade, 


food, medicine and civil aviation. 


 


“The sanctions over decades have also intensified a shortage of medical supplies. 


Their diagnostic technologies are also lagging behind,” Chen said. “I think the 


international community should work together to transparently share passengers’ 


travel data, standardise the accuracy of test kits, and allow humanitarian aid to 


ship to Iran,” he said. 


 


“However, all these efforts may be uncertain and disrupted given the recent 


retreat from the Iran nuclear deal and Trump’s policy towards Iran.” 


 







Experts called on the US to ease its restrictions on humanitarian trade with Iran, 


which would allow China and other Tehran-friendly countries, including Russia, 


to provide medical and humanitarian aid to the Islamic Republic before the 


disease escalates into a greater crisis in the region. 


 


Li Guofu, a senior research fellow at the China Institute of International Studies, a 


think tank in Beijing affiliated with the foreign ministry, said China may have a 


key role to play in helping Tehran during the crisis. 


 


“While the disease is new and the world may have little experience in dealing 


with it or a cure, China should work with other countries to find out what Iran 


needs and provide aid such as face masks and other protective equipment,” he 


said. 


 


Chen said China and others should work with the World Health Organisation, of 


which Iran is also a member, to provide test kits for earlier and more accurate 


diagnosis, and share the experience of mandatory quarantine to help contain the 


spread of the virus. 


 


If Iran experienced a major outbreak, the US would come under mounting 


international pressure to remove some of its sanctions to allow humanitarian aid, 


said Gal Luft, co-director of the Institute for the Analysis of Global Security in 


Washington. 


 


“The Trump administration will face a moral dilemma: whether to remove some 


of the pressure on Iran or face international condemnation for putting millions at 


risk,” he said. 


 


Luft said as fears of a global pandemic grew and countries stockpiled face masks 


and other medical equipment, it could be hard for other nations to help Iran 


effectively. 


 


Iran sent 3 million face masks to China early this month, but after public 


complaints about a shortage in the country, Tehran banned further exports of 


masks to China. 


 


“The best way for Iran to deal with the disease is to do precisely what China has 


done – quarantine. If Wuhan with its 11 million population can be under 


quarantine, so can Tehran with its 8 million,” he said. 


 


The coronavirus has killed more than 2,500 people and infected over 77,000, 


mostly in mainland China, since the epidemic began in December. 


 


Most experts believe the crisis could see China and Iran edge closer, to counter 


the Trump administration’s hostile approach to authoritarian nations. 


 







Iran – isolated by its allies and regional powers such as Israel and Saudi Arabia – 


sees China as a powerful ally and its economic lifeline, and it looks set to increase 


that dependence. 


 


“While Iran has suspended flights and visas for Chinese visitors, it won’t affect 


bilateral ties because both countries need each other – due largely to their 


worsening ties with the US,” said former diplomat Hua. 


 


With the US becoming increasingly antagonistic and hostile, China may not need 


to distance itself from Iran as it has done in the past to avoid angering 


Washington, he said. 


 


China remains the biggest buyer of Iranian oil despite the US sanctions on crude 


trade, with private Chinese oil companies playing a leading role, according to 


Hua. 


 


US lifts Iran sanctions on one unit of Chinese shipping giant Cosco 


 


Both Hua and researcher Li believed Iran would be able to maintain stability in 


the coronavirus crisis, and after Friday’s elections, hardliners in Tehran would 


most probably continue their anti-America policies while seeking closer ties with 


Beijing. 


 


Luft also noted the outbreak could be an opportunity for Iran to strengthen its 


anti-America regime. 


 


“It is precisely because of Iran’s international isolation and authoritarian regime 


that a coronavirus outbreak there may be less consequential than in any other 


country, other than North Korea,” he said. “In fact, an outbreak there could give 


the regime more power to tighten control over the population and nip in the bud 


popular unrest that has been developing due to the country’s dire economic 


situation.” 


 


Additional reporting by Associated Press  


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3052152/fears-mount-


coronavirus-outbreak-worsens-sanctions-hit-iran  
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IRAN: Iran says 12 killed by coronavirus, rejecting reports of higher death 


toll 


 


DUBAI, United Arab Emirates — Iran’s government said Monday that 12 people 


had died nationwide from the new coronavirus, rejecting claims of a much higher 
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death toll by a lawmaker from the city of Qom that has been at the epicenter of 


the virus in the country. 


 


The conflicting reports raised questions about the Iranian government’s 


transparency concerning the scale of the outbreak. 


 


Five neighboring countries reported their first cases of the virus, with those 


infected all having links to Iran, including direct travel from a city where 


authorities have not even reported a confirmed case. 


 


Iran’s Health Ministry said the total number of infections have risen to 61 while 


deaths stood at 12. But a lawmaker from Qom, Ahmad Amirabadi Farahani, was 


quoted by the semi-official ILNA news agency as saying that the death toll was 


50. 


 


Even with the lower toll of 12, the number of deaths compared to the number of 


confirmed infections from the virus is higher in Iran than in any other country, 


including China and South Korea, where the outbreak is far more widespread. 


 


The World Health Organization said last week that in 2 per cent of infected cases, 


the virus has been fatal. In Iran, according to the Health Ministry’s figures, the 


death toll represents nearly 20 per cent of total infections. 


 


There are concerns that clusters of the new coronavirus in Iran, as well as in Italy 


and South Korea, could signal a serious new stage in its global spread. 


 


Authorities in Iraq and Afghanistan, which closed their borders with Iran, 


announced their first confirmed coronavirus cases on Monday. Kuwait, Bahrain 


and Oman also announced their first cases. In all five countries, the infected 


patients had links with Iran. 


 


Farahani, the lawmaker, said the 50 deaths in Qom date back to Feb. 13. Iran first 


officially reported cases of the virus and its first deaths on Feb. 19. 


 


He did not provide supporting evidence but said more than 250 people are 


quarantined in Qom, which is known for its Shiite seminaries that attract students 


from across Iran and other countries. Schools there have been closed. 


 


“I think the performance of the administration in controlling the virus has not 


been successful,” Farahani said, referring to the government of President Hassan 


Rouhani. His comments represent the most public criticism levied yet against the 


government for its handling of the virus, which originated in China in December. 


 


“None of the nurses have access to proper protective gear,” Farahani said, adding 


that some health care specialists had left the city. “So far, I have not seen any 


particular action to confront corona by the administration.” 







 


He spoke following a session in parliament in Tehran. His comments, first 


published by ILNA, were later carried by other news agencies in Iran. 


 


While such harsh criticism is rare in the country, it reflects deep-seated public 


mistrust of the government, particularly since a Ukrainian passenger jet was shot 


down by Iran on Jan. 8, killing 176 on board amid heightened tensions with the 


U.S. Iranian government officials at first tried to conceal the cause of the crash 


before acknowledging that Revolutionary Guard forces had shot it down, 


mistaking it for an enemy target. 


 


Health Ministry spokesman Iraj Harirchi rejected the lawmaker’s comments, but 


said about 900 other suspected cases are being tested. 


 


“No one is qualified to discuss this sort of news at all,” Harirchi said, adding that 


lawmakers have no access to coronavirus statistics and could be mixing figures on 


deaths related to other diseases like the flu with the new virus. 


 


Asked about the spike in cases in Iran, WHO’s emergencies program director 


Michael Ryan cautioned that in the first wave reported from a country, only the 


deaths may be being picked up and therefore are over-represented. 


 


“The virus may have been there for longer than we had previously suspected,” 


Ryan said. “Sometimes when you see an acceleration of cases and a spread from 


that, it doesn’t necessarily represent the natural transmission dynamics of the 


virus.” 


 


He added that it is “very much driven by the context,” such as whether there’s 


been a religious gathering. 


 


The virus, which causes the COVID-19 illness, has infected more than 79,000 


people globally, and caused more than 2,600 deaths, most of them in China. 


 


Ian Mackay, who studies viruses at Australia’s University of Queensland said the 


latest figures reported mean that “Iran could become the hot spot for seeding 


countries that have travel with Iran … a source outside of China.” 


 


Travelers from Iran with the virus have been confirmed in Canada, Lebanon and 


the United Arab Emirates. 


 


The outbreak of the virus in Iran comes as its economy buckles under pressure 


from U.S. economic sanctions. The virus threatens to isolate Iran even further as 


several countries began halting flights and barring Iranians from entry. 


 


The head of the WHO expressed concern over the virus’ spread in Iran, as well as 


in Italy where more than 200 have tested positive and five have died. 







 


“The past few weeks has demonstrated just how quickly a new virus can spread 


around the world and cause widespread fear and disruption,” WHO chief Tedros 


Adhanom Ghebreyesus told reporters. 


 


Ryan said a team from WHO would arrive in Iran on Tuesday. 


 


The outbreak in Iran has centered mostly in the city of Qom, but spread rapidly in 


recent days as Iranians voted Friday in a parliamentary election. Many people 


wore masks and stocked up on hand sanitizer. 


 


Iranian health officials have not said whether health workers in Qom who first 


came in contact with infected people had taken precautionary measures. Iran also 


has not said how many people are in quarantine overall. 


 


To prevent the spread of the virus, schools across much of the country were 


closed for a second day. Soccer matches and movie screenings have been 


suspended. Tehran’s metro, which is used by about 3 million people in the capital, 


and public buses are being sanitized daily. 


 


Iran has confirmed cases in five cities, including Tehran. A local mayor in Tehran 


is among those quarantined. 


 


While Iran has not reported any cases in its northeastern city of Mashhad, 


authorities in Kuwait on Monday said three travelers returning from there had 


tested positive for the virus, raising more questions about how the Iranian 


government is responding. 


 


Iraq said the virus was confirmed in a 22-year-old Iranian student in the city of 


Najaf, home to Shiite seminaries and shrines. Separately, a person in 


Afghanistan’s western province of Herat who had returned from Iran tested 


positive for the virus. 


 


Bahrain’s Health Ministry said an infected citizen who returned Friday from Iran 


had transited through the world’s busiest international airport in Dubai, United 


Arab Emirates. The ministry said the person is a school bus driver, and that 


students are being checked and related schools will be closed for two weeks. 


 


Oman said two of its citizens returning from Iran have the virus and are in 


quarantine. 


 


Armenia also has closed its border with Iran for two weeks and suspended air 


service between the two countries. Azerbaijan temporarily closed two border 


checkpoints with Iran. Georgia restricted movement of individuals to and from 


Iran and halted direct flights. 


 







Associated Press writers Nasser Karimi in Tehran, Iran; Rahim Faiez and 


Tameem Akhgar in Kabul, Afghanistan; Qassim Abdul-Zahra in Baghdad; Frank 


Jordans in Berlin; Jan M. Olsen in Copenhagen, Denmark; Aniruddha Ghosal in 


New Delhi, India; and Sophiko Megrelidze in Tbilisi, Georgia, contributed. 


 


The original article can be found at https://globalnews.ca/news/6588776/iran-


coronavirus-12-deaths/  
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ISRAEL: Nearly 200 Israeli Middle School Students Quarantined After 


Contact with Coronavirus 


 


Over 200 Israelis, most of them middle school students, have been ordered into 


quarantine after coming into contact with a group of South Korean tourists, some 


of whom were infected with the coronavirus. 


 


Students and teachers from three Israeli cities have been ordered by the Health 


Ministry to self-quarantine in their homes after visiting tourist sites at the same 


time as the group from South Korea. Nine members of the group, who returned 


home last week after a two-week visit to Israel, have since tested positive for 


coronavirus. It is not known when they contracted the virus, but since the 


incubation period for the virus is 14 days, it is possible that they had it while they 


toured Israel. 


 


The group visited Jerusalem, the Dead Sea, Masada, Beersheba, Caesarea and 


Hebron. They also visited Palestinian territories, according to their itinerary, 


which was posted on the website of the Health Ministry. 


 


Meanwhile, the Health Ministry announced a ban on entry to any foreign traveler 


who has visited Japan, South Korea, Macau, Thailand, Singapore or Hong Kong 


in the last 14 days. Israeli citizens who have been to those countries will be 


required to self-quarantine. 


 


On Saturday, Israel barred entry to passengers on board a Korean Air passenger 


jet that had landed at Ben Gurion Airport. Israelis on the flight were taken by 


ambulance to their homes, where they were ordered to remain in quarantine. 


 


On Sunday, Israeli Education Minister Rafi Peretz ordered the cancelation of high 


school trips to Poland due to the virus, saying he was abiding by the 


recommendations of the Health Ministry. Some 29 delegations comprising over 


3,000 students, which were scheduled to depart between Sunday and March 4, 


were canceled, Israel’s Channel 12 news reported. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.cjnews.com/news/israel/nearly-


200-israeli-middle-school-students-quarantined-after-contact-with-coronavirus  
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ITALY: Italy COVID-19 outbreak tops 200 cases, 5 deaths 


 


By NewsDesk @infectiousdiseasenews 


 


In a follow-up on the COVID-19 situation in Italy, the Ministry of Health reports 


219 people are infected with the new SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus in Italy. Of these 


5 people have died and one person has recovered. 


 


These are the official figures communicated today at the noon conference by the 


Commissioner for the emergency of civil protection, Angelo Borrelli. 


 


Of the 213 people under observation and treatment, 99 are hospitalized with 


symptoms, 23 are in intensive care and 91 are in home isolation. 


 


In the individual Regions the number of infected people is as follows: 


 


• Lombardy Region: 167  


 


• Veneto Region: 27  


 


• Emilia Romagna Region: 18  


 


• Piedmont Region: 4  


 


• Lazio: 3 (the 2 Chinese tourists and the resigned researcher) 


 


 


 


The European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control ( ECDC ) released a 


statement Sunday concerning the situation in Italy: 


 


As the situation is rapidly evolving, more cases are expected in Italy, and possibly 







in the EU, in the coming days. 


 


According to the Istituto Superiore di Sanita (ISS), suspected cases of COVID-19 


are first tested in the reference labs of the region and province. Those that test 


positive are retested in the ISS, and only those validated there are reported as 


confirmed cases. 


 


The Italian authorities are identifying all contacts of the confirmed cases and have 


announced public health measures for containment, including suspension of mass 


gatherings, suspension of childcare and schools, and access to essential public 


services conditioned to the use of personal protective equipment. 


 


These extraordinary measures in northern Italy are essential to limit the outbreak 


and may need to be replicated in other communities in the coming days. 


 


The original article can be found at http://outbreaknewstoday.com/italy-covid-19-


outbreak-tops-200-cases-5-deaths-15934/  
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ITALY: Seventh coronavirus patient dies in Italy as authorities urge calm 


 


24 February 2020 


 


Italy reported its seventh death from the new coronavirus Monday, but officials 


called for calm and reported a lower rise in the number of infections after a spike 


over the weekend. 


 


The latest victim was a 62-year-old man on dialysis from the north-western region 


of Lombardy, reports said on Monday evening. 


 


It came hours after three other men were confirmed to have died on Monday, all 


of them men in their 80s from Lombardy. 


 


On top of the deaths of one other man and two women who died over the 


weekend, that brings the number of people in Italy who have died since 


contracting the coronavirus to seven – six in Lombardy and one in Veneto. 


 


At least three had other serious health problems, and most were over 75. 


 


According to Italy's health ministry, more than 4,100 people had been tested and a 


total of 229 cases had been confirmed by Monday evening. 


 


Italy now has more confirmed cases of the COVID-19 virus than any other 


countries except China and South Korea. 
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But new infections are increasing at a slower rate, said the head of the civil 


protection agency that is managing Italy's response to the coronavirus. 


 


"I think the numbers that we have registered in Italy and in the rest of the world 


have been confined to reasonable figures," said Angelo Borelli, adding that in his 


opinion the data did not point towards an impending pandemic. 


 


The spread of the virus has disrupted high-profile events including Milan Fashion 


Week and the Venice Carnival. 


 


On Monday evening, sports minister Vincenzo Spadafora announced that six 


Serie A football matches would be played behind closed doors. 


 


And in Milan, operas have also had to be cancelled the city's famed La Scala. 


 


Masses in churches across the affected regions have been cancelled and funerals 


limited to immediate relatives only. 


 


'Eye of the storm' 


 


The stock market in Milan was down over 5.0 percent on Monday in a broad-


based sell-off over virus fears. 


 


The Italian hotel association said it was "very worried" about the impact on 


bookings and that the country was in the "eye of the storm". 


 


Even as far south as Rome some tourists have started to take precautions, despite 


the city having no recent cases. 


 


Authorities suspect several cases can be traced back to a 38-year-old man whom 


authorities have called "patient one". Investigators are reconstructing minute by 


minute his movements over the past few weeks -- where he slept, ate, walked -- in 


a bid to trace everyone he could have come into contact with. 


 


It is believed he may have transmitted the virus to several other people in a 


hospital in Lombardy before doctors realised he was infected. 


 


The outbreak has prompted a series of drastic security measures to try to check 


the spread of the virus. 


 


Eleven towns -- ten in Lombardy and one in Veneto -- are under lockdown, with 


some 50,000 residents prohibited from leaving.  


 


Schools have been closed as a precaution in Lombardy, Veneto, Piedmont, Emilia 


Romagna and Friuli Venezia Giulia, while regional authorities have ordered bars, 


restaurants, cinemas and discos to close. 







 


The spread of the virus has disrupted high-profile events including Milan Fashion 


Week and the Venice Carnival while Serie A football matches have been 


postponed. Operas have also had to be cancelled at Milan's famed La Scala. 


 


Amid reports of panic buying, mayor of Milan Beppe Sala urged people to remain 


sensible: "Rather than dashing to the supermarkets to grab food, perhaps we 


should spend time looking after the most vulnerable, such as old people, who are 


particularly at risk." 


 


According to Italy's national statistics institute, there are over seven million 


people in the country over the age of 75. 


 


On Tuesday, Italy will host a meeting in Rome of health ministers from 


neighbouring countries Austria, Croatia, France, Germany, Slovenia and 


Switzerland to discuss the outbreak.  


 


The original article can be found at https://www.thelocal.it/20200224/latest-


deaths-coronavirus-italy  
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JAPAN: Diamond Princess cruise tracks down 23 passengers who were 


mistakenly released 


 


Japanese officials say they have wrangled nearly two dozen passengers 


mistakenly released from the Diamond Princess cruise in what was the latest 


blunder from the ship’s coronavirus quarantine, according to reports. 


 


The country’s health ministry said it has found 23 passengers who disembarked 


despite not undergoing tests required to leave the locked-down vessel in 


Yokohama, CNN reported. 


 


The passengers in question received negative results before the 14-day quarantine, 


but they were required to undergo a second test for clearance to leave, the report 


said. At least three of those passengers have tested negative since departing the 


cruise. 


 


“We are deeply sorry. We will thoroughly make sure that this kind of mistake 


does not happen again,” health minister Katsunobu Kato said, according to the 


Japan Times. 


 


More than 690 passengers and crew members from the vessel have fallen sick — 


with at least 18 Americans, one Japanese and several Australians testing positive 


after disembarking and returning home. 
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Japan said Monday that two health officials who assisted with the onboard efforts 


to contain the deadly virus have also contracted the illness themselves, the 


Agence Frances-Presse reported. 


 


A quarantine officer in his 50s and a health ministry official in his 40s were both 


hospitalized for the virus after being sent individually to assist on the vessel, the 


outlet reported. 


 


Meanwhile, Japanese health officials have acknowledged that the quarantine on 


the ship was “not perfect.” 


 


“The ship was not designed to be a hospital. The ship was a ship,” said Shigeru 


Omi, a public health expert who heads the Japan Community Health Care 


Organization. “Of course isolation was not ideal as would be expected from a 


hospital, so in my view although the isolation was somehow effective, to a large 


extent it was not perfect.”  


 


The original article can be found at https://nypost.com/2020/02/24/diamond-


princess-cruise-tracks-down-23-passengers-who-were-mistakenly-released/  
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MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: COVID-19 cases spiked outside China this 


weekend — here’s what that means 


 


The novel coronavirus has definitely spread beyond China. While at first, many 


cases seemed to be linked to people who had travelled to China and brought the 


illness home with them, over the last few days many countries have reported 


spikes in local cases of COVID-19. 


 


This could signal a shift in the outbreak and means that containment strategies 


might not be enough anymore, experts say. 


 


As of Monday, Iran was reporting 61 cases of COVID-19 . Many of these people 


likely caught the disease at home in Iran. 


 


Travellers who had visited Iran have also exported the virus to countries in the 


Middle East, like Iraq, Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman and Afghanistan. 


 


A recent Canadian case was also linked to Iran . 


 


Italy has also had a spike in COVID-19 cases, with 220 reported infections and 


six deaths. Italian authorities have effectively placed 10 towns in the Lombardy 


region under quarantine and cancelled Venice’s annual carnival. 


 


The virus has also hit South Korea hard, with authorities there reporting 833 
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COVID-19 cases on Monday, many of which were transmitted through church 


groups. 


 


“Certainly in the last three days we’ve started to see more and more cases outside 


of China and especially a lot of local transmission outside of China,” Dr. Isaac 


Bogoch, an infectious disease specialist at Toronto General Hospital, told Global 


News on Sunday. 


 


“The leaders in the World Health Organization have really talked about this 


closing window of opportunity to contain the virus in China. But it appears that if 


this window truly is closing, it’s almost nearly closed or it has closed, because 


we’re starting to see a lot of infections outside of China.” 


 


“I think what this means is that it is not possible to control this virus,” said Dr. 


Allison McGeer, an infectious diseases specialist at the Sinai Health System in 


Toronto. 


 


Evidence is growing that the virus has several characteristics that make it hard to 


contain, she said. These characteristics include the possibility that it can be 


transmitted when a person is showing few symptoms or even none at all. 


 


If someone is visibly sick, she said, you can identify them and quarantine them 


and track down who they have been in contact with. 


 


“But if you have to identify people who are not ill at all and put them in 


quarantine, that’s much more difficult to do.” 


 


This virus also seems to be transmitted fairly easily. “This is a virus that we’ve 


seen now has been transmitted in meetings with co-workers, in Germany and 


Singapore , to taxi drivers , to people who work in shops, to tour guides, ” she 


said. 


 


“Those are people, yes you come close to them, but it’s very different from how 


much contact you have with people who are members of your family.” 


 


Not everyone thinks that containment is a lost cause, though. 


 


While he acknowledged that the new cases in Iran, South Korea and Italy were 


concerning, WHO director-general Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said 


Monday that countries should still work on containing the virus. 


 


“The key message that should give all countries hope, courage and confidence is 


that this virus can be contained,” he said. 


 


That doesn’t mean that the world can’t also prepare for the worst, he said. 


 







“It’s not either-or. We must focus on containment, while doing everything we can 


to prepare for a potential pandemic.” 


 


Dr. Susy Hota, medical director of infection prevention and control at the 


University Health Network in Toronto, said that right now the outbreak is in an 


“awkward phase” and could go either way. 


 


“I don’t think we should give up on containment strategy,” she said. “Be we also 


have to think ahead, like what if this does continue to spread to other areas? 


 


“Let’s shift our response to be a little bit different and more about mitigation as 


well.” 


 


Right now, she said, doctors are using travel history to help identify possible 


COVID-19 cases — a strategy that won’t work nearly as well if there are many 


“hot spots” around the world, or if cases get transmitted within Canada. 


 


“The approach becomes looking for just the symptoms and having a broader way 


of managing that within hospitals and in the community.” 


 


Public health authorities, depending on the situation, could recommend cancelling 


large public gatherings, or closing schools, she said. Hospitals will need to 


properly manage patients and be prepared for an influx, with sufficient equipment 


and isolation capacity, she said. 


 


While she does think that the virus is something to be concerned about, Hota 


doesn’t think alarm is the right response. 


 


“What I don’t like is people calling this a deadly virus,” she said. “This perception 


that it’s going to kill everybody is a very harmful and damaging thing to say. 


 


What’s unusual about this virus is that it’s new and might infect a large number of 


people at once, when the health system is already dealing with every other 


seasonal respiratory disease, she said. 


 


“We just have to be prepared to offer the right kind of treatments for people and 


have that capacity in the system to care for the ill.” 


 


— with files from Heather Yourex-West, Global News, and Reuters 


 


© 2020 Global News, a division of Corus Entertainment Inc. 


 


The original article can be found at https://globalnews.ca/news/6589890/covid-


19-italy-iran-korea-containment/  
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MULTIPLE COUNTRIES: WHO says coronavirus ‘absolutely’ has 


potential for pandemic status as Italy, Iran brace for surge 


 


Health officials stressed on Monday that while Iran and Italy have reported a 


surge in coronavirus cases over the last several days and raced to cancel public 


events, the outbreak, which originated in China, has not yet met the criteria for a 


pandemic, although it “absolutely” has the potential to get there. 


 


“Using the term pandemic now, it doesn’t fit the facts, but it may cause fear,” 


World Health Organization chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said in a press 


conference on Monday. “Now is not the time to focus on what word we use – it 


will not prevent a single infection or save a single life.” 


 


Tedros said that the health agency has not found “uncontained global spread” of 


the virus, and has noted a steady decline in new cases in China, where more than 


77,000 people have been sickened by COVID-19 and an additional 2,600 have 


died. 


 


An investigative team that had arrived in China several weeks ago has reported a 


range of findings on the virus, including that it peaked and then plateaued 


between Jan. 27 and Feb. 2, and has continued “declining steadily since then,” 


Tedros said. He added that the team found no significant change in the DNA of 


the virus and that the fatality rate outside of Wuhan, the virus epicenter, has 


remained at 0.7 percent. 


 


While Tedros spoke of promise regarding the outbreak’s containment, there is 


panic elsewhere in the world after the semiofficial ILNA news agency in Iran 


reported that 50 people had died from the virus. The country’s health ministry has 


refuted that number and said that the death toll remains at 12, but schools across 


the region remained closed and public gatherings were canceled throughout the 


week. 


 


Dr. Mike Ryan, WHO’s executive director of emergency operations, said it’s 


important to note that there’s no concrete evidence for how long the virus had 


been in Iran before it was first reported. 


 


“Sometimes, when you see an acceleration of cases and a spread from that, it 


doesn’t necessarily represent the transmission of the virus,” he told reporters on 


Monday. “We need to understand the exact dynamics of what has happened in 


Iran.” 


 


Ryan added that WHO was sending an investigative team to Iran on Tuesday, and 


that one was already en route to Italy where officials had tallied 219 cases and 


five deaths. Schools, theaters and Carnival celebrations have been canceled across 


the country, and Giorgio Armani chose to stream footage of his Milan Fashion 







Show week rather than open the doors to crowds. 


 


“The decision was taken to safeguard the well-being of all his invited guests by 


not having them attend crowded spaces,” the Armani company said. 


 


Elsewhere, speculation over how the virus originated began to mount after 


China’s reporting on the virus was called into question. Sen. Tom Cotton, R-Ark., 


even went so far as to suggest that the virus may have originated in a high-


security biochemical lab in Wuhan. 


 


But Dr. Henry Miller, a senior fellow in health studies at the Pacific Research 


Institute and a former FDA official, said that while the original theory 


surrounding a Wuhan food market as the virus origin can be called into question, 


there is “no evidence at all” that the virus came from a lab. 


 


“That is irresponsible speculation,” he told Fox News. “Its genetic sequence is 


virtually identical to coronaviruses found in bats, and may have passed through an 


intermediate animal host (thought perhaps to be a pangolin).” 


 


Miller said that investigators will have to focus primarily on the sequence of the 


virus' RNA in tracking its true origin. 


 


"There were cases that originated earlier than the opening of the food market first 


thought to be the source," he said. "The virus appears to have emerged at the end 


of November or in December." 


 


WHO officials also encouraged other countries to observe lessons learned in 


regions already hit by the virus in enacting their own protocols, but were quick to 


dismiss the notion that shutting the borders would lead to global containment. 


 


Ryan said there is no such thing as “no risk” in the current outbreak, and that 


containing the spread would rely on “good risk management, good 


communication between states,” but that it’s “not about shutting borders.” 


 


“It’s about coherent coordinate public health action by a number of neighboring 


states who share borders,” he said. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.foxnews.com/health/who-


coronavirus-absolutely-potential-pandemic-status-italy-iran-brace-surge  
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OMAN: Oman declares two confirmed corona cases 


 


24/02/2020  
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MUSCAT, Feb 24 (KUNA) -- Omani Ministry of Health announced Monday that 


there are two confirmed cases of coronavirus infection in the country. The two 


cases are of two Omani female citizens, who have returned home from Iran. The 


official Omani News Agency quoted the Ministry of Health as saying that the 


female nationals were in stable condition and quarantined. (end) ma.rk 


 


The original article can be found at 


https://www.kuna.net.kw/ArticleDetails.aspx?id=2865491&Language=en  
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SOUTH KOREA: South Korea confirms 70 more cases of coronavirus, 


balance rises to 833 (official) 


 


South Korea confirmed 70 new cases of coronavirus on Monday, with the 


country's balance sheet going up to 833, the highest number of cases in a country 


outside China. 


 


According to data released on the Korea Centers for Disease Control (KCDC) 


website, 231 new cases of COVID-19 coronavirus were recorded in a single day, 


the largest daily increase to date. 
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THAILAND: COVID-19 situation and actions taken 


 


By NewsDesk @infectiousdiseasenews 


 


Since the COVID-19 outbreak was first recognized around the beginning of the 


year, Thailand health officials have reported 35 confirmed cases, including two 


patients in critical condition. No deaths have been reported. 


 


From 3-23 January 2020, the Department of Disease Control (DDC) has been 


implementing its surveillance protocol by fever screening of travelers from all 


direct flights from Wuhan, China to the Suvarnabhumi, Don Mueang, Chiang 


Mai, Phuket and Krabi airports. 


 


On 24 January, the screening protocol began to be implemented at Chiang Rai 


Airport. The accumulated data, until 21 February 2020, showed 1,419 flights and 


191,006 passengers and air crew members from China were screened for the 


disease. For the screening protocol outside the airports, there were 7,812 people 
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from 411 ships arriving from affected areas that were screened at six sea ports 


(Bangkok, Laem Chabang, Chiang Saen, Phuket, Samui and Krabi) between 


January 1 and February 21, 2020. 


 


The screening implementation at Suvarnabhumi Airport has also been applied 


among arrival travelers from all countries for both arrival and departure flights. 


From 29 January to 21 February 2020, an accumulated number of screening 


people was 2,146,851 and found 68 of those people met a case definition criteria 


of PUI. 


 


There were 87,383 people screened at six seaports. Since February 1, 2020, there 


were 563,088 people that were screened at 34 ground ports. A total of 50,202 


people renewing their passports at the Government Complex Commemorating His 


Majesty at Chaengwattana Road were also screened from 30 January to 20 


February 2020. 


 


On 22 January 2020, DDC, Ministry of Public Health (MOPH), Thailand scaled 


up the Emergency Operations Center to Level 3 to closely monitor the ongoing 


situation both at the national and international levels. 


 


Surveillance and preparedness to respond to emerging infectious diseases have 


been enhanced in the government and private hospitals, and areas of tourist 


attractions. 


 


On 23 January 2020, The Travel Alert for the coronavirus outbreak was raised to 


Level 3. The MOPH recommends that travelers avoid all non-essential travel to 


outbreak areas. 


 


On 3 February 2020 a meeting of the National Committee for Emerging 


Infectious Disease Preparedness, Prevention and Response was convened by the 


Thai Prime Minister. He has instructed all relevant agencies and all provinces to 


take all comprehensive measures to prevent COVID-19 in every part of the 


country. All provinces in Thailand were requested to regularly report the results 


of their work. 


 


The original article can be found at http://outbreaknewstoday.com/thailand-covid-


19-situation-and-actions-taken-22502/  
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Studies 


Study Finds High Death Rate for Clinically Ill Coronavirus Patients in China 


 


The mortality rate for critically-ill coronavirus patients is high—greater than that 


for SARS, according to a new study analyzing that cohort of patients in virus 
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epicenter Wuhan. 


 


Chinese researchers, in a Feb. 24 study published on The Lancet, examined 52 


critically ill patients admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) of Wuhan Jin Yin-


tan hospital between late December 2019 and Jan. 26, and found that 32—61.5 


percent—later died. 


 


All of those patients had died within 28 days of admission to the ICU, it found. 


The median duration from ICU admission to death was seven days. 


 


“The mortality of critically ill patients with SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia [Novel 


Coronavirus] is high,” the study said. “The survival time of non-survivors is likely 


to be within 1–2 weeks after ICU admission.” 


 


The coronavirus, according to official figures, has taken over 2,000 lives in China 


and infected almost 80,000 people. Although experts and commentators have cast 


doubt on those figures, suggesting actual infections to be far greater. 


 


This mortality rate was higher than that previously seen in critically ill SARS 


patients, the researchers noted. That outbreak of 2002 to 2003, which also 


originated in China, killed almost 800 and infected around 8,000 people 


worldwide. They also postulated the mortality rate to be higher than that seen in 


critically ill patients who had Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome (MERS). 


 


Older patients—those 65 years and older—are at increased risk of death, the study 


found. 


 


Researchers also found that patients who did not survive were more likely to 


develop acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)—a type of respiratory 


failure characterized by rapid inflammation of the lungs—and were more likely to 


receive medical ventilation. 


 


Of the 20 patients who survived, eight patients were discharged. 


 


Two-thirds of the 52 clinically ill patients were men, the study said, a finding 


which supports previous data that males are more susceptible to infection. 


 


“The severity of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia poses great strain on critical care 


resources in hospitals, especially if they are not adequately staffed or resourced,” 


the study concluded. 


 


The outbreak has overwhelmed Wuhan’s public health system, with hospitals 


facing supply shortages and struggling to cope with heavy caseloads. As a result, 


many patients, including those without the coronavirus, have not been able to 


obtain treatment. Meanwhile, frontline health workers are bearing intense 


physical and mental pressure, with many having been infected with the disease 







themselves while treating patients. 


 


The original article can be found at https://www.theepochtimes.com/study-finds-


high-death-rate-for-clinically-ill-coronavirus-patients-in-china_3249070.html  
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From: Philip, Susan (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH)
Subject: Re: note to send to health care providers
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:17:19 PM

Yes, I will discuss with Julie as info officer. 

Sent from my mobile device, please excuse typos

Susan Philip MD MPH
Deputy Health Officer
San Francisco Department of Public Health
(628)206-7638

From: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:58:46 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: note to send to health care providers
 
Can we prepare a health advisory w this information, and w LINK to latest information from
us.

We can release immediately after declaration to make we have the latest info.

Does that sound okay?

Tomas
p.s. plz excuse typos 

--
Tomás J. Aragón, MD, DrPH
415-515-5734 (cell); 415-554-2898 (office)
Health Officer, City & County of San Francisco
Director, Population Health Division (PHD)
San Francisco Department of Public Health
101 Grove St., Rm 308, SF CA 94102
----
"Radical transformational leadership is leading change from the universal values of dignity,
equity, compassion and humility to transform self, people, systems and cultures towards equity
and sustainable results." (learn more http://bit.ly/phd-lead)  
------
NOTICE: This message and attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information
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mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
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is prohibited. Notify the sender immediately and delete all information.

From: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:53 PM
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH) <tomas.aragon@sfdph.org>; Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
<naveena.bobba@sfdph.org>
Subject: FW: note to send to health care providers
 
Tomas and Naveena,
Janice is sugesting we inform community providers that they should consider COVID-19 in
returning travelers from South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Iran, Italy given evidence of
community transmission in those regions and CDC’s travel alerts. This is in line with the CDC
guidance to travelers from this area (see below).
Janice found out that NYC has already sent this message out to their community clinical
providers.
This, along with the possible declaration, may really increase the volume of calls but I agree
with the clinical team that this seems to be the correct thing to do.  Let me know if either of
you feel strongly that we should NOT move forward with this –
Susan
 

From: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:37 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: note to send to health care providers
 
Hi Susan
I don't think we will know yet if CDC EOC will approve until we start asking.  And CDC needs to
align their PUI criteria for testing with what they are recommending on the Travel Alert
website- for travelers returning from those countries to seek medical evaluation if they
develop fever or cough /SOB.  We do get alot of PUI questions for patients outside of CDC PUI
criteria and can start requesting when those come in.  At a minimum, any testing will likely fall
under the footnote 5 as of today, which is not travel-restricted:
 
4Category also includes any member of a cluster of patients with severe acute lower
respiratory illness (e.g., pneumonia, ARDS) of unknown etiology in which 2019-nCoV
is being considered that requires hospitalization. Such persons should be evaluated in
consultation with state and local health departments regardless of travel history. 
 
Janice K. Louie, MD, MPH
 
Please note if I am e-mailing you about 2019 n-Coronavirus, it is because I am on temporary assignment to assist with
the SFDPH 2019 nCoV Activation
 



Medical Director
Tuberculosis Prevention and Control Program
San Francisco Department of Public Health 
Clinic: (628) 206-8524
Fax: (628) 206-4565
Janice.louie@sfdph.org
 
 

From: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:29 PM
To: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: note to send to health care providers
 
Thanks, Janice – is the CDC EOC approving testing for these patients?  Julie, do you agree with
sending this message to providers?
Susan
 

From: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:16 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: note to send to health care providers
 
Hi Susan
I hope you have seen my prior emails regarding expanded testing based on community transmission
reported in other countries outside of China. I wrote the note below for your consideration (change as you
wish) to send to our local ICP and other clinical partners, when we feel ready for this. Calls to 554-2830
from clinicians regarding URI in travelers from non-China countries are increasing.
Janice
 
 

Dear SF Partners,

WHO and the CDC have recently noted new community transmission in regions
outside of China. Accordingly, the CDC has posted Travel Alerts for the following
countries in addition to China:  Japan and South Korea (Level 2) and Hong Kong,
Italy, and Iran (Level 1). 
 
The CDC Travel Alerts recommend that returning travelers from the above countries
with onset of illness within 2 weeks of leaving should be considered for novel
coronavirus infection. Healthcare providers should obtain a detailed travel history for
patients with fever or acute respiratory symptoms, and ask the same information as
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would be requested for any PUI. Information on vital signs and any known results of
viral respiratory pathogen testing is also helpful.  Once evaluated by a clinical
provider, SFDPH can work with clinicians to see if testing can be performed at CDC. 
At this time, SFDPH recommends that high priority should be placed on patients who
meet the above criteria with severe respiratory illness or requiring hospitalization. 
Additionally, older adults and people with chronic medical conditions appear to be at
increased risk for severe disease.
 
Although routes of transmission have yet to be definitively determined, CDC
recommends a cautious approach to interacting with patients under investigation. Ask
such patients to wear a face mask as soon as they are identified. Conduct patient
evaluation in a private room with the door closed, ideally an airborne infection
isolation room, if available. Personnel entering the room should use standard
precautions, contact precautions, and airborne precautions, and use eye protection
(goggles or a face shield). For additional healthcare infection control
recommendations, visit CDC's Infection Control webpage.

In the coming days, please note CDC may issue more Travel Alerts and it will be
important to remain updated on both the CDC Coronavirus Persons Under
Investigation (PUI) website (URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html) and the CDC Travel Alert page
(URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html).
 
For questions, please call our Covid Consultation Center at 415 554-2830 or the On-
Call MD.
 
 
Janice K. Louie, MD, MPH
 
Please note if I am e-mailing you about 2019 n-Coronavirus, it is because I am on temporary assignment to assist with
the SFDPH 2019 nCoV Activation
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Tuberculosis Prevention and Control Program
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH)
Subject: Important: ~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 24, 2020 ~*~
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 6:03:43 PM

 

Check Epi-X for an Important Report

~*~ Special Epi-X Media Tracking Report - COVID-19, February 24, 2020 ~*~

This report provides special media coverage of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19).

https://epix2.cdc.gov/v2/Reports/Display.aspx?id=80442

----------------------------- 
HOW TO CONTACT Epi-X
For technical issues, contact the Help Desk:

EpiXHelp@cdc.gov
(877) 438-3749

For help with preparing or posting a report, contact the Editor on Call:
EpiXEditor@cdc.gov
(877) 862-2392 (toll free within the United States)
+1-770-488-7100 (If you cannot use the toll free number above, please call the CDC Emergency
Operations Center and ask to speak to the Epi-X editor on call.)

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 
You have received this message because you are an authorized Epi-X user.
Information in this message must be used only in accordance with the Epi-X User Agreement.

mailto:EPIXUpdate@cdc.gov
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=931bf2b00cd743f494734faa8a15efb2-Tomas Aragon
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From: Philip, Susan (DPH)
To: Aragon, Tomas (DPH); Bobba, Naveena (DPH)
Subject: FW: note to send to health care providers
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:53:44 PM

Tomas and Naveena,
Janice is sugesting we inform community providers that they should consider COVID-19 in
returning travelers from South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Iran, Italy given evidence of
community transmission in those regions and CDC’s travel alerts. This is in line with the CDC
guidance to travelers from this area (see below).
Janice found out that NYC has already sent this message out to their community clinical
providers.
This, along with the possible declaration, may really increase the volume of calls but I agree
with the clinical team that this seems to be the correct thing to do.  Let me know if either of
you feel strongly that we should NOT move forward with this –
Susan
 

From: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:37 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: Re: note to send to health care providers
 
Hi Susan
I don't think we will know yet if CDC EOC will approve until we start asking.  And CDC needs to
align their PUI criteria for testing with what they are recommending on the Travel Alert
website- for travelers returning from those countries to seek medical evaluation if they
develop fever or cough /SOB.  We do get alot of PUI questions for patients outside of CDC PUI
criteria and can start requesting when those come in.  At a minimum, any testing will likely fall
under the footnote 5 as of today, which is not travel-restricted:
 
4Category also includes any member of a cluster of patients with severe acute lower
respiratory illness (e.g., pneumonia, ARDS) of unknown etiology in which 2019-nCoV
is being considered that requires hospitalization. Such persons should be evaluated in
consultation with state and local health departments regardless of travel history. 
 

Janice K. Louie, MD, MPH

 

Please note if I am e-mailing you about 2019 n-Coronavirus, it is because I am on temporary assignment to assist with
the SFDPH 2019 nCoV Activation
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Medical Director

Tuberculosis Prevention and Control Program

San Francisco Department of Public Health 

Clinic: (628) 206-8524

Fax: (628) 206-4565

Janice.louie@sfdph.org

 

 

From: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:29 PM
To: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: RE: note to send to health care providers
 
Thanks, Janice – is the CDC EOC approving testing for these patients?  Julie, do you agree with
sending this message to providers?
Susan
 

From: Louie, Janice (DPH) <janice.louie@sfdph.org> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 5:16 PM
To: Philip, Susan (DPH) <susan.philip@sfdph.org>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet (DPH) <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Sachdev, Darpun (DPH)
<darpun.sachdev@sfdph.org>; Chan, Curtis (DPH) <curtis.chan@sfdph.org>; Stier, David (DPH)
<david.stier@sfdph.org>; Nguyen, Rita (DPH) <rita.nguyen@sfdph.org>
Subject: note to send to health care providers
 

Hi Susan

I hope you have seen my prior emails regarding expanded testing based on community transmission
reported in other countries outside of China. I wrote the note below for your consideration (change as you
wish) to send to our local ICP and other clinical partners, when we feel ready for this. Calls to 554-2830
from clinicians regarding URI in travelers from non-China countries are increasing.

Janice
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Dear SF Partners,

WHO and the CDC have recently noted new community transmission in regions
outside of China. Accordingly, the CDC has posted Travel Alerts for the following
countries in addition to China:  Japan and South Korea (Level 2) and Hong Kong,
Italy, and Iran (Level 1). 

 

The CDC Travel Alerts recommend that returning travelers from the above countries
with onset of illness within 2 weeks of leaving should be considered for novel
coronavirus infection. Healthcare providers should obtain a detailed travel history for
patients with fever or acute respiratory symptoms, and ask the same information as
would be requested for any PUI. Information on vital signs and any known results of
viral respiratory pathogen testing is also helpful.  Once evaluated by a clinical
provider, SFDPH can work with clinicians to see if testing can be performed at CDC. 
At this time, SFDPH recommends that high priority should be placed on patients who
meet the above criteria with severe respiratory illness or requiring hospitalization. 
Additionally, older adults and people with chronic medical conditions appear to be at
increased risk for severe disease.

 

Although routes of transmission have yet to be definitively determined, CDC
recommends a cautious approach to interacting with patients under investigation. Ask
such patients to wear a face mask as soon as they are identified. Conduct patient
evaluation in a private room with the door closed, ideally an airborne infection
isolation room, if available. Personnel entering the room should use standard
precautions, contact precautions, and airborne precautions, and use eye protection
(goggles or a face shield). For additional healthcare infection control
recommendations, visit CDC's Infection Control webpage.

In the coming days, please note CDC may issue more Travel Alerts and it will be
important to remain updated on both the CDC Coronavirus Persons Under
Investigation (PUI) website (URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html) and the CDC Travel Alert page
(URL: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html).

 

For questions, please call our Covid Consultation Center at 415 554-2830 or the On-
Call MD.

 

 

Janice K. Louie, MD, MPH
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